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The Future of Transoceanic Telephony*

By OLIVER E. BUCKLEY
President, Bell Telephone Laboratories

"\X /"HEN Sir William Thomson saw the newly invented telephone of

^ ' Alexander Graham Bell at the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition

in 1876, he stated that "it was the greatest marvel hitherto achieved by

the telegraph." Recognizing that the limitations of the first crude instru-

ments would soon be removed, he remarked that "the invention is yet in

its infancy and is susceptible of great improvements," and also said "with

somewhat more advanced plans and more powerful apparatus, we may
confidently expect that Mr. Bell will give us the means of making voice and

spoken words audible through the electric wire to an ear hundreds of miles

distant." Lord Kelvin lived to see these prophecies rapidly proved true.

Had he lived only a few years longer, he would have seen the quality of

transmitted speech brought close to perfection, and he would have seen

the hundreds of miles extended to thousands.

That Lord Kelvin should have looked upon the telephone as an improve-

ment on the telegraph was natural, for that is the way in which Bell ap-

proached it. Bell was experimenting with his harmonic telegraph when he

invented the telephone. He was extending the possibilities of the telegraph

by making use of a wider band of frequencies than were employed in the

systems of Wheatstone and Morse. With its sufficient range of frequencies,

Bell's system proved capable of transmitting speech as well as simple signals.

Thus, telephony was born from telegraphy by an expansion of the band of

frequencies employed in the electrical transmission of intelligence.

More recently, further expansion of the frequency band has been asso-

ciated both with improvement of quality of transmitted speech and with

multiplication of the number of conversations which can be simultaneously

transmitted. So far have these developments progressed that today we

can transmit speech overland as perfectly as we may desire for any distance

we may choose, and we may do so with hundreds of conversations at once

over a single coaxial line.

In fact, we have gone further and have so broadened the frequency band

* Thirty-third Kelvin Lecture. Read on April 23, 1942 for Dr. Buckley by Vice

President Sir A. Stanley Angwin before the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

1
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that vision as well as speech may be carried long distances overland. It

does not require a bold stretch of the imagination to predict that some day

we shall have multiple-channel transmission of television as today we have

multiple-channel transmission of speech. Conductors consisting of hollow

pipes ofifer promise of such application.

Indeed, frequency band width has become almost a commodity to the

communication engineer. Telegraphy takes a certain band width as meas-

ured in cycles per second for a particular speed of signaling as measured

in words per minute. We may assign about 100 cycles to a printing tele-

graph machine that prints 60 words per minute. To get intelligible tele-

phone communication requires about 1000 cycles, though Bell's original

instrument probably used effectively somewhat less than that, which

accounts for Kelvin's dilhculty in understanding certain words over it.

Commercial telephony has benefited from a gradually widened frequency

band, until now we look on 3000 cycles as a reasonable engineering standard.

This does not provide, however, for perfect transmission of speech. The
frequencies in speech commonly cover about 8000 cycles, though frequencies

above 4000 contribute little to either intelligibility or quality. Music

requires more band width than speech. The range of the normal human
ear is about 15,000 cycles, and perfect transmission of music requires that

band width. In practice, however, one loses little of esthetic value if the

music is limited to 8000 cycles. In fact, most listeners cannot readily

distinguish music transmitted over an 8000-cycle band from that over a

15,000-cycle band. Television requires from 20,000 cycles for a recognizable

human face, to 20,000,000 or more for vision as well defined as in standard

cinema practice, but in present commercial practice the band width is

limited to about 3,000,000 cycles.

With a transmission line of given band width, we can allocate its avail-

able frequency range to telegraphy, telephony or television as we will.

Twenty printing telegraph channels with adequate separation cost in fre-

quencies about as much as one ordinary telephone channel, but for a tele-

vision channel we must pay the price, in frequencies, of 1000 telephone or

20,000 printing telegraph channels.

It is of the extension of the range of frequencies and their availability

for transoceanic communication and particularly transatlantic telephony

that I wish to speak. We shall first review what have been the conse-

quences of the extension of frequencies and then explore some of the future

possibilities of further expansion of band width in transoceanic communica-

tion. Both radio and wire systems must be included to make the picture

complete.

The first messages to cross the transatlantic cable were sent at the rate

of two words per minute. In frequencies, this means a band width of less
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than one cycle per second. Lord Kelvin with his mirror galvanometer and

later with his siphon recorder and other improvements increased the eflfec-

tive band width and raised the speed to three words per minute. He
showed also how to design cables to raise the frequency limits further,

with the result that ocean cables were soon made to work at much higher

speeds.

Other important advances in terminal apparatus and in methods of

operation followed. The application of the duplex principle, permitting

simultaneous operation of the cable in the two directions, practically

doubled its traffic capacity. Improvements in methods of correcting the

signals for the distortion introduced by the cable, and the introduction of

mechanical means of sending resulted in a further increase of a third in

traffic capacity. Another increase of about the same amount was realized

when the cable magnifier was introduced in the early part of the present

century.

A major advance ensued with the introduction of the permalloy loaded

cable in 1924. The advantages of inductive loading for reducing the

attenuation in long circuits had been known for some time and some

applications of the Krarup or continuous method of loading had been

made to short submarine telephone cables. No practical means, however,

of applying this principle to ocean cables was available, since for telegraph

frequencies loading with iron wire was not advantageous because of its

low permeability. The discovery of permalloy, a material with very high

permeability at low flux densities, together with the invention of means

for protecting the loading material from the severe stresses that it would

otherwise encounter at the ocean bottom, made it possible to build a cable

with many times the band width of corresponding non-loaded cables. The

increase in traffic over the cable was, however, less than proportional to

the increase in frequency range, because duplexing the loaded cable involves

a greater sacrifice of one-way speed than is the case for the non-loaded

cable. The fastest loaded transatlantic cable has an effeiptive frequency

band of over 100 cycles per second and can carry four times as much traffic

as a non-loaded cable of the same size and length.

Development of permalloy loading for telegraph cables naturally led to

consideration of the possibilities of a loaded telephone cable to span the

Atlantic. Whether viewed as an extension of frequency from 100 cycles

to the 3000 cycles needed for high grade telephony, or as an extension of

distance, the step was a formidable one. The longest deep-sea telephone

cable reached only 105 nautical miles from Key West to Havana, where

three cables continuously loaded with iron wire were laid in 1921. The

transatlantic span called for a minimum of 1350 miles via the Azores, or

1800 miles by the more direct route from Newfoundland to Ireland. It
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was obvious that such a step could not be accomplished by mere structural

changes. New materials were required. For years, a systematic search

had been made to improve the properties of electric and dielectric mate-

rials for use in submarine cables. By 1928 sufficient progress had been

made in the development of materials and in the structure of the cable

itself to permit seriously undertaking a transatlantic telephone cable. A
decision was than made to embark on a test of a section of such a cable

under practical conditions.

In determining the requirements for this cable, it was decided to engineer

it for the Newfoundland-Ireland route rather than for the route via the

Azores. The longer link made the cable more difficult and its cost per

mUe higher, but the total cost and considerations of operation and main-

tenance favored the more direct route.

The structure proposed for the Newfoundland-Ireland telephone cable

was of the single-core type with a continuously loaded central conductor

and a concentric return conductor similar to that of the Key West-Havana

cables, but different in materials and dimensions. Instead of a serving

of iron wire or permalloy to provide inductance, there were used four

layers of very thin perminvar tape. Perminvar is an alloy which, in the

form of loading tape, has a permeability and resistivity suitable for tele-

phone use and at the same time has very low hysteresis, which helps in

preventing distortion of speech due to magnetic modulation. The loaded

conductor was insulated with paragutta rather than with gutta percha.

Paragutta is a mixture of specially purified and deproteinized rubber, de-

resinated balata or gutta percha, and some wax. It has a dielectric con-

stant 15 per cent lower than the gutta percha in the Key West-Havana

cables, and leakance at telephone frequencies about one-fifteenth as great.

The cable was designed on the basis of as high attenuation as would be

permitted by considerations of noise at the receiving end and usable power

at the sending end. Since the attenuation of such a cable increases rapidly

with frequency, only the noise at the high-frequency end of the speech

band is significant; here the noise is entirely of thermal origin, for static

and other external interference are eliminated by shielding. The sending

power is limited by magnetic hysteresis and there is little advantage in

applying more than about 50 volts. Most of the power can be concentrated

in the high frequencies by placing, at the sending end, part of the network

which corrects the distortion of the cable. By these means, it is possible

to set a permissible overall attenuation as high as 165 db for a top frequency

of 3,000 cycles. This far exceeds attenuation permissible in other wire

telephone practice. The cable was designed to give this attenuation with

the most economical disposition of materials within practical limits. Its

core comprised a loaded central conductor of 800 pounds of copper and

95 pounds of perminvar per nautical mile, 720 pounds of paragutta insula-
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tion, and a concentric copper return conductor of 1700 pounds, making the

cable much heavier than any that had previously been laid in great depths.

A 20-mile section of this cable was made in 1930 under the supervision

of Bell Telephone Laboratories engineers by the Norddeutsche Seekabel-

werke in Nordenham, Germany. There it was loaded aboard the cable

ship Norderney and taken to a location in the Bay of Biscay where a depth

of 2,500 fathoms was conveniently available. This depth was greater than

would be encountered on the proposed cable route. The 20-mile section

was paid out on the sea floor and its open-end impedance measured over

the telephone range of frequencies. From these measurements, changes in

its electrical parameters could readily be deduced. The cable was then

pulled in and carried to Frenchport Harbor near BelmuUet, County Mayo,

Ireland, whence it was laid out to sea to permit measurement of terminal

noise. Measurements of impedance both from the ship and from the shore

showed the cable to be quite unimpaired both at 2^ miles depth and after

recovery and relaying in shallow water. Measurements of noise from shore,

however, showed that the location was unsuitable for this type of cable

because of the rocky bottom. Such a cable is somewhat microphonic on

account of the strain sensitivity of perminvar and the terminal sections

of the cable must lie quietly on a soft bottom if a low terminal noise level

is to be assured.

Simultaneously with the experiments on the cable, experiments were

conducted with the terminal apparatus in the laboratory in New York.

An artificial line had been built closely simulating the proposed cable in

electrical performance, and over this speech was transmitted at the levels

intended for the cable. The method of operation was extreme as well as

novel. The high attenuation made it impossible to balance the simulated

cable for two-way talking, and voice switching had to be used. At both

ends the receiving apparatus was normally connected to the line. The

speaker's voice currents caused his end of the line to be switched to the

transmitting apparatus. Arrangements were devised to avoid loss of

speech during the switching interval, and to minimize interference due to

the persons at the two ends of the cable speaking almost simultaneously.

The time required for speech to travel over such a cable is not negligible.

In this case it was about a tenth of a second. This is long enough to be

noticed but not serious enough to count as a major disadvantage.

All of the measurements in the laboratory, at sea, and from shore joined

in giving assurance of the technical soundness of the proposal to install a

cable of this type. Its performance would have been superior to that

afforded by radio. The cost, however, would have been much greater than

that for a radio circuit. The cable system from Nova Scotia via Newfound-

land and Ireland to Great Britain promised to cost about $15,000,000.

When the project was first considered, the radio connection had been
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subject to frequent interruption and the cable was regarded as an economi-

cally justified supplement to the radio services as they then were.

Postponed temporarily because of general business depression, the cable

project was later postponed indefinitely because, in the face of improvements

in transatlantic radio communication, so expensive a cable to carry a single

conversation could no longer be justified. Today it seems improbable

that such a cable will ever be laid across the Atlantic. Fortunately, other

cable possibilities have in the meantime been developed which look more

attractive. Before going into these, however, let us review the develop-

ment of transatlantic radio telephony and estimate some of its future pos-

sibilities.

The development of radio communication, even more strikingly than that

of wire communication, has been characterized by widening of its spectrum.

In fact, starting with Marconi's low-frequency transatlantic experiments

of 1901, the spectrum has widened until today it provides some thousands

of megacycles. Only a small portion of this range is, however, available

for transoceanic communication. There are utilized only two isolated

ranges each of which, by comparison with the total radio band, is compara-

tively narrow. The low-frequency or long-wave range is a band some tens

of kilocycles wide with a top of about 100 kilocycles. This low-frequency

portion of the spectrum was intensely cultivated during the first two

decades of the present century and by the close of that period had become

rather densely populated with radio transmissions.

In the 1920's the band of frequencies useful for long distances was widened

several hundredfold by the discovery that long-distance transmission could

be carried on by short waves, that is, by frequencies in the range 3 to 30

megacycles. This discovery put transoceanic radio communication on its

present world-wide basis. Short waves not only contributed greatly to

the communication band width but contributed as well as to the demand

for service by reducing costs, since the apparatus required for short-wave

circuits proved to be less expensive than that for long waves.

The transatlantic telephone like its telegraph predecessor started in the

relatively cramped long-wave band and then moved into the freer region

of the short-wave range. It was in 1915, 14 years after Marconi had

spanned the Atlantic by radio telegraph, that speech was first sent across

the oceans from Arlington, Virginia to Paris and to Honolulu. This achieve-

ment, somewhat beclouded by the events of the first World War, was the

result of a plan to talk across the ocean which was definitely undertaken by

Bell System engineers after they had successfully established wire telephone

communication across the North American continent. For its accomplish-

ment there were evolved the first high-power vacuum tubes and the first

master-oscillator, power-amplifier tube transmitter. This experiment was
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thus, in a technical sense, the forerunner of modern radio telephony,

including broadcasting as well as transoceanic telephony.

It required much study of radio transmission and many further improve-

ments in apparatus technique before speech could be projected across the

Atlantic with sufficient clarity and reliability to be truly serviceable. In

the long-wave range and for transatlantic distances, radio is seriously

limited in two respects: first, the level of noise is high, particularly in sum-

mer, due to the frequency of occurrence of thunderstorms in northern

latitudes; and second, the received signals become weak during the sunset

and sunrise periods. The ionized layers of the upper atmosphere upon

which long waves depend for their guidance around the earth are then

going through the transition from daylight to nighttime condition. The

development of the water-cooled high-power vacuum tube made possible

high-power amplifiers to deliver tens of kilowatts needed to lift the signal higher

above the level of atmospheric noise. The influence of static was further

reduced by the use of directive receiving antennas. Additional improvement

was provided by the technique of single-sideband transmission first used on

wires. These developments and others assured fairly reliable telephone

connections and in 1927 public service was opened jointly by the General

Post Office and the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. The

carrier frequency was 60 kc corresponding to a wave-length of 5000 meters.

The opening of the first transatlantic short-wave telephone circuit in

1928 followed close on the heels of the long-wave circuit, and was followed

in turn by the establishment of additional short-wave circuits in 1929.

These were years of increasing disturbance in short-wave transmission and

about 1929 preparations were started on both sides of the Atlantic for a

second long-wave channel to diversify facilities and thus improve the con-

tinuity of the service. This work had not progressed very far, however,

before there came in sight opportunities for greatly improving short-wave

transmission. Accordingly, the project of the second long-wave circuit

was deferred and, upon the actual realization of the short-wave improve-

ments years later, was postponed indefinitely. More recently, experiments

have been conducted which have demonstrated the feasibility of transmit-

ting two channels at different frequencies using the same transmitting

equipment. This may lead ultimately to more economical provision of an

additional long-wave circuit.

Short-wave radio has certain outstanding advantages over long waves

for transoceanic service; these are less attenuation, lower noise and a wider

frequency band in which to operate. The first two factors together with

the ability to obtain readily a high degree of antenna directivity, result

in considerable economies. In the case of a radio telephone connection

between the United States and England, the cost of short waves under
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present practice for an approximately comparable quality of service is

about one-half that of long waves. The wider band provides an oppor-

tunity for the service to expand, for although the short-wave band is by

no means unlimited in extent and within the last few years has become

increasingly congested, much can be accomplished by careful and coor-

dinated planning for use, and in any case it is hundreds of times wider than

the long-wave band. These advantages have been reflected in the rapid

growth of short-wave transoceanic telephony, as indicated by the fact that

by the beginning of 1939 there were in service throughout the world about

170 important long-distance short-wave telephone circuits, of which five

were in regular use between the United States and Europe. There has

grown up also a host of short-wave broadcasting channels, the better coor-

dination of which has yet to be worked out.

Certain disadvantages of short-wave transmission must nevertheless be

reckoned with. The greatest by far is its susceptibility to complete or

partial interruption at certain times, particularly around the maxima of

the 11-year sunspot cycle. This weakness of short-wave transmission is

fresh in the minds of many of us because we are only now emerging from

one of these maxima. Short waves are also affected adversely by various

types of signal distortion which arise from the circumstance that the signal

picked up at a receiving site is usually made up of several components which

have traveled over different paths. Sometimes these paths all lie along

the same great circle but involve different numbers of reflections between

the earth and the Heaviside layer. Sometimes signal components arrive

over other than the great-circle path. Occasionally components travel

along the longer of the two great-circle paths between the transmitter and

receiver or even clear around the world, producing a distinctive phenomenon

known as "round-the-world-echo." Interference between waves arriving

over different paths results at times in "general fading" caused by variations

in the level of the whole band and at other times in "selective fading" in

which portions of the speech band are affected differently.

These phenomena and their causes have been widely and intensively

studied ever since the advent of short waves and as a result much progress

has been made in improving short-wave telephone transmission. Single-

sideband transmission has been helpful in eliminating a particularly dis-

agreeable type of mutilation common to double-sideband transmission

wherein the fading out from time to time of the carrier signal gives rise

to a harsh, grating character of received speech. The multiple-unit steer-

able antenna recently developed in Bell Telephone Laboratories, and known

familiarly as "musa," has been found useful in reducing speech distortion

accompanying wave-interference effects. The musa reduces selective

fading by combining signals arriving over different paths or by eliminating all
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signals except those arriving over one path. By providing additional

antenna directivity it makes possible operation in periods of reduced

signal strength, though it does not eliminate circuit interruptions at timesof

very severe disturbance. Single-sideband transmission and the musa are

now in regular use on the New York-London telephone circuits.

The combination of modern short and long-wave technique now pro-

vides across the Atlantic a telephone service which is acceptable for general

commercial use, though admittedly of somewhat variable quality. Com-
plete interruption of short-wave service with inadequate long-wave service

to fall back on, remains the most serious limitation. Neither the reliability

nor the quality of transatlantic telephony is yet up to the standards of a

well-constructed and well-maintained wire line.

As matters stand today the short-wave bands, carefully used, could be

made to handle a very substantially increased load. The long-wave band

is much more restricted yet it is on the long waves that we now depend

when short waves fail, as they do at times. Marked improvement in

reliability of present systems, or some altogether new and independent

system, is needed to provide an alternative group of circuits to insure

availability of service as users come to rely on it in their business and social

intercourse. This is one of the important factors that led to the develop-

ment of the transatlantic telephone cable.

To predict the future development of transoceanic telephony is pre-

sumptuous, to say the least. So rapid has been the advance in the art of

communication and so revolutionary have been the discoveries in this field

that one is quite unwarranted in setting any limits to the progress that may
be achieved. However, there are some developments that have progressed

far enough in the laboratory to discuss with reference to their early applica-

tion; also there are pertinent indications as to the future of transoceanic

telephony apparent from consideration of developments which have occurred

in long-distance overland telephony.

Perhaps the most significant recent development in land-line telephony

is that of broad-band transmission over open wires, cables and coaxial

conductors. Broad-band transmission means the treanmission by carrier

methods of a considerable group of telephone bands on closely spaced

channels. Over open-wire lines and over pairs in lead-covered cables, 12

telephone bands spaced at 4000-cycle intervals are commonly transmitted

in a group occupying a total band width of 48,000 cycles. With coaxial

conductors, the band has been increased to 2,000,000 cycles giving frequency

space for some 500 telephone channels and it may be expanded still further

when more channels are required.

The application of broad-band methods to transoceanic radio telephony

may be anticipated with some confidence. To achieve it requires broad-
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band amplifying systems capable of delivering high power without dis-

tortion. Commercial success has already been achieved with small num-

bers of channels in the Holland-East Indies and the United States-England

single-sideband systems. More recently, by applying the principles of

negative feedback, Bell Laboratories engineers have developed a short-

wave transmitting amplifier of 200 kw capable of handling 12 or more

closely spaced telephone channels.

One might visualize the broad-band transatlantic radio telephone system

of the future as being built up of successive groups of these 12-channel

blocks. The number of groups that might be used simultaneously is, of

course, limited. Over any path where radio transmission depends upon

reflections between the ionosphere and the earth. Nature sets a rather

definite limit on the range of frequencies that is usable at any given time.

In effect, there is provided a transmission path between transmitter and

receiver which is capable of passing a broad but nevertheless limited band

of frequencies. Frequencies above this band are not consistently returned

to earth from the ionized regions. Frequencies below this range are

absorbed. The high-frequency end is marked by a sharp cutoff, while

there is a more gradual diminution of effectiveness at the low-frequency end.

The position in the spectrum of the useful band shifts with time of day,

season of the year and phase of the solar cycle. Its width varies, too,

being narrow at night and wider during the day.

Thus, for example, when the sun is over the mid-Atlantic in summer

there is available a useful band of frequencies about 4 megacycles wide,

extending from about 14 to 18 megacycles. It is not sharply defined on

its lower side, and its position in the spectrum varies with the season of

the year and the sunspot cycle. But ^\e may say roughly that nature

provides at any one time, at least during the most useful hours of the day,

a band width of the order of 4 megacycles. If this entire range could be

utilized for telephony over this particular path, and were subdivided sharply

into telephone bands of 4 kilocycles width, there could be realized 1,000

telephone channels. These might be used in any of the several ways, as

to two-way transmission and as to the points at which they terminate.

But public service transatlantic telephony is not the only service requiring

these important short waves. There are many other uses of them such as

radio telegraphy, ship-to-shore telephony, airplane communication and

navigation, and overseas broadcasting. There are also other natural bar-

riers than the Atlantic to be bridged in this manner, and these short waves

because of their world-wide effect and despite the directivity that can be

imparted to them, cannot be counted upon to be duplicated very often

for simultaneous use at different locations throughout the world. So we

must allow for the available 4 megacycles to be divided to meet a large
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number of requirements, perhaps none more important than the Atlantic

route, yet collectively of great consequence. Let us say that, in view of

all the other requirements, public service telephony across the Atlantic

deserves something like a tenth of the total facilities in tnis band. This

would mean an allotment of 400 kilocycles or 100 one-way telephone

channels, yielding 50 or more two-way circuits realizable under the natural

limitations of the medium and the other requirements placed upon it.

Of course, the demand for such a number of transatlantic telephone

circuits will depend in large measure upon the economy with which they

can be realized, but the estimate serves at least the purpose of pointing

out that short waves can provide physical facilities for a volume of tele-

phone communication far beyond that now obtaining. Surely we can

anticipate with confidence a great growth of transatlantic telephone traffic,

but in proportion as the demands for service grow and we come closer to

the realization of the ultimate physical possibilities, the more serious

becomes the threat of interruption to this service by magnetic storms.

These conclusions lead us to reconsideration of the transatlantic tele-

phone cable as an auxiliary to short-wave systems. It is readily apparent

now, however, that a single-channel cable such as we projected in 1929

would be of little value in supplementing a radio telephone service of so

many channels as there may be in the future. To be of any real value in

this situation, the cable also must be capable of carrying a considerable

group of telephone channels. It was toward such a possibility that we

turned when the project of a single-channel cable was suspended. We have

made considerable progress in that direction, and I would like to tell you

about it, if you wiU excuse my presenting a proposal which has still many
elements of speculation in it.

It was obvious at the start that a multi-channel telephone cable to cross

the ocean would have to be provided with intermediate repeaters since

even a single-channel cable without repeaters required going to practical

extremes in structural design. Consideration of mechanical difficulties

ruled out locating the repeaters elsewhere than on the ocean bottom.

Problems of laying and lifting made it obvious that the repeater housing

should, if possible, be incorporated within the cable structure and treated

as a part of the cable rather than as an appendage to it. Hence we were

led to develop a small-diameter cylindrical housing to be incorporated as a

part of the cable underneath its armor. The whole structure had to be

flexible so that it could be bent around a cable drum and passed over the

bow or stern sheave of a cable ship.

The structure of the repeater housing which was devised comprises first

a succession of pressure-resisting steel rings each having a diameter of about

1^ inches and a width of | inch. Over these is slid a succession of thinner
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steel rings of the same width but so placed as to overlap the joints of the

inner rings. So assembled, the rings form an articulated cylinder about

seven feet long. To exclude water, there is placed over this cylinder an

annealed copper tube with water-tight seals at its ends. The details of

the seal are of the greatest importance. It combines a strictly hermetic

seal, in which the conductors are brought out through glass, with a plastic

seal through which diffusion of water vapor would be extremely slow,

should the glass seal fail. Joined to the copper cylinder, and extending

over the cable core for several feet, is a tapered copper sheath which serves

to distribute bending strain and protect the conductor joint at the seal.

Containers of the type described have been tested at pressures considerably

higher than would be encountered in a transatlantic cable. They have also

been subjected to repeated bending around a six-foot drum without failure.

Within the repeater housing the elements of the repeater are separately

contained in plastic cylinders about six inches long, loosely fitting inside the

inner steel rings. Connections between these units are made with flexible

conductors.

A repeater must, of course, be supplied with power and, as it is imprac-

ticable to provide a primary source of power in such a small housing, power

must be fed to the repeater over the cable from a direct-current supply.

The supply voltage is one of the limiting considerations in the design of

such a cable system. It must not be so high as to endanger the insulation

of the cable or repeater elements. An operating potential-to-ground of

2000 volts oppositely poled at the ends of the cable was assumed. Power

would be supplied on a constant current basis so that fluctuations of earth-

potential would not cause variations of current-supply. The repeater

elements were designed to withstand the anticipated voltage-to-earth.

Tests of cable-core and joints over a long period of time have shown no

observable change under this impressed voltage.

The difliculties of lifting a deep-sea cable for repairs are such as prac-

tically to prohibit frequent access to the repeaters for maintenance. Hence,

the repeater must be provided with elements which will rarely, if ever,

require attention. A period of 20 years without replacement of parts was

assumed as a reasonable requirement.

The problem of life and maintenance is principally the problem of a

rugged long-lived vacuum tube. Ordinary vacuum tubes have limited

service-life on account of evaporation of material from thermionic cathodes.

By making the level of transmitted signals relatively low, the space current

may be kept very small. By making the cathode surface relatively large,

this srnall current can be obtained at a temperature so low that the cathodes

of the tubes may be expected to last for a very long time. This is a dif-

ferent approach to the tube problem than has ordinarily been made. New
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types of tubes based on these principles were developed and put on life

tests more than five years ago. As yet they have shown no evidence of

deterioration, and one now may be reasonably sure from their behavior and

from physical considerations of a life of at least ten years. There is good

reason to think that they should last several times that long, but further

observation will be required before a life of as much as 20 years steady

operation can be confidently predicted. The tubes must also be more

rugged than ordinary vacuum tubes since the cable will be subjected to

considerable vibration and perhaps to heavy blows in the course of laying

and lifting, though the tubes can be protected to some degree by resilient

mountings.

Other elements of the repeater structure such as coils and condensers

are also subject to special requirements both electrical and mechanical.

These requirements have been met in a preliminary way and the assembled

repeater in its housing subjected to mechanical tests in the laboratory.

Although the electrical requirements of such a cable are very severe,

there are some respects in which the submarine telephone repeater is

simpler than a land-line repeater. The temperature at the bottom of the

ocean is nearly constant; consequently, the repeater does not have to be

regulated to compensate changes of cable characteristics with temperature.

Also, once the cable is laid, it is in a very quiet place, and except in shallow

water near shore is not likely to be disturbed. True, the electrical char-

acteristics of the cable may show effects of aging, but over a long period

of time changes are not great, and they can be allowed for by providing

some margin in the electrical design.

In the circuit of the repeater the heating filaments of the amplifying tubes

are placed in series with the central cable conductor. The fall of potential

through the heater filaments provides the plate potential for the tubes.

Appropriate networks compensate for variation of cable attenuation with

frequency. A negative feedback circuit gives a high degree of stability

over a wide band of frequencies and minimizes the effect of variations of

tube characteristics. It is interesting to note that the amplification pro-

vided by a single tube could drop to a tenth its normal value with scarcely

appreciable effect on the performance of the repeater.

The number and spacing of repeaters depends of course on the length and

design of the cable. For a cable 2000 miles long to connect Newfoundland

and Great Britain there was calculated a core comprising 516 pounds of

copper per mile insulated with 370 pounds of paragutta, surrounded by a

return conductor of 600 pounds. This is like the core of the 1930 Key

West-Havana telephone cable but somewhat smaller. Paragutta was

assumed as the insulating material because of extensive experience with it.

By using for the calculation the characteristics of one of the newer synthetic
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insulating materials a somewhat more favorable design would have been

obtained. On this cable 47 repeaters spaced 42 miles apart would provide

for the transmission of a band 48,000 cycles wide.

r The repeater is a one-way device and to provide two-way conversations

two cables have been assumed, one directed eastward and the other west-

ward. This is the simplest solution of the two-way problem but it is not

inconceivable that the problem could be solved with a single cable. Using

two cables, each transmitting 48,000 cycles, the number of telephone cir-

cuits will depend on the band assigned per channel. If we adhere to the

present best land-line practice, and assign 4000 cycles per channel there

would be room for 12 telephone circuits. For a small sacrifice of quality

the number could be materially increased. Even as many as 24 fairly

satisfactory circuits could be provided by assigning only 2000 cycles per

channel.

Although in Bell Laboratories we have gone a considerable distance in

the design of a broad-band repeatered submarine telephone cable, and have

developed many of the essential parts, I would not wish to give the impres-

sion that all the problems of such a cable have been solved, or that the time

has come to proceed with its construction and installation. Indeed, it is

only by building trial sections of such a cable and subjecting them to re-

peated punishment more severe than a cable is likely to encounter, that the

problems can be fully recognized. Extensive electrical tests will also have

to be made on a complete assembly of repeaters with artificial lines simu-

lating sections of cable. These steps have yet to be taken.

A submarine cable requires a degree of care and precaution in engineering

such as is required in few other situations. It is usually not possible to

provide large factors of safety, and yet failure of a single part such as a

break in the conductor or a leak in the insulation completely destroys the

operation of the whole system. Experiences of over eighty years since the

failure of the first attempt at an Atlantic cable have led to the development

of practices which give good assurance of the reliability of cables of simple

construction, but when a device such as the proposed repeater is made a

part of the structure a new set of hazards is introduced. Whether these

hazards can be guarded against well enough to justify the risks of such a

cable project remains to be seen, but I am optimistic that by a sufficiently

thorough job of cable manufacture and a well planned program of trials,

the hazards can be reduced to an acceptable degree. It will take some

years to reach this point, and at best it must be expected that some degree

of hazard will still remain.' Submarine cables, like all things that go to

sea, can never be completely dissociated from some chance of disaster.

As to the costs of such a cable project for establishment of broad-band

wire telephony to England via Newfoundland, only the roughest sort of
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estimates can be made at this time. However, even applying annual charges

somewhat higher than have commonly been used for cables, it appears that

the total cost per telephone circuit for the system of two cables with associ-

ated equipment will be comparable with that of prospective short-wave

radio systems. A considerable increment of cost of cable over that of radio

would be justified by the better quality of transmitted speech and the very

significant advantage of privacy. Added to this is the value of the cable

as a supplement to radio systems to provide against their failure. Indeed

it is possible that once the cable were in service radio would be looked on as

a supplement to it.

The comparison of cable and radio telephony is not easy to make. It is

the composite of cable and radio that assures continuity of service since

while radio is sensitive to disturbances accompanying magnetic storms, and

cable less so, radio service is not so exposed to the possibility of interruption

by mechanical accident or malicious intent. An advantage of radio systems

is their flexibility, whereby new routes can be established or old routes

abandoned without incurring excessive costs. Further, provision can be

made for expansion of radio facilities as required without having to install

so large a complement of circuits at the outset. The prospect of the com-

bined radio and cable system is a happy one in that it affords the advan-

tage of both types of facility.

In the foregoing discussion I have treated the transoceanic telephone

problem principally as the transatlantic problem and more particularly as

the problem of connecting North America and Great Britain. Community
of language and many interests lend particular emphasis to that connection,

but it is, after all, only one of the many transoceanic links required to build

the world-wide telephone network of the future.

When we come to look at other situations, the relative advantages of

radio and cable weigh differently. Shortwave radio links have a great

advantage in affording direct connection between points on the globe far

apart, and the tendency has been to establish short-wave connections

directly between large centers rather than through extensive land-line

links, particularly where political boundaries have been involved. There

has thus grown up an extensive network of single-channel short-wave

radio connections operated at low power, giving good service part of the time

but not to be depended on all of the time. Most of these connections are

over routes which would not support broad-band systems such as I have

discussed. The introduction of broad-band methods for transoceanic radio

telephony will tend to favor centralizing radio traffic at a smaller number of

more important radio terminals, but it is hardly to be expected that all

transoceanic radio traffic will thus be concentrated. Even with radio

systems dispersed rather than centralized, broad-band cable may still
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serve as an effective supplement to radio not only between North America

and Great Britain but also between North America and all of Europe, with

land lines extending the circuits to all important centers of the European

continent. It is to be expected, too, that the cable will find important

application in other locations than across the north Atlantic. Notably,

this type of cable is particularly promising for trans-Mediterranean service.

Indeed, the same principles of construction which are proposed for the

transatlantic cable may be applied over much shorter distances. With

some modification of design, the repeater can be incorporated in lead-

covered cables for shallow seas and afford transmission advantages of

carrier as well as the economy of broad-band.

If one tries to imagine the world-wide transoceanic network of the future,

he ma"*'" well envisage a net comprising a large number of light link..^

a small number of heavy linkages over the most important routes. The
light linkages will represent direct short-wave single-channel or twin-

channel connections using relatively small power. The heavy linkages

will comprise highly developed powerful broad-band short-wave radio

systems making full use of frequency and directional diversity supplemented

by broad-band submarine cables and in a few cases by long-wave radio

as well.

From purely physical considerations, it appears feasible to provide all

of the facilities for telephone connection between all points on the earth

that its inhabitants are likely soon to require. To what extent these

facilities will actually be developed will depend on demand and that, to a

considerable extent, on cost. It will be interesting to survey briefly this

question of prospective demand to see whether after all it promises to be

great enough to justify the installation of broad-band cable and radio sys-

tems such as are here proposed.

There are so many factors that contribute to telephone demand that it is

impossible to make any very reliable estimate. In addition to cost, there

are factors of differences in time, in language and in telephone habits and

also the factors of community of interest and speed of service. Similar

factors affect the demand for telegraph service, but the transatlantic tele-

graph habit has had more time to mature fully and may reflect more accur-

ately than the telephone the demand that exists for rapid communication

between Europe and America.

One possible way to estimate what the future may have in store for

transatlantic telephony is to compare the flow of telegraph trafiic, say

between London and New York, with that between New York and some

west-coast American city, and then to examine how intensively telephone

service has been developed relative to telegraphy over the two routes.

Because of its comparative stability over a period of years, New York-
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San Francisco traffic provides an interesting basis of comparison. The

distance and difference in standard time between these two cities compare

fairly well with those between New York and London. Difference in

community of interest is compensated to some degree by the difference in

size of London and San Francisco.

This comparison may be made on two bases not very different in char-

acter, but leading to widely different results. In the first, let us compare

the two routes as regards telegraph traffic, using as our measure the total

number of words transmitted in a single years. In the second, let us use as

our measure the number of public service telegraph messages, excluding

such telegraph business as is comprised under the headings of press service,

Ic^-^ed-wire service and code and cipher messages. In each case the estimate

i uuoed on terminating messages and excludes traffic routed via L.'; cities

named. Data for the year 1937 are available and this particular year has

some further advantage in that it represents something between the peak of

the 1929 era and the trough of the succeeding depression.

On the first basis of comparison we find that the total number of tele-

graph words transmitted between New York and San Francisco in 1937

was approximately the same as that between New York and London. On
the second basis we find that the number of telegraph messages was about

seven times as great between New York and London as between New York

and San Francisco. The wide discrepancy between the two comparisons

is doubtless accounted for partly by rates and partly by the character of

business and social intercourse. Of the two the second, which is based on

plain-word public-service messages, would seem to be more significant in

relation to potential demand for telephone service. The information trans-

mitted in press and coded telegraph messages and over leased wires is pre-

sumably business of record. Public message telegraphy, as a somewhat

closer approximation to the informal exchange of ideas by telephone, may
be a better index of telephone demand.

On the basis of these figures we may speculate that the potential demand

for telephone connection between New York and London is somewhere

between one and seven times that between New York and San Francisco.

Actually, in the year 1937 the telephone traffic between New York and San

Francisco was about three times that between New York and London.

Thus it would appear that not more than a third, and possibly not more than

a twentieth, of the potential telephone demand has been realized.

If we assume, as seems reasonable, that the same ratio of potential to

realized demand exists for all European-North American connections as for

the New York-London connection, we may estimate that in place of the

five pre-war telephone circuits across the North Atlantic there will be needed

from fifteen to one hundred circuits. Which of these figures proves to be
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the better measure will doubtless depend greatly on costs that can be

achieved but I do not think that I can fairly be accused of excessive optimism

in predicting a demand for forty or more telephone circuits in the reasonably

near future if full advantage is taken of technical possibilities already in

view to decrease costs and improve reliability of service.

In estimating the demand for growth it may be a mistake to attach too

much importance to cost of service. Speed and reliability are, within limits,

just as important. When it becomes possible to pick up a telephone and

get a reply within two minutes, which is about the normal time for a long

distance connection in the United States, and when the connection provides

the clarity and freedom from noise of a local telephone call, then the trans-

oceanic telephone service will, I believe, be used to a degree not even ap-

proached at present.

To provide this indicated increase in number of circuits, and to approach

land-line standards of reliability and quality of service will demand utiliza-

tion of all three types of transmission systems: short-wave, long-wave and

repeatered cable. Considerations of cost, flexibility and directness of

connection suggest that the bulk of the transatlantic business will be handled

on the short waves, but any service important enough to justify so large a

group of circuits as has been estimated would have to live up to a higher

standard of reliability than short-wave circuits alone can provide. A
cable between America and Britain would provide this reliability, acting

as insurance against serious interruptions of service that would result from

a simultaneous failure of all the short-wave facilities during periods of

magnetic storm. It would in addition set a high standard of transmission

performance in competition with short waves. The cable and short-

wave circuit groups plus a few long-wave circuits should provide a high

degree of reliability and excellent transmission at a level of cost such as

would assure the continued growth of the service.

It may not be necessary to wait until the growth of transatlantic telephone

business provides enough traffic to utilize fully a cable of the type described.

When once the engineers are ready to give reasonable assurance of the cable,

I believe that it will not have to await complete economic justification,

because of the tremendous importance which it would have in insuring

privacy and continuity of transatlantic telephone service. What the cable

reaUy waits on is technical development. To achieve this is fairly straight-

forward, since there do not appear to be any insurmountable difficulties.

There is still much to be done and many difficulties must be overcome before

the broad-band repeatered cable can be installed but it does not impress

me as a more difficult problem than many that have been solved in the past.

In developing this picture of transoceanic telephony I have endeavored

to stay within the realm of engineering fact, and not to count on products
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yet to be born from the inventor's fancy. Indeed, I may have been over-

conservative for there are already partly developed inventions which might

greatly modify the picture. One such is the vocoder, an instrument which,

in a sense, compresses speech into a narrow band. More accurately it

dissects speech, transmits it in code and recreates it at the other end of the

line. With vocoders a hundred or more simultaneous conversations might

be carried by a pair of repeatered cables. While the vocoder would trans-

mit the primary elements of conversation it would not provide all of those

qualities of speech which words alone do not convey. The vocoder gains

in band width at the cost of naturalness of speech, but even so, it may find

important application.

Other inventions may extend the band width available for transoceanic

communication far beyond the range here discussed. Projects such as

repeatered ultra-short wave radio systems and undersea wave-guides,

which today appear fantastic, may some day come within the range of

practicability.

The electrical channels over which peoples of one continent hold their

more urgent communication with those of another have always been of

surpassing technical interest. Ever since the first electrical impulses to

carry words across the ocean were traced in the wavering beam of Kelvin's

mirror galvanometer, the improvement of these channels has been a fruitful

field for scientist and inventor. But these paths for the transmission of

intelligence have a wider significance than mere technical achievement.

They are strands of an ever-growing bond that unites widely separated

continents. The newest of these strands, the overseas telephone, has yet

to reach its maturity. Not until conversations can be carried on as easily

and reliably between continents as between cities within a continent, can

we claim that the art of transoceanic telephony has come of age. When
this time arrives, we shall probably realize as we look back that the half-

dozen telephone circuits of the 1930's formed indeed a slender thread to

bind together in speech the people of North America and those of Europe.

Some tens of kilocycles of band width may then appear as inadequate as the

slowly dispatched words over the first transatlantic cable appear to us

today.



Diamond Dies for the High-Speed Drawing of Copper Wire*

By H, N. PADOWICZ

ESSENTIAL to the drawing of copper wire at any speed are the dies to

effect the desired reduction steps. It can be readily surmised that this

item is one of major importance at drawing speeds of 10,000 and 12,000 feet

per minute which are being used in the copper wire drawing plants at the

Kearny Works and the Baltimore Works of the Western Electric Company.^

In these machines diamond dies are used to draft 12 and 14 A.W.G. supply

wire to the final sizes of 19, 22, 24 and 26 A.W.G., respectively. As pointed

out in the paper^ describing these machines in the above noted plants, the

maximum possible drawing speed is limited by the stresses set up in the

take-up reel rims. Drawing dies in themselves should not place any limita-

tions on the wire drawing speeds if the factors of heat generated and the

rapid movement of lineal wire surfaces are logically considered and provided

for.

In 1924 the manufacture of copper wire at a drawing speed of 2500 feet

per minute in a new type of wire drawing machinery, developed and designed

by the Western Electric Company, was started in its Chicago plant.^ At

that time copper wire was being generally produced at speeds ranging from

800 to 1200 feet per minute. A study of the manufacture of diamond dies

for use in these machines developed that dies suitable for this work required

a differently shaped "approach," a better polish and a shorter "land" than

those that were available for low-speed operation. These same factors are

still the important items which must be considered for today's drawing speed

of 10,000 and 12,000 feet per minute.

The technique of making diamond dies for the drawing machines which

operate up to about 5,000 feet per minute is now well established. The

specifications covering the dies for this purpose are known and available

to the trade which is well qualified to produce them. However, the oppor-

tunity and necessity for diamond dies to draw copper wire at the noted high

speeds did not exist prior to the recent development of these high-speed

machines and for this reason the industry was not familiar with the necessary

die requirements.

The Kearny Wire Mill was set up to purchase finished mounted dies from

outside suppliers and to recut them when oversize. These dies are usually

acquired at the smaller final sizes as governed by production schedule re-

quirements and enlarged to the larger sizes for both finisher and line die use.

* Published in Wire and Wire Products, October, 1941.
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A large part of the success attained was due to specifications defining the die

requirements and the setting up of adequate inspection means to check the

new and recut dies for these requirements. Prior experience of this com-

pany and the cooperation of our suppliers greatly aided this policy.

The following details of diamond wire drawing dies have been found to be

essential to the desired performance of these tools in ouf drawing operations:

Shape and Quality of the Diamond Stone

Stone Size

Mounting
Contour of the Die Hole

Polish and Finish

Pounds Pull to Draw the Wire through the Die

Shape and Quality of Diamond Stones

Round, clear stones of sound structure are selected, and these should be

free from cracks, pits, carbon spots, porosity or any flaws and imperfections

which would affect the present or recut drawing surfaces of the die. Round
is the trade term for stones of polyhedral sides, approximating a spherical

form as distinguished from flats and irregular, unsymmetrical shapes.

Usually these stones are octahedral in habit with smooth rounded corners.

The coloration and clarity of the mounted stone should permit inspection of

all drawing surfaces, relief angle, approach angle and bell. A close-grained

stone as determined by the crystal growth lines seems best.

Stone Size

The size of stone for specified hole sizes, consistent with the quality of

stone previously noted, has been well standardized for the copper wire

industry by the American wire die manufacturers. Good die performance

has been obtained from these sizes. The average stone size of these manu-

facturers has been specified for our requirements.

Mounting

The mounting encasing the stone is a vital factor in the life of diamond

wire drawing dies. Diamonds when used for drawing dies ultimately fail

by breakage (i.e. cracks, spalling, chipping out) and not by erosion of the

wearing surfaces. Diamonds due to their formation and crystalline struc-

ture and to the physical properties resulting therefrom, are particularly

prone to breakage when subjected to fatigue, impact and disrupting tensile

stresses such as those commonly met in wire drawing operations. To com-

pensate for this weakness it is necessary to effectively encase the stone in a

mounting which adequately supports it on all sides. The methods of

mountings are many and varied. Mountings which are made by hot
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pressing, forging or upsetting to o])tain definite bonding of the component

parts were found to be superior to those made by brazing, puddUng, or

casting. High-strength metals processed with the proper technique to

effect good metal flow and alloying bonding are preferable. The interface

of the stone and metal should be free from porosity and crevices. Figure 2

depicts a defective mounting due to poor metal flow which caused the early

breakage of the stone.

Contour of the Die Hole

The contour of the die hole is shown in Fig. 1. It is the familiar radial

or parabolic t>-pe which is commonly used in the copper wire industry with

Fig. 1—Contour of the die hole

good results. The straight angles associated with cemented carbide dies do

not exist in the present day commercial diamond dies. The noted angles

are arcs and the values cited refer to the average chords subtending these

arcs. In agreement with the findings of comparatively recent English

investigations^ of the theoretical factors afifecting wire die performance, it

was found that small changes of angle do not appreciably influence the die

pull. Whatever differences do exist are blanketed out by changes in the die

frictional forces. The permissible variations in angle are consistent with

the average found in today's best commercial dies. In recutting dies ob-
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tained from different sources the variations narrow after one or two recuts.

This is to be expected when standardized recutting practises are followed.

Bell Angle

The bell angle should permit ready ingress of the compound solution to

wash out those materials (dust, slivers, sludge, dirt, etc.) which tend to

accumulate here and have an abrasive action when pulled through the die

Fig. 2—Defective diamond die mounting due to poor metal flow

by the wire. The bell angle is highly polished to minimize the packing of

the noted materials. This polish can be more easily achieved in a smooth

tapering angle than in one of a wide flare.

Approach Angle

At high drawing speeds, appreciable wire whip and vibration are present.

Also, the higher centrifugal forces tend to "throw out" the wire in relation

to the normal axis of the die. An approach angle not too wide in relation
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to the reduction angle is necessary to guide the wire concentric to the draw-

ing cone.

Reduction Angle

In this angle, the most important sector of the die, the reduction of

diameter, except for the sizing accomplished in the bearing, is carried out.

Following the practice of the trade a 16° angle is used. The depth of this

area is designed to have the entering wire hit well within it to prevent

excessive chipping and undercutting in the pressure ring and t6 maintain the

desired die pull values. The line of contact of the entering wire and the

reduction area is located at 65-70% of the vertical height of the reduction

angle.

In general, the ratios of the vertical heights of the reduction, approach

and bell angles are as follows: 1:0.7: 1.5 for dies of 20-26 A.W.G. inclusive

and 1:0.5:1 for the larger sizes. The dimensions of the approach and bell

angles are of course dependent on the stone size and the number of previous

recuts. The heights of the two latter angles may vary appreciably from the

above noted values provided that adequate lubrication and "washing out"

of the die can take place.

Bearing

A bearing length of about 40% diameter is formed. It is checked by the

die pull requirements. The bearing is purposely drilled to obtain a slight

front taper of about 2°. The slight taper aids the metal flow and reduces

"sucking".

Relief Angle

Here again, the wire vibration necessitates a smooth angle which will not

tear the wire leaving the die. Recutting for good reproduction of contour

and die pull also requires a smooth angle. Proper care should be taken to

prevent a cup shaped depression which is commonly formed by jamming

a diamond chip in the back of the die as a fast intermediate step to final

sizing.

Polish and Finish

The degree of polish of the die drawing surfaces is a most important

factor in determining satisfactory die performance. In wire drawing there

is encountered a vicious repetitive cycle consisting of (1) the wire abrades

due to the condition of the wire and die surfaces, (2) the resultant abraded

metal particles pack in the die throat and gall the incoming wire, and (3)

the heat and the conditions created by this action again adversely afifect

the wire and the die surfaces to repeat the cycle. There have been cases
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noticed wiiere the line copper particles liave been compacted by the heat and

pressure to form a solid conical mass which has welded to the wire. Deep

grooves in the reduction angle and bearing invariably follow back to the

pressure ring or irregularities in the die surfaces in which the metal particles,

dirt, etc. have lodged.

Characteristic of copper and other non-ferrous metals is its ready flow

under pressure such as is present in the die reduction angle. This condition

causes die packing, metal galling and the resultant wire scoring to take place

at surprisingly slight irregularities in the die drawing surfaces. This is

particularly true at high drawing speeds due to the rapid lineal movement

of the wire surfaces. Again this emphasizes the necessity for a high polish.

The harder ferrous metals tend to bridge across these small irregularities

rather than to flow into them.

Highly polished surfaces free from scores, traces of ripping rings and

scratches are desired." All the die surfaces with the exception of the relief

Table I

Diamond Die Diameter
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frequent wire breaks. The noted figures are 45-50% of the wire breaking

strength based on A.W.G. reduction steps. Die pull is a cumulative check

of the following die characteristics: contour as correlated to the reduction

angle and bearing length, and the polish of the drawing surfaces. In

conjunction with the die diameter, it affords a means of grouping the dies in

matched balanced sets and obviates actual try out of these dies in the

machines.

Inspection Methods

Suitable inspection methods and equipment to check the die requirements

contribute much to good die performance. Microscopes have been used

with good results by some manufacturers of fine wires and by several of the

more progressive die manufacturers for some time for this purpose. The

Western Electric Company has adopted this practice. The binocular wide

field microscope has proved to be an indispensable tool for inspection. It is

used to the complete exclusion of loupes. The stereoscopic effect, the wide

field and the long focal distance features of this instrument make satis-

factory examination possible. We have found a magnification of SOX to

be most practical for the previously noted die sizes. Good agreement to

observations by different persons can be had by the use of this apparatus.

This is a rare occurrence in the case of loupes. It is surprising that this

inexpensive tool which removes much of the guessing and so-called art in

diamond die manufacture has not been universally utilized by wire drawers

and die manufacturers.

Frequent examination of finished dies and dies in the various stages of

recutting is expediently accomplished by microscopic observation. Routine

die contour checks are visually made in this manner. Periodic checks of

die angles and die contour are accurately made with a contour projector.

Shadowgraphs of lOOX magnification are made of die impressions formed of

a soft metal.

When polished to the proper degree, it is possible to examine a mounted

die under a microscope with a suitable light source and discern the internal

flaws in the stone. The examination of stones removed intact from the

mounting will also check this point. Mountings of metals having a low

reflectivity will require a light source from above to illuminate the stone.

The die pull is checked on a commercial instrument shown in Fig. 3.

Auxiliary equipment and gauges have been added to it to make it more

versatile for this use. The device consists of a piston which fits snugly into

a hydraulic chamber fiUed with a suitable liquid. The piston is recessed at

the outer end to hold the die. The die pull causes the movement of the

piston which builds up the registered pressure. The wire is reduced one

A.W.G. step and the pressure against the die holder is noted as indicated on
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Fig. 3—Die pull indicator

the adjoining gauge. Small die sizes having die pulls below five pounds are

checked by means of a manometer filled with an appropriate liquid. When
measuring die pulls of low magnitude, the device should be calibrated for the

frictional drag of its moving parts.
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Die Records

Die control is greatly enhanced by comprehensive records. All dies are

logged' on individual record cards. A facsimile of each side of this card is

shown in Fig. 4. As noted, the individual die characteristics as received,

at oversize, and after recutting to final disposition are recorded. These

^* oP^^J; =v /<r^t.^\
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oversize diameter limits consistent with best enlargement practice and over-

all operating efficiency have been set for each finisher and line die size. The

die sets are removed from the machine when any one die, with the exception

of the finisher, has reached the specified limit. Usually two finishers are

used for each set of 26 A.W.G. and one plus for the other final gauge sets

before returning these units to the Die Shop. This procedure has greatly

enhanced the economics of die costs, operating efficiency and wire quality.

It has also made possible the issuance of dies by the Die Shop for shop use

without the necessity for preliminary "tryout" in the drawing machines.

Recutting Practice

Diamond die recutting is a series of lapping operations in which the abra-

sive is diamond dust for obvious reasons and the lap or carrier is a suitable

pin or wire, usually steel, depending upon the specific operation. The
theory and practice of lapping tool gauges to a fine finish is applicable here.

The diamond dust imbeds in the lap, is held there temporarily stationary and

cuts the die stone when it is forced in contact with it. As its position is

fLxed relative to the lap, but moving with respect to the stone, it cuts the

die surface. However, due to the great hardness of diamond, appreciable

wear of the lap takes place and its shape is rapidly changed. In ripping

where the shaping of the die contour is done, the pin must be frequently

reground. It is necessary to have a hard material for the lap to keep the

diamond dust working in contact with the die surface and to retain its shape

for an appreciable time. Also, some diamond dust would imbed deeply in

a soft material and be removed in the grind.

Successful recutting and reproduction of die characteristics require definite

procedures and controls. Specific hole size enlargement, surface require-

ments, frequency of lapping pin grinds, diamond dust additions, etc. are

essential for each operation to achieve the desired results.

Standard commercial machines are used for the various enlarging and

refinishing operations. In general, recommended trade practices are

followed.

Ripping (the roughing operation which removes the pressure rings, chips,

etc. and reshapes the die contour) is most important as it determines the

die contour and the subsequent degree of polish. We have found the RPM
of the drilling pin spindles to be a determining factor. Spindle RPM's
from 4,000 to 12,000 have been tried, and 5,000 RPM has been found to be

most satisfactory. Other important elements are the diamond dust size,

frequency of pin grinds, speed and kick of the reciprocating vertical motion.

A definite sequence of these factors is necessary to achieve the desired results.

A gradual breakdown of the diamond dust effecting a cutting and lapping

action as controlled by the centrifugal forces dispersing it in the liquid
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medium takes place. The steel lapping pins are accurately ground to a

definite straight included angle and circular arc on a special grinder. The

ripped die surface should be a smooth, dull matte surface free of deep rings

and scores.

In polishing, the die contour has already been established and it is ex-

pedient to have the lap of a material which will rapidly shape itself to the

contour to be polished to obtain maximum contact. Here the loading of the

lap will hold the diamond dust in contact with the work. A viscous medium

for the dust will also help. On the wire polishing machines, the springback

of the wire on flexing is important. It was found that a wire resiliency

tester will aid to evaluate the desired wire properties. Diamond dust of a

uniform and fine grain size is vital to the polishing operation. High RPM
in the case of revolving die mounts is beneficial provided it does not "throw

out" the diamond dust from the working area.

Sizing of the bearing requires a spindle RPM about 100% higher than

that used in ripping. Other factors in this operation are the diamond dust,

frequency of its addition and the frequency of the pin grinds.

All die recutting machines should be periodically checked and maintained

to minimize vibration.

Diamond Dust

Another important factor in the recutting operations is the diamond

dust abrasive. This is especially true in the finishing operations of polish-

ing and sizing where no appreciable breakdown of the original dust takes

place. Uniformity of particle size range and grain size determine the

efl&cacy of the abrasive. Diamond dust graded by air flotation is now being

used with good results. It was found that this material was more satis-

factory for our use than that obtained by sedimentation in liquid media.

Recent investigations in the separation of microscopic size dry powdered

material have been actively carried out in the ceramics and powdered metal

industries. The Journal of the American Ceramic Society and the Bureau

of Mines publications contain noteworthy papers describing practices which

could be applicable to diamond dust grading. Stokes^ law of fall for micro-

scopic size particles will also hold true for the separation of diamond dust

by means of air.

Die Life

In theory and practice, die life resolves itself into a problem of wear. The

wear is due to the movement of the wire surface over the drawing die area in

contact with the wire. In turn the wear is proportional to the forces acting

on these surfaces, their area, the condition of these surfaces and the co-

etiicient of friction. This is dependent on the nature of the wire, the die
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materials and the lubrication of the contacting surfaces which in turn is

affected by their condition. Considered on this general basis, the die life

is proportional to the wire lineal footage. A good criterion for determining

the overall diamond die performance is the total useful life in million con-

ductor feet. This in turn will be proportional to the number of recuts

obtainable before breakage renders the die non-usable.

Although diamond die life is theoretically a function of wear, actually it

is limited by the failure of the die stone by breakage and "chipping out."

Due to the peculiar physical properties of diamonds some breakage will

always occur. This condition is also affected by fatigue caused by vibra-

Table II
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Strains in Diamond Stones

Rough diamond stones as well as those removed after use in drawing dies

have been examined in polarized light to determine the presence of internal

strains. In general, the clear flawless stones of alluvial origin were free of

strains. Mined stones of South African origin which are commonly found

in dies of French manufacture did show in several cases very definite strains.

These latter stones were of poor quality. Due to the high index of refrac-

tion of the diamond which is much higher than available high refractive

liquids, and to local surface strains which distort the interference figures,

it was impractical to establish a satisfactory procedure to investigate this

subject.

Crystallographic Studies

In several cases exceptional die performance was noted, three to four times

the average, which could not be accounted for by our regular inspection

methods. Also, several dies which chipped initially in use, consistently

chipped at subsequent recut sizes after enlargement had completely removed

the visible defect. Again and most important is that the majority of our

dies are rendered non-usable by the breakage of the die stone, which occurs

in a characteristically peculiar manner. These discrepancies are attributed

to the crystallographic structure of diamonds. It is well known that the

reticular density (atom spacing), hardness and cleavage are greater along

certain crystallographic planes.

Investigations as to whether or not the relation of the planes of cleavage

to the direction in which the hole is drilled has any practical bearing on die

life were made by the Western Electric Company in 1929"*. The x-ray was

used to determine the orientation of the crystal planes. The results of a

limited test at that date, in which nineteen dies were drilled at right angles

and nine parallel to the plane of cleavage, showed no superiority of these

positions. The diamond stones used for dies then were of different origin

and quality than those now commonly empoyed for this purpose. Further

studies, with particular reference to the relation of crystal structure to die

breakage, are now under way for reasons noted previously, and some of our

results to date are cited here having a bearing on die performance.

It is well known that hardness in a diamond varies with the crystal planes.

However, since the contour of the die hole consists of cylindrical and conical

surfaces, it is questionable if this plane property could be effectively utilized

in drawing dies.

An x-ray method® on a shop production basis is now being used to orient

quartz plates preparatory to their cutting along certain crystallographic

planes incident to their manufacture into radio and carrier frequency control

filters. A similar technique was applied to determine the location of the

axis of the die drawing hole with relation to the diamond structure. The
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orientation of the drilled hole was determined by means of a back reflection

Laue photograph.

Diamond stones which meet our drawing die requirements are mostly

octahedral in shape, a common crystal form of this material. These are

usually alluvial in character and predominantly of Brazilian origin with the

exception of a few Southwest African stones.

9 CARBON ATOMS
—i^^^— DIRECTION NORMAL TO 100 PLANE (CUBE EDGE)

DIRECTION NORMAL TO 110 PLANE (FACE DIAGONAL)

DIRECTION NORMAL TO III PLANE (BODY DIAGONAL)
CLEAVAGE PLANE (ONE OF FOUR)

Fig. 5—Diamond structure and the directions of drawing hole axis to the crystallographic

planes

Our examinations of numerous die stones have shown that the positioning

of these is random with regard to a predetermined drilling axis. About

75% of those studied were drilled normal to the HI orientation. The axis

of the drawing hole in these cases was in the direction of a body diagonal

of the cube representing the crystal structure of the diamond. The HI
planes, the cleavage planes for the diamond, are those which appear most
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frequently as the natural faces of the most common form of the diamond

crystal, the octahedron. The disposition of the stone in the above manner

would be logically expected to take place in the mounting methods generally

used by the American die manufacturers since the stone would probably

rest on a flat side, an octahedral face. This placement for very obvious

reasons also facilitates cutting true the starting cone for the drilling

operations.

A few stones had been drilled normal to the 110 and 100 planes or at an

angle to the 111 plane. Holes normal to the 110 plane, which is the face of

the rhombic dodecahedron, another diamond crystal form, are along a face

diagonal of the cube. Holes normal to the 100 plane, which is the cube face,

- o ^ X<

d
h

A B

Fig. €>

A—Diamond crystal showing grain and faces (crystallographic planes)

h. Cube face 100 plane

d. Rhombic dodecahedron 110 plane

o. Octahedron Ill plane

B—Diamond octahedron

are along a cube edge. Very few of these were found. This is as expected

since natural crystals with faces parallel to the 100 plane are rare. This

face is usually produced by sawing or "bruting."

As previously noted, diamond die life is restricted by the breakage and

"chipping out" of the stone. The manufacture of the dies with due con-

sideration of the peculiar crystallographic structure of the diamond to

minimize this condition should greatly enhance its performance. Findings

to date substantiate this conclusion. Seventy per cent of the dies which

were drilled normal or at a small angle to the 111 plane failed due to cracks

parallel to this plane and normal to the drawing axis. The crack usually

occurred at the pressure ring and its plane coincided with the cleavage plane,

the weakest one in the diamond crystal. The stone in many cases on re-
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mo\-al from the metal mounting separated into two sections. The majority

of the dies failed in this manner.

Examination of worn oversize dies invariably shows that the erosion and
the effect of the forces incident to wire drawing are concentrated at the

pressure ring where the entering wire contacts the reduction area. Here,

the abrasive action of the wire and die contacting surfaces, and the disrupt-

ing stresses are most evident. An analysis of the forces present in a wire

drawing die indicates that secondary stresses normal to the drawing axis

are set up in this sector. In dies drilled normal to the HI plane these

stresses, coupled with the thermal, impact and fatigue forces converging in

this area, would tend to shear the diamond stone parallel to this plane.

Overdrawing and poor operating conditions would of course accentuate this

effect and bring it about prematurely.

The previously mentioned dies drilled normal to 110 and 100 planes did

not crack in the manner noted above. These failed due to chif>ping and

spalling. Cracks, when present, were small and inclined to the drawing axis.

Dies drilled normal to 110 plane have cleavage planes parallel to the die

hole axis. In one case a stone drilled in this manner cracked along this

plane. Data to date indicate that better die life was obtained from these

dies than from those drilled normal to the 111 plane.

The noted studies indicate that the orientation of the drawing hole is of

practical importance with regard to stone breakage, the limiting factor of

die life. A better understanding of its relation to die performance should

achieve appreciable economies. No conclusions have been made as yet

with regard to the exact desired orientation of the drawing axis. In Fig. 5

is depicted a unit cube of a diamond structure. Here is shown the possible

directions of drilling and the location of the cleavage plane. Figure 6

shows the diamond crystal faces and planes.

Whether or not the aforementioned die breakage characteristics are local

to our drawing operations and die sizes is not known. We invite comments

from other wire manufacturers whose equipment and practices vary sig-

nificantly from those used at the Kearny Wire Mill.
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Using Double Sampling Inspection in a Manufacturing Plant

By D. B. KEELING and L. E. CISNE

THE necessity for quality control in a manufacturing plant arises from

the fact that all units of product cannot be made identical. To limit

variations and attain controlled uniformity some sort of inspection must be

established. It has been the experience of the Western Electric Company
that quality control may be attained most economically by the use of a

sampling inspection wherein only a portion of the entire output is examined

for desired quality characteristics.

Advantages which have been gained through the use of sampHng inspec-

tion, and with no adverse effect on previously existing quality levels, are:

a reduction in the cost of inspection by economies in inspection time; a

reduction in the amount of scrap produced by making available for super-

visory action useful records of the results of inspection; and as an end result,

the attainment of uniform quality of a satisfactory level.

It is the purpose of this paper to provide a detailed method of procedure

that has proved successful in establishing and maintaining one type of

sampling—the "Average Outgoing Quality Limit" Double Sampling Plan.

Statistically determined tables of lot sizes and corresponding sample sizes

which guarantee a certain degree of protection have been used by the West-

ern Electric Company for approximately fifteen years. They were fur-

nished by the Bell Telephone Laboratories and have recently been made

generally available in an article published in the January 1941 issue of the

Bell System Technical Journal.^ A typical sampling table, reproduced

from the preceding article, is shown in Fig. 1.

Briefly stated, the AOQL Double Sampling Plan involves the examination

on a "go—no go" basis of a specified number of articles taken at random

from a large group. The acceptance or rejection of this group is usually

made on the basis of results obtained from the first sample alone. How-

1 The AOQL Double Sampling Tables specifically referred to in the present article are

Tables DA-0.1 to DA-10.0 shown on pages 49-61, inclusive, of a preceding article: H. F.

Dodge and H. G. Romig, "Single Sampling and Double Sampling Inspection Tables",

Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., pp. 1-61, Jan. 1941. These tables give sample sizes and allowable

numbers of defectives for a variety of AOQL values, lot sizes, and process average values.

The sampHng table reproduced in Fig. 1 is based on an AOQL value of L5 per cent defec-

tive. In tables prepared for shop use, it has been found preferable to use a notation

slightly different from that shown in Fig. 1, specifically to use AN instead of c to represent

"allowable number of defectives" and to use SS instead of n to represent "sample size".

The shop notation is used in the present article. It should be noted that, in the original

article, C was generally referred to as an allowable number of "defects", since primary

attention was given to inspection of a single characteristic. See footnote 2 for explana-

tion of the terms "defective" and "defect".
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ever, if the results from the first sample are not conclusive, an additional

sample is examined before disposition of the lot is made.

The particular type of articles to which this plan has been applied are

products consisting of individual parts, sub-assemblies, or completed ap-

paratus, which, at the various stages of production where control is neces-

sary, are the result of repetitive operations capable of considerable uni-

formit}'. The plan has also been applied to some extent on completed

products and purchased materials where there is evidence that the product

is of reasonable uniformity even though the quality history is meager or

unavailable.

1. Steps ix Setting up a Double Sampling Lot Inspection Plan

1.1 Analysis of the Production Process

In order to determine the applicability of the Double Sampling Plan to

existing inspection operations it is necessary to examine the manufacturing

and inspection processes and all data available regarding past quality per-

formance, such as records of per cent defective, consumers' complaints, etc.

The following outline should serve not only as a measuring stick to deter-

mine the applicability of Double Sampling but also as an index of the con-

ditions to be met for the successful use of Double Sampling with any in-

spection operation.

1.11 The lot, or group of articles to be examined, should consist of

product which is available in its entirety for acceptance or rejection at

one time. For sampling purposes, the lot should have characteristics

which are the result of a common system of causes. By this it is meant

that the lot should, as far as possible, consist of articles made from

relatively uniform raw material by operators of equivalent skill and by

machines or methods of equivalent precision. If there is evidence of

appreciable variation between corresponding machines, operators, or

materials, it is desirable to confine a lot to the output of one machine,

one operator, or one batch of material, in order to isolate a uniform group

of product suitable for sampling inspection.

In brief, Double Sampling may be applied to the output of any repeti-

tive unit operation capable of sufficient uniformity. However, unless

immediately essential for economic reasons, it need not be applied at the

particular time such an operation is completed, provided succeeding

operations do not modify the inspection item under consideration.

1.12 In order to gain the maximum advantage from the use of Double

Sampling, it is necessary that lots be as large as the limitation of uni-

formity will allow so that protection and control may be achieved with
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a minimum sample size relative to the number of units in the lot. The

fact that proportionately smaller sample sizes are used with the larger

lot sizes may be seen by reference to the Sampling Table of Fig. 1.

In sampling from larger lots it becomes increasingly important in

practice to observe certain precautions in order to take care of instances

where the lot may not be homogeneous; specifically, each sample should

be a group of articles taken at random from different locations throughout

the lot so that it will represent an impartial cross section of the lot.

1.13 It is necessary for the successful operation of any sampling in-

spection that at all times there be a known standard of acceptability for

the individual article, that is, a definite description of the requirement

for each inspection item and reliable measuring equipment against which

product may be conclusively checked. Practically, this condition will

be realized when the characteristic is defined in such a manner that differ-

ent observers will obtain consistent results.

1.14 The theoretical background of the plan assumes the repair or

elimination of all defectives- in samples of accepted lots, as well as all

defectives in rejected lots before such lots are passed.

In order to accomplish this, close cooperation between production and

inspection personnel is required in assuring that rejected lots are thor-

oughly cleared of all defectives, since failure to comply with this funda-

mental part of the procedure destroys the very foundation of the plan.

1.2 Selection of Proper Double Sampling Table

Tables are provided for a variety of Average Outgoing QuaUty Limit (AO

QL) values and Process Average classes. The AOQL value is the maximum

value of average per cent defective in the product after inspection, which the

sampling plan will assure over a long period of time, no matter how defective

the product submitted for inspection may be. The process average is the

normal per cent defective which is to be expected from the process.

To determine what AOQL valve should be adopted, it is necessary to

decide upon a maximum average per cent defective which may be permitted

in the product without serious consequences to the user. Product which is

of such a nature that defects will be eliminated in subsequent operations

may be assigned a rather generous AOQL, and conversely, product which

by its relation to the entire assembly may cause considerable inconvenience

- A defective is defined as an individual article that fails to meet the requirements for

one or more inspection items. A defect, however, is defined as a failure to meet a require-

ment for a single quality characteristic for which inspection is made. It follows that when
several characteristics are inspected, an individual article may have several defects, yet

be only a single defective.
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if it fails to meet requirements, usually warrants a strict AOQL. A rather

generous AOQL may be assigned to inspection features which are considered

relatively unimportant. In other cases the use of sampling may be defi-

nitely inadvisable due to the importance of the requirement from a func-

tional standpoint or from the standpoint of the possible effect of a failure

upon the safety or health of an individual.

As a guide in the selection of the AOQL, the following table is given,

showing values that have been found to be satisfactory for the product

listed. These percentage values of AOQL represent per cent of articles

defective; if more than one defect is found on an article, the article is counted

as one defective. Here, as elsewhere throughout the paper, all figures relate

to number of defectives and per cent ot articles defective rather than num-

ber of defects.

Description
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accumulated since the last computation should be used. When it is

known that the quaUty of the product has changed significantly during

the period, use only the data collected since the change.

Record the results of all process average computations and the periods

covered by them in the space provided on the sampling layout.

1.42 Periodic Totaling of Lot by Lot Record and Posting on Summary of

Residis Form, Fig. 4

The following columns on the Lot by Lot Record should be totaled

at intervals, and may, for contrast, be marked in red

:

List of Defects

No. of Lot hi Sample 2nd Sample in 1st Sample
Lots Size SS Def. Total Total by ColumnsXX XX X XXXXetc.

Totals after approximately 20 entries are generally considered satis-

factory. The required totals are then posted to the Summary Form,

Fig. 4.

L43 Per Cent Defective

The purpose of this figure is to show the average quality of the product

as received by the inspector during the period covered and is obtained by

dividing the total number of defectives found in first samples by the total

number of articles inspected in first samples, and multiplying by 100.

Only the results of the first samples are used, in order to accord equitable

treatment to all lots.

1.44 Control Chart

The per cent defective is plotted on the graph at the right of the sum-

mary form (Fig. 4). Control Limit Lines are drawn around the process

average to indicate the variation that may be expected due to random

sampling. These control limits are determined by the following for-

mulae^:

Upper Control Limitj^ _ j_ 9 ^ /P (^ ~ P)
for fraction defective! p+V^-
Lower Control Limit'*! _ - _ ^

/p(l ~ P)

for fraction defective j
P " ^ n

^ The considerations involved in the establishment of control chart limits are discussed

in ASA Standards Zl. 1-1941 and Zl. 2-1941, "Guide for Quality Control and Control
Chart Method of Analyzing Data". In this case, 2-sigma limits have been chosen. For
this particular application within the manufacturing plant over a period of 3'ears, this

choice has appeared to strike an economic balance with respect to the net consequences of

two kinds of "errors" that may occur in practice; namely, looking for trouble that does not
exist and not looking for trouble that does exist.

^ If this result is negative, the lower control limit is to be taken as zero.



Where p = Process average fraction defective

n = Average number of articles in first samples inspected

during the summary period. *

For example, the records for a typical period of 10 weeks might show

the following:

Total number of articles inspected in first samples = 16,400

Process average fraction defective = p = .00557 or .56%

^, 16,400 ,^,^
Ihus, n = ——- = 1640 articles

10

Hence

:

Upper Control Limit = .00557 + 2 /00557 (1 - .00557)

1640
'' = .00557 + .00368

" = .00925 = .93%

Lower Control Limit = .00557 - .00368

" = .00189 = .19%

2. Application of the Double Sampling Plan by the Inspector

The following flow chart illustrates in sequence the basic steps involved

in the inspection of a lot.

Inspect First Sample^
i

If the Number of Defectives
found in the First Sample

Does not exceed

the AN of the First

Sample

i

Exceeds the AN of the First

Sample but does not exceed the

AN of the First and Second
Samples combined

i

Inspect Second Sample

i
If the Number of Defectives
found in the First and Second
Samples Combined

i
Exceeds the AN of

the First and Second
Samples combined

Does not exceed the

x-\N of the First and
Second Samples
Combined

i
Exceeds the AN of

the First and Second
Samples Combined

Pass the Lot Detail or Reject the Lot

46
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An example of the operation of this chart is shown below:

Example:
AOQL = 1.5%
Process Average = .56%
Lot Size = 4615

On consulting the sampling table on the layout, which is information ob-

tained from the table for AOQL = 1.5%, Process Average Column .31—

.60% (see Fig. 1), it will be found that for a lot of 4001-5000 parts the fol-

lowing sample sizes (SS) and allowable numbers of defectives (AN) are

shown

:

Lot Size
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merit boxes or when the gage or testing device provides for automatic count

Regardless of what method of counting is used there should be agreement

between the size of sample selected and sample size indicated in the sampling

table.

2.3 Reinspection of Rejected Lots

In order to guarantee the protection promised by a particular Double

Sampling Plan it is required that a rejected lot be completely cleared of all

defects. The rejected material should be repaired and returned for rein-

spection as one lot. It should then be reinspected for all inspection items

using the sample size that would normally apply to a new lot of the same

size. If a defect is found during reinspection it is evident that proper re-

pair or sorting has not been accomplished. Such a lot should, of course,

not be considered acceptable until all defects are removed.

In the Lot-by-Lot Record, the results of resampling of rejected lots are

recorded on a separate line and the entry circled or otherwise identified so

that it will not be included with the results of first samples on the Summary
Form.

3. Supervision of the Double Sampling Plan

In order that maximum advantage may be gained from the use of Double

Sampling Lot Inspection it is necessary that attention be given to the topics

listed below. Upon proper attention to these factors depends the effective-

ness of the Plan.

3.1 Changes in AOQL

There is no assurance that the value originally selected for an AOQL will

continue to be the most satisfactory in view of changing factors relating to

the product, such as:

3.11 Changes in design of the product or changes in the requirements for

inspection items may increase or decrease the trouble caused by the ac-

ceptance of defective parts and therefore will occasion a review of the

AOQL value.

3.12 New methods of manufacture that change the difficulty and there-

fore the cost of making a product will necessitate a reconsideration of the

AOQL value.

3.13 An excessive number of complaints or other reports of difficulty

from succeeding stages of manufacture or from customers may indicate

too large an AOQL.

3.14 If no significant changes such as those mentioned above exist and

there are repeated lot rejections, it would appear that quality is unsatis-
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factory. However, it should be determined whether or not succeeding

operations can possibly tolerate more defectives than they are actually

receiving and, if this is the case, the AOQL may profitably be increased.

3.2 Changes in Process Average

The economy of the sampling plan tends to decrease when the level of

quality of the product shifts outside the range of process average on which

the layout was based. The sampling table on the layout should ordinarily

be changed whenever the process average shifts from one range to another.

However, before reissuing the layout, the reason for the shift should be

determined. If the process average has been reduced, an attempt should

be made to make the change permanent; or if it has been increased, the

cause should be eliminated.

3>2 Interpretation of the Control Chart on ^^Summary of Results of Inspection'^

Form

It is very important to review the Control Chart of per cent defective (Fig.

4) frequently as it is an index of the success of the sampling plan. Not all

fluctuations of the per cent defective are significant. Even though the

quality of the product is controlled, the results of sampling inspection may
produce fluctuations in the indicated per cent defective. These variations

are measured by a simple control chart on the ''Summary" form which em-

ploys control limits for values of per cent defective. As long as the plotted

points of the per cent defective remain within control limits the fluctuations

are no greater than may reasonably be expected from a uniform manufac-

turing process. However, if a point goes above the upper control limit,

the cause may be defective workmanship, defective raw materials, or even

a change in the severity of inspection. If a point goes below the lower con-

trol limit, the cause may be an improvement in quality or a change in the

definition of a defect through misinterpretation or changes in inspection

equipment or method of check. If the curve of the plotted points hugs

either limit line or shows a definite trend toward one side or the other, a

significant change in the quality of the product is indicated.

In order to achieve control of the quality of a manufactured product,

direct and immediate action must be taken in order to stem unfavorable

trends. The presence or absence of a satisfactory quality level may be

detected by means of inspection, but such a level can only be originated and

maintained by adequate manufacturing methods and equipment in the

hands of a quality-minded producing personnel.

3.4 Changes in the Definition of a Defect

Either laxity or severity of inspection may cause the "reported" per cent

defective to show significant changes even though the actual per cent defec-
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tive is unchanged. This may result from a change in the definition of a

defect; that is, the same condition may at times be considered defective and

at other times acceptable. This happens most frequently in border-line

cases. To avoid such variations it is necessary that the condition that

constitutes a defect be clearly defined and strictly followed in all inspections.

3.5 The Abnormal Existence of One Kind of Defect

When the sampHng scheme includes the inspection for several different

requirements, the Allowable Number may at times be exceeded because of

one kind of defect only. In other words, the lot would be satisfactory if

this one kind of defect did not exist. If the same defect persists for several

lots, it should receive definite supervisory attention. If substantial im-

provement is not feasible, it may be convenient to remove the inspection

item to a separate sampling layout.

3.6 Abnormal Distribution of Defectives

Occasionally there may be reason to believe that a group of parts sub-

mitted for inspection is not uniform in quality throughout, that is, not a

true lot as defined in the early part of the paper. Such a group should be

divided into homogeneous sections and each section sampled separately.

However, when this happens, subsequent lots for sampHng purposes should

be similarly subdivided, that is, they should be confined to the output of

one source at a time; for example, one machine, one operator, or one batch

of material, etc., based on one system of causes, so that control of quality

at each source may be applied, and the consumer protected from receiving

spotty product.

In addition to the specific steps followed in estabhshing and operating a

sampling plan it must always be remembered that, since relatively impor-

tant decisions concerning the acceptance of product hinge upon the results

of an examination of a small group of parts, inspection must be conscientious

and accurate. In order to guarantee the order of protection promised by

the sampling plan, the results of inspection and the prescribed procedure

for disposing of individual lots must be regarded with thorough respect.



Entropy

By KARL K. DARROW

MANY of the important ideas of physics are of such recent birth that

if they still seem hard to grasp, it may be contended that the world

has not yet had the time to assimilate them. Of entropy this cannot be

said; with its centenary almost upon us, entropy is ancient compared with

most of the concepts which baffle the student today. Yet an aura of mys-

tery seems to envelop it still, and two other things inseparably joined to it:

the scale of temperature called absolute, and the Second Law of Thermo-

dynamics. One is driven to wonder why the three of them resist the

understanding so tenaciously, and certain reasons are not hard to find.

Thus, to speak of the three as "joined together" is too weak, for it implies

that they can at least be taken in a certain order for didactic purposes, the

student ascending from the one to the next and finally to the last. Actually

they are much too tightly interlocked for this, a sort of trinity one and in-

divisible, which must be apprehended as a whole if ever to be properly

grasped at all. Again, the Second Law has been expressed in many different

ways, and it is one of the oddest things in science to see how various authori-

ties can claim that the law is obeyed absolutely without exception, while

they themselves cannot agree how to state it. A further cause of trouble

lies in the unlucky boundary between chemistry and physics, which nowhere

harms these sciences more than in the study of entropy. Like the worst of

the old-fashioned boundaries of Europe, it wanders capriciously across the

natural lines of intercourse and trade, cutting off the traditional chemist

from the origin and development of some of his most valuable ideas, cutting

ofif the traditional physicist from some of the finest verifications of the

thought of his fore-runners. It will be the principal object of this paper to

dwell on these verifications, abolishing the barrier so far as may be feasible.

First to illustrate how the three ideas are tangled up together, I give one

of the most useful of the definitions of entropy: when a system passes in a

reversible way from one to another state, at a constant absolute temperature T,

its change of entropy AS is equal to the heat Q which it absorbs, divided by T.

That both the entropy and the absolute temperature have slipped into this

definition is all too obvious; as for the Second Law, it lurks underneath the

phrase "in a reversible way." Quite evidently we are invited to master all

the three in a single mental operation, but quite as evidently this is impos-

sible. A breach must somehow be made in this hard and unified surface,

51
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and the best of scaling-ladders appears to be the ideal gas, as everybody

has used it for the purpose.

We therefore receive the definition of the "ideal gas": a substance whereof

(a) the temperature remains unchanged when the gas is given and seizes the

chance of expanding without any hindrance into a vacuous space; and (b)

the pressure varies inversely as the volume, so long as the temperature

remains unchanged. Now rather than being an aid to enter the citadel, this

definition appears to presume that we are in the citadel already, since the

word of "temperature" is all too prominent in it. But the word comes up

only in the phrase "... temperature remains unchanged . . ."; so nothing

more is implied, than that the onlooker knows how to recognize whether

temperature is changing or staying the same. This ability can be his,

whether or not he knows about the scale called absolute; and so the defini-

tion implies nothing about the scale.

The definition would be an idle collection of words, were there not actual

gases conforming to it so nearly, that at least for a time they may safely be

taken to conform to it exactly. All gases in fact approach conformity, as

the density lessens; and with helium and hydrogen especially, the approach

is already close while the density is still so high that there is no trouble at

all in using them as thermometers. Now, to use an ideal gas as a thermom-

eter means simply this: P being the pressure of the gas and V its volume and

n the quantity of the gas measured in moles, there is the equation,

PV = nRT (1)

which is a mixture of a new definition and a theorem. The part which is

definition is, that the temperature called absolute is taken to be proportional

to the product PV. The part which is theorem is, that if at the same

temperature we compare the product PV for equal numbers of moles of

various gases, its value is the same. What is denoted by R in equation (1)

is a universal constant. Its value is 1.985 in the customary units, which are

calories per degree per mole. Since now the degree of temperature has

appeared in this discourse, I recall that its value is fixed by the convention

that there are one hundred degrees from the freezing to the boiling point of

water; but on this I need not dwell.

It is tacitly assumed that nothing in this definition will ever clash with

the threefold simultaneous definition of temperature and entropy and

Second Law, should we ever arrive at it. Taking this for granted, and tak-

ing advantage of the breach which has thus been made in the formerly

impenetrable surface of our definition of entropy, we now attack the con-

cepts of "state" and "reversible way."

The usual way of dealing with "state" is to say that it is determined com-

pletely by any two of the three variables P, V, and T, which are inter-
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connected among themselves by what is called an "equation of state."

This takes for granted that one knows what kind of substance one is speak-

ing of, how many moles there are of it, and which phase it is in; for the

statement is valid not only for gases but also for liquids, and even (under

certain restrictions) for solids. If two or three phases are coexisting,

precautions must be taken. The statement is not valid for mixtures of

substances which differ; but there is doubt as to just how much it takes to

constitute a difference, and isotopes of a single element are usually consid-

ered to be the same.

Now let us envisage two states which differ in temperature but are the

same in pressure. P is to stand for the common value of pressure, To for

the lower and Ti for the higher of the temperatures. For the utmost in

simplicity at the beginning, the substance shall be an ideal gas, and more-

over a gas of which the specific heats do not depend upon the temperature;

any noble gas under ordinary conditions approaches very closely to these

stipulations.

One may operate the transition from {P,Tq) to {P,Ti) in the manner
which follows: Let the gas be heated from To to Ti while the volume of its

container remains the same. Its pressure will have gone up meanwhile;

let this situation be remedied by piercing a hole through the container wall,

into an evacuated chamber prepared in advance of just the right dimensions,

so that after the "free expansion" the pressure of the gas will be down again

to P. The temperature will still be Ti, for that is one of the qualities of the

ideal gas.

Or one may operate the transition in the manner which follows: Let the

container be made in advance with a movable wall, say a piston-head against

which an outer pressure P—it might be that of the atmosphere—is steadily

pressing. Let the gas be gradually heated: as its temperature rises, the

piston-head glides gradually outward, increasing the volume of the con-

tainer at such a rate that the pressure of the gas always remains the same

and equal to P. The process is to be stopped when the temperature

reaches Ti.

These, then, are two very different ways of carrying through the transition;

and the reason for bringing them in is to elucidate the words "in a reversible

way" which occur in the phrase defining entropy. The former way includes

a process which is spontaneous, rapid, turbulent, explosive; nothing can

inhibit it when the piercing of the hole creates the opportunity. The latter

way is gradual, languid, crawling, always on the verge of stopping, would

instantly stop if the inflow of heat should cease, would reverse its trend if

the inflow should be turned into outflow. The former way includes a

process during which the pressure of the gas is ill-defined or not defined at

all, for the gas is spurting through the hole and reverberating in the chamber
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formerly empty. During the entire latter process, if it be gradual enough,

the pressure of the gas is definite, and related to V and T by the equation (1).

The former is an irreversible way of effecting the transition. The latter is

the reversible way of effecting the transition.

As the heat flows into the gas, its entropy mounts up. Since the tem-

perature is meanwhile changing, we must mentally subdivide the incoming

heat into driblets dQ, during the inflow of each of which T remains about the

same. The corresponding driblets of energy are given by dQ/T, the total

change in entropy due to inflow of heat is given by y dQ/T integrated from

beginning to end of the inflow. ^ By the former way the integral is

y {Cv/T)dT or Cv ln{Ti/To), by the latter way the integral is y {Cp/T)dT

or Cp IniTi/To). The two are not the same. Now we see why the phrase

"in a reversible way" was necessary in the definition of change-of-entropy.

But for that phrase or something similar, we should now have no definition.

But having accepted the phrase, we are invited and required to write,

^S = / {CJT) dT (2)

for all transitions of a single substance within a single phase; A5 signifying

the change of entropy, and the use of Cp implying that the conditions are

those under which specific heat at constant pressure is properly measured

:

the pressure of the substance being definite, nothing turbulent or gusty or

explosive happening within the substance, and an equal pressure bearing

down upon it from the outer world.

We have now the necessary and complete statement for the variation of

entropy with temperature, pressure remaining the same; but it has to be

supplemented with a statement for the dependence of entropy on pressure,

T remaining the same. For this and other purposes, let us return to the

irreversible passage between {P,To) and (P,Ti)~~the passage, rather, of

which one stage is reversible but the other not. During the reversible

stage, the gain of entropy is y {Cv/T)dT. This falls short of the gain of

entropy incurred along the other route as given by (2). However the other

route leads reversibly all the way to the goal, while the reversible part of

this one brings us only a part of the way, leaving us with the irreversible

expansion still before us. By assuming that the remainder of the total gain

of entropy demanded by (2) is made up during the irreversible expansion,

we rescue the concept of entropy. Now to save and establish the concept

1 It is often said or implied that this formula should not be used unless the process is

fully reversible, in the sense that the inflow of heat occurs from a reservoir of temperature

identical with that of the gas. As no such precaution is taken when specific heats are

measured, and as measurements of specific heat are commonly used for establishing values

of entropy, I assume that the Hmitation is needless.
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of entropy, to make it a definite property of the state of a substance, is one

of the offices of the Second Law.

It is therefore a part and a consequence of the Second Law to affirm that

when an ideal gas undergoes a free expansion, it experiences a gain of entropy

despite the fact that it receives no heat from the world without! Nor is the

affirmation confined to ideal gases; it would be true of any substance, though

in general a free expansion would be attended with a change in temperature.

Nothing, therefore, could be more wrong than to repeat pur first definition

of change-of-entropy with the words "in a reversible way" left out.

One now begins to see why the concept of entropy is so much harder to

receive than that of energy. Every scientist is accustomed by now to the

"conservation" of energy: whereby it is meant that if the energy of a system

rises or falls by any amount, it is because there has been an inflow or an

efflux of just that amount from or into the outer world. Nothing of the

sort can be said of entropy, of which we have just seen that it may vary even

within a system which is having no transactions at all with the outer world.

One may not speak of the conservation of entropy excepting under the sharp

and severe restriction that all of the processes in the system and in the out-

side world are reversible: and "reversible" must be used in the full sense

adumbrated in a previous footnote, whereby no transfer of heat is reversible

unless the body whence it comes and the body to which it goes are of identi-

cal temperature. Yet nothing of all this contradicts the assertion that

entropy and energy are, both of them, uniquely determined functions of the

state of a system—functions, therefore, of any two of the three variables

P and V and T, for substances of a single kind in a single phase.

Since the equating of entropy-change to inflow of heat divided by tem-

perature is something that positively must not be done for an irreversible

process, we must seek other ways to assess it.

One such way has already been stated. If it is possible to start from a

particular state, and thence to arrive by reversible ways at both the begin-

ning and the end of the irreversible process in question, all the necessary

knowledge is at hand; for now by integrating dQ/T along the two ways we

find two quantities, of which the difference is the entropy-change desired.

Applied in the special case which we have been considering, this method

has given

AS = (Cp - C„) In (Ti/To) (3)

not, however, a useful expression as yet, since it contains a quantity (To)

which does not figure at all in the irreversible process in question—a process

which, I recall, is the free expansion of one mole of ideal gas, at a constant

temperature Ti, from a higher pressure and lower volume which we will

denote by P' and V, to a lower pressure and a higher volume which we will
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denote by P and V. Remembering (1) the equation of state of the ideal

gas, and applying it to the reversible heating at constant volume which

preceded this expansion, we find

T,/To = P'/P (4)

and so,

AS = (Cp - C.) In (P'/P) (5)

for the entropy-change incurred when one mole of ideal gas expands at

uniform temperature so that its pressure falls from P' to P. I do not have

to state the temperature, since it has vanished from the equation. I do not

have to say that the expansion is irreversible, for if there be such a thing

as entropy at all, its alteration depends only upon its values in the initial

and in the final state, and not on the manner in which the system has made

the passage from initial to final. I ought, however, to recall that we are

still supposing a gas of which the specific heats do not depend upon tempera-

ture, nor in fact upon any variable whatsoever.

Now we have an expression—equation (5)—for the way in which entropy

changes with pressure at constant temperature, and another—equation

(2)—for the way in which entropy changes with temperature at constant

pressure. We may combine them to get the change of entropy occurring

when the gas proceeds, by whatever route, from an initial state (Pi, Ti) to

a final state (^'2, ^2). This is,

S2- Si = Cp ln{T2/T,) - (Q, - C.) IniPi/Pi) (6)

which, by stripping off the subscripts 2, and gathering into one term / all

of the terms containing the subscripts 1, may be written,

5 = Cp InT - {Cp - C) hiP -f / (7)

the expression, for a gas of the special type stated, of entropy as a function

of absolute temperature and of pressure. The quantity / is an "additive

constant" which will turn out to be one of the major topics of this paper.

All this way we have come without invoking the First Law of thermo-

dynamics, and we might even go further without its aid! But there is no

point in deferring it longer, and I wish to be able to convert (7) into a more

familiar form by replacing (Cp — C^) with the constant R of the equation-

of-state of the ideal gas. To do this I return to the irreversible process

which has so long engaged our attention; the free expansion of the gas from

the higher pressure P' to the lower pressure P, its temperature remaining

the same. I seek a reversible way of conducting the expansion from the

same beginning to the same ending under the same condition of steady

temperature. A reversible way of going between the extremes we have
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indeed already found, but it involves a retracing of our steps: the cooling

of the gas to a lower temperature at a constant volume, followed by the

lieating of the gas to the original temperature at the constant pressure.

We wish a forward-going reversible way, and such a one can be found. It

is necessary to have the container built with a frictionless piston-head for

one wall, and to bear down upon this from without with a pressure always

nicely calculated to be equal to the internal pressure of the gas. If under

this condition the piston-head is gliding slowly outward it will continue so

to glide, and the gas will expand in the gradual, languid, crawling manner,

with its internal pressure always definite—the manner which we call

"reversible." All that is now required is to know the amount of heat

which enters the gas during this process, so that we may divide it by T
and so assess the entropy-change. It is from the First Law that we get

this information.

The First Law is to be spoken in the form

energy-gain — ^^heat in" less "work out"

and written in the form

AU = AQ - AW (8)

the symbols fitting the words in the way which is obvious.

For an ideal gas, the energy U is independent of pressure or volume, de-

pending on the temperature alone. The reader may or may not take this

as a matter of course, but it will be proved later on. We are considering

an isothermal expansion, and therefore AU is zero, and the problem of

evaluating AQ is that of evaluating AW. Now the "work out"—the work

done by the gas upon the outer world—is equal to the pressure bearing

down upon the piston-head from the outer world, multiplied by the area of

the piston-head and the distance through which it advances. The last two

factors multiplied together give the gain in volume of the gas, AV; and

without a moment's hesitation one usually puts for the first factor the

symbol P signifying the pressure of the gas. However, it is wise to hesitate

just long enough to realize that by so doing one assumes the reversible

expansion with all the attributes set forth above. For an irreversible

expansion All' would not be equal to PA]', but less. But assuming the

reversible expansion, and remembering that P is not independent of volume

as in these last few lines I have tacitly assumed, we find

Air =
f

P'^^' = ^'^'
[ < VF) dV

= RT In (V/V) = RT In {P'/P) (9)
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the unprimed symbols referring to the final state of the expanding gas and

the primed symbols to the initial state. Now identifying AW with AQ,

and dividing it by T to get the change-of-entropy, we have for the very

quantity A5 which figured in equation (5) a second expression, viz.

AS = R ln{P'/P) (10)

where now R stands in place of {Cp — Cv). We make the substitution into

(7), and arrive at our next-to-final form for the entropy of the ideal gas of

constant specific heats:

S = CphiT - RlnP + I Cone mole) (11)

I pause to mention that since for any gas PV/T is measurable and so is

also (Cp — Cv), the Tightness of our assumptions may be tested by ascer-

taining whether for gases nearly ideal, the one—which for an ideal gas is

R—and the other are nearly equal. This is so; and if we wish to pick out

a special one among the assumptions for which this shall constitute a

special test, then we may set down as having been particularly proved the

assertion, that the energy of an ideal gas depends upon its temperature

alone and not upon its pressure nor its volume.

For quite some time I have been referring to a single mole of the gas in

question; but for an odd and probably an unexpected reason, it is going to

be desirable to make an explicit broadening of these equations to the general

case of any number n of moles. The broadening required for (11) is so

simple and trite as to seem not worth the doing: we have simply to multiply

every term of (11) by n, and so obtain

S = nCplnT - nR InP -f nl {n moles) (12)

But now let us translate this into an expression for 5 as a function of volume

and temperature, by use of the fact that P is nRT/V, and the further fact

that i? is Cp — Cv. We come upon the astonishing equation,

S = nCJnT -{- nR InV - nR ln{nR) -f w/ (13)

astonishing because the terms to the right of nR InV are not reducible to n

multiplied into a constant, but involve a more intricate function of n.

Perhaps, after all, we ought not to have taken the simple recourse of broad-

ening (12) by multiplying n into every term of (11) including the last one?

Actually it is quite all right; the additive constant in (12) is truly propor-

tionate to the number n of moles; that in (13) is the more intricate function

of n which we have just derived.

In Fig. 1 there is shown a "phase-diagram" appropriate to a substance

of a single kind, capable of existing as a gas and as a liquid and as a solid.

Pressure and temperature are the coordinates along the vertical and hori-
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zontal axes, but no coordinate-scales are shown, and no attempt has been

made to shape the curves in exactly the manner correct for any particular

substance, since all that matters here is the general idea. Envisage any

point (P, T) in the area "gas," lying just off the curve which separates that

area and the other one marked "solid." This is the point—I will call it

the "point of interest"—for which we are to obtain two expressions for

entropy S arising from different sources, and find an important result by

comparing the two so obtained.

One of the two is of course the right-hand member of (12). It may
create surprise that one should be treating the gas as ideal, under condi-

tions where the slightest fall in temperature or rise in pressure would con

Fig. 1

dense it. The approximation, however, may still be a good one, and if it is

not close, the equation of state of the actual gas may be used in place of (1).

To form the other expression, we commence at the point (P, 0) where

the isobar P which traverses the point of interest reaches the vertical axis,

and call the entropy there by the symbol S{P, 0). We proceed along the

isobar toward the point of interest, building up the integral f (Cp/T)dT;

since we remain in the area called "solid," it is C,, of the solid which con-

cerns us, and we may mark it so. Just before the isobar passes over the

curve dividing solid from gas, the entropy arrives at the value

s{p, 0) + r {c;'/r) dT
Jo

but this is not yet the value at the point of interest, for the "divide" is yet

to be crossed. At the crossing of the divide a certain amount of heat is
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absorbed: denote it by L for one mole. If the crossing of the divide is a

reversible process, the entropy of the substance goes up by L/T as it turns

from solid to gas.

Is the crossing of the divide a reversible process? It is indeed, and that

is why phase-diagrams are constructed. Think of the substance enclosed

in a container with frictionless piston-head, equal pressures P bearing upon

the piston from the world without and from the substance within, and the

whole affair at temperature T. If the point defined by P and T lies exactly

on one of the curves which partition the diagram off, then the substance

within the container may be a mixture of the two adjoining phases in any

ratio imaginable. If the piston-head is gliding slowly inward it continues

so to glide, P and T remaining steadily the same while all that there is of

the phase of greater specific volume- is converted gradually into the other.

If the piston-head is gliding slowly outward it continues so to glide, P and

T remaining constant while the latter phase is converted into the former.

All of the attributes of the reversible process are here: gradualness, lack

of turbulence and of explosiveness, willingness to go in either sense,

willingness to stand indefinitely still at any partway stage. For ease of

formulation it is the prince of reversible processes, since P and T are both

unchanging while it is going on.^

Accepting then the crossing of the divide as a reversible process, we have

our second expression for the entropy at the point of interest:

S(P, T) = S{P, 0) + f {C]:'/T) dT + L/T (14)
>) o

I pause to quiet the fear that the expression here written down is necessarily

infinite, because of T standing in the denominator of the integrand on the

right! It is a fact of experience that as T approaches absolute zero, Cp

approaches zero for all solids, and with such rapidity that (if extrapolation

is safe) the integrand tends to zero and not to infinity. Now comes the

climax, which consists in equating the right-hand members of (12) and (14).

Referring to a single mole of the substance, and rearranging the terms, we

find:

^ Volume per unit mass.
^ Irreversible transitions from "supercooled" liquid to solid may occur. In such a case

the area called "liquid" may be regarded as spreading somewhat over the divide and
overlapping a portion of the area called "solid." The values of P and T for any point

in this region of overlapping may characterize either a solid or a liquid, though what is

called a "liquid" for this purpose may be so stiff and tough as to deserve and bear the name
of "glass." If the solid and the liquid are brought into contact the latter may pass into

the former (but never the former into the latter) in a manner so nearly explosive as to be

clearly not reversible. I should be less than frank were I to imply that this is always so.

With the transition from "supersaturated gas" to liquid, the irreversibility is manifest.
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I - S{P, 0) = RInP - CT In T -\- f {C^'/T) dT + L/T (15)

All of the terms on the right are measurable quantities, excepting that

Cp"' cannot be followed clear down to the absohite zero, so that the piece

of the integral extending from zero up to a few degrees absolute must
be guessed. Now at the bottom of the accessible temperature-range Cp is

already very small, and in most cases the curve of Cp versus T seems to be

heading very smoothly toward zero, so that the uncertainty is probably

slight. Surprises in the unreachable range are, however, not inconceivable.

Everyone familiar with entropy will have known in advance, and on
reading equations (12) and (14) will have remembered, that the additive

constants I and S{P, 0) are beyond the reach of all experiment, be it

physical or be it chemical. No way can be devised of measuring them, for

in chemistry or in physics it is never the entropy of a system in any one

state which is measured, but only the difference of the entropies in two
different states, and the additive constant is cancelled in the subtraction.

So far as (12) by itself or (14) by itself is concerned, each constant is but a

vain appendage, and to develop a theoretical value of either would be

reasoning in a void. In spite of all this, the difference between / and
S{P, 0) is within the reach of experiment. This permits of one, or two, or

even of all three of the following situations:

(a) If there is a plausible theory of entropy which leads to a value for /,

experiment will fix a value for S{P, 0) corresponding to that theory.

(6) If there is a plausible theory of entropy which leads to a value for

S{P, 0), experiment will fix a value for / corresponding to that theory.

(c) If there is a theory which leads to a value for S{P, 0), and there is

another and independent theory which leads to a value for /, then experi-

ment can tell whether the two are compatible.

The actual situation is most nearly like the last of these three; and from
this viewpoint I will describe it.

Before going on to the theories of / and of SiP, 0) I point out that (15)

is the equation of the vapor-pressure curve; for P and T occur in it as variables,

and it refers explicitly to such paired values of P and T as correspond to

points lying on the divide between solid and gas, and P for any such point

is called the vapor-pressure of the substance for the temperature corre-

sponding. Measurements of vapor-pressure are therefore the ones which

are called to decide on these questions—measurements of vapor-pressure

and of specific heat, and of the heat of vaporization. The last-named, the

quantity /,, need be measured at a single temperature only, for there is a

formula which gives its value at any temperature in terms of its value at

any other temperature and the specific heats over the range between.
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This is often incorporated into (15), and alters its aspect; but until page 71

I will pass over this detail. If the point (P, T) lies beside the liquid-gas

divide, the isobar to which (14) refers will cut both this and the solid-liquid

divide, and traverse the liquid region. Extra terms will then appear in

(14) and in (15), but I leave it to the student to divine them.

The Theory of the Constant ^o

The theory of the constant ^o is easy to state, provided that no objection

is raised to having it stated in a manner rather too drastic at first, and

waiting for the necessary reservations to be added later.

The constant Sq—the entropy at the absolute zero—is taken to be zero for

euery substance of a single kind.

This is a way of putting, and the strongest possible way of putting, what

is known as "Nernst's Law" or "Nernst's Heat Theorem" or even "the

Third Law of thermodynamics." Originally expressed in a much milder

form nearly forty years ago, it rapidly progressed to the stringent form

embodied in these words. As I have suggested already, it is a form too

stringent; but the truth lies nearer to it than to the milder phrasings earlier

used, and therefore it is justifiable as a commencement.

Notice to begin with that, in the statement as just given, there is no

allusion to the pressure or the volume. It is therefore asserted that, at the

absolute zero, the entropy of a substance (of a single kind) does not depend

on either. This I implied already in the caption to this section, by dis-

carding the symbol S{P, 0) which had previously served for the additive

constant in (14), and replacing it by ^o. From the general thermodynamic

equations based on First and Second Laws, it can be shown that if this is

true for any substance in particular, then certain measurable features of that

substance—notably the coefficient of thermal expansion—must be zero at

the absolute zero. Now it does appear to be a general rule that this co-

efficient, and the other features in question, are trending rapidly to zero at

the lower end of the accessible range of temperatures; so this, the mildest

form of the "Third Law," is well attested.

Notice then that in the statement as given there is no allusion to phase.

Thus, if any substance can exist in both the solid and the liquid phase at the

absolute zero, its entropy must be the same in both (if the theorem is true).

If we insist on fluidity as a quality of a liquid, there is evidently just one

such substance—helium, of course. It appears that for this case the

theorem is true.^

* At the lowest accessible temperatures, the divide between the "Hquid" area and the

"solid" area of the phase-diagram is running nearly parallel to the temperature axis,

and heading for the ordinate 25 (in atmospheres) on the pressure-axis. Strict parallehsm

of the divide to the temperature-axis, which is probably reahzed just before the absolute

zero, would imply equality of entropy in the two phases (by one of the thermodynamic
equations hinted at above). Another item of evidence is cited on p. 72.
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There are substances able to exist in two or more crystalline phases: tin

and sulphur are probably the best-known examples. For some of these

it is possible to start with one phase at a temperature extremely low:

warm the substance up to a temperature of "transition," at which it changes

reversibly into the other phase; and cool the new phase down to the tempera-

ture at which the experimenter started. Let me denote by Si the entropy

at the commencement of this process; by ^2 the entropy at its finish; by

Cpi and Cp2 the specific heats of the two phases; by Tt the temperature of

transition, by Lt the heat absorbed during the transition. We have:

S2- Si= (
'

{CJT) dT + Lt/Tt - I
'

{Cp,/T) dT (16)

According to Nernst's Theorem, S2 and ^i and consequently their difference

should vanish if the extremely low temperature at start and finish were

the absolute zero. We should therefore expect the right-hand member

of this equation to be at any rate extremely small, if the temperature in

question is at the bottom of the accessible range. Such is indeed the case.

It is very evident that the argument just given proves at the very most

that the entropies of the two phases are equal at the absolute zero—not that

either of them has the particular value zero. The like is true for the other

arguments thus far cited; and indeed in the earliest phrasings of the "Third

Law," no value was Assigned to the entropy at the absolute zero—neither

the value zero, nor any other. Why then are we to adopt, and presently

seek to justify, the particular value zero? One part of the answer will be

the climax of this paper. The other derives from the speculations as to

the nature of entropy, which for half a century have been among the most

deeply perpended, the most difficult and the most fruitful of the divisions

of theoretical physics.

There are two words which dominate these speculations: "probability"

on the one hand, "disorder" on the other. Both of these are very familiar

words with very familiar meanings, and some tinge of the familiar meaning

is in each case carried over into the technical meaning. The technical

meanings, are, however, abstruse; and cynical though it may sound, there

is no exaggeration in saying that a large part of the speculation consists in

trying to find meanings for the one and the other, which can be fruitfully

used in the study of entropy. "Disorder" is the word which we shall

examine first.

The familiar meaning of the word "disorder" leads straight to one useful

consequence. Of all the possible or conceivable states of matter, the one

which anybody would choose as the least disorderly is the crystalline state.

But moreover, most people would deem the thermal agitation of the atoms

in a crystal as a departure from order; therefore the colder the crystal, the
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closer its approach to perfect order. Perfect order would consist in every

atom located at rest in exactly its proper place in the crystalline lattice.

If such is the state of affairs at the absolute zero, then a crystalline phase

at the absolute zero exhibits perfect order. Now as I have implied without

precisely saying, entropy is taken to be a measure of disorder. If this is

proper, then it is sensible and correct to say that entropy vanishes for the

perfect crystal at the absolute zero. This is a reason, it is in fact the reason,

for assigning the value zero to the additive constant Sq.

If I were to stop my exposition at this point, it would certainly be an

impressive conclusion, but hardly a just one. We cannot solve the mysteries

of entropy in any so simple a way; in fact they have never been completely

solved. Many additions should be made to the foregoing paragraph:

some would help out its evident meaning and some would not. Thus, as it

stands, it certainly implies that a liquid at the absolute zero—helium

offering such a case—must exhibit disorder and therefore have a greater

value of entropy than does the crystalline solid. However, it turns out that

liquid helium near the absolute zero has the same entropy as solid helium

does, and therefore if one value is zero so also must the other be. If instead

of liquid helium I had taken the supercooled and toughened liquid which is

called a "glass"—glycerol or alcohol in the glassy state, for instance—the

result would have been more agreeable. Several of these glasses have been

studied with great care, and the right-hand member of equation (16)

evaluated for them; it turns out that the entropy near the absolute zero i^

markedly and indubitably greater for the glass than for the crystal
""

order" must therefore prevail in the glass, but the result with liquid helium

impedes the physicist from proclaiming that it is simply the obvious disorder

of the irregular placing of the atoms in the glass. A mixture of two sub-

stances of a single kind, even when this mixture forms a beautiful crystal,

may nevertheless present disorder; for the two kinds of atoms may be

sprinkled in a thoroughly chaotic manner over the available points of the

crystalline lattice. Such a mixture, it has been found, does have an entropy

near the absolute zero which is definitely greater than the sum of the en-

tropies of the two substances when unmixed. But it is also possible for the

mixture of two substances to be orderly, in the usual sense of the word!

Thus in a mixture
—

"alloy" is the customary word—of equal numbers of

atoms of copper and zinc, the copper atoms may all be found upon one

lattice and the zinc atoms upon another, the two lattices interpenetrating

and interlocking with each other so as to form the lattice of the crystal of

the alloy. This is one of the extreme possibilities: the other is, the en-

tirely chaotic besprinkling of the points of the two lattices with atoms of the

two kinds. Both can be realized, the transition between the two being
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known as "the order-disorder transition." The entropy goes down as the

transition is made from disorder into order.

The conclusion then is, that we may accept entropy as a measure of

disorder and disorder as a way of visualizing entropy, provided that we are

prepared to define "disorder" in ways which at least in certain striking

cases do not depart impossibly far from its traditional meaning. A conse-

quence of this attitude is, that it is plausible and sensible to attach the

value zero to the constant here called So, the entropy of any substance of a

single kind in a crystalline phase at the absolute zero. The words "in a

crystalline phase" are a reservation to the original statement. If further

reservations become necessary, they will of course have to be made.

The Theory of the Constant /.

To give even an inkling of the theory of the constant /, it is desirable to

take "probability" as the word for which meanings must be found, not too

distant from the popular meaning and yet fruitful for the study of entropy.

Those who began this process were Gibbs and Boltzmann, working in the

closing years of the nineteenth century. Their ideas have since undergone

many a transformation, usually in the direction of greater adequacy but

also (alas!) in that of greater difficulty. I will follow a route beginning as

Boltzmann's did, but carried onward in a manner which became possible

about thirty-five years ago, at the time when Nernst's Heat Theorem was

oeing established. It does not lead us quite the whole way to the accepted

. .Aue of /, so that at the end I shall have to make an extra step without

doing more than to indicate whence its justification comes.

We begin by considering a gas in a container of volume V, in equilibrium

with itself and with the outer world at a temperature T. "In equilibrium

with itself" implies first of all that it is evenly spread throughout the

volume of the container—surely one of the earliest of all inbred ideas con-

cerning the behavior of gases. To give a quantitative meaning to this

notion of the gas being evenly spread throughout the container, we imagine

the volume divided into little compartments or cells of equal volume Fo.

The statement then is that the number of atoms in every cell is the same.

Putting N for the total number of atoms and Nfi for the number in the ith

compartment,

fi = constant = Vo/V (17)

The quantity /i is called the "probability" that an atom chosen at random

shall be in the zth cell—the first occurrence of the word "probability" with

a definite meaning in this discourse.

The next step is to define the entropy in the manner which follows:
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S = -kNZfilnfi (18)

a definition which in the case of the even distribution of the gas throughout

the container reduces to this,

S = kN InV - kN InVo (19)

This is of course a tentative definition, to be eschewed if ever it should lead

us into contradiction with the known properties of entropy. As yet it leads

us into none, for the term in In V corresponds to a similar term in the

description of entropy which equation (13) has already supplied. To make
the two agree exactly, we have simply to assign a special value to the factor

k; and as will be seen at once, this value is

k = R/No (20)

No standing for the number of atoms per mole, the Avogadro number-

Though k is known as Boltzmann's constant, this evaluation was beyond

Boltzmann's powers, for in his time the value of No was not known.

The expression (19) contains no allusion to temperature. It is in fact

not the entropy in full which has so far been defined, but only what I may
call the "contribution of volume to entropy." We have now to account

for the contribution of the kinetic energy of the molecules to the entropy of

the gas. Thus far I have been able to come by adducing the deeply-

inbred conviction that a gas in equilibrium in a container is evenly spread

throughout the container. There is no such widely-held conviction about

the distribution-in-energy of the molecules of the gas; but to everyone who
has studied physics for more than a year or two there will be nothing

surprising in the formula which follows. It must be introduced by asking

the reader to imagine a three-dimensional space, in which the variables

along the three axes are identified not as coordinates in ordinary space,

but as components of momentum p^,, py, p^. The momentum which is

meant is the momentum of the individual atom, and the axes x, y, z along

which its components are taken are axes of a coordinate frame in ordinary

space—they might be along three edges of the container, for instance. A
point in the "momentum-space" represents an individual atom in respect

of its momentum and therefore in respect of its energy, but not in respect

of its position.

The momentum-space is now to be divided into compartments of equal

volume Ho; but we are not to besprinkle its compartments uniformly with

the dots representing the atoms! Instead, when comparing any two of

the cells, say the ith and the^'th, we are to write

fi/fj^exp[-(Ei-E,)/kT] (21)
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which reduces to the statement,

fi = Z-'exp{-Ei/kT) (22)

Z being a symbol for the sum,

Z = ^iexp{-Ei/kT) (23)

which, incidentally, is known as the "partition-function" or "state-sum"

of the system—here, of the individual atom of the gas.

In these latest equations, £,: stands for the energy-value corresponding

to some point in the /th cell. It is kinetic energy of translatory motion

with which we are concerned; therefore Ei is given by the equation

Ei^ {\/2m)[{pl)i+ ip]),^ {plU (24)

where now the components of momentum are to be evaluated at some

particular point in the fth cell. But at which particular point? And to go

further back, just how are the cells of volume ^o to be designed in the

momentum-space? As cubical blocks with their edges parallel to the

coordinate-axes, or how? There are problems in which definite answers

must be given to these questions, but we shall be able to avoid them. It

will be adequate here to conceive of the cells as cubical blocks and the

value of Ei as the average value of the right-hand member of (24) in the z'th

cell.

Now we require from (24) the value of Z as defined in (23), to establish

the values of /( as given in (22), to yield finally the value of entropy as given

in (18).

Let us form the integral

/// '''^ (-^/^'I^') dp- dpy dp,, £ = (l/2w)(/^' + pl + pi) (25)

the range of integration extending over the whole of momentum-space.

This integral may be described as follows. Let the momentum-space be

divided into cells of unit volume. Each of these cells of unit volume makes

a contribution

exp{-E/kT)

to the integral, E standing now for the average value of E in the cell in

question. The integral is the sum of all of these contributions. Now let

us inquire how much of a contribution is made by this same cell of unit

volume to the partition-function. This second contribution is made up

of \/Hf) terms, one for each of the cells of volume Ha which occupy the cell

of unit volume. The values Ei corresponding to these cells will not be

exactly equal to the value E corresponding to the entire cell of unit volume;
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but to the degree of approximation which is now being used, the difference

may be neglected. The partition-function is then equal to 1/Ho times the

integral (25), Now the value of the integral (25) is given in all tables of

definite integrals, and in terms of our symbols it amounts to

We are now to divide this by Ho, and proceed along the path which has been

indicated.

The procedure is simple and straightforward. As a byproduct one finds

the result that the energy of the gas—which I have earlier symbolized by
U—is equal to {3/2)kNT. It follows that the specific heat at constant

volume is equal to {3/2)kNo for one mole, to n times this value for n moles

of gas. Utilizing this result, and putting nR for Nk wherever the latter

occurs, one duly arrives at (18) all filled out in the proper way. This

represents the contribution of the temperature to the entropy; now adding

the contribution of the volume from (19), one arrives at the entropy of n

moles of the gas as function of temperature and of volume, as derived by the

statistical method:

(2-irmY'^ k^'^
S = nRlnV + nC^lnT + nR In ^ !;^^ + (3/2)«i? (26)

This is now to be compared with the equation (13) for entropy as function

of volume and of temperature, embodying the definition of entropy where-

from we started.

So far as the dependence on T and on V is concerned, all is well! And
there seems even to be a prospect of finding a formula for the additive

constant. The prospect, though, is still befogged in two ways: by my lack

of precision till now as to the magnitudes of Fo and Ha, and by the absence

from (26) of any term convertible into the term nR ln{nR) which stands

out so prominently in (13),

As to Fo and Hq: no assumption shall be made about either by itself,

but it will be assumed that their product is equal to Planck's constant h

raised to the third power (third power, because of the three dimensions of

space)

:

Fo^o = h^ (27)

This I will attempt to justify from a fact not even divined when the formula

was made.

To divide the momentum-space into cells of definite size, and to allot

to the partition-function just one term from each cell—this comes to the

same thing as allowing certain discrete momentum-values to the atoms in

question, and denying them all values intermediate to these "permitted"
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ones. By using the words "permitted values" I am recalling the quantum-

theory, and it is in fact a part of the quantum-theory which we are now

employing, as betokened already by the entry of the symbol //. It is one

of the oldest parts of the quantum-theory; but the new fact—comparatively

new—is this. Atoms, like all other particles, are attended and governed

by waves. These waves, when with their atoms they exist in a limited

space such as that which the container offers to the gas, are constrained to

what in acoustics is known as "resonance." Not every frequency of vibra-

tion is allowed to the air within an organ-pipe, to the wire of a piano or to

the membrane of a drum, but only such as have wave-lengths fitting neatly

into the compass of the cavity, the wire or the drumhead. The dimensions

of these acoustical resonators control the permitted wave-lengths, and these

in their turn determine the frequencies. In the case which we are now

considering of a container filled with a gas, the dimensions of the container

control the wave-lengths associated with the atoms, which are the wave-

lengths of resonance. These in turn control the momenta of the atoms,

because of the relation between the momentum of a particle and the wave-

length of its associated waves—the "Rule of Correlation":

p = h/X (28)

To say that the momenta of the atoms are those and only those corre-

sponding to the resonant wave-lengths, and to say that VoHo in (26) is

equal to ¥—these are equivalent statements. When the former is accepted,

so perforce is the latter, and the additive constant in (26) is fully determined.

But still it lacks the term —nR In nR or —Nk In Nk which figures in (13)!

To introduce this term into the theory in a way both logical and simple

is not an easy task. The formula at which we are about to arrive is fre-

quently known as the "Sackur-Tetrode formula" after the two physicists

of whom (before the first world war) one was the first to approach and the

other the first to reach it. Sackur assumed outright that VqHo is inversely

proportional to N, while Tetrode subtracted from (26) a term k In Nl—the

exclamation-point here not having its rhetorical meaning, but signifying

that Nl is "N factorial," the product 1-2-3---N. By Stirling's celebrated

formula,

lnN\ = Nln{N/e) (29)

an approximation amply valid for such enormous values of N as are normally

here considered. Be it noted that e here stands for the exponential base

and not for the electron-charge (in the latter sense it is never used in this

article).

To make clear the basis for this subtraction oi klnNl I should have to

go far into the roots of the conception of entropy as probability. The best
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I can do for the present is to follow Tetrode by saying that he deemed (26)

as it stands to be an overstatement of the entropy, arising because in

advancing from the underlying theory to equation (18) one assumes the

atoms of the gas to be distinguishable, whereas actually for a substance of a

single kind they are indistinguishable. In somewhat the same way one

might overstate the entropy of a crystal by supposing it to be composed of

atoms no two of which were alike, while actually it was a substance of a

single kind. The subtraction of k In N\ was Tetrode's manner of correcting

the overstatement. He did better than perhaps he knew, for while his

reasons never commanded universal assent, his choice of a term to be sub-

tracted was ratified first by experiment and then by the "new statistics"

which made their appearance in physics some fifteen years ago.

Returning to (26): writing the last term of the right-hand member as

nR In e^'~, and consolidating it with the third term; introducing Tetrode's

subtractive term; augmenting this last by a term —nR In k, and compensat-

ing by adding -\-nRln k to the third term—doing all this, one finds,

/^ \3/2 7 5/2 5/2

S = nRlnV + nC, In T - nR In (nR) + nR In ^
""^^

,,
— (30)

Now the additive constant is filled out completely, and ready for whatever

test experiment may impose.

To prepare it for the test, we turn back first to equations (12) and (13),

and note that the constant there denoted by nl is none other than the fourth

term in the right-hand member of (30):

/r, \3/2 ,5/2 5/2

I = Rln^^'"^J ' (31)

Continuing onward to (15) we are reminded that no theoretical statement

about / is worth anything by itself, since all that data can supply is the

value of the combination (I- So). A hopeless situation, in appearance!

But now it is high time to hearken to what the data say. The data say,

to begin with:

For many monatomic gases, the right-hand member of equation (15) is equal

to the ^^statistical'" value of I.

This may be taken as meaning two things at once: that (a) the statistical

theory of the entropy of a gas is right, and (b) the entropy of a solid (crystal-

line and of a single kind, for such are these solidified gases) is zero at the

absolute zero. It is taken as meaning these things. It might of course

also be taken as meaning that both statements are wrong by about the same

amount, the errors compensating one another. But so unlikely does it seem

that two such different theories should both be wrong and yet by precisely
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the same amount, that I venture to say that few will be found who are critical

enough to insist on the doubt.

This concordance might be shown by giving actual values of the right-

hand member of (15), for actual gases at one or more points adjoining the

curve which divides solid from gas on the phase-diagram. The usage is,

however, different, and it is of some value to abide by the usage, even

though I am now required to make one more transformation of (15) which

I have hitherto avoided. This involves the auxiliary equation,

dL/dT - Cr - Cf (32)

which makes it possible to calculate L for any temperature, provided it be

measured at any other temperature and the specific heats be known at all

the temperatures in between. We may thus start from any measured value

of L, calculate a value Lo appropriate to the absolute zero, and thereafter

we may write the integrals, as always heretofore, extending from zero to T.

L = Lo + j cr dT - jc dT m
The first of these two integrals is equal for a monatomic gas to (5/2)RT

per mole. Since it is L/T which appears in (15), this entails a term (5/2)i?

on the right of that equation. This term neatly blots out the term R In e^'^

which is a portion of our statistical value of I as given in (31), so that after

all the equation is not much worsened in appearance. It has in fact assumed

the form

RlnP = -Lo/T -f- (5/2)i? In T

-
I

{C;'/T) dT + (l/D J C;' dT + J (34)

and here / is yet another additive constant—the additive constant of the

vapor-pressure equation in its commonest form—of which this may be said,

(r, ^\3/2 ,5/2

J = Rln ^^"^
,

^
(35)

if the statistical theory is sound and if in addition the entropy of a crystalline

solid of a single kind at the absolute zero is zero.

It is evident that if the two presumptions are true, then the remainder

left behind when (3/2) In m is subtracted from the experimental value of /
will have a definite value, the same for all gases. This indicates how the test

is made, or rather how it is set forth in the literature. The remainder,

expressed in units which need not concern us, should be —1.589. Now,
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data are available^ for all of the noble gases from helium through xenon;

and I quote the values which they furnish for this "remainder":

He 1.59 ± 0.01; Ne (two experiments) 1.56 ± 0.04, 1.59 ± 0.01

Ar (two experiments) 1.61 and 1.61 ± 0.04;

Kr 1.59 ± 0.02; Xe 1.588

The agreements are remarkably good, and when one remembers the contrast

and the subtlety of the two theories which they ratify conjointly, one deems

them among the most impressive in the whole of physics or of chemistry

either. The result for He implies that So = for liquid helium.

There are data available also for the vapors of several metals, though for

these the experimentalist's task is much harder. It will be seen that in

most of the cases we may again rejoice in agreements, though within a

broader range of experimental unsureness; in a few there is disagreement,

and one can only wonder whether the measurer of vapor-pressure underesti-

mated his possible error.

Na (two experiments) 1.57 ± 0.1 and 1.41 ± 0.03;

K 1.47 ± 0.04; Mg. 1.61 ± 0.2; Zn 1.51 ± 0.15;

Cd (two experiments) 1.63 ± 0.1, 1.51 db 0.1; Hg 1.62 ± 0.03;

Tl 1.40 ± 0.3; Pb (two experiments) 1.7 ± 0.2, 1.21 ± 0.26.

So the situation with respect to monatomic gases is satisfactory on the

whole and almost unblemished.^ But monatomic gases are but a small

proportion of all vapors: has not the theory something to say as regards

those which are diatomic—such as oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon

monoxide—and even those which are polyatomic?

The theory does indeed cover these; and the needed enlargement is simple

to write down, if not always easy to compute. Thus far the partition-

function has contained only the terms supplied by the translatory motions

of the molecules in the container—terms which depend on no other quality

of the molecules than their masses, and for a given mass are the same whether

the molecule is composed of a single atom or of two or of many. Now to

the partition-function so composed are to be added the terms deriving from

the rotation and from the vibrations of the molecules. Each new term is

of the familiar form exp{—Ei/kT), where now Ei is to stand for some

permitted energy-value of rotation or of vibration, and the summation is

5 Data from the collation of Ditchburn and Gilmour {Rev. Mod. Phys. 13, 310, 1941),

except the value for xenon which is from Clusius.
^ Here I must say, even if only in a footnote, that for atoms which ha ve angular momentum

there is still one more term in the additive constant occurring in the right-hand member of

(30). This term may be loosely described as referring to the "disorder" arising from the

fact that there are two or more different orientations of the angular momentum, between

which the atoms may choose. Its exact value (zero for the inert gases, riRlnl for the

alkali metals) is derived from the spectrum of the atom. Allowance is made for this

term in the computation leading to the value of the "remainder", and the agreements

here tabulated for Na and K sustain the allowance. A bad disagreement for tungsten

emerges from an early (1924) research by Lange.
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to be carried over all values of £,. There is less of a mental obstacle now
than there was in the "translatory" terms, for the doctrine of discrete per-

mitted energy-values in rotation is among the oldest, while that of discrete

energy-states in vibration is quite the oldest, of the whole of quantum-

theory. To get the energy-values £«-, the spectra are consulted. Spectrum

analysis is the most highly-developed of the branches of physics, and the

knowledge of the values of £, which it affords for the better-known of the

diatomic molecules—and even for some few of the triatomic—may be

described as complete, daring as it may sound.

Values of entropy figured by the statistical way which I have been

describing, with additions duly made to the partition-function to allow

for rotation and vibration, are called "spectroscopic" entropy-values by

Giauque and his colleagues of the Berkeley school. As a rule they are

computed for a standard pressure and temperature, often for one atmosphere

and 25°C.; let us call these Pq and To. Now as a rule the point (Po, Tq)

does not lie just off the divide which on the phase-diagram separates solid

(or liquid) from gas. One may, however, use (11) for getting the entropy-

difference between (Po, T'e) and any such point {P, T) lying along the

divide on the side corresponding to gas. At the point (P, T) the entropy

may be evaluated by the right-hand member of (14), and to it may then be

added the entropy-difference just mentioned. The sum, computed with the

assumption that So is zero, is what Giauque and his school name a "calori-

metric" entropy-value. If the two agree, there is a verification of the

conjoined assumptions that the statistical theory is sound, and that the

crystalline solid at zero absolute has none of that disorder which is the

source of entropy.

I take the following data from Eastman^ of the Berkeley school. Of his

two tables, one comprising gases for which the data are definitely better

known than they are for the rest, I quote this one only. The accuracy of

the calorimetric value "is in all cases high, errors being of the order of 0.1

throughout." The supposed accuracy of the spectroscopic values is in-

dicated by the number of significant figures to which they are carried.
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The first five are the stellar examples of concordance, therefore support for

the two conjoined assumptions. In the last five the discrepancy is deemed

to exceed the possibility of doubt, and some explanation ought to be found.

How is one to explain a "calorimetric" value less than the "spectroscopic"

—as occurs in all five of these cases? The comparison, I recall, is essentially

between (I— So) and /. In all of these five cases, I— So turns out to be less

than 7; therefore we are tempted to assume a "disorder" in the solid, sub-

sisting even unto the absolute zero. The case of hydrogen is the clearest,

the disorder being traceable in part to the intermingling of two types of

hydrogen molecule known as the "ortho" and the "para" type. In the

other cases, the explanations have a vagueness which suggests that they

are speculative. This is not a very satisfactory statement to end with.

Yet even these discrepancies are so small, that even if there were no closer

agreements one would still feel assured that the truth is to be found in

some minor alteration of the theory rather in rejecting the theory altogether;

and the five excellent agreements, combined with the excellent agreements

for so many monatomic gases, convert this feeling of assurance into

certitude.
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Recent Developments in Burying Telephone Cables} Donald Fisher

and Temple C. Smith. The term "buried cables" has come to mean those

underground cables which have no conduit protection. Due to the ac-

celerated demand for such construction in recent years, much eflfort has

been expended in devising methods and developing machinery for burying

cables. One of the earlier methods used in this and some foreign countries

was to dig a trench by hand alongside the road; unreel the cable from a

moving truck, thus laying it beside the trench ; work the cable over into the

trench by having 30 to 50 men handle it in relays; splice the cable in the

trench, and finally backfill the spoil and tamp it by hand. Later variations

of this method introduced one or more of the following units of machine

equipment: Power trenching machines: Caterpillar tractors with trailers

to straddle the trench, laying the cable directly from the reel into the trench;

Drag-line or other types of power backfillers; Power tampers or rollers.

In order to further reduce the number of operations involved, speed up

the installation, and reduce the cost, large plow trains have recently been

developed which, except for splicing, in ordinary soil complete the job of

burying a cable in one pass over the route. The idea of plowing cable into

the ground is not new. In fact the great grandfather of all the cable plows

was designed by Ezra Cornell long before he established the university.

His "ponderous machine" drawn by a "long line of horses" was designed for

laying telegraph cable in the early 1840's, but the development was dropped

when the simple expedient of carrying wires on poles and insulators was

conceived.

The large plow trains recently developed for installing telephone cable

are capable of burying either a single cable or a pair of cables together with

as many as three properly spaced lightning-protection wires, and of cutting

a slot for them as much as 50 inches deep where such a depth is required.

To provide the complete plow train has required the design of many pieces

of equipment which the word "plow" does not suggest to one's mind. The

plows and some of this equipment are discussed in this paper.

A Frequency-Modulated Control-Track for Movietone Prints} J. G.

Frayne and F. P. Herrxfeld. A 5-mil frequency-modulated track

located between sound and picture areas is proposed to control reproduction

1 Elec. Engg., Transactions Section, April 1942.

^Joiir. S.M.P.E., February 1942.
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in the theater from one or more sound-tracks. A variation of approxi-

mately one octave in the control frequency provides a 30-db change in

volume range which may be used in part for volume expansion of loud

sounds or as noise reduction for weak sounds. The control-track frequency

is varied manually and recorded simultaneously with the sound-track in

the dubbing operation, the gain of the monitoring channel being varied

in accordance with the control frequency to produce automatically the

enhanced volume range desired from the release print. The track is

recorded in line with the standard soundtrack and does not require separate

printing or reproducing apertures. It is scanned by a separate photo-

sensitive surface, the output being converted from frequency to voltage

variations by a frequency-discriminating network identical to that used in

the monitoring channel. The output from the network, applied to the

grid of a variable-gain-amplifier in the sound channel, controls automatically

the volume of the reproduced sound in accordance with that observed in

the dubbing operation.

Performance oj Ground-Relayed Distribution Circuits during Faults to

Ground? C. L. Gilkeson, P. A. Jeanne and J. C. Davenport, Jr. An
extensive oscillographic study has been made on power distribution feeders

primarily to obtain data useful in the consideration of joint use of poles by

power and telephone facilities. Some of the results, chiefly those obtained

from three-phase, four-wire, multigrounded neutral feeders equipped with

instantaneous ground relays and for immediate breaker reclosure, are

believed to be of general interest and are presented herewith. Included

are data on the performance of the protective devices utilized for clearing

ground faults on the feeders included in the study, the effectiveness and

certain limitations of these devices, and characteristics of the faults ex-

perienced.

A More Symmetrical Fourier Analysis Applied to Transmission Problems.*

R. V. L. Hartley. The Fourier identity is here expressed in a more sym-

metrical form which leads to certain analogies between the function of the

original variable and its transform. Also it permits a function of time, for

example, to be analyzed into two independent sets of sinusoidal components,

one of which is represented in terms of positive frequencies, and the other

of negative. The steady-state treatment of transmission problems in

terms of this analysis is similar to the familiar ones and may be carried out

either in terms of real quantities or of complex exponentials. In the

transient treatment, use is made of the analogies referred to above, and

' Elec. Engg., Transactions Section, January 1942.
* Proc. LR.E., March 1942.
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their relation to the method of "paired echoes" is discussed. A restate-

ment is made of the condition which is known to be necessary in order

that a given steady-state characteristic may represent a passive or stable

active system (actual or ideal). A particular necessary condition is deduced

from this as an illustration.

Paper Dielectrics Containing Chlorinated Impregnants.^ D. A. McLean,
L. Egerton, G. T. Kohman and M. Brotherton. Chlorinated aromatic

hydrocarbons are used extensively as impregnants for paper in electrical

apparatus such as capacitors and transformers. They possess high stability

toward heat and oxygen, nonflammability, and desirable electrical proper-

ties. However, the present study shows that under special conditions

a type of decomposition occurs which liberates products so active chemically

that, especially at elevated temperatures, under high potential gradients,

and in contact with metals, autocatalytic decomposition reactions are

initiated.

When aluminum electrodes are used and d-c. fields are applied, the

deterioration manifests itself in a leakage current increasing with time and

in the formation of partially carbonized areas in the paper. Evidence is

presented that the decomposition starts by the splitting ofif of hydrogen

chloride from the chlorinated compounds. This attacks the electrodes to

form aluminum chloride, which decomposes the organic constituents of

the insulation.

The deterioration is considered in relation to certain variations in com-

position; all components of the structure—the paper, the impregnant, and

the electrode materials—play important roles in the reactions.

Methods for Measuring the Performance of Hearing Aids.^ Frank F.

RoMANOW. A hearing aid can be considered as a sound transmission

system which is interposed in the path between the source of sound and

the listener's ear. As such its performance can be judged by comparing

the sound that reaches the ear first through the air path and then through

the hearing aid. The experimental procedure to carry out this concept is,

however, time consuming. To obtain a simple laboratory technique for

comparative purposes, it is proposed, therefore, that the amplification of

a hearing aid be measured by placing its microphone in a known sound field

and observing the output of the receiver when terminated in an appropriate

impedance. For an air conduction receiver this impedance takes the form

of a closed cavity. For a bone conduction receiver the termination is an

artificial mastoid. Since in a portable hearing aid compactness is desired,

^ Indus. & Engg. Cliem., January 1942.

^Jour. Acous. Soc. Amer., January 1942.
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the indistorted pressure that can be developed by the set is Hmited in

magnitude. Also the amplification is a function of the variation of the

power supply voltages. Hence it is necessary that these characteristics

be measured. As a;n illustration of the different factors involved, charac-

teristic curves for a recently developed vacuum tube aid are shown.

Some Mechanical Aspects of Telephone Apparatus. Part 1—Development

of Crossbar Switch as a Typical Unit of Automatic Dial Telephone SystemJ

J. D. Tebo and H. G. Mehlhouse. One half the telephones in the world

are in the United States. A total of 100,000,000 calls a day are made on

this equipment, on matters large and small—routine or emergency. Espe-

cially in these days of national emergency, communication facilities have

become indispensable to our defense organizations, vitally assisting in

speeding up the program of national safety.

Americans have grown to accept their telephones as a necessity, seldom

realizing the vastness of the system and the spirit of service in the large

organization constantly striving to maintain and improve a means of

communication already unexcelled. Seldom is it realized that the equip-

ment in the home or office is only a very small part of the facilities required

in this business of telephoning. A network of wire literally covering the

nation from coast to coast, and intricate switching devices for interconnect-

ing the telephones throughout the nation and most of the world all combine

to transmit the spoken word quickly and faithfully.

The vastness and complexity of such a service must of necessity require

a wide range of equipment which, in the Bell System, totals 44,000 kinds of

apparatus involving 170,000 different parts. Some of the mechanical

aspects of such equipment are presented in this paper, particularly those

having to do with design and manufacture, jointly handled for the Bell

System by the Bell Telephone Laboratories and Western Electric Company.

Obviously, the entire range of telephone equipment cannot be included.

This paper is therefore intended to deal with a specific telephone switch-

ing mechanism, known as the crossbar switch, which is used in the latest

dial telephone system.

' Mech. Engg., May 1942.
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The Mathematics of the Physical Properties of Crystals

By WALTER L. BOND

SECTION 1

Introduction

THE use of crystals as oscillating elements and as light valves in electric

circuits has given the mathematics of crystalline media an engineering

importance. Soon after the first simple quartz oscillators were made it was

noticed that some ways of cutting the block from the natural crystal gave

lower temperature coefficients of frequency than did other ways. This led

to studies of the change of elastic modulii with direction and temperature

and finally to the discovery that there are directions in quartz for which the

shear modulus does not change with temperature.

Such computations are rather involved, and there is, in the English

language, no general reference book on these new problems. The existing

works were evidently not written with the idea in mind that anyone would

ever actually do much numerical work with directional properties of crystals,

since the methods used are not the best suited to this. The matrix algebra

has the advantages of a symbolic algebra and is also, through the concept of

matrix multiplication, a scheme for computing numerical results.

As the problem of temperature coefficients of frequency involves the

temperature coeflficient of expansion, the temperature coefficient of density

and the temperature coefficient of elastic modulii, these problems must be

put into the language of matrix algebra so that they will fit into the general

structure being built for more difficult problems. For this reason, after an

introduction to the idea of linear vector functions, through consideration

of the relation between the electric field and the induction in a crystal, and

a hasty sketch of symmetry types found in crystals, we proceed to the

consideration of stress and strain and their relations to each other.

Following these, we take up piezo electricity and the converse piezo

electric effects; these are important as they tell us the ways a crystal may be

driven. We have not seen anywhere a general proof that the modulii of

the converse effect are the same numbers as the modulii of the direct effect

—to the first order of small quantities, though Lippman predicted the

converse effect and demonstrated its magnitude to be about this; he ap-

1
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parently didn't consider the general case of six simultaneous stress com-

ponents, six strain components, three electric field components and three

induction components. The fact that the mentioned relation is true only

to the first order of small quantities seems to have escaped the attention of

some experimenters who have sought to show non-linearity of the piezo-

electric effect by demonstrating non-linearity in the converse effect.

As a basis for light valve problems, we handle the propagation of light

through crystals, then the electro optic effect and the piezo optic effect.

SECTION 2

A Linear Vector Function

For almost every physical constant of an isotropic medium a crystalline

medium has several constants. For instance, a piece of glass has a co-

efficient of'thermal expansion but a crystal has many coefficients of thermal

expansion, the coefficient depending on direction. It might be thought

that there were no necessary relations between the coefficients in different

directions but there are necessary relations.

As an example of the simplifying relations between the values of physical

constants in different directions let us consider a crystal in an electric field.

Measurements show that the dielectric constant varies with direction in a

crystal. If the field is not in the direction of greatest dielectric constant,

the displacement current might veer over a little, much as a nail tries to

follow the grain of the wood. We shall assume that for any electric field

vector E there corresponds an electric induction vector D which may not

coincide with E. Also we assume that the magnitude of D is proportional

to £, that is, if E results in D, then nE results in nD. Lastly, we assume

that if El results in A, -E2 in Do . . . and £,„ results in Dm, then £1 + £2 • • •

Em results m. Di -\- Do -\-
. . . Dm. If these assumptions hold, then as any

arbitrary field E can be expressed as the vector sum of its three components

El, E2, Ez along three arbitrary unit vectors ?', /', k, the induction vector

resulting from E can be computed from the induction vectors resulting from

£1, £2* and £3. For, let £1 result in Dni + A17 + Ai^, £2 result in Dni +
D22J + D^ojz and £3 result in D^i -f As./ + Dzzk, then £1 4- £2 + £3 = £
results in the induction vector:

D - {EiDii + E2D10 + E,Dn)i

-f (£iAi + £2A2 + £3A3)y (2.1)

+ (£iAi + £2A2 + £3A3)^

It is seen then, that not more than 9 constants are needed to describe

the dielectric properties of a crystal. The energy required to establish the
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electric field is half the product of the component of the induction in the

direction of the field and the electric field. This is, therefore:

2W = ElDn + EiD^ + £^^3 + E^E.iD,, + D,.) + E,Ey{Dn + Du) +
EiEiiDxo + Ai)

Considering then a condenser made from a unit cube of crystal, the charge

is D and the energy content is IF. If there is no leakage loss, the charge

that can be drawn from the condenser is D = - - . Whence Di — — =
dE dEi

DuEi + i(A2 + Ai) £2 + 1 (As + Ai) £3. If, therefore, the induction

is derivable from a potential, A2 = h (A2 + Ai) or A2 = Ai- Similarly

Di3 — Ai and A3 = A2- By a proper choice of axes the remaining six

D's can be reduced to three. In the case of isotropic dielectrics Ai = A2 =
As and 47rAi corresponds to k, the dielectric constant.

SECTION 3

The Symmetry of Crystals

If a crystal has certain sorts of symmetry the number of constants re-

quired to describe each property is materially reduced. For this reason

we now turn our attention to a study of symmetry.

In general, plotting a vector property of the medium for a crystal gives a

complicated surface which we shall call a property surface. Each property

surface of a homogeneous isotropic medium is a sphere.

Because of the orderly arrangement of matter in a crystal, the property

surfaces of crystalline media are commonly symmetrical. If a casting of a

property surface were made it might fit into its mold in several positions.

A property surface for quartz for example, if lifted from its mold and rotated

through a third of a turn about the proper axis, would fit back into the mold.

That is, quartz has a three fold axis. The natural requirement that mole-

cules be laid down in a way economical of space limits the kinds of symmetry

possible for crystals to axes of two fold (binary) symmetry, of three fold

(trigonal), of four fold and of six fold symmetry, planes of reflection symme-
try- and combinations of axis-reflection symmetry, besides a simple sym-

metry through a center. From these elements it is possible to divide all

possible property surfaces into 32 classes. No other classes built from these

elements could be self-consistent.

A diagram study will prove this point. On a sphere let us mark axes of

two fold symmetry by means of a solid boat shaped figure, three fold with a

solid triangle, four fold with a square, sLx fold with a hexagon, planes of

symmetry with a solid line (great circle) and combination axis reflection,

by means of similar hollow figures. Finally, we shall project the sphere
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Figs. 16-32—Crystal classes.
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and markings onto a plane through the center. Figures 1 to 32 is a set of

such diagrams. Fig. 23 for instance shows a six fold axis. Fig. 1 represents

a medium with no symmetry whatever. The cross represents a typical

vector property, the vector piercing the sphere above the projection sheet.

If the vector pierced below the sheet it would be marked with a circle. The

dashed circle of Fig. 23 indicates the boundary of the sphere without im-

plying it to be a plane of symmetry. The presence of six fold symmetry

requires the typical vector to be shown in six places. If an axis of two fold

symmetry is added at right angles to the six fold axis, it must appear six

times and the typical vector must now appear twelve times, six times above

and six times below the projection sheet. Continuing in this way we shall

find the self-consistent classes of symmetry to be the 32 shown in the dia-

grams. Often the symmetry of a crystal class is expressed by means of a

formula. A center of symmetry is symbolized by the letter C, a binary

axis by ^2, a trigonal axis by ^3, a ternary axis by ^4, a six fold axis by At,

a plane of reflection by P, and a combination rotation reflection by the

combination symbols A*4 or A*6- In this way the symmetry formula of

quartz for example, is 3^2" ^3-

SECTION 4

Matrix Al6ebra

In the solution of problems of crystal physics we are involved in the

handling of many sets of linear simultaneous equations. As the matrix

algebra lessens the work involved in handling sets of linear simultaneous

equations we turn now to a study of matrix algebra.

Several independent variables .Ti, .T2 . . . .t„ are linearly related to several

other independent variables yi, 3^2 ... ym as

yi = anXi + ai^Xi, -}-... Ci„a;„

ji = a^xi -f . .

.

or briefly

n

yi = ^ aijXj I = 1, 2 •
' • m (4.1)

3=1

In most all such equa.tions as (4.1) the variable to be summed over appears

twice in the subscripts of one side. As a convention we agree to omit the

summation sign and sum wherever subscripts are repeated.

Thus: yi = aaXj is to be summed overj

again, if Xj = bjkZk the z's being a third set of variables we have:

yi = dijhjkZk to be summed over 7 and k.
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We can think of this as a special multiplication of hyperquantities a, b

and s. If we define

Cik = aijbjk (4.2)

we may go from the y's to the z's directly thru yi = CikZk- We can now
consider the "table"

'aiiCi2 . . . c„^

\aml . ' . amn

as being the quantity a, and the table

/bnbn ....

\"pl Oprnf

as the quantity b.

These "tables" are called matrices.

Going to eq. (4.2) we see that the quantity c is to be a "table," the typical

element dj of which is to be gotten by multiplying the tth row of a by the

yth column of 6, term by term thus:

C,y = Giibij + diibij + . . .

After a little practice it becomes almost automatic to form the y th term

of the product of two matrices by letting the index finger of the left hand

follow across the ith row of the left matrix while the right index finger

follows down theyth column of the right matrix. The fingers step along in

synchronism and at each pause the quantities under the two fingers are

multiplied and the product added algebraically to the accumulated sum.

The algebra of these special multiplications is not commutable, i.e.

ab 9^ ba.

Eq. (4.1) can be considered as a special case of eq. (4.2), in which the

matrices x and y have one column only. In this manner a vector with

. h\components xi xo xs can be considered as the matrix I .T2 I

.

If eq. (4.1) has the same number of .r's as y's we may solve (by means of

determinants) for the x's in terms of the y's. We would then get a new set

of equations

Xi = a~j y,:
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The significance of the oT is that the matrix product of a and oT^ is a matrix

with ones on the major diagonal and all other terms zero. Whenever the

product of two square matrices gives such a matrix (known as the idem-

factor, /) they are said to be reciprocal. Only square matrices have

reciprocals. Multiplying any matrix by the idemfactor leaves the matrix

unchanged. We might consider, as part of our mathematical short hand,

that eq. (4.1) was solved for x by multiplying through by oT , as

a~ y = a' ax = Ix = x.

We must remember that the order must not be disturbed as the quantities

are not commutable, and that only square matrices have reciprocals.

The major diagonal of a square matrix is the set of terms running diagon-

ally from the upper left to the lower right.

A symmetrical matrix has any term Ma = Ma
An anti-symmetric or skew symmetric matrix has any term Mij = — Mji

for i 9^ j.

Rotation Theory

The matrix algebra can be used to express a vector as a function of another

vector, that is to handle such relations as exist between E and P of section 2.

There is another important aspect of matrix multiplication, that of trans-

forming a function from one set of axes to another. Let us assume that the

new set of unit axes, .ti .T2 and Xz are merely the old ones rotated through

angle <j) about some axis A which is a unit vector passing through the origin.

From Fig. Zi we see that in the expression:

/ / /

.Ti = Gii.Ti + a2iX2 -\- anXz

the flij's are the cosines of the angles between .Ti and the three quantities

Xj. Conversely they are the cosines of the angles between the x/s, and :Vi.

Consequently, if the primed unit vectors are given in terms of the unprimed

ones by the three equations

/

then the unprimed .v's are given in terms of the primed ones by the ex-

pression:

/

This reversible relationship is well depicted by the table:
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In this direction cosine table we can "look up" the components of any unit

vector in terms of the other system.

The matrix an is merely the matrix a,; with rows and columns inter-

changed, dji is called the conjugate of c,;. We shall denote the conjugate

of any matrix M by Mc.

Obviously V is the vector sum of the 3 components (on the new system)

of each of its 3 components on the old system.

/aiiVi -\- aT2 V2 + aTs FsX

(F)new ={a-'V -\-

Fig. 33—The direction cosines of Xj on X'l X'2 X'3.

If the expression giving the components of V on the new system is de-

noted by V we may write

V = aV
conversely V — oT V

Since xi is of unit length, the sum of the squares of its three components

(on the primed system) is unity.

That is

similarly

and

On + 012 + ai3 = 1

O2I + O22 +^23= 1 • (4.3)

031 + 032 + O33 1

Now Oc can be considered as a rotation similar to the rotation a. Con-

sequently their product aac is a similar rotation. Let us consider this

product.
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The squares of its terms must sum to zero, row by row as in (4.3)

/ananan\ /aiia2i03i\

I 021022023 1 ( O12O22O32 1
=

\fl3lC32a33/ \Oi3023a33/

Because of the relations on + O12 + 013= 1, etc., we see that the terms of

the third matrix are zero for all terms not on the major diagonal. There-

fore, aac is an idemfactor and the reciprocal matrix of a is the same as its

conjugate matrix.

ac = a~' (4.4)

Also .vi is of unit length, and the sum of the squares of its components on

the unprimed system is unity. Thus we find:

Oil + O21 + O31 = 1

o?2 + 022 + O32 = 1 (4.5)

Ol3 + O23 + O33 = 1

We now introduce from vector analysis the concept of the scalar product.

The scalar product of two vectors u and v is Uc v. It is the product of the

lengths of the two vectors and the cosine of the angle between them.

If we take the scalar product of .Ti and .T2 as expressed in the primed

system we have, since they are mutually perpendicular:

/02l\

(an, O12, O13) I O22 1 = OnOoi + O12O22 + O13O23 =

\023/

Similarly multiplying .V2 and .V3 scalarly, and .V3 and .Vi we find:

O11O21 + 012O22 + O13O23 =
O21O31 + O22O32 + 023033 = (4.5)

O31O11 + O32O12 + O33O13 =

If we multiply Xi and .V2 etc. as expressed on the unprimed system we get

the relations:

011O12 + 021O22 + 031O32 =
O12O13 + 022023 + O32O33 = (4.7)

013011 + ^23021 + O33O31 =

The vector product of two vectors u and v requires the defining of a

special matrix, the cross matrix.

(0 — «3 «2\

m -«ij (4.8)

— U2 «1 0/



= Xz
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It transforms upon a rotation of axes as does an ordinary vector:

V' = a\J (4.13)

grad M = V Mc, a matrix (4.14)

div u —\7cU,a, scalar (4.15)

curl u =V X w, a matrix (4.16)

grad radius vector ='\/p = I, the idemfactor (4.17)

{abc ...)"'= ... c'^b'^a'^ (4.18)

{ahc . . .) cC = ... Ccbcac (4.19)

an ...\~' n/an .

022 ... \ =/ 1/^22 ....

033 1/033 .. '
^ ^ ^

,„ , . . s-1 (matrix) ,. ^..
(Scalar times matrix) = (.4.21;

scalar

SECTION 5

The Geometry of Rotations

As a first application of the matrix algebra let us compute the a matrix

for a few general rotations. Although we can consider a general rotation

as one of angle </> about the unit vector* .4 , it is easier to consider a general

rotation as three successive rotations about coordinate axes.

A study of Fig. 34 shows that for a counterclockwise rotation about .Ti,

the new components of a vector V are:

V[=Vi
V2 — Vi cos + F3 sin (j)

V's = —V2 sin 4> -\- V3 cos (j)

whence V = aV where

(5.1)

* A general rotation of amount <j> about the unit axis A is given by

a = AAc + (I — AAc) Cos ^ + Sin <^ ^

See Vector Analysis (Gibbs Wilson, Yale Press) pp. 338.
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Similarly, for a counterclockwise rotation 4> about .V2 we have

(cos 4> — sin <^\

1 j :...(5.2)

sin <i> cos 0/

and for a counterclockwise rotation </> about X3:

/ cos sin 4> 0\

a =
j
— sin cos <^ 1 (5.3)

\ 1/

Fig. 34—The relationship between the components of a vector on one coordinate
system and on another.

In the appendix we give the special transformations corresponding to the

symmetry operations of the 32 crystal classes. If we have three successive

rotations:

the resultant rotation is

or

where

X = ax
x'" = a"x"

x'" = a"a'ax

x'" = Rx . .

R = a"a'a. .

(5.4)

(5.5)
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The I.R.E. Orientation Angles and the I.R.E. Matrix

The Institute of Radio Engineers has proposed that, for quartz crystals,

all orientations be given in terms of three rotations </>, d,
\f/

about .T3, .T2

and xz respectively, starting with the plate length along Xi width along

X2 and thickness along X3. (Here .T3 is the z or optic axis, Xi is the electric

axis.)

Whence, here:

cos (j) sin 0\

— sin (j) cos
I

1/

and carrying out the two matrix multiplications:

Xi Xi X3

cos cos cos\f/ sin cos cos ^ —sin cos i/'

sin sin)/' +cos0sini/'

- cos (/) cos 6 sin ^ — sin (p cos 6 sin xf/

- sin cos 1/' 4-COS0COS1/' sin sin 1/'

cos sin 6 sin
<f)

sin 6 cos 6

•Tl

.^2

.-vs

(5.6)

If we denote the unit vectors along the length, width and thickness as P1P2

and P3 respectively we have as a matrix defining the plate:

P = Rx (5.7)

The I.R.E. orientation system is useful to the designer of crystal plates

because his problem is to choose such values of 0, 0, \p as to give the plate

certain physical properties along its length, width and thickness. The man

who cuts the plate has a different problem, that of moving the crystal (and

hence the .Ti .to .T3 axes) about a fixed saw so that the plate cut parallel to the

saw blade is what the designer ordered.

Let us consider such a system as shown in Figs. 37, 38 and 39. In Fig.

38 the crystal stands with its optic axis along P3, its + electric axis (for

right hand quartz) along P. Since the shop man considers clockwise rota-

tion as positive we now rotate the crystal through angle C/3 about Pz clock-

wise, we then turn the crystal through angle U2 clockwise about Pi, and

finally, after cutting out a slab of required thickness, we turn it clockwise

through angle Ui about Pz to cut its length and width.

On the plate axes Pi the crystallographic axes .Ti .T2 :V3 are now given by

X = rP (5.8)
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5<3

Fig. 35—The initial position (0, 0, 0) for the I.R.E. direction angles.

Fig. 36—The final position (<I>, O, "if) for the I.R.E. direction angles.
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I COS IJ\ sin JJ\ 0^

y =
I

— sin Z7i cos IJ\

V L

or

1 Q 6

cos 1^2 sin Vi

^0 — sin Vi cos [72/

cos £/i sin Vz

cos ?73 sin Vz 0^

— sin Z73 cos Vz

1;

cos V\ cos C/3

sin Vx cos ^2 sin t/3 +sin V\ cos 1/2 cos Vz

sin f/i sin t/2

— sin l]\ cos C/3 —sin V\ sin f/3 cos t/i sin Vi

— cos t/i cos Vi sin ^73 +cos t/i cos V^ cos Z/a

sin JJ-i sin 1/3 — sin Z72 cos Vz cos Z72

(5.9)

P2^. ^ ^- P2-«

P,-*

Fig. 37 Fig. 38

Fig. 37—The (0, 0, 0) position of a shop system of direction angles.

Fig. 3i8—The second position of a shop system.

From (5.8) we see that P = rx and hence, if this is to be the same plate

the designer specified by P = Rx we must have R — r whence we may
equate the terms of (5.6) and (5.9) to get the relations
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COS U2 = COS ^ or ^''2 = zL 6

tan f/'i = cot lA (5.10)

tan Us = cot<t>

Ui = yp -90 + nir

U2= e

Uz = <t>
-90 + nir

Fig. 39—Cutting the slab and trimming it to the piezoid boundaries.
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Where n is any integer positive or negative, including zero. If we take

Ui = ^p -90
_

U2= d (5.11)

C/g = + 90

The matrices are consistent term by term.

SECTION 6

Crystalline Dielectrics

As a first application of the matrix algebra considered as a linear vector

function let us reconsider the problem of the crystal in an electric field.

The relations of chapter II, equation (1) can be written in the abbreviated

form:

D = DijE where D^ = D^r

in accordance with the system of abbreviations adopted in the appendix.

If we put

equation (1) can be written

D = ^kr,E (6.1)

In order to investigate the effects of crystal symmetry in determining

the least number of dielectric constants that are required for a given class of

symmetry it is desirable to find the electric induction D for any system of

axes. Suppose that we choose a system for axes .vi , .V2 , .vs related to .Vi ,

Xi , Xz through the relations:

Xi = fln.Ti + ai2.T2 + aisXs

X2 = a2iXi + a22.T2 + 023-1^3 (6.2)

X3 ^ asiXi + 032-^2 + ^33-^3

where Cn is the cosine of the angle between .vj and .Vi , ai2 is the cosine of the

angle between .ti and X2 etc.

Equation (6.2) can be abbreviated to

x' = ax

where a is the matrix
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'an an a^^ Ara = I 021 ail a^z I ^^ Oa
Vsi 032 033/ *^i,^5»*

It is shown in the sec. 4 that any vector V =
I ^2 I can be written on the

\Vzl
new system of axes as V where V — aV, conversely V = a W'; a ^

is the

matrix reciprocal to a. Since the induction D and the electric field E are

simple vector functions they transform as the vector V, that is:

D' = aD (6.3)

E' = aE (6.4)

But by (6.1)

whence:

or

D = ^kE
Aw

aD = —- akoc aE
At

D' = ^ k'E' (6.5)
4 IT

k' = akac (6.6)

We see that the form of (6.5) is the same as that of (6.1) for any set of

axes if (6.6) is used to define the new dielectric matrix k.

To apply this relation (6.6) to a particular crystal let us consider a tetrag-

onal crystal (which has its properties unchanged by a rotation of 90°

about a four fold axis) . Let us choose the four fold axis as xz and then rotate

the axis 90° about Xz . In this case

and the reciprocal matrix a

whence equation (6.6) becomes:

^n^i2-^3i\ /O -10\ / h2 -kn
*i2^22*23) 1 00) =

(
-kn kn

hihzhzl \0 1/ \ hz -kzi
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But because of the symmetry k is unchanged by this transformation,

hence

k = k'

Two matrices can be equal only if corresponding terms are equal, hence

kn = ^22 , kn = — kn = 0, ^23 = — ^31 and ku = ^23

whence

^23 = hi = 0.

We are left then, with the dielectric constant matrix for the tetragonal

bisphenoidal class:

/kn \

^ = I y^ii I

\0 W
Applying other transformations possible for tetragonal crystals gives no

further simplification.

If we go through all the symmetry transformations possible for the 32

classes we find that cubic crystals require but one dielectric constant, hex-

agonal, trigonal and tetragonal crystals require two constants, orthorhombic

monoclinic and triclinic crystals require 3.

As the triclinic class has no fixed axes or planes of symmetry the reduction

of its 6 constants to 3 is not so obvious. It may be seen by expanding into

ordinary xyz coordinates, that pckp = 1 is the equation of an ellipsoid, (p

is the radius vector) where the six ^'s are the coefficients oi x
, y , z

,
yz,

zx and xy respectively. If we choose the coordinate axes along the axes of

the ellipsoid the yz, zx and xy terms drop out and only three ^'s are needed.

With triclinic crystals then, if we determine the axes of the ellipsoid, then

choose the coordinate axes along them, only three dielectric constants are

needed to completely specify the polarization in terms of the electric field.

The determination of the ellipsoid axes must be made experimentally as

there are no symmetry elements to guide us. It is possible to compute the

positions of the axes from the 6 ^'s by solving a cubic equation.

The values of the ^'s depend on the frequency of the applied field. In

crystals of low symmetry the ellipsoid axes for different frequencies do not

necessarily coincide.

Another vector quantity of interest is the polarization, P = D — —- E.
47r
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Using (1) this becomes

P =l^(k-I)E (6.7)

SECTION 7

Quadratic Forms

Often the elements of a matrix are themselves functions of other quanti-

ties. In order to relate the elements of one matrix with those of another by

means of a matrix multiplication, we may make a single column matrix of

each of them. We then wish to know how a transformation of axes changes

the elements of this single column matrix. Consider a symmetrical matrix

b that relates two vectors u and v:

u = bv.

A transformation of axes, a, changes u and v to u' and v'. Multiplying w =
bv through by the prefactor a we have

au = abv.

We now replace ate by its equivalent a~ v' whence:

u' = abcT v'

so that

U — V

if we define b' as

b' = aba~' (7.1)

To be in accord with common usage we now rearrange b according to the

arbitrary scheme:

H
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( 2
On
2

fl21

2

2
fll2

2

022
2

C32

2

Ol3
2

O23
2

O33

O2I O31 022 O32 O23 O33

O31 Oil O32 O12 O33 Ol3

Oil O21 O12 O22 Ol3 O23

2O12O13 2O13O11 20ilOl2

2022 O23 2023 O21 2021 O22

2fl32 033 2033031 2031032

O22 O33 021 O33 O22 O31

+ O23O32 +O23O31 +O21O32

O12 O33 O13 O31 Oil O32

+ O13O32 +O11O33 +O12O31

O12 O23 O13 O2I Oil O22

+ O13O22 +O11O23 +0X2 021^

(7.2)

Because we shall often need to form the a matrix from the o matrix we

need an easily remembered mechanism for doing so. We notice that those

are four kinds of terms in the a matrix and that the four kinds can be sepa-

rated from each other by two center lines, one horizontal, one vertical.

This gives us four squares of nine terms each and we can correlate each term

of any square to a term of the matrix by means of its position in the square.

The terms of the upper left square are the squares of the corresponding terms

of the o matrix. To form any term of the lower left square we cover the

corresponding term of the c matrix with our finger and multiply the visible

terms of that column. To form any term of the upper right square we cover

the corresponding o term and write down double the product of the visible

terms of that row. To form any term of the lower right square we find the

corresponding o term, strike out that row and column and write down the

sum of the remaining cross products. A study of the following diagram

will help to remember these rules.

Terms are squares

of corresponding
a terms
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on the direction of its normal ;;. We shall choose a triangular area ds such

that an arbitrarily chosen set of mutually perpendicular unit axes Xi , X2

,

;V3 pass through the vertices of the triangle. Let us consider the conditions

of equilibrium of the tetrahedral element of volume so formed. The areas

normal to .vi , .To , X3 are dsi , dso , dss , respectively, and the forces per unit

area acting through these faces are:

Any body forces (such as gravity) depend on a higher order of smallness

(that is on the volume rather than on the area) and hence are negligible.

Whence for equilibrium:

But

Fds = Fidsi + Fidsi + F^dss

dsi = Hids, ds2 = n^ds and dsz — nzds

where I W2 I is the normal to the area ds. Whence we may write: F = fn

where/ is the matrix

//ll/l2/l3\

I /2I /22 /23 I

Xfdifiifzs/

For the body to be in rotational equilibrium the tangential forces must
balance, hence /12 = /21 ,/i3 = /ai and/23 = /32 •

Transformation of A xes

A change of axes that transforms vectors through F' — aF changes F =
fn to aF = afa~ an so that if /' = afa~^ then F' = fn'.

In order to relate the stress to other quantities through a matrix we wish

to convert it into a single column matrix. We put /n = X^
, /22 = X2

,

^33 == Xz
, /23 = /32 = Xi , /31 = /i3 = X5 and /12 = /21 = X^ .

Changing to the X representation we find

x' = aX' (8.1)

where a is the matrix eq. (7.2).
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Strain Theory

If the dimensions of a body change, a point /> = I ^2 1 is moved to ^ + o-p

\pz/

h\where o-p = I 0-2 I. A neighboring point /> + w is moved by an amount

Cjh-u given by o-j^-u = {VctcJcU + Cp . The movement of /? + w relative to

^ is 0" = CTp^u — (Tp = (V(Tc)cU.

The 9 components of {\/ac)c describe the sort of movement in the neighbor-

hood of a point; they are the strain coefficients. If the strain matrix is

c = {\/(Tc)c , a transformation x' = ax causes this to become aeflc = {a\/<jcO'c)c

and if aV = V' and aa = a so that acac = ac we have e' = {S/'(Tc)c if

e' = aeac (8.2)

When we arrange e as a single column matrix e we shall, following custom,

take ei= —- -\- —-^, e^ = etc. This has the effect of moving the 2'sof the a
axz dxz

matrix to the conjugate position so that, while x transforms as .v' = ax,

e transforms as e' = aj e.

We shall take tensions as positive stress elements, and elongations as

positive strain elements. The shear strain, Cc — (0, 0, 0, 0, ei) becomes

upon rotating through 45° about xs,ec = I -^ ,
— ^ , 0, 0, 0, 1 . This shows

that to be consistent, a positive shear strain about .T3 must mean an expan-

sion along the line .Vi = .V2 and an equal contraction along the line xi = — .^2 •

A positive shear stress is one that tends to produce a positive shear

strain.

By superposing such strain elements we see that the e matrix (useful in

displacement problems) may be formed from the e matrix (which is useful in

stress strain relation) as

(8.3)

This slightly awkward relation is used solely to make the "work done in

straining" expressible as

2IF = Xce = ecX (8.4)

If the e's were taken as equal to the e's the work would be: 2IT' = XiCi +
X^Ci + XsCs -\- IXid + 2X5^5 -j- 2X6^6 . This would be awkward in some

later problems.
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If the scalar W is to be unafifected by a transformation a we must have

W = CcX unaffected. If we write

W = eca^'aX = eca'^X'

we have

W' = W = e'c X'

if

/ -1

when

e' = a7^ ec (8.5)

This substantiates our previous statement.

Relation Between Stress and Strain

If the strain in an elastic body is proportioned to the stress we may write:

€i = SuXi + 5*12X2 + • • • Sv^Xf,

62 = S21X1 + •
•

• •
•

Where the S's are elastic modulii. In matrix notation:

e = SX (8.6)

Conversely X = S~^e or if S^ = C

X = Ce (8.7)

The C's are called elastic constants to distinguish them from the modulii S.

As e = SX, ou'e = a^^ SoT^aX, and since a^ e = e\ (the representation

of e on a new axis system related to the old one through the matrix a) and

aX is X' , then we may write {a^ e) = (aj Sa' )(aX) as:

e' = S'X' where S' = aj'Sa'' (8.8)

Similarly operating on X = Ce we find

X' = CV where C = aCac (8.9)

The energy required to cause the strain e is

W =
f Xrder ^^-Xrer = ^ SrsXrXs (8.10)

whence, if W is a perfect dififerential,

s^^
= d'W ^ d'W ^^^^ ^g^^j)

dXr dXs dXg dXr
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Similarly

c = r (8.12)

This reduces the constants and modulii to 21 of each.

If a transformation is performed that is permitted by the symmetry of

the medium the elastic modulus matrix is unaltered. The monoclinic

system has a binary axis. If we choose this as xz and rotate the axes 180°

about this by means of the matrix a = I — 1 I we have S' =
V 1/

c -1
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Phombis System

.T3 binary

9 modulii

Tetragonal System

X3 a fourfold axis

(Classes 9, 10, 13)

7 modulii

5 -

5ii

'S'12

'S'23

s =

(Sn

Tetragonal System

X3 a fourfold axis

.Ti a twofold axis

(Classes 11, 12,

14, 15)

6 modulii

Trigonal System

.T3 trigonal axis

(Classes 16, 17)

7 modulii _

5 =

Sn
S12

Sn

512 S\3

»->22 S23

Siz S33

S44

•5*12 Si3

Sn Siz

513 033

Sii

-Si,

Sn Si3

Sn Si3

Ol3 O33

Sii
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The C matrix is

entirely analogous

(8.21)

Cubic System (^n Sn Sn ^

Xi, X2 and x^ Sn Su Su
fourfold axes _ 5i2 Sn Sn
3 moduli! ~

^44

544

6*44

Sn Sn SnO "

Sn Sn Sn
^12 ^12 SnO

^-z

5'2

^2

6*2 = 2 (Sn ~~Sn)

Several Elastic Ratios in common use are given here for reference:

Young's Modulus: A tension stress X divided by the component of

X-
strain in the direction of Z , Fj = —^ . If the coordinate axes are chosen so

Isotropic bodies

2 moduli!

S =

The C matrix is

analogous except

that

Ci = 2 (^11 "^"12)

(8.22)

that the stress lies along Xi , Yi = -—-

Sn
To find the value of Y in an arbi-

trary direction, (6, <p) find S' for a transformation that puts X' in the di-

rection (6, (f)

S' = ac Sa

Where a is taken as form (21.4). Whence we obtain:

( y— I = ^152511 -1- 51^2522 + ^25*33 -\- 5i52C2544 + CiC2S2Sit + £15152^^66

-{- 2C1S1C2S2S5& -{ 2CiSiC2S2S^ + 2C1S1C2S2S56 + 2C1S1S2S26

+ 2CiSiS2Sm + 2Ci52Ci5i5 -{• 2CiSiS2C2Su + 2ciC2525i3

-+- 2ciSiS2Sn + 2S1C2S2S23 + 2^152^2534 + 2ciSiC2S2Sif,

+ 2C1C2S2S35 + 2Ci5iC252526 + 25iC252524 (8.23)

Rigidity Modulus: The shearing stress divided by the component of shear

about the axis of shearing stress. For shear about xi

,

Ni = 1
(8.24)

Its value in another directions can be found as Ye^ was above.
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The bulk modulus: The change in volume per unit volume for unit hydro-

static pressure is the bulk modulus, H. For a stress Xc = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)

^ = \Sn + Sn + Sz\ , Si2 + S33 -\- S23 , S31 + S23 + ^'33
,

• • •

)

H = (ei+ e.,+ 63 = Sn+ 522+ ^33+ 25i2 + 2^31 + 26-23) (8.25)

This is obviously independent of the choice of axes.

The Temperature Coefficient of the Elastic Modulii and Constants

If

C = C° -^ th + t^h"- 4- t^li + • • • (8.26)*

and

S = S° ^ th^ tHf + /V + • • • (8.27)

(C° and S° denote the values of the C's and 6"s for some standard tempera-

ture / = 0) then as the transformations are

C — a C ac and S' — a7 Sa" or

a = a (C° + th + i'h' + /'//' •••)««

and

S' = a-\S° + tli + t^H' + t^H' •-•)a~^

we see that

C = C°' + th' + /'//" • • • (8.28)

S' = S°' + ///' + t'H" • • • (8.29)

where

h' = ahdc etc (8.30)

H' = a7'Ha~' etc (8.31)

That is, the h^s transform as the C's do, and the H's transform as the S's

do. Consequently we may copy their respective forms from the C and S
matrices for any particular crystal class.

When the temperature coefhcients of the constants or modulii are known
in the form:

Cii = C°;(l -\-tTc,,) (8.32)

5iy = 5;,- (1 + /r,, .) (8.33)

* The n of /" denotes the «th power of the scalar i; the n of A" is merely another matrix,
it does not mean a power.
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we may write:

hii = C°jTc,, (8.34)

Hii^ S°,Ts,, (8.35)

Multiplying (5) by (6) we get:

SC = I ^ S°C° = S°C° + i(S°h + HC°) + t\S°/i + Hh + h'C°) + • • •

whence, for this relation to hold for all values of /:

S°h + IIC° = (8.36)

whence

h = -C°HC°
(8.37)

H = -S°hS°

also

S°h' + Hh + H'C° = (8.38)

so that

h' = hS°h - C°H'C°

,
(8.39)

H' = HC°H - S°h'S°

From these we can compute the h's given the H's and vice versa.

SECTION 9

Temperature Expansion

The change in the dimensions of a crystal caused by a temperature change

can be considered as a strain. The shift of the terminus of a vector /

relative to its origin is given from the strain matrix e by the equation Al =
iel

Since e is symmetric a proper choice of axes makes it possible to make the

strain per degree a diagonal matrix,

/A, 0\
Al = tAl where ^=10 A2 ) (9.1)

\0 As/

As / and Al both transform as vectors, a transformation a causes A to

transform as

A' = aAa~' (9.2)
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The elongation per unit length per degree in the direction (6, 4>) is

/cos 6 sin (f, sin 6 sin (p, cos (p^

Msifi
—

cos y sin ^ •

sin 6 sin (p
•

cos = (p

whence

iA/g^ = Ai cos" sin" (/? + /1 2 sin" 5 sin (^ + Az cos (^ (9.3)

The strain can easily be extended to a function of / and f as follows:

A/ = tAl + t'Bl (9.4)

Applying the prefactor a to both sides and putting the idemfactor in

between A and / and between B and / in the form I = a~ a we have:

aAl = t(aAa~ )al + t {aBoT )al or

M' ^ tA'V + rB'l' where

A' = aAa B' = aBa~' (9.5)

SECTION 10

Temperature Variation of the Isothermal Elastic Modulii and

Stress Variation of the Temperature Expansion Coefficients,

We can write the isothermal elastic modulus matrix at temperature

d -{- tas

S' = S'" + tH (10.1)

and the coefficient of temperature expansion at constant stress X as

A = A° -\- LX .(10.2)

Let us take a unit cube of crystal about the cycle indicated in the table;

starting with the cube in the unstressed unstrained state at absolute tem-

perature 6:

Operation
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SO that we may write

5 = S -\- tH

A = A° + HX
(10.1)

(10.3)

This tells us that we may determine the temperature coefficients of the

elastic modulii by measuring the ejEfect of stress on the temperature ex-

pansion coefficients.

In a similar way we find that if the isothermal elastic constant matrix at

temp. ^ + / is:

C = C° + th (10.4)

then the relation between temperature and stress at constant strain e is

X = tB (10.5)

where

B = B" + he (10.6)

The Difference between the Specific Heats at Constant Stress and Constant

Strain

Writing for the specific heats at constant stress and at constant strain

o-P and a" , respectively, we can perform the following cycle:

Operation
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Isothermal and Adiahatic Elastic Modulii

Let us take a unit crystal cube at temperature d, apply any stress X
adiabatically, heat it to bring the temperature back to 6 at constant stress

then release it isothermally. The cycle is analyzed in the table:

Operation
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For example we have for quartz at 20° Centigrade

293 XIO"

2.65 X 7.37 X 10'

[14.
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Asy =

4690 -795 -2180

-795 3205 1691

-2180 1691 2815 X 10"

60(
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If transformations permitted by symmetry are performed, the d matrix

is unchanged. Class 3 has a binary axis only, if we choose this as .V3 and

perform the transformation

a = 0-10 we find:

du
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Class 8 (Orthorhombic bipyramidal), center of symmetry, d = (11.08)

(11.09)

Class 9 (Tetragonal

bisphenoidal)

-Vs is quaternary alternating

Class 10 (Tetragonal

pyramidal)

Xz is quaternary

Class 11 (Tetragonal

scalenohedral)

.Vs quaternary, .Vi and .V2

binary

Class 12 (Tetragonal

trapezohedral)

Xs quaternary', Xi and .r2

binary

d =

d =

d =

d =

du dn ^

— dn du

^36/

^0 du dn '

ii5 -du
\dsi dsi dssO 0,

/O du \

(
duO ]

\0 dij

^0 du 0\

-duO]
^0 0/

Class 13 (Tetragonal bipyramidal) center of symmetry, d —

Class 14 (Ditetragonal

pyramidal)

xs quaternary

.Ti and X2 planes of symmetry

^0000 dii 0>

^15

\dn dzi ds3 0;

Class 15 (Ditetragonal bipyramidal) center of symmetry, d

Class 16 (Trinonal

pyramidal)

.T3 trigonal

dn —dnO du
— d'li ^22 rfi5

, dzi dzi dzz

Class 17 (Trigonal rhombohedral) center of symmetry, d —

Class 18 (Trigonal)

trapezohedral)

Xz trigonal, .ti binar}-

d =

Class 19 (Trigonal bipyramidal)

-Vs trigonal, .T3 plane of d =

symmetry

Class 20 (Ditrigonal pyramidal)

.V3 trigonal, .r2 plane of d —
symmetry

^^11 —dn du

<0

' dn -rfu -2^22^

-£^22 ^22 -2dn

, 0/
' ^15 -2^22^

-d22 do2 dif,

, dzi dzi dzz /

Class 21 (Ditrigonal scalenohedral) center of symmetry, d =

(11.10)

(11.11)

(11.12)

(11.13)

(11.14)

(11.17)

(Quartz)

(11.18)

(11.19)

(tourma-

line)

(11.20)

(11.21)

I
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Class 22 (Ditrigonal

bipyramidal)

Xs trigonal, Xz plane of d =
symmetry

X2 plane of symmetry

Class 23 (Hexagonal

pyramidal) d =

Xs Hexagonal

d =
Class 24 (Hexagonal

trapezohedral)

Xs hexagonal, .ti binary

Class 25 (Hexagonal bipyramidal) center of symmetry, d —

Class 26 (Dihexagonal

pyramidal)

Xs hexagonal, X2 plane

d =

Class 27 (Dihexagonal bipyramidal) center of symmetry, d —

Class 28 (Cubic tetrahedral-

pentagonal-dedoca- d —
hedral)

xi , 0C2 , Xs binary

Class 29 (Cubic pentagonal-icositetrahedral) d =

Class 30 (Cubic, dyakisdodecahedral) center of symmetry, ^ =

Class 31 (Cubic, hexakis- /O du ^

tetrahedral) d = lo du

Xi , X2 , Xs quaternary \0 du/

alternating

Class 32 (Cubic, hexakis-octahedral) center of symmetr}-', d =

11.22)

11.23)

11.24)

11.25)

11.26)

11.27)

11.28)

11.29)

11.30)

11.31)

11.32)

Whenever a center of symmetry exists the piezo-electric property vanishes

since a center of symmetry requires d' = {—I)dl= —d= —d'. Also

J = for the pentagonal icositetrahedral class.

Classes 6, 11, 12, 24, 28 and 31 polarize only by shear.

Classes 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 14, 16, 20, 23, 26 can be polarized by hydrostatic

pressure. As an example of this let us consider tourmaline (which is ditri-

gonal pyramidal). For hydrostatic pressure, Xi = X2 = Xs , Xi = X5

= Xe = 0, whence from the polarization stress matrices we find, Di = 0,

£>2 = 0, A = {2dsi + dis) X pressure. As J31 = 0.75 X 10"^ and ^33 = 5.8

X 10""^ for tourmaline, we get 7.3 abcoulomlos per cm per dyne per cm .
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SECTION 12

The Converse Piezo-electric Effect

A stress X causes an electric induction

D = dX (11.2)

and a strain

e = SX (8.7)

If the charge is allowed to leak away a further strain occurs, at constant

stress. This is the strain that would be gotten if the stress were originally

applied with surfaces rendered conducting:

e° = S°X (12.1)

In the first sort of stress, the work per unit volume done on the crystal by

establishing the stress X is:

W = hXce = hXcSX (8.4)

The energy stored electrically in the medium is:

We = 2TrDck~'D (12.2)

while the work done on a conducting crystal is:

W° = hXcS°X (12.3)

If a crystal be stressed in its insulated state by expenditure of energy W,
the charges then absorbed by an external circuit taking up energy We

,

the strain changes from e to e° at constant stress so that the stresses perform

additional work

Wa = Xc(e° - e) ^ X,{S° - S)X

and the crystal is left containing energy W°. Whence

W° ^ W - We-\- Wa (12.4)

or:

^XcS°X = iXcSX - 2TDck~'D + XoiS° - S)X

so that:

Xc{S° - S)X = ^TDck~'D

If we substitute D — dX we find

Xc{S° - S)X = ^TrXcdck~'dX
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so that:

S° - S = 4Trdck~'d (12.5)

The change in strain caused by rendering the surfaces conducting is:

e° - e= (S° - S)X = 4Td,.k~'dX (12.6)

If the crystal be now insulated and the stress removed, an induction of

opposite sign will occur and because of the assumed linear dependence of D
on X the new induction will be equal to the negative of the previous one.

The induction D = —dX indicates an electric field:

E = Airk'^D = 4Tk~'dX (12.7)

Also, the strain will alter by an amount —e", where, since the action takes

place with non-conducting surfaces:

e" = SX

This leaves a strain on the crystal, of amount:

e' = e° - e" = (S° - S)X (12.8)

From (12.6), (12.7) and (12.8) it follows that:

e' = dcE (12.9)

As the medium is in just the condition that an electric field E would put the

unstressed medium, (12.9) is the equation of the converse piezo-electric

effect. It is to be noted that the set of constants that relates polarization

and stress is the conjugate of the set that relates electric field and strain.

For convenience in notation the converse effect will be written as

,
e = gE (12.10)

where

g = dc (12.11)

Rewriting (13) as a7 ^ = («7 ga^ )aE we see that

e' = g'E'

where

g' = c-'ga (12.12)
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SECTION 13

The Converse Piezo-electric Effect as a Non-Linear Function

If the strain of a crystal is not strictly a linear function of the electric field

causing it we must relate the components of strain to field terms of the sec-

ond power as well as to first power terms. That is, the equation e = gE
(which gives the strain e in terms of the electric field E through the 18

constants g) must be modified to include terms EiEj . All such terms are

included in the symmetric matrix (E Ec).

A transformation a that replaces E by a,-E' also replaces Ec by Eca so

that (£ Ec) is replaced by (a<.£ EcO), that is (£ Ec) being self-conjugate,

transforms similarly to the stress matrix. We may rearrange this as a one

column matrix similar to the stress matrix X, as follows:

{E Ec) =

E{

El

El

EiEz

EiEi

E1E2

E (13.1)

We may now relate the strain to E and E through the two matrices g

and G:

e = gE + GE (13.2)

If transformations permitted by the symmetry of the crystal are per-

formed, g' must equal g and G' must equal G, this allows us to simplify the

matrices; g is no different than before and hence vanishes for all types having

centers of symmetry (and for the pentagonal icositetrahedral class).

Rewriting (1) as aj ^ = («7 gcT )aE -f aj GaT^aE we see that

g'E' -f G'E

where

= oio^ga

G' = ac Gc (13.3)

The matrix G transforms as the elastic modulii matrix does but G,,- 5^

Gji . Applying G' = UrGa we arrive at the set of matrices that follow
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Triclinic (36 consts)

Gil Gi2 Gl3 Gi4 Gi6 Gi6

G21 G22 G23 G24 G25 G26

G31 G32 G33 G34 G35 G36

G41 G42 G43 G44 G45 G46

G51 G62 G53 G54 Gsth Gee

Gei G62 Ges G64 Ges Geej

Orthorhombic (12 consts)

Gil G12 Gi3

G21 G22 G23

G31 G32 G33

G44

G56

^0 Ge

Tetragonal Classes 11,

12, 14, 15) (7 consts)

Gil G12 Gi3

G12 Gil Gi3

G31 G31 G33

G44

G44

(13.4)

(13.6)

Monoclinic (20 consts)

Gil G12 Gi3 Gi3

G21 G22 G23 G26

G31 G32 G33 G36

G44 G45

G54 G55

Gei Ges G63 Gee^

Tetragonal Classes 9, 10, 13)

(10 consts)

Gil G12 Gi3 G16

G12 Gu Gi3 — G16

G31 G31 G33

G44 G45

-G45 G44

Gei-Gei Gee

(13.5)

(13.7)

(13.8)

Gil

G12

G31

G41 —

Trigonal (Classes 16, 17)

(10 consts)

Gu G12G13 Gi4— G25

G12 Gil Gi3— Gi4 G25

G31 G31G33

G41— 6'4i G44 G452G62

•G52 G52 — G45 G442G41

66

j

^000 2G25 2Gi42(Gii-G22)^

Trigonal (Classes 18, 20, 21)

(8 constants)

G12 Gi3 Gi4

Gil Gi3 -Gi4

G31 G33

G41 G44

G44 2G41

2Gi4 2 (Gil -Gia)^

(13.9)

(13.10)

Trigonal (Classes 19, 22)

(6 constants)

Also Hexagonal (Classes 23, 24, 25, 26, 27)

Gil G12 Gi3

G12 Gu Gi3

G31 G31 G33

G44

G44

2(Gu - Gia)^

(13.11)
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Cubic (Classes 28, 29, 30,

31 and 32) (5 Constants)

Gil Gn Gi2

Gi2 Gil Gi2

Gi2 Gi2 Gil

G44

G44

G44J

(13.12)

Isotropic Bodies

(2 Constants)

Gil G12 Gi2 ^

G12 Gil G12

G12 G12 Gu
GOO
G
G

G = 2(Gii -G12)

(13.13)

According to this analysis, all bodies suffer a change in dimensions when

subjected to an electric field. These strains resulting from a field are

generally much smaller than those strains e = gE present only in crystals

lacking a center of symmetry. For example, quartz has a strain of about

6.5 X 10"^ cms/cm/ah volt. Glass in a field of 1000 practical volts per cm
has a strain of about 4 X 10"^^ in a 100,000 volt field it has 4 X 10~l

Rubber in the 1000 volt field strains by about 7 X 10~* and in the 100,000

volt field by about 7 X 10~\ The 1st order quartz strain in these fields

would be about 2.2 X 10~ and 2.2 X 10~^ respectively.

The Second Order Piezo-electric Effect

If the induction stress relation is not strictly linear one can assume the

induction to depend also on second order terms of the stress:

D= dX-^ p (XX,)

where (XXc) is a single column matrix formed from the 21 elements of

XXc and p is a. matrix of the 63 elements pn.i ^33,3-

Since X transforms as X' = aX', (XXc) transforms as X'Xc = aXXcac.

In the same way that a was formed from a we can form a matrix a that

transforms the single column matrix (XXc) through (XXcY = oi{XXc)'-

aD = ada~^ X + ap{a)~^ a{XXc) or

D' = d'X' + p'iXXc)'

where

d' = ada and p' = ap{a)'

The first order effect is the same as before. With the relation p' = ap

{a)~^ we could perform the operations of symmetry permitted by the 32

crystal classes and obtain the reduced matrices. However since a has 484

elements we shall limit ourselves to crystals with centers of symmetry.

As X is unchanged by an inversion through the origin, a is the idemfactor

for this transformation and a is —7, also (a) = /. Therefore D' = —D
= D so that D vanishes.
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It is to be noted that although there is a sort of reciprocity between the

first order piezo effect and the converse effect, in that the matrices for one

are the conjugates of the matrices of the other, there is no such reciprocity

in the second order effects: if a center of symmetry exists no polarization

can be brought about by stress either as a first order effect or as a second

order eflfect; if a center of symmetry exists an electric field can cause a

strain through the second order effect but not through the first order eflfect.

Dielectric Constants at Constant Stress and at Constant Strain

Let us consider a unit crystal cube, initially unstressed, unstrained and in

zero electric field. We write k^ and ^" for the dielectric constant matrices

at constant stress and constant strain, respectively, C^ as the elastic con-

stant matrix at constant electric field E, C° as the same for zero field. We
study a cycle consisting of a strain caused by application of an electric field

E at zero stress followed by a stress applied at constant E to reduce the

strain to zero and completed by conducting away the electric charges at

zero strain so that the body is left in its original state. The cycle is de-

scribed by the table:

Operation
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uniform temperature /o to the uniform temperature to -]- t the pyro-electric

effect could be described by the equation:

(i)^^©
'''

where p is the pyro-electric matrix.

This can be approached in another way by considering the polarization

as due to the uniform strain. We may hence write, since X — Ce: (i.e .

stress matrix = elastic constant matrix times the strain matrix)

P ^ dX = dCe

where e is the strain brought about by the temperature change /. If

/Ai \

^=10 .42
I

is the temperature expansion matrix we have:

idC

Now since d has 3 rows and the A matrix has but one column the product

dCA has 3 rows and one column so that we may define p as dCA.
' As D oi D = tp transforms by D' — aD, so does p:

p' = ap

When a center of symmetry exists a permitted transformation is a = —
/,

whence p = — p' = — p so that p = 0. No pyro-electric efifect (on this

theory) could exist for a crystal with a center of symmetry.

If a binary axis exists and is chosen as .T3 we have

A,
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This is seen seriously to limit the number of classes showing this kind of

pyro-electric effect. In fact we find p = for classes 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12,

13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32. The expression

-0 describes the pyro-electric effect in the classes, 3, 7, 10, 14, 16, 20,

23 and 26, while the expression p = I P2 I describes class 4, and only class

^0

1 is described by

(14.3)

It is to be noted then that this theory excludes many classes ordinarily

described as pyro-electric, such crystals as quartz in Class 18 for example.

Consequently it would seem that whether or not this effect exists we must

seek elsewhere for the explanation of the effect in quartz.

The effect can easily be explained as due to non-uniform temperature,

which causes stress which in turn give rise to electric phenomena in piezo

active crystals. For example a suddenly chilled crystal has its outer layers

in a state of tension. This would produce just the pattern of positive and

negative charges that one actually observes. As to whether the first effect

exists, much argument between Lord Kelvin and others seems to have left

the question still uncertain.

In pyro-electric crystals we would expect to find a difference in the piezo

constants measured isothermally or adiabatically. If a temperature

change t causes an electric displacement D = pt the application of an electric

field E should cause a temperature change / given by a relation such as:

t = <pE (14.4)

Also the temperature coefficient of expansion, Ag (for a crystal with faces

rendered conducting) would differ from the coefficient A i (for a crystal with

an insulated surface)

.

If a crystal at temperature /o has suddenly applied to it a field E the

temperature rises to /o + fE and the crystal strains, because of the converse

piezo effect, by amount e = gaE where ga is the adiabatic converse piezo

matrix. If the field is now removed isothermally a further strain giE

takes place. If the faces are short-circuited and the temperature restored

to /o a further strain Agt = As^pE takes place and the crystal is then in its

1
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initial state. Equating the sum of the strains to zero we find (ga — gi)

E = As<pE or

ga - gi = As<p (14.5)

Let the initial state of a crystal be, temperature — to, stress, strain and

field = 0. If the (electrically insulated) crystal is heated by amount /,

a strain Ail is caused and also an electric displacement D = pt. There now

exists an electric field E — rirhT pt. Let this field be discharged at con-

stant temperature, giving a further strain of g,£ — AirgikT pt. The crystal

is now short-circuited and if the initial temperature is restored a strain

— Agt follows. The crystal is now in its initial state. If we equate the

sum of the strains to zero we find

:

Ai- A ^ iwgik-'p (14.6)

SECTION 15

The Thermo-Electric Effect in Crystals

It should be possible for an electric field to be set up by a temperature

gradient. Let us assume that the vector T is the temperature gradient and

is related to the vector field E through the matrix 11 by means of the equa-

tion:

/Un Tin HisX

E = UT where n = I Hsi Hss Hos 1 (15.1)

\n3i n32 uj
Examination shows that 11 transforms through

n' = aUac (15.2)

For Class 1 the 11 matrix has the 9 terms of (15.1). Class 2 has a center of

symmetry. For a center of symmetry a — —I but a = —I causes no

change in (15.2) so that class 2 has 9 constants. The thermo electro effect

is not killed by the presence of a center of symmetry. The ordinary thermo-

electric effect of metals is a case in point.

If .Vs is a binary axis a =
I — 1

J
and 11 reduces to

/Hu ni2 \

11 = I Hsi n22 ) (15.3)

\0 uj
Examination shows this form to answer for classes 3 and 4 and 5.
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If .vi and .T3 are binary (15.3) reduces to

/Hu \

n = n22 1 (15.4)

\o nss/

which described classes 6, 7 and 8.

For xz quarternary alternating:

/ Hn ni2 \

n = -ni2 Hn (15.5)

\ WzzI

This is found to handle classes 9 and 10. If .T3 is quarternary alternating

and xi is binary:

/nu \

n = Hn I (15.6)

\o n33/

which is found to cover classes 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15. For classes 16, 17,

19, 23 and 25 n reduces to the form (15.5).

If .V3 is trigonal and .ti is binary the matrix is (15.5) which then handles

cases 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26 and 27.

For cubic crystals, not only are .Vi.vo and .V3 binary as for matrix (15.4)

/i\ /o 1 ON

but the vector I 1 I is an .43, for which a = I 1 1 whence, for classes

\1/ \1 0/

28, 29, 30 and 31 we find the matrix:

/Hn \

n = (0 Hu ) (15.6)

\0 nil/

Reports of a pyro electric efifect in quartz should probably be attributed

to nonuniform heating exciting the piezo electric effect. Reports of a pyro

electric effect in such crystals as topaz and colemanite which have a center

of symmetry and hence cannot be piezo electric should probably be at-

tributed to this thermo electric effect.

SECTION 16

The Propagation of Light in Crystalline Media

Maxwell's equations are

:

CV X 5 = 47r/

CV X £ = -5
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when C is the velocity of light in free space, E is the (vector) electric field,

j is the induction current and B is the magnetic induction. In a crystalline

medium the current is given by 47r/ = kE where k is the dielectric constant

(matrix), whence:

CV X 5 = k^ (16.1)

CV X E = -B (16.2)

As the divergence of the Curl is always zero:

VckE = Vci =
(16.3)

VcB =

applying — to (16.1) and substituting (16.2) in the result:
oi

-CV X V X E = kE or

C\s7cV - VVc)£ = k'E (16.4)

We shall try as a solution:

E = Eoe''""''-'' (16.5)

where Eo is the vector amplitude of the electric field, i is \/— 1, r is the

radius vector from the origin to any point, 9 is a constant, n is the unit

normal (at r) of surfaces of equal phase, and co is 27r times the frequency of E.

Substituting (16.5) in (16.4) we find:

2

n - nEcn = ^^kE (16.6)

Examination of (16.5) shows that - is the phase velocity along n. Writ-

2

ing47r^~7' for I^ and V for — we have:
Q

-1 -1 V
k J - njck n = —j (16.7)

This equation is independent of the absolute value of j so let us restrict j
to being a unit vector.

Vck^ = = VckEoe'^'"''-'''^ = i.mV'
^"^"--"'^

whence jcfi = (16.8)

That is, the current is always normal to the direction of propagation.
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Multiplying (16.7) thru by the prefactor jc and cancelling the term in

jcU we have:

jck-'j = ^ (16.9)

This tells us that the velocity is a single valued function of the direction

of the current.

With the idemfactor /, (16.7) may be written:

lk~^ - — Ijj = n{k~^j)cn

( -1 F' N~'
If we multiply this thru by ( ^ ~

~t ^ ] we get

i = {k~^ - -^ ^) ' n{)r^3)on (16.10)

Multiplying this thru by Uc and dropping the scalar factor {k" ]),n\

nik~^ -^l) w = (16.11)

If the axes are so chosen that ^ is a diagonal matrix (16.9) and (16.11)

become:

fji .2 .2 .2

^ = |i + a + |i (16.12) j
C- R\\ Rii ^33

^' + ^^ + ^^ =0 (16.13)

Examination of (16.13) shows that (16.11) must have two values of

F^ for each value of the vector normal n. As F is a single valued function

of y there must be two distinct values of 7 (/ and/' say) for any particular

n\ and given w, only waves having their current vectors in the directions

of / and /' can be propagated. A ray in the direction iV but not having

its j in one of the directions/ or/' will be broken up into two components

having their current vectors along / and /' respectively.

If the velocity Fi corresponds to / and W to /' we have by means of

(16.10) since n' = n":

j'cj" - n.(k^' -^iy'(k' - ^ ly n{k-Y)Mky)en

(The quantities in the braces are scalar)
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By means of the identity

/ -1 -K -1/ s -1
{u — V ) = —u {u — V)V

since

the idemfactor can be multiplied into an adjacent matrix giving

=0-0=0
so that/ andy" are mutually perpendicular.

SECTION 17

The Electro-Optic Effect

The velocity of light in a crystalline medium is a single valued function

of the unit current vector j

-J
=Jck J (16.11)

where c is the velocity of light in vacuo and k is the dielectric matrix, also

j = b where Z) is -r .

We developed the induction as a linear function of the electric field,

deriving the relation:

47rD = kE (6.1)

If the induction is not a linear function of the electric field we can improve

on eq. (6.1) by adding second order terms:

AirDi = kiiEi + ki2E2 + kizEz + kiiE\ + ki2El + k^El

+ I hi^EiEz + I hiiEzEi + . . . ^ hi^xE^

or

AirDi = {ka + //a£i + \ Ih.E. + ^ hi^s) Ei

+ (^,2 + I /^,6£i + h,2E2 + \ hi^z) £2

+ (^,3 + \ h,^i + i hiiE2 + hisEs) £3 (17.1)
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Examination of (17.1) suggests that we might consider the ^'s as being

lineraly modified by the field. Writing ^ as a single column matrix:

K =

H
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of the 32 crystal classes only those of the trigonal and hexagonal systems

fail to have a" = a,-. These 12 classes must be examined individually but

the other classes may have their z matrices copied from the corresponding

dc matrices.

Applying s' — azOc for a rotation of 120° about .V3 we tind for class 16

2n
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As the velocity of a light ray of unit current vector j is given by

jck-'j = ^ (16.9)

We can, by (18.2) and (16.9), compute the change in the velocity caused

by the stress, if we know the constants tt.

Altering (18.1) to aK~ = aK~ + aTa.~ aX we see that:

K~" = K~'° + t'X' where tt' = (18.3)

The alteration of K can be expressed as a function of the strain by

substituting ce for X in (18.1).

i^-i = K~'° + Tree = A'~'° + me (18.4)

m — TTC, T = ms (18.5)

Operating in (18.4) as we did on (18.1) we find m transforms as

m' — amac (18.6)

Applying the crystal symmetry operation to these matrices shows that

they reduce to the following

Triclinic system

36 constants

TTil Xl2 TTis 7ri4 TTis TTie

X21 7r22 7r23 7r24 7r25 7r26

TTsi 7r32 TTss TTu TTss TTse

7r4l 7r42 7r43 7r44 7r45 7r46

TTsi 7r52 7r53 7r54 TTss TTse

TTei 7r62 7r63 7r64 TTes TTee

The m matrix

is entirely

analogous

(18.7)

Monoclinic system

.V3 is binary

20 constants

Orthorhombic

system .T3

is binary

12 constants

TTii 7ri2 Xi3 TTie

7r21 7r22 7r23 X26

TTsi 7r32 7r33 T36

7r44 X45

7r64 X55

Tei 7r62 TTes xee

TTll TTlo 7ri3

T21 7r22 7r23

TTsi 7r32 7r33

7r44

TTSB

Tree

The m matrix

is entirely

analogous

(18.8)

The m matrix

is entirely

analogous

(Rochelle salt)

(18.9)
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Tetragonal system

.T3 is a four-fold

axis

(Classes 9, 10

& 13)

9 Constants

Tetragonal system

.V3 is a four-fold axis

Xi is a binary axis

(Classes 11, 12, 14 &

.
15)

7 Constants

TTll

7ri2

X12 Xi3
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For isotropic bodices, the tt matrix is formed by setting tu = (xn— 7ri2)

in the x matrix of the cubic system; the m matrix is similarly formed by

... nin — mn
puttmg mu = .

Isotropic

bodies

xii TTn TTia

Xl2 Xu Xl2

Xl2 Xl2 Xll

X11-X12

X11-X12

xn-xi2

The m matrix has

mn—mn
mu etc =

2

(18.16)

SECTION 19

Application of the Electro and Piezo Optical Effect

In the equations K = K -\- zE and K K '^° + mE, etc. the K''^'s

are to be used in forming k for the equation giving the velocity of the light

used namely —— ic^ J- Obviously then A' should be formed from the

squares of the reciprocals of the refractive indices, the lower three members

being zero. After applying the electric field or strain a transformation of

coordinates may be necessary to rediagonalize, i.e. make A'7' = Ki^ =
KJ = 0. From the rediagonalized K" we may write the new principle

refractive indices by taking the reciprocals of the square roots of Ki^ ,

Ki and KJ . It should be noted that if A, — Ki + A, then

+ A/ii
HiS

A.- (19.1)

For a given direction of the wave normal there are two velocities, a wave

splitting into two components traveling with different velocities. By defini-

tion the refractive indices, Ha and /X5 in a given direction are the normal

velocities in that direction divided into the velocity of light in free space.

Whence in a path length / there are —^ waves in one component and —-

A X

waves in the other, where X is the wave-length in vacuum. Consequently if

/ is the thickness of the crystal along that path the two components can

recombine after passing through the medium but they are out of phase by

7 = - (mc — Mfc) whole waves so that the light which entered as plane polar-
X

ized will leave elliptically or circularly polarized, except when 27 is an integer.
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The quantity B = Ha — ^Jb ^5 known as the birefringence.

7 = Y ^^^-^^

If a phase difference of ^V wave can be just detected, using a wave length of

6000 A and a path length / = 1 cm the just detectable birefringence would

be ^ = - = 2 X 10"^ if the path were 10 cms the detectable B would be

0.2 X 10~^ Obviously this detectable difference between refractive indices

is much smaller than could be detected by measuring each refractive index

and subtracting.

It is customary to choose the coordinate system so that looking along X2

the very lowest refractive index is for polarization in the plane of .ri and the

very highest for polarization in the plane of Xs . That is, the .T2 axis is the

axis along which light should be passed to get the greatest birefringence.

Birefringence in any Direction

If the axes are so chosen that K is diagonal and A'3 > A'2 > Ki then,

somewhere in the plane perpendicular to .r2 are two directions, the optic

axes, along which there is a single normal velocity. These directions make*

equal angles V with the 0:3 axis where

sin F = db
-KT'

or (19.3)

cos F = ±' - KV^

Also the two refractive indices ^a and /xb for a wave normal making angles gi

and g2 with these optic axes satisfy the equation:

-2 = (AT' + Kt) + (AT' - AT') cos {gi - g2)
Mo

2 = (AT' + A^^) + (Ar' - AT') cos (gi + g2)
M6

whence

1 1 \ 2(jU6 — fJ.a)ifJ-a + Mb)
"^ ' 2 2 I 2

Ma Mb/ ^^a^J'b

= (Ar' - AF') cos (gi - g2) - COS (gi + g2)

Theory of Optics, P. Drude, pg. 320.
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a.s B = nb — fXa is the birefringence we have:

B =
2 2

Ma Mb

Ma + M6

By spherical trigonometry:

{Ki ^ — Ks^) sin gi sin g2

cos gi — cos F cos ^ + sin V sin 9 cos <f)

cos g2 = cos V cos — sin V sin cos <^

where ^ is the angle the wave normal makes with Xs and 4> is the an]

plane containing the normal and x^ makes with xi.

From (19.5) it follows that:

sin gi sin g2 =

/(I - cos2 F cos2 d - sin2 F sin^ 6 cos^ 0)2

r — 4 sin F cos F sin" ^ cos" 6 cos"

Hence if the rediagonalized K~^ is

(19.4)

.(19.5)

de the

(19.6)

AT^
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In a few special cases (18.7) may be simplified. If (<^, 6) falls along an

optic axis gi = 1' — V° and go — V + V° whence

3

Ba = ^ [(Ai - A2) cos' V° - (A2 - A3) sin' F°] . . . . (19.61)

if ^ =

iid= 90'

B = (nz — Mi)(l — cos" (j) sin V°)

5 = M2 - Ml + -4^ (^1 - ^^)
Ml + M2

2 T/ON

(19.62)

+ ^ (Ai - A3 - (Ai - A2) cos' 0) . . (19.63)

if =

J5 = (m3 - Ml) (sin' V° - sin' ^) + y (Ai - A2 - (Ai - A3) sin 6) . . (19.64)

if = 90°

^ = (^,3
- ;xi)(l - cos' d cos' V°)

3

+ ^ (Ai - A3 - (A2 - A3) cos 6) . . (19.65)

The Electro Optics of Quartz

For quartz, in the equation K~ = K~ -\- zE

Z =

Zn
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by a small rotation about xi of amount 6 —

KT' =
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which is identical to the ju for field along .vi , but the final axes in this case

do not coincide with the final axes for E = Ei , but again, the greatest added

birefringence is utilized by viewing along X3. In the second case the Nicols

would be best set along Xi and X2, i.e., at 45° to .xi and .T2 whereas in the

first case they would be best set at 45° to .ti and X2.

The strain Optics of Quartz

R-' = K'^" + me,

mn W12 mn
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The following table summarizes these simple strain birefringence efifects,

the rows indicating the strain and the columns the direction of light passage.

Bq - .0148 ei
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whence

KT = K~ + me gives us

KT + (wi2 cos 6' + Wi3 sin ^' — niu sin 0' cos ^0^2

Ki + (wii cos ^' + mi3 sin^ 0' + mu sin 0' cos 0')^

Ki^ + (w3i cos 5' + W33 sin^ 0')?2

— (w4i cos 0' + W44 sin 6' cos (^')^
K-'

A small transformation removes the 4th term without altering the others to

the first power of small quantities.

To obtain the birefringence along the width xs, we set 6 = 6' in equation

(18.65):

By = {fX3 — Ml) sin^ 6' -]- — < W12 cos^ 6' — nin cos^ d' + (mi3 — ^33) sin'' 6'

2 „, 1 + COS^ d' .2^/2 „,1 /— mu sm 6 — W31 sm d cos d > €2

which, for e' = 18° is b'z = .00087 + .20 62

For the birefringence along the length .T2 we set

^ = 90° + d' in (6e) giving:

3

B = {nz — Ml) cos" G' -\- -^ {^12 cos^ ^' — mn cos* 0' + (wi3 — mu — mss)

sin^ d' cos^ 0' - mi4 sin d' cos 0'(1 + sin^ 6')}^

which, for 0' = 18° is ^2 = .00824 + .049 e}.

SECTION 20

Transverse Isotropy

A material that has identical properties in all directions normal to a given

line is called transversely isotropic. Any line parallel to this line may be

considered as an axis of transverse isotropy.

Dielectric Properties, Optical Properties, Thermal Expansion

With respect to these, a transversely isotropic material behaves as does a

uniaxial crystal, only two constants being needed to describe each. For

example, the displacement current in terms of the electric field and the dielec-
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trie constant matrix \?, D = -— kE where, if Xz is the axis of transverse

isotropy:

D =
Ai
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A counterclockwise rotation about .r2 is given by:

\c'
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A rotation of 90° about x^:

10
10

10

1

-1

-1

(21.6)

A reflection in the plane perpendicular to Xz'.

'l

1

1

-1
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A rotation of 60° about .V3:

67

I

^4o
2 2

2 2

1

To form a substitute

— s/S for s/s in a.

1

4
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Inversion through the origin (a center of symmetry)

fl 0^

10
10a=

,
u -1 Ul «= 000 100

10
^000001

A rotation of 180° about Xi'.

A reflection in xi plane:

(21.14)

'l
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we assume that it can be rediagonalized to tlic matrix k' by means of the

/I 5io bA
transformation: k' — 8k8, where 8 = I 8-2\ 1 Sjs 1

Vsi 532 1 /

Since 5ii 821 + 812 822 + 8r.i 823 = we find that, to the first order of small

Cjuantities6,^ = —5,,.

Expanding 5^5, to the first order of small quantities and equating the non-

diagonal terms to zero we find that:

5l2 —
A12

^23 —
Ao.

and 831 =
kn ~ ^22 ^22 — ^33 ^33 ~ ^11

Therefore, to the first order of small quantities A,;:

/kn + An A12 A31 \ /kn + A„ >

8 = I A12 )^22 + A22 A23 ]8, = I y^22 + A22

\ A 31 A23 ^33 + A33/ \ ^33 + A33/

where 8 =

-A3

^11 — ^22 ^33 — kn

A12 . A23
1

-A23

^^33 — kn k-a — h

kn — k2

A31

k22

is the transformation

.v' = X (21.18)

The electro and piezo-optic effects of biaxial crystals can be handled by

these infinitesimal transformations, but uniaxial crystals and cubic crystals

may require finite rotations to re-diagonalize the k matrix. In the

/k 0\

case of cubic crystals we note that
{

^ A
J
may be diagonalized by a

\0 A kJ

rotation of 45° about .Vi, giving

^k >

)^ + A
a) k - A/

(21.19)

^k AoX / k

^ Ai
I

becomes I k

A Ai kJ VVAfTA?

upon rotation

through angle
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tan — about Xz and diaonalizes by then rotating through 45° about .V2

giving:

(k + Va? + a| .0

k" ^[ k

\ k - Va? + A|

(21.20)

The work can be handled with single column matrices A' instead of using

the square matrices k. If ^ is a diagonal single column matrix (i.e., the

single column matrix of a diagonal matrix), than the almost diagonal

matrix A' + A is diagonalized by the transformation:

1

-A5

1

-A4

2Ab 2A6

Ai — A3 Ai — A2

2A4 ^ -2A6

A2 — A3 A2 — A3

A5

Ai — A3

-As

Ai — A2 Ai — A;

Ae

A2 — A3 Ai — A2

-2A4 -2A5
Q

A2 — A3 K\ — A3

A4 — Ae — A5

Ai — A2 Ai — A3

Ae . ZI4

Ai — A3 Ai — A2

^'

1

A4

Ai — A3 A2 — A3

Ai + Ai

A2 + A2

A3 + A3

Ai — A3

1

Ai
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which transforms \ectors as .v' = 5x where

8 =

1

-Ae

ivi — K2

-As _
K\ — A3 A2

/vi - A'2

1

-A4
Ks
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h = temperature change of elastic constant matrix

Ts = temperature coeflQcient of elastic modulus terms

Tc = temperature coefficient of elastic constant terms

A — temperature expansion matrix

d = piezo-electric constant matrix

g = inverse piezo effect matrix

G = electro-striction matrix

Z = electro-optic matrix

IT — stress optic matrix

m = strain optic matrix

P — polarization = elec. mom. per unit vol. = surface charge per unit

area

P
q — susceptibility =

E

Table of Equations



The Metallurgy of Fillet Wiped Soldered Joints*

By E. E. SCHUMACHER, G. M. BOUTON, G. S. PHIPPS

THE seriousness of the present tin scarcity has stimulated large con-

sumers of this vital metal to develop drastic conservation measures in

order to extend the available supplies to cover the emergency period.

By devising new soldering methods and alloys the Bell System has contrib-

uted a substantial share in the tin conservation efifort. Fortunately, the

changes, as far as can now be determined, have not introduced weakness

into the soldered joints. Some of the new procedures now used were already

in the process of development at the onset of the emergency, while others

were devised under its stress. In some instances, the newly developed

solders were found to be more ditBcult to use than the alloys previously

available, and would not have been introduced under normal conditions.

One major change made that previously had been under consideration will

result in large tin savings. Unless service difiliculties are encountered, this

modification gives promise to remain after the emergency has passed. The
change involves a reduction in the amount of solder placed on a wiped joint

between the cable sheath and the sleeve. Instead of the customary full

size wiped joint a wipe of fillet proportions is formed. Through this change,

a solder saving of over 60% per joint can be realized.

Plumbers and cable splicers have for many years joined lead pipes and

cable sheath by a soldering process called "wiping." The name is an apt

description of the operation. In wiping a joint the sections to be united

are heated by pouring molten solder over their surfaces and manipulating

the resulting semi-liquid mass by wiping with cloth pads to a well rounded

symmetrical form such as is shown in Fig. 1. The operation requires con-

siderable skill on the part of the splicer and close control of the solder com-

position. At first consideration, the problem of tightness in such joints

seems simple but experience shows that even under the best conditions the

fissures frequently found in the solder occasionally link to form a path that

allows leakage to occur. In the case of telephone cables not maintained

under gas pressure, such leaks permit the entrance of water to wet the paper

covered conductors, thereby impairing the insulation value and causing

service interruptions. By going to an extreme and wiping ofif all the solder

in excess of a fillet, it has been found that many causes of porosity are elim-

inated. Figures 2 and 3 show cross sections of joints wiped the old and new

* Reprinted from Metals Technology, A.I.M.E., 1943.
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Fig. 1—A conventionally wiped joint between telephone cable and sleeve (third size).

^^
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ways. The saving in solder and consequently in strategic tin is evident.

The field splicing forces find that joints are easier to make by the new

method and are less apt to be porous.

Several interesting metallurgical considerations which are responsible for

the success of the fillet wipe will now be discussed briefly. Much has been

written about the wiping process of soldering cable joints and the many re-

quirements of a good wiping solder have been frequently listed. The suc-

cess of the procedure here described is dependent upon a few fundamental

characteristics of lead-tin alloys in the process of freezing which have sound

metallurgical explanations.

For an understanding of the defects possible in a soldered joint wiped in

the usual manner, the simple solidification phenomena of metals may be

considered. As is well known, molten metal in a crucible when allowed to

cool with free circulation of air will begin freezing near the walls of the vessel

and with a few exceptions, wnll end with a concave surface due to solidifica-

tion shrinkage. Restricting the discussion to a simple lead-tin wiping solder,

solidification progresses as follows: a lead-tin solid solution commences to

freeze and forms a rather porous cylinder touching the crucible walls and

extending to a height corresponding to the volume of the melt at that time;

on further cooling, dendrites of lead-tin solid solution grow inward toward

the center of the crucible and at the same time many tiny new crystals form

throughout the liquid. There are thus taking place simultaneously, shrink-

age of metal as it becomes solid, shrinkage of previously frozen solid as it

cools, and shrinkage of the remaining liquid as the temperature drops. The

originally solidified outer cylinder, adhering to the crucible walls remains

essentially at its original height. The level of the semi-liquid portion nearer

the center of the crucible continuously falls until the precipitated crystallites

formed in the body of the melt make a loosely piled mass extending from

the upper surface to the bottom of the crucible. Further shrinkage of the

liquid then leaves these primar}- crystallites at approximately this level

while the liquid recedes, leaving fissures between them. This can be beauti-

fully observed by means of a binocular microscope focussed on the surface

of a soldifying crucible of wiping solder or, on the top surface of a solidifying

wiped joint.

Further insight into the mechanism of wiping solder solidification may
be gained by another simple illustration. If two solder strips are cast by

pouring small quantities of molten solder, one on a cold iron surface, and

the other on a cloth-covered board and both are then bent cold to produce

specimens as shown in Fig. 4, the chill cast sample will exhibit fewer cracks

resulting from shrinkage than the slowly cooled one. In the slowly cooled

sample primary crystallites form throughout the solidifying mass and pack

at a level above that which the final volume of completely solid solder
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warrants. The sample cast on the cold plate starts to freeze at its surface

in contact with the iron plate and, because of the rapid extraction of heat

by the cold iron, it continues to freeze in a rapidly advancing smooth front

until the last liquid at the top is solid. Because of the steep temperature

gradient there is little opportunity for nucleation and dendrite formation in

the upper liquid. The surface of this melt is therefore smooth and free

from the fissures that are caused by the shrinkage of the eutectic away from

Fig. 4—Bent strips illustrating the effect of variations in cooling rate on the structure

of wiping solders are here shown. The upper strip was chill cast and shows a sound
ductile surface. The lower strip of the same solder was slowh' cooled and upon bending
exposes fissures between the crystallites at the surface (magnification 3 X).

the dendrites in the slowly cooled sample. Recession of the liquid in the

slowly cooled sample leaves a multitude of shrinkage channels which, if

they occurred at the critical portion of a wiped joint, would cause leaks.

Another illustration may be useful in demonstrating the processes taking

place in connection with joint wiping. Solder may be allowed to solidify

in a crucible until its surface is quite firm to a probe. If, at this stage, the
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crucible is tilted sideways to a position shown in Fig. 5 a portion of the re-

maining eutectic may be poured out leaving spongy regions. This loss of

eutectic is observed frequently during the formation of the old massive type

joints which may lose several drops by drainage after the splicer has com-

pleted his shaping operations. It is also shown by the greater number of

pores in the top half of a joint compared to the bottom and the somewhat

grayer surface appearance of the top.

Fig. 5—An ingot of wiping solder which had been tilted while in the crucible before

completely solidified. The lower lip represents eutectic drainage from the partially

solidified mass (magnification I5 X).

Although a solidification range in which quantities of liquid and solid

metal may exist at equilibrium is an essential feature of a wiping solder,

another factor of major importance is the nucleation rate of the alloy. Wip-

ing solders having high nucleation rates will develop quickly a myriad of

points or nuclei throughout the melt from which further crystallization will

proceed, while an alloy of low nucleation rate will develop relatively few of

these points in the same time and consequently grow fewer and larger

crystals. The former alloy will have a texture similar to fine clay while

the latter will behave like coarse sand and water when subjected to wiping
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tests. In the fine clay-like texture there are more solid particles present

than in the water-sand type of texture and therefore there is more surface

available for the retention of the liquid in the former type of semi-solid

mass. Drainage is thus greatly retarded with the result that porosity is

materially lessened. The type of texture determines in a large measure the

ease of shaping and potential porosity of a wiping solder.

Having examined elementary forms of solidification, attention may now

be focussed on the setting up of the wiped joint itself. In practice, the parts

to be joined are cleaned and fluxed. Circumferential paper pasters are

then applied to the sheath and sleeve to restrict the spread of the solder.

The splicer then pours hot solder from a ladle over the prepared parts and

catches the excess in a cloth held in contact with the bottom of the joint.

The caught solder is repeatedly pushed back around the cable with a wiping

motion to aid "tinning" or alloying and to distribute the heat. After a few

such operations the prepared surfaces can be seen to be thoroughly wetted

by the solder. At this stage a portion of the caught solder is mixed in the

ladle with more hot solder and the mass which now has a clay-like consist-

ency is poured on the joint and molded into place using cloth pads. WHien

solidification has proceeded to a condition where the solder can support it-

self in position, manipulation is stopped. From this point on, loss of heat

takes place by conduction away from the joint by the sheath and sleeve, by

radiation, and by air convection currents at the surface of the solder. As

a result of this combination of heat losses final solidification takes place in

the interior of the solder mass near the important sheath-sleeve junction.

The action that causes pipes to form in castings draws the eutectic from the

critical area between the sheath and the end of the sleeve. If the solder

has the proper characteristics there will be a shell of solder which does not

have interconnecting shrinkage cavities, drainage cavities or fissures due to

the wiping operation and the finished joints will be gas tight. If the solder

is unduly coarse or has insufficient liquid eutectic at the time the mass is

too rigid to manipulate further, the resulting joint may leak.

The new fillet wiping technique is similar to the old up to the step where

the splicer molds the mass to shape. At this point the new technique con-

sists in wiping the solder to a small fillet similar to that shown in Fig. 3.

The resulting joint has much less solder and therefore much less total shrink-

age and tendency to draw eutectic from the space between the sheath and

sleeve. Also, at the temperature where wiping is discontinued there is in-

sufficient volume of solder left by the fillet wiping technique to permit drain-

age drops to accumulate and fall from the bottom of the joint. Thermal

conduction along the sheath and sleeve cause rapid solidification of the

solder at the joint, eliminating the possibility of drainage. Experience has

shown a consistently high percentage of sound joints when fillet wiping is
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rigidly practiced. During the development period of the fillet wiping tech-

nique examination of the few fillet type wiped joints that were found to leak

showed quantities of solder present much in excess of that required. Under

the microscope such joints showed the tell-tale sponginess where the eutectic

had been drawn away from the junction in the course of final solidification.

Physical tests on joints made using the fillet wipe between sections of

telephone cable and sleeving, have demonstrated that fillet joints similar

in size to that shown in Fig. 2 made with 38% tin, 0.1% arsenic, balance

lead wiping solder are stronger in tensile strength, creep and fatigue than

the cable itself.

The application of the new technique has gone much further toward

saving tin than any known permissible change in the composition of solder.

Using the old technique, a reduction of only one per cent in the nominal

tin content of a lead-tin wiping solder resulted in widespread occurrence of

leaky joints, indicating that little tin could be saved by a simple change in

solder specification. This observation was to be expected since many

studies had been conducted over the years to reduce the tin content in

wiping solders to the minimum consistent with the production of satisfac-

tory joints. Tin has always been much more expensive than lead and for

large users of solder a reduction of one per cent in the tin content might

result in savings of many thousands of dollars annually.

While the use of the fillet wipe results in large savings in tin other avenues

for conserving this strategic metal are available such as the substitution of

ternary and quaternary alloys containing less tin than that required by the

binary lead-tin wiping solders. A satisfactory alloy of this type was de-

veloped which contains 13% tin, 23% bismuth, 0.1% arsenic, balance lead.

Though readily available a short time ago, bismuth now has become too

restricted to be used extensively in solders. A wiping solder is now being

introduced into service in which, through the inclusion of a small quantity

of antimony, it has been possible to reduce the tin content. This material

appears suitable for fillet wiping although it requires more skill to use than

the 38% tin, 0.1% arsenic, balance lead wiping solder. Other compositions

may be usable that contain less than normal tin, but on the whole, the

savings accomplished by composition modifications will be small compared

to those produced by the new wiping technique that has been described.

In Summation

By virtue of its small solder volume the fillet wipe reduces tin consump-

tion and produces joints less liable to leakage than the conventional wiped

joints. The reasons for the success of this type of joint are based on the

sound metallurgical principles herein described. The use of the fillet wipe

promises to survive the period of restricted tin consumption.



A Mathematical Theory of Linear Arrays

By

S. A. SCHELKUNOFF

A MATHEMATICAL theory, suitable for appraising and controlling

directive properties of linear antenna arrays, can be based upon a

simple modification of the usual expression for the radiation intensity of a

system of radiating sources. The first step in this modification is closely

analogous to the passage from the representation of instantaneous values

of harmonically varying quantities by real numbers to a symbolic repre-

sentation of these quantities by complex numbers. The second step con-

sists in a substitution which identifies the radiation intensity with the

norm of a polynomial in a complex variable. The complex variable itself

represents a typical direction in space. This mathematical device permits

tapping the resources of algebra and leads to a pictorial representation of

the radiation intensity.

An antenna array is a spatial distribution of antennas in which the in-

dividual antennas are geometrically identical, similarly oriented, and

energized at similarly situated points. The first and the last properties

insure that the form of the current distribution is the same in all the ele-

ments of the array and that consequently the array is composed of antennas

with the same radiation patterns. The difference between individual ele-

ments consists merely in the relative phases and intensities of their radiation

fields. The second property means that the radiation patterns of the

individual elements are similarly oriented and that consequently the radia-

tion pattern of the array is the product of the radiation patterns of its typical

element ajid the ^^ space factor''. The space factor of an array is defined as

the radiation pattern of a similar array of non-directive elements. Hence in

studying the effect of spatial arrangement of antennas, we may confine

ourselves to non-directive elements and thus materially simplify the analy-

sis.

An array is linear if points, similarly situated on the elements, are colinear.

In this paper we are concerned mostly with linear arrays of equispaced

sources although in conclusion we shall have an occasion to say a few words

about more general types.

1 The norm of a complex number is the square of its absolute value.

80
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Radiation Intensity and Field Strength

Consider a linear array of n equispaced nondirective sources (Fig. 1).

Apart from the inverse distance factor, the instantaneous field strength of

the array in the direction making an angle 6 with the line of sources may be

expressed as follows

V^- = ^p cosicoi + ??o) + .li cos{ojt + ;A + ^i) + A2 cos{wt -\- 2yp + di)

+ •••-[- .I„_2 cosiwt + n-2\P -\- t?„_2) + cos{(jit + n-\ \}/), (1)

yp ^ ^( cos 6 - -&, |8 = ^.
A

Fig. 1—A linear array of equispaced non-directive sources. If two sources are of equal
intensity and in phase, their fields at a distant point are substantially equal in

intensity but differ in phase by /3^ cos d where ( cos 6 is the projection of the distance
between the sources upon the particular spatial direction under consideration. If

the sources are unequal, an allowance must be made for the relative field inten-

sities in proportion to magnitudes of the sources and the phases must be adjusted
for the phase difference between the sources.

In this equation: Aq , Ax ,
• • • An-i = 1 are the relative amplitudes of the

elements of the array; ?? is a progressive phase delay, from left to right, be-

tween the successive elements of the array; t?i , t?2 ,
• • • «?»-2 , ^n-\ = repre-

sent the phase deviations from the above progressive phase delay; ^ = lir/X

is the phase constant, where X is the wavelength. The radiation intensity,

that is the power radiated per unit solid angle, is proportional to the square

of the amplitude of ^/^^ .

Forming another expression similar to (1) but with sines in the place of

cosines, multiplying the result by i = \/— 1 and adding it to (1), we have

V^i = [Aoe''' 4- Aie'"^"-''' + Aii'"^^'"' + • •
•

(2)

+ An-J''-^'^^''''-' + e""'*] e"'.

The true instantaneous value of the field strength is the real part of (2).
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Hence the amplitude \/i> of the field strength is the absolute value of

(2); thus'

/~
I I

12 1
I

n—2 1 71—1
IV* = Go + fllS + O2Z + • • • + 07,-23 + Z

,

•, (3)

z = e'*, xP = ^( cosd - ^, am = A^e "'.

In this equation: ao , ai , a2 ,
• • • an-2 , Qn-i — 1 are complex numbers repre-

senting the relative amplitudes of the elements of the array and the phase

deviations of these elements from a given progressive phasing. Thus if

all the coefficients are real and positive, they represent the relative ampli-

tudes of the elements of the array. If the algebraic sign of a particular

coefficient is reversed, the phase of the corresponding element is changed

by 180°; if some coefficient is multiplied by i or —i, the phase of the cor-

responding element is respectively accelerated or delayed by 90°; and in

general the phase acceleration is equivalent, in our scheme, to a multiplica-

tion by a unit complex number e'^ Some coefficients may be equal to zero

and the corresponding elements of the array will be missing. In view of

this possibility, we shall call ^ the "apparent" separation between the

elements; it is the greatest common measure of actual separations. When
the elements are equispaced the apparent separation is the actual separation.

Thus we have the fundamental

Theorem I: Every linear array with commensurable separations between

the elements can be represented by a polynomial and every polynomial can be

interpreted as a linear array.

The total length of the array is the product of the apparent separation

between the elements and the degree of the polynomial. The degree of the

polynomial is one less than the "apparent" number of elements. The

actual number of elements is at most equal to the apparent number.

The above analytical representation of arrays is accomplished with the

aid of the following transformation

2=6'"'', (4)

in which \p = fi( cos — ?? is a function of the angle 6 made by the line of

sources with a typical direction in space. Since \}/ is always real, the ab-

solute value of s equals unity and 2 itself is always on the circumference of

the unit circle (Fig. 2). As increases from 0° (which is in a direction of the

line of sources) to 180° (which is in the opposite direction), \p decreases and

2 For brevity's sake, we shall call V* itself the "field strength."
' Equation (3) could be derived directly from the physics of the situation in the same

manner as (1). The foregoing method of transition from (1) to (3) serves only the purpose

of showing the relationship between a less familiar formula and a very well known one.

* If the separations are not commensurable the arrays are represented by an algebraic

function with incommensurable exponents.
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Fig. 2—A tj'pical direction in space is represented by a complex variable which is repre-

sented in a complex plane by a point lying on the circumference of a circle of unit
radius, having its center at the origin. As the angle 6 made by a typical direc-

tion with the line of sources, increases from 0° to 180°, point z moves clockwise.

(A) (B)

Fig. 3- -(A) The active range of z, corresponding to «? = 0f and one-quarter wave-length
separation between the elements. (B) The active range of s, corresponding to

& = pf ande = |X.

z moves in the clockwise direction. When 6 — 0, xp = ^C — i}; and when
d = 180°, rp = —j3i — '&. Hence the range ^ described by z is

^ = 2^(. (5)

\Vlien the separation t between the successive elements of the array is

equal to one-half wavelength, the range of z = lir and as 6 varies from 0°

to 180°, z describes a complete cycle and returns to its original position.
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In this case there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of the

circumference of the unit circle and conical surfaces coaxial with the line

of sources. Such conical surfaces, called radiation cones, are loci of direc-

tions in which the radiation intensities are equal. If the separation between

the elements < X/2, the range of z is smaller than Itt and z describes only a

portion of the unit circle (Fig. 3A). Finally, \il > X/2, then the path of z

overlaps itself (Fig. 3B). Such a path, winding upon itself, will be called a

Riemann circle. In this instance, one and the same point on the circle may

correspond to several radiation cones; but if we regard different positions of

2 along its path as distinct points on the Riemann circle, then there will be

a one-to-one correspondence between the points on the circle and the

radiation cones.

Since the radiation intensity is a periodic function of \p, the space factor

of a given array will repeat itself if the separation between the elements

is greater than one-half wavelength.

Composition of Space Factors

Since the product of two polynomials is a polynomial, we obtain the fol-

lowing corollary to Theorem I

Theorem II : There exists a linear array ivith a space factor equal to the

product of the space factors of any two linear arrays.

In other words, there is a linear array such that its radiation intensity

in any given direction is the product of the radiation intensities in this direc-

tion of any two given arrays. Thus we have

a/*i =
I

flo + ais + QoJ -f- • • • -1- a„-i3"-^ ],

\/^2 =
I
6o + ^'is + hz- +•••-!- 6„,_is'"-i

I,

_ _ (6)

V^i V$2 =
1

(Go + ais + • • • + an-iS"-')(6o -f ^'is + • • • + ^',«-iS'"-^)
I

=
I

aoba + {aoh -\- aibo)z -\- (ao^2 + aih + Oobojz -f- • • •
|.

The coefficients of the expanded product represent the amplitudes and the

phases of the derived array.

Naturally the process may be repeated and a linear array can be con-

structed with its space factor equal to the product of the space factors of

any number of linear arrays or to any power of the space factor of any array.

For example, let us start with a pair of equal sources, represented by

V^^\l + z\, (7)

and construct a linear array with the space factor equal to the square of

(7). The field strength of the required array will be

V^= |l + zl' = 11 + 2S + 2M. (8)
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This array consists of three elements with amphtudes proportional to 1,

2, 1. If the elements of the original couplet are one-quarter wavelength

apart and 90° out of phase, the couplet is "unidirectional". The space

factor of such a couplet is depicted by Curve A in Fig. 4. The space

factor of the triplet represented by (8) is shown by Curve B. In the

directions in which the couplet radiates half as much or a third as much
power as in the principal direction, the triplet radiates correspondingly

only a quarter or a ninth of the power radiated in the principal direction.

The above considerations suggest a simple method for suppressing

subsidiary radiation lobes. It is well known that in a uniform linear array^

"{¥
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the other array is given by

V$ =
1
1 + z + • • • + s"-i |2

=
I

1 + 2z + 3z2 + \- nz^'~' + {n - l)z"

+ • • • + 2z-"-3 + z2"-

(10)

Thus the amplitudes of the individual sources are proportional to 1, 2, 3,

• • n — I, n, n — I, • 3, 2, 1. Figure 5 depicts the effect of such

"triangular" amplitude distribution.

A UNIFORM AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION

COS (^ COS e)

{^'
K?7 cosl-y- COS e

B^ TRIANGULAR AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION
j-T^

[
SIN can COS e)1 ^

'^ [4COs(5cose)J

C- I-3-6-7-6-3-I AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION

C05^(^ COS e)
\ry=

27 cos^(5 COS e)

D: BINOMIAL AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION
^1"= sin6(^ cos e)

\d

\ 'n .'"N

Fig. 5—Space Factors—(A) is for a uniform array and (B) for an array with "triangular"

amplitude distribution.

Evidently we could raise (9) to any given power

Vi =
1
1 + z + z- + • • • + z»-i

I'
(11)

This process does not change the number of separate radiation lobes. The

so-called "binomial" distribution of amplitudes was first suggested by

John Stone Stone.^ His scheme is a special case of (11) if we let n = 2.

For the effect of the binomial amplitude distribution see Fig. 5.

The relative merits of two forms for the radiation intensity as given by

(1) and (3) can now be appraised in the light of the foregoing examples.

Using (1), we have for the instantaneous radiation intensity of the uni-

directional couplet

6U. S. Patents 1,643,323 and 1,715,433.
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V$, = cos co/ + cosf ait -\- -- cos G ~ 7^)

I
'

(12)

= COS wt + sin( co/ + - cos

By just inspecting this equation, we find no evidence for existence of a

linear array with a space factor equal to the square of the space factor of

the couplet. Still less obvious is the method of obtaining proper amplitude

ratios.

Arrays of Arrays

The foregoing method of composition of space factors is in reality an

analytical expression of geometric construction of "arrays of arrays".

Consider, for instance, a pair of equiphase sources of equal strengths

"*-

-^ -I 1-

—

J—•+

(A) (B)

-^

Fig. 6

(Fig. 6A). Take two such pairs as elements of an array of the same type

(Fig. 6B). The middle sources add up to a single source of strength two.

If the operation is repeated by taking (B) as elements of (A) or by taking

(A) as elements of (B), then (C) is obtained; the amplitudes of (C) are

proportional to 1, 3, 3, 1.

Each shift of a source to the right through distance i is represented

analytically as multiplication by s. An algebraic identity

(flo + Oiz + 02S-)2 = oos + aiz- + 022^ (13)

is an expression of an obvious fact that each element of an array is shifted

through the same distance as the entire array. Similarly a given change

in the strength and the phase of the array is achieved by making the same

change in all its elements; this fact is expressed by the identity

b(ao + oiz + 023') = bao + baiz + ba2?^. (14)
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In general, if an array represented by

f{z) = Go + fliz + a^z'^ + • • • + dn-lZ"-^ (15)

is taken as the element of an array given by

F(z) ^ bo+ hz + h^z' + • • • + hm-iz"^-\ (16)

then the resulting array of arrays is represented by

J{z)F{z) = bofiz) + hzfiz) + b2Z%z) + • • • + 6„._is-y(s). (17)

Decomposition Theorem

Consider now a pair of non-directive sources with strengths proportional

to 1, — /; then

V^= \z-t\. (18)

Geometrically, the complex number s — ^ is represented by a line drawn

from point / to point z (Fig. 7A). Accordingly, the radiation intensity

(A) (B)

Fig. 7—The radiation intensity of a linear array is represented by the square of the product

of the lines joining the null points of V$ to a point z on the unit circle.

of the pair of sources is represented by the distance between t and z. If v $
vanishes for some particular direction in space, it vanishes for all direc-

tions making the same angle with the line of sources; these directions form

a cone of silence of the radiation system. Obviously, a radiating couplet

has a cone of silence if and only if the null point of \/$ is in the range of z;

in particular, there can be no cone of silence unless the null is on the unit

circle.

By the fundamental theorem of algebra a polynomial of degree {n — 1)

has (w — 1) zeros (some of which may be multiple zeros) and can be fac-

tored into (« — 1) binomials; thus

Vi =
1 (2 - /l)(z - /2) • • (Z - tn-l) |. (19)
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Each binomial represents the directive pattern of a pair of elements sepa-

rated by distance /. Hence

Theorem III: The space factor of a linear array of n apparent elements

is the product of the space factors of (n — 1) virtual couplets with their null

points at the zeros of v^^: ti , tt , • • • /„_i .

Accordingly the radiation intensity of an array is equal to the square

of the product of the distances from the null points of the array to that

point z on the unit circle which corresponds to the chosen direction (Fig.

7B). To each null point lying in the range of z, there corresponds one

and only one cone of silence provided each null point is counted as many
times as z happens to pass it in describing the complete range.

Z= I

Fig. 8—The null points of a uniform linear array and the point s = 1 representing the

direction of the greatest radiation divide the unit circle into equal parts. The
hollow circles represent the null points and the solid circles the points of maximum
radiation.

By summing the geometric progression (9) the radiation intensity of

a uniform array can be represented as follows

V* = Z — 1

Z - 1
(20)

Hence the null points of such an array are the «-th roots of unity, ex-

cluding z = \. Since s is a unit complex number/ any power of it is also

a unit complex number. Moreover, each multiplication by z = e rep-

resents a displacement through an arc of ^}/ radians. Hence the n-ih roots

^ A unit complex number is a complex number whose absolute value is equal to unity.
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of unity divide the circle into n equal parts (Fig. 8). Analytically w6

have

1 =0,

^m = —

'm — ^

2mir
cos 9„

m — I, 2, 3,

i} Iniir

n — \,

(21)

^When z — \, -s/^ is evidently a principal maximum. Other maxima

of smaller magnitude, the so-called subordinate or subsidiary maxima,

occur approximately half way between the null points. The general

ff

\
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those for the principal maximum, the tirst subordinate maximum of the

held strength is about one-quarter of the principal maximum. In other

words, the subordinate maximum is approximately 12 decibels below the

principal maximum.
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Directivity of Arrays

The "decomposition theorem" of the preceding section throws consider-

able hght on directive properties of arrays. The number of elements in the

array is one greater than the number of virtual couplets. Hence to secure

the greatest possible directivity with a given number of elements, the virtual

couplets must be properly combined.

Fig. 11—The null points of several three-element arrays. The spacing between the

elements is X/4 and the progressive phase delay is r/4 {T equals period).

14.0° 160°

Fig. 12—Comparison of directivity of several three-element arrays. The spacing between

the elements is X/4; the direction of principal radiation is = 0°. Curve (A)

refers to the uniform array, (B) to an array with nulls at P and B (see Fig. 11),

and Curve (C) refers to an array with its nulls at B and M.

For example, the null points of a uniform array of three elements, one-

quarter wavelength apart, are at P and Q (Fig. 11). If ?? = 7r/2, the range

of z consists of the lower half of the unit circle and principal radiation takes

place in the direction = 0. Evidently, the virtual couplet with its null
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at Q is comparatively nondirective. Substituting for this couplet another

couplet with a null at B should improve the directivity of the array. This

is indeed the case: In Fig. 12, Curve A depicts directive properties of the

uniform array and Curve B depicts those of an array with its nulls at P and

B. The field strength of the second array is

V* = \{z - e '^){z + 1)1 = U^ + (1 - e~^)z - e~ ^
\

I

_ _ii -ill TT
^^^^

=
1
1 + 2Vs e ^ -{- z e ^

I

, z = X (cos d — \);

hence the amplitudes of the elements are proportional to 1, -x/S, 1 and the

total progressive phase delay in the direction of maximum radiation is

7r , TT 2ir ,.

;r + 7 = -5- radians,
I b 6

The minor lobe of the second array is substantially smaller than that of

the first array. The major lobes, however, are equally "wide"* although

one lobe is somewhat sharper than the other. The width of the major lobe

can be reduced at the expense of increasing the minor lobe by moving the

null from P io M (Fig. 11). The effect of this change is shown by Curve

C (Fig. 12). The corresponding field strength is

\/¥ =
I

(s + i)(z + 1)
I

=
I

2' + (1 + i)z + i
I

j

iv IT . \^^

)

=
I

1 - i(l + i)z - iz^\ =\l -\- V2e~^z + T^z' |;

hence the amplitudes are proportional to 1, v^2, 1 and the total progressive

phase delay is - + - = -—
.

2 4 4

For arrays of six elements, one-quarter wavelength apart and with t} =
7r/2, we have Fig. 13. Curve A represents the directive characteristic of a

uniform array, with its nulls as shown in Fig. 14A, and Curve B shows the

directive properties of an array with its nulls equispaced on the lower half

of the unit circle as shown in Fig. 14B.

If the spacing between the elements is ^ = X/8 and if the phase delay i? =

7r/2, then the effect of distribution of the null points is even more pronounced

(Figs. 15 and 16). This time z is confined to the fourth quadrant of the

unit circle. In Fig. 15, n — 3; Curve A corresponds to an array with equal

amplitudes in which case the nulls are equispaced on the complete unit

circle (Fig. 17A) and Curve B corresponds to an array with its nulls equi-

^ If the "width" of a lobe is measured by the angle of the cone of silence enclosing the

lobe. _
^ When transforming the expressions for V*, it is well to remember that the absolute

value of a complex quantitj' does not change if this quantity is multipUed by a unit complex
number.
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spaced within the range of z (Fig. 17B). In Fig. 16, n — 6; Curve A repre-

sents an array with nulls distributed evenly on the complete circle and

Curve B represents an array with nulls evenly spaced in the range of z.

I I

I

6 SIN

[z-e~)(z-e"~»^) (Z+ I)
I

(i-e""')(i-e"''')

s„(|.njsiN(|.^).



^
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the null points are evenly spaced in the range of z, appropriate to each sep-

aration between the elements.

If the elements of the array are directive, the null points should be dis-

tributed with due reference to the directive pattern of the elements in order

•that a further increase in directivity could be secured.

i¥

x;
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Consider an array with an odd number of elements n = 2m -\- 1. Since

the modulus of z is unity the polynomial (3) can be divided by z" without

aflfecting V'i'; thus

V^ =
I

doz-"' + aiS-'^+i + C2S-"'+2 -\- ...

(26)
+ Qm + am+lZ + • • • + ChmZ"" \.

Let us now assume that the coefficients equidistant from the ends of the

polynomial are conjugate complex; then the polynomial is real and we can

drop the bars. Thus setting

dm — Ao, a,nj^k = Ak — iBk , k > Q, am-k = cim-ik, (27)

where the -4's and B's are real; we have

am+kz'' + a,„-AS-^ = {Ak - iBk)e'''l' + {Ak + iBk)e-''^

(28)
= 2Ak cos kx/y + 2Bk sin kx//.

Consequently, (26) becomes

V$ = S ^k{Ak cos kxl^ + Bk sin kxp), (29)
k=0

where ek is the Neumann number.'"

If now we wish \/$ to be a prescribed function f{\p) of the variable ^,

we need only expand this function in a Fourier series

00

V^ = /("A) = S ^ic{pk cos bp + Qk sin ^i/'), (30)
k=0

and approximate it with any desired accuracy by means of a finite series

(29). Once the /I's and 5's are known, we calculate the a's from (27).

It must be remembered that the real independent variable is not \p but

6 and the directive pattern is to be assigned as a function of 6. Besides

being dependent on d, \p is a. function of the distance ( between the succes-

sive elements of the array. Since 6 varies from 0° to 180°, the range of \p

is ^ = 2/3f. The function /(>/') is prescribed within this range. .On the

other hand the period of the expressions (29) and (30) is 27r. This means
that if ^ > 27r, that is if f > X/2, it is impossible to obtain the desired direc-

tive pattern with our scheme, because the pattern repeats itself automatically

asi/' increases or decreases by 27r. But if f < X/2, we have a considerable

latitude in the design; outside the range of \p, we can supplement /(^) by an

arbitrary function of i/'. It is only when C — X/2 that there is a unique class

of linear arrays that will produce a directive pattern given by the first

" eo = 1, ti = 2 when k 7^ ^.
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{m + 1) terms of (30). Dr. T. C. Fry of these Laboratories has suggested

that leaving ( undetermined and fixing the number of elements, an array

could be designed which would have the best fit to the prescribed pattern.

In this connection, the "best fit" means the least mean square deviation

of the approximating pattern from the given pattern.

If -v/^ is given as a function F{d) of 6, then by virtue of the definition of

)/' we can write

F{d) = F(cos-'t^^ =/(^). (31)

Let us now consider a simple example for the sake of illustrating the

method. Let f{\f/) be defined by

m = 0, < ,A < TT,

(32)
= 1, TT < 1^ < 2t.

We shall assume that the separation between the elements is one-half

wavelength. This makes the range of \p equal to It. It is also seen that

regarded as a function of 6, f(\J/) retains its essential characteristic : being

equal to zero over one-half of the range and to unity over the remaining

half.

Expanding (32) into a Fourier series we have

2 IT ^-=l Zk — 1
(33)

Consequently

Ao =- ^, Ak = ii k 9^ 0;

Bk = 0, if ^ is even; (34)

Bk = — 7— , if ^ is odd.

Figure 19 shows several approximations to/(i/') by means of a finite num-

ber of elements. The curve Sm corresponds to an approximation by the

finite series (29). If S9 is deemed to be a sufficiently good approximation

to the given directive pattern, then

v^ = - I|l2|l4|l6, S.^Vg
— -T — Z -f- — Z +—2 -r2 -4- — S97 5 3 2

10 1 12 1 14 1 16 1 18
2 — 2 — 2 2 — 2

3 5 7 9

(35)
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'^
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The total length of this array is {n — 1) - = 2m - = 9X. All elements

except the three central ones are separated by one wavelength since the odd

powers of z except z^ are missing.

End-On Arrays with Equispaced Null Points

We now pass to a more detailed analysis of end-on arrays with null points

equispaced on a given circular arc.

t=\

z =

z=t

For an end-on array § = ^t and

3 = gi-^^ ^ = j8/'(c0S e - 1). (36)

The range of z begins at z = 1 and extends clockwise to a point determined

by '/' = —2^t. Let n — 1 null points be equispaced on an arc of length ^
as shown in Fig. 20; the field strength is then

V$ = 1(2 - 0(2 - t')---(z - r')\, (37)

This can be expressed as

V5 = 2-|si„i(^, + „4,)
(38)
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The angle of the cone of silence enclosing the major radiation lobe is

determined from

^S^cos^i - 1) = -—^; (39)
11 — 1

thus

If the arc ^ is equal to the range of z, then (40) becomes

1 — cos ^1 = -, sin ~ =
, (41)

n - 1 2 Vw - 1

In this case, the si2e of the first cone of silence is determined solely by the

number of elements. On the other hand, if ^ = 27r —Iw/n, the nulls are

equispaced on the unit circle and we have an ordinary uniform array; then

1 - cos ^1 = £^. = f>' sin
2
= l/^r ^^2)

^ - A
n^t~ lie

""'
2

This time the size of the first cone of silence depends upon the total length

L — {n — \)t of the array measured in wavelengths.

When the number of elements in the first case and the total length of the

array in the second are large, then we have approximately

y 2nr
= U/irr (43)

\/n — 1

For a large n the ratio of the two cone angles is approximately

(44)

For example, if i— X/8, the angle of the major lobe in the first case is one-half

of that in the second case or one-quarter if we are to compare the solid angles.

Equispacing the null points in the range of z not only makes the major

lobe narrower but it also makes it sharper. Thus at the point lying halfway

between the point of maximum radiation and the first null point, the field

strength relative to the principal maximum is

^ . 3iA . SiA . {In - 3)4'
sin T. tn sm 77 T-, sm — • • • sm ^— {-

_ ^n — 1) 4(w — 1) 4(w — 1) 4(w — 1)

^ ~
. iA . 2^ . 3^ . (« - 1))Asm — sm —.—-—— sm —.—-—-, • • • sm ~ -^

2(n - 1) 2(w - 1) 2(w - 1) 2(w - 1)
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For a quarter wavelength separation between the elements \p — t and this

ratio is equal to

V2(w - 1)

so that the drop in the radiation intensity becomes [10 Logio (« — 1) + 3]

decibels. On the other hand, for a long uniform array the corresponding

drop is independent of n and is equal to 4 decibels.

Another consequence of equispacing the null points in the range of z

consists in substantial suppression of subsidiary radiation lobes. The first

subordinate maximum is situated approximately halfway between the first

two null points where
\l/
= —--—^--r ; thus the field strength there, relative

2{n — 1)

to the principal maximum, is

^ . ^ .3^ . (2n - 5)^
sm — — sm — sm — — • • • sm -— —

-

_ Ajn — 1) 4(w - 1) 4(w - 1) ^{n — 1)

^ ~
. ^ . 2^ . 3i^ . (w - l)iA
sm — TT sm —. -r sm — -: • • • sm — —.

2{n-\) 2{n-\) 2{n - \) 2{n - \)

For a quarter wavelength separation this field strength becomes

sm
^ ^{n - 1)

X 2n—

3

/r» oN

(48)

sm
4(w - 1)

/W-, 7T • 2(w — 3)7r
V2(» - 1) sm

j^^^j^

When n is sufficiently large, we have approximately

^ " 4U - 1) ^W^^ ^^^^

and the subsidiary maximum is [30 Logio (« — 1) + 5] decibels below the

principal maximum. Each time the number of elements is doubled, the

level of the subsidiary maximum is diminished by about 9 decibels. Thus

an array of the type (37) with ^ = 2/3f has very sharp directive properties.
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In order to find the relative amplitudes and phase deviations of the ele-

ments of the array represented by (37), we expand \/<P into a single poly-

nomial as follows^^

i + E(-)

n-l

i + Z(-)

.-n+k\ fc(A.-+l)

, (1 - r"+')(i - r^') •••(!- r^') -'^,
t

(1 - r^)(i - r^) ... (1 - r^)

(^

9 A;

n-l

(/ ^
n-l

2 i i \ kn

_i 1 _!i t
{t 2 - /2)(r' - ••• (/ 2 _ ^2)

(50)

i+Z(-)

. (n — l)i/' . (w — k)\l/

it 2(« - 1) 2(w - 1)
^fc"'^

,^ '- ^ '- g2(n-l) 2«=

Sin
2{n - 1)

sin
krf/

2{n - 1)

Hence the progressive phase delay from one antenna to the next is equal to

^ ^ IT

2{n - 1)
and the amplitudes are in the ratio

. (n - 1)^ . (n - 1)^ . (n - 2)^
sin ^, —- sin i- ~ sin

2(w - 1) l{n - 1) 2{n - 1)

sm
2(« - 1)

sin sin
2,A

2{n - 1) 2(« - 1)

. (n - l)\p . (n - 2)\p . (n - 3)^
sin ^, ^ sin "- ~ sin ^^ Vr

2(« - 1) 2(w - 1) 2(w - 1)

(51)

sin sm
2x1/

sm
3xp

2{n - 1) 2(n - 1) 2(w - 1)

The amplitudes of the elements equidistant from the ends of the array are

equal. In the special case of an end-on array with nulls equispaced in the

range of s, ^ = 2(3f and ?? = (3f; hence the progressive phase delay from one

antenna to the next is tt
—

w — 1

While (50) serves well for finding the amplitude and phase distribution in

the individual elements of the array, another form is more general for cal-

culating the directive properties. In order to obtain this form we set

11 Chrystal's Algebra, Vol. 2, p. 340, (1926).
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. (n — 1)4/ . in — k)^
sm i-,

— ,, • • • sin ^, -^

pQ ^ I, pn~l-k = pk , pk =
sin —. TV • . . sin —, rr (^2^2(w — 1) 2{n — 1) ^^^J

2 2{n — 1)

i ( n—1) <

divide the last expression in (50) by e ^ and combine the terms equi-

distant from the ends. Thus we obtain

/— r. (n — 'i.)<p
, r, (n — 3)(pV* = 2 cos ^ ~--^ + 2pi cos ^ 2"^

(53)
(w - 5)^ ,+ 2p2 cos ^—~

—

— + • • •

,

where the last term is 2pn_ , cos - if n is even and p "-i if n is odd.
2 2^ 2

Let D be the maximum value of \/$; then the gain of the array over a

single source is given by

iirD^ 21)'

G = 10 Logio = 10 Logio -^ decibels, (54)

Ih'" [ $ sin 9 dd

where 12 is the solid angle and the integration is extended over a unit sphere-

For an end-on array with nulls equispaced in the range of z, the maximum

radiation is in the direction ^ — 0. Thus we shall have

(w — l)(po . r,. (n — 3)(poD = 2 cos ^ + 2pi cos ^

+ 2p2 cos —^— +
(55)

where

^0 = iS^ + -^ + X. (56)
w — 1

A convenient expression for the radiation intensity can be obtained from

(50) by taking its norm

^ = [po + pie^^ + ^e'^^ + • • • + pn-ie'^"-^^^]

(57)

•[/>o + pie-''^ + • • • + />.-ie-'^"-^'1.
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Since the set of coefficients po , pi , p2 • • • pn-i is symmetric about the cen-

ter, we find

$ = 2pl cos (n — 1)^ + 2(popi + pipo) cos (n — 2)<p

+ 2{pop2 + /'i/'i + p2po) cos (» - 3).^

+ 2(poPi + /'i/'s + p2pi + Z's/'o) cos (n - 4)^ + • • • (58)

+ 2(popn-2 + plpn-3 + /»2/'n-4 + ' " * + pn~2po) COS (f

+ {popn-l + i!'l^»-2 + /'2/'n-3 + '
' ' + pn-lpo)

Since

/ ^ sin ede = ---
I

$ J(/?,

Jo P^ J vi

z /(,« — 1;

(59)

we can write

/ $ sin Bid = —.
2pl sin [n — l)<p , 2{pQpi + ^i/'o) sin {n — 2)ip

n — 1
+

n — 2

+ • • • + (pOpn-l + plp«-2 + • • • + pn-lpo)ip
•Pi

(60)

For an end-on array with nulls equispaced in the range of z, (60) becomes

2/'
Jo I3(i n - 1

2(-)""'^o . , .,., (n- l)/3^
^ "^ -^ sm (w — l)j3c cos

n — 1

2(-y-\p,p, + ^,^o) . (/^ - 2)^<^

+ -^

—

^^--^ sm (w — 2)pf cos — + • • • (ol)
n — 2 n — 1

+ (Popn-l + plpn-2 + • • • + pn-lpo)^t .

Substituting in (54), we shall obtain the gain of the array.

Similar expressions can be obtained for an end-on array in which the

amplitudes of the individual elements are equal. Thus we have

$ = i- [e'("-^)^ + e''"-''^ + •••+/' + !]

+ e
-i(n—1)^1

(62)

= — [2 cos (n — \)\l/
-\- 4: cos (n — 2)\p

-\- 6 cos (n — S)\p + • • • + 2{n — 1) cos \p + n],
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Fig. 21—The directive gain in decibels of a pair of sources with equal amplitudes. (A),

the phase delay between the sources is lirt/X; (B), the phase delay between the

sources is tt — lirl/X.

n-3

0.10 015

SEPARATION IN WAVELENGTHS

Fig. 22—The gain as a function of separation in wavelengths: n is the number of elements.
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where
\f/
= ^f (cos 6 — \). In this case D — 1 and

r^ • « ^« 2 r ... sin 2{n - IW ,
2 sin 2(« - 2)^^

/ $ sni ddd = -—- n^l + + —^—
Jo fir^^ L w — 1 n — 2

^ (63)

^...^ 3sin2(.-3W ^...^^^_^^^.^ n^

w — o J

When the separation between the elements is exactly an integral number
of quarter wavelengths, (63) becomes

I
2

^sinddd = - (64)
n

and consequently the gain is

G = 10 Logio n. (65)

Figure 21 contrasts the directive gain of a pair of sources of equal strength

with the phase delay ItC/X (Curve A) with a directive gain of another pair

of sources of equal strength but with the phase delay r — 2irf/\ (Curve B).

In one case the directive gain diminishes with separation between the ele-

ments and in the other it increases. Figure 22 shows the directive gain of

three-element and four-element end-on arrays with nulls equispaced in the

range of z.

As the separation between the elements decreases, the directive gain of an

end-on array with nulls equispaced in the range of z increases but the radia-

tion intensity per ampere-meter decreases. This circumstance would be of

•no importance if we had perfect conductors at our disposal to make trans-

mitting and receiving antennas; but in reality parasitic losses in themselves

cannot be removed and the efficiency of an array decreases, therefore, with

the separation between the elements. This decrease in efficiency will

impose an upper limit on the overall gain that can be obtained with small

antenna arrays in spite of the fact that the directive gain could be made very

large.

Likewise the band width diminishes as the distance between the elements

decreases. This imposes another limitation on arrays of this type.



Memorial to the Classical Statistics

By KARL K. DARROW

ONE of the most elusive and perplexing, hazy and confusing of the parts

of theoretical physics is that which bears the name of "statistical

mechanics".* On the principle that a tree is to be judged by its fruits, this

must be ranked as high as the tree which bore the golden apples of the

Hesperides; for among its fruits are the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution-

law, the black-body radiation law, the value of the chemical constant, the

Fermi distribution-law for the electrons in metals, the alternating intensities

in band-spectra—and indeed the tree might lay a valid claim to the whole of

quantum-theory. The singular thing is that such wonderful fruits should

have grown from, or should have been grafted upon, so badly-rooted a tree.

To change the metaphor, one frequently feels that the superstructure is

sustaining the foundations, and the premises are flowing from the con-

sequences, rather than the other way about. Perhaps anyone who feels

this way should be disqualified from writing about the subject; but on the

present occasion, the attempt is going to be made.

Statistical mechanics—hereinafter to be called "S.M." at times for short

—

did not of course arise from any desire to solve the problems suggested above,

which came late. It seems to have sprung from attempts to answer older

questions, of which the following may serve as an example. Consider a gas

in a box, with an electric fan or something of the sort fitted inside to stir

it up. The gas having been stirred up, the fan is stopped, leaving it in a

state of surging and whirling about within the confines of the box. Very

shortly, however, the surging and the whirling cease, the gas having passed

of itself into a state of tranquillity and uniformity^—uniform density, uni-

form pressure, uniform temperature. From this state it never departs, un-

less stirred up afresh. There is a tendency of the gas to go of itself from the

state of surging into the state of uniformity, and no tendency at all for it to

go from the state of uniformity back into the state of surging. This is very

unlike the behavior of a pendulum, which having fallen from one end of the

arc of its sweep to the middle thereof, moves on to the opposite end, re-

traces its path and returns to its first situation. Why should the gas behave

that other way?

* I acknowledge with gratitude the incentive given me b}' Smith College to explore

this subject, by offering me the opportunity of giving a course on statistical and chemi-

cal physics in the spring semester of 1942.
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For an answer to this question and others of the kind, S.M. offers the

following statement

:

Basic Theorem of Statistical Mechanics

A system is more likely to be found in a slate of greater probability than

in a state of lesser probability

It may be that no reader of these lines has ever seen the basic theorem of

S.M. set forth with such merciless candor, though in many a sober treatise

there is an elaborate statement which when analyzed turns out to be just

this and nothing more. Of course it is a tautological statement, and has no

value except insofar as it may help to drive some contradictory notion out

of the student's mind or to prepare that mind for some meaning or other

which is not yet in the statement but may be added to it later. Actually it

can serve both these offices.

To be expelled from the mind of the student is first of all the idea that

S.M. is going to give him a description of the way in which the gas proceeds

from the surging state to the uniform. From an astronomer he may
learn the orbit of the moon from apogee to perigee. From an authority

on ballistics he may find the trajectory of the bullet from the muzzle of the

gun to the bull's eye on the target. From a railroad ofhce he may get a

timetable showing the passage of the train from mile to mile over the rails

from Boston to Chicago. All this sort of thing is out of the range of

statistical mechanics! If a railroad acted like a surging gas and its time-

table were devised in the spirit of S.M., one would go to the office and. be

told that the trains were enormously more likely to be in Boston than in

Chicago or anywhere in between. From this one would be expected to infer

that at any moment chosen at random the chance of finding a train anywhere

along the line except in Boston would be practically nil—unless indeed one

got a train and put it on the rails at Springfield, and even this would be of

little use for getting to Chicago, since at every subsequent instant the

train would almost certainly be in Boston. Not a very useful timetable,

and not a ver}^ useful railroad!

S.M. thus starts off with a renunciation. It renounces the prospect of

telling just how the gas proceeds from the surging state to the uniform state.

To that smooth unbroken sequence of times and places whereby the moon
finds its way through the heavens and the bullet through the air and the

train along the rails, there is no counterpart presented.

This of course is a serious matter, for the smooth unbroken sequence is

inseparably linked—or almost inseparably linked—with the notion of cause-

and-effect, the notion of natural law, the notion of man as a being who can

foretell the future. Mechanics harmonizes with these notions; for mech-
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anics is the science which professes that, given the positions and momenta
and the forces in a system of particles at 10 A.M. sharp, it can predict the

positions and momenta of all the particles at 11 A.M. and every instant in

between and all through the endless future. Statistical mechanics, for all

the implications of its name, is nowhere nearly so audacious.

Suppose the electric fan, or whatever stirring-gadget was employed, was

stopped an instant before 10 A.M. sharp. S.M. hmits itself to affirming

that at 11 A.M. the most probable state for the gas in the container—the

immensely most probable state, the almost-certain state—is the uniform

state. It also says the same thing exactly for 10:15 A.M., and for 10:01

A.M., and even for 10 A.M. sharp. If at 10 A.M. sharp the gas is in a state

of wild and furious surging, S.M. does not deny the fact, but sees no reason

for revising its own affirmation. If at 10:01 A.M. the gas is settling down

but has not yet quite reached the uniform state, that again does not deter

S.M. from standing by its assertion. Whenever a freak of chance or act of

man may have produced one of the states which it calls improbable, S.M.

just says "wait, and you shall have the state which / am going to talk about."

To further questions it can only say "I know my limits"—and that is what

its basic theorem says for it.

If now the negative aspect of the basic theorem is sufficiently clear, we may
address ourselves to the task of giving the theorem a positive meaning. For

this there is but one way: the word "probability" must be replaced with

some word or phrase or mathematical expression which does have a meaning.

After this is done we can of course restore the word "probability" as an

equivalent for that other word or expression. The basic theorem will then

be tautological upon the surface only, for actually it will have the meaning

conferred upon it by the deiinition of its key-word.

Various meanings have been offered for the key-word, by various people

who have been successful in getting useful results out of statistical mechanics.

Until 1924 the dominant meaning was that imposed by Gibbs and Boltz-

mann. From this meaning arises the form of S.M. which is called "the classi-

cal statistics". (The word "statistics", by the way, is a bad but common
abbreviation for "statistical mechanics".) This is the topic of the present

article. In 1924 there was proposed a novel meaning for the key-word,

which led to results sometimes agreeing with, sometimes differing from, those

attained by the classical statistics. W'here the results of the two agreed,

they agreed with experiment also; where the results of the two disagreed,

experiment sustained the new one. This event has left the classical statis-

tics in a strange situation, in which one cannot exclude the possibility that

all of its remarkable achievement is due to a happy but deceptive chance.

The classical statistics may indeed be only a past episode in the history of

scientific thought, and it is for this reason that I have given to the article the
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strange and sombre title "Memorial to the Classical Statistics". Yet even

as a past episode, it is worthy of remembrance; its didactic value may yet be

great; and perhaps the human mind may some day stretch its powers to the

point of conceiving the classical and the new statistics as aspects of a single

whole, as it has lately stretched itself to the extent of uniting the wave-

picture and the corpuscular picture of matter and of light.

The Maxwell Statistics

Since the main concern of S.M. is with the "most probable state", one

sees that its principal content must be made up of assertions about that most

probable state. Maxwell made such an assertion. He wrote down a for-

mula for the distribution-in-velocity of the molecules of a gas. It is the

formula now called "the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution-law", which is so

well known to the readers of this journal that I will not bother to write it down

until there is actual need Jor having it on the page. Maxwell might have

said bluntly: "This is the distribution which I will assume for the most

probable state"; and having said so, left it at that. He did not leave it at

that, and presumably he would have been dissatisfied so to leave it, as most

of us would be. Instead, he postulated a pair of attributes for the most

probable state, and showed that if these are the attributes, then the distri-

bution is according to that formula.

The attributes which Maxwell postulated are "isotropy" and "independ-

ence".

The former is easy enough. One assumes that in the most probable state,

the distribution of velocities of the molecules is isotropic. Nothing can

usefully be added to this simple statement.

The latter is a little harder to grasp. Perhaps it can best be exhibited by

describing a couple of imagined cases for which it would not be valid. Sup-

pose for instance that all of the molecules have the same speed—the same

magnitude of velocity, though their velocity-vectors be pointed in all

directions. Let this common value of speed be denoted by V, and let any

direction chosen at random be made the axis of x in an ordinary coordinate-

frame. If a molecule happened to be travelling with such a velocity that

the component thereof along the .T-axis, z^x let us call it, was just equal to V,

then it would be a certainty that Vy and v^ , the y and z components of the

velocity, were both of them zero. If a molecule happened to be travelling

in such a way that Vx was zero, then either Vy or v^ or both of them would have

to be different from zero, and the square root of the sum of the squares of

Vy and lis would have to be equal to V. There would consequently be a

correlation between the values of the three components, and the probable

—

nay even the possible—values of any one of them would be affected by those

of the other two. If the molecules had a uniform distribution of speeds up
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to a maximum value of F, there would still be a correlation of a similar

sort, though not so marked a one: the higher the velocity-component in the

x-direction, the lower would the y and the z components be likely to be.

One could imagine distributions for which the higher the velocity-component

in the x-direction, the higher would the y and the z components be likely

to be.

The "assumption of independence" is, that in the most probable state

there is no correlation at all. Whether the x-component of the velocity of a

molecule is high or low is a detail which has no influence whatever on the

possible or the probable values of the y and the z components. Low values

of Vy go just as well and just as abundantly with low values of Vx as with high,

and reversely.

The Maxwell-Boltzmann law, as I said, is the distribution-law which

conforms to both the assumption of isotropy and the assumption of inde-

pendence. So the question arises: do those two assumptions have the

quality of plausibility and of convincingness, which make the average per-

son say "Surely these must be the attributes of the most probable state of a

gas!" I do not know what result a referendum on this question would give,

but it is my guess that most physicists would feel more satisfied with these

than they would with the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution-law if it were

tossed out to them with the bare afi&rmation "This is assumed to be the

attribute of the most probable state". Clearly this is how Maxwell felt, and

there is no better guide than the intuition of a Maxwell.

The foregoing question is something else than the question whether the

assumptions, and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution-law which follows

from them, are truly the attributes of the most probable state. It is a strange

historical fact that not for many years after the promulgation of this famous

law, and not till after both of its sponsors were dead, was there any proper

test of it. The derivations of the law were exercises in abstract and un-

renumerated thought. Nevertheless experiment—applied to thermionic

electrons, to molecules of ordinary gases, to thermal neutrons—came at long

last to justify Maxwell. To any who may feel that the assumption of

independence is in itself too reasonable to require any proof, I disclose that

in other forms of statistics this assumption is declared to be false, except as

an approximation.

The "Maxwell statistics" therefore consists in the main of the statement:

The most probable state of a gas is that in which isotropy and independence

prevail among the velocity-vectors of the molecules.

We now require some terminology and some notation.

I take for granted an understanding of the terms 'Velocity-vector" and

"distribution-in-velocity", these being learned by physicists out of kinetic

theory if not out of S.M. A velocity-vector may be replaced by a point
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which serves just as well for all of its purposes and even better for some. Let

the velocity-components v^ , Vy , and Vz be laid out along the axes of a Cartesian

coordinate-frame, and the vector for any molecule be drawn from the origin:

the point at its tip is the point in question. Point and coordinate-frame are

said to be "in velocity-space". Statistical mechanics prefers as a rule to

deal with the momenta of the molecules rather than their velocities. This

is for valid and powerful reasons, one of which is that the transition to the

case of photons becomes much easier.^ In the case of material gases it

makes no practical difference, since the momentum of a molecule is its

velocity-vector multiplied by the mass of the molecule which is practically a

constant, and every statement about the distribution-in-velocity can with

the utmost ease be translated into a statement about the distribution-in-

momentum and vice versa. The momentum-vector may be replaced by the

point at its tip, having coordinates p^c , p,j and pz in a coordinate-frame in

"momentum-space". If we consider together with these the three co-

ordinates X, y, z of the molecule in ordinary space, we may say that we are

locating the molecule in six-dimensional space. I have yet to meet someone

who claims that he can visualize a six-dimensional space, and yet there is no

doubt that the phrase fulfills a psychological need and has a practical value.

The six-dimensional space of these particular six variables is called "the

/Li-space".

It seems odd to bring in the /x-space before considering by itself the three-

dimensional "ordinary" or "coordinate-space" in which the gas is located.

Is there nothing to be said about the most probable distribution of the

molecules in the coordinate-space? Well, "every schoolboy knows" that

the state to which a gas tends and in which it remains is a state of uniform

density. Maxwell, I think, accepted this as one of the facts behind which

one cannot, or does not, go. For a complete statement of the Maxwell

statistics I therefore offer the following:

A gas is very much more likely to be in its "most probable state" than in any

other. The most probable state is that in which isotropy and independence pre-

vail among the momentum-vectors, ivhile the distribution in coordinate-space is

uniform.

So in the Maxwell statistics the distribution-in-momentum of the mole-

cules is derived from assumptions ostensibly more basic, while the distri-

bution-in-ordinary-space is simply affirmed. If a theory could be devised in

which both were derived from assumptions apparently more basic, one would

be likely to feel that something had been gained. Now this is a char-

acteristic, and one of the principal virtues, of Boltzmann's theory known as

the "Boltzmann Statistics" or as the "Classical Statistics".

1 Another reason has to do with "Liouville's theorem," for which unfortunately I

cannot make room without overloading this article.
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The Boltzmann Statistics

Boltzmann invented a way of appraising the probability of any imagined

state of a gas, which has the following very remarkable features:

(a) It gives so sharp a definition to the key-word "probability", that not

only can the state of maximum probability be identified, but the ratio of

the probabilities of any two states can be computed.

{b) For the distribution-in-momentum of the molecules in the most

probable state, it derives a formula identical with that which springs from

the Maxwell statistics. This of course is why the formula is known as the

Maxwell-Boltzmann law.

(c) For the distribution-in-space of the molecules in the most probable

state, it derives the uniform distribution.

All this does not entail that the Boltzmann statistics is necessarily right.

It does, however, lead to consequences, which it is the privilege and the

affair of experimental physics to verify or to reject.

I can now write down a phrase into which the Boltzmann statistics, and

equally well those which came later, can be fitted:

The probability of a state is the number of different ways in which the state can

be realized.

This is another of those oracular sayings which acquire a meaning only

after some meaning is given to the key-word, which is this case is ways. I

could now rewrite the basic theorem without the word "probability", and

so can the reader; but the only effect would be to transfer the mystery out of

the word "probability" and into the word "way". Boltzmann, however,

assigned a meaning to the latter word. It is this meaning which we now

must strive to realize.

For this purpose I propose a game of which the outfit consists of a sack,

an enormous number TV of balls, and a smaller number M of baskets. The

game is played by reaching into the sack, drawing out the balls one after

another, and tossing them into the baskets. All of the balls feel precisely

alike to the hand, so that there is never the least inclination to put one aside

and pick up another as one's hand gropes around in the sack. Nevertheless

when one looks at the balls after they have fallen into the baskets, one sees

that they are nicely adorned with the integer numbers running from 1 to N.

Incidentally the baskets also are numbered. It is this numbering which

gives point to the game.

Someone or other—someone who might be designated as the caller, after

the man who calls the figures of a square-dance—has prescribed a sequence

of M numbers Ni and N-i and Nz and so on to Nm , all of them positive

integers and totalling up to N. A single inning of the game consists in

drawing all of the balls out of the sack one after another, and dropping the

first Ni which come out into the basket I, the next N2 which emerge into the
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basket II, and so on until every one of the balls is reposing in one or another

basket. Now along comes the umpire with pencil and pen, and he writes

down on one sheet of his pad of paper the numbers of all the balls which are

in basket I, and on a second sheet the numbers of all which are in II, and so

on until he has got an inventory of the contents of all of the baskets. The

inventory does not state the order in which the balls in any basket were dropped

into that basket. That order is blotted out and forgotten. The inventory

states which balls are in which baskets, and lets it go at that.

This does not seem a very entertaining game, but entertainment is not

what it is for. The present question is: how many different inventories can

there be, consistent with that sequence of figures A^i , iV2 , iVa ,
• • Nm which

the caller prescribed at the start?

The answer is obtained in what must seem, to anyone meeting for the

first time such a question, a strangely devious way.

First we evaluate the whole number of different orders in which the balls

can be drawn from the sack. This is A^-factorial or AH; for the first ball to

emerge may be any one of the N, and the next may then be any one of the

(A''— 1) remaining, and the next may then be any one of the {N— 2) remain-

ing, and so on to the end.

If each order corresponded to a different inventory, N\ would be our

answer. Clearly this is so, if and only if there are as many baskets as balls

and one ball in ever^- basket. In all other cases Nl is larger, and often

colossally larger, than the number which we seek. It is necessary now to see

that this great multitude of N ! different orders falls into groups composed of

-Y orders apiece, all of those in a single group corresponding to a single

inventory—necessary to see this, and to calculate X; whereupon we shall

find that X, the "number of orders per inventory", is the same for all of the

inventories—so that the number which we seek is A^! divided by this common
value of X.

It seems to be helpful to think of some one inventory, and of some one

order which leads to that inventory. By a certain amount of mental effort,

which varies from person to person, it can be seen that this particular order

is but one among Nil N2I N3I • • NmI different orders all leading to the

very same inventory. For think of the A^i numbered balls which lie in the

first of the baskets: there are A^i! different orders in which they could have

come out of the sack, and every one of these corresponds to the very same

inventory. Think next of the A% numbered balls which rest in the second

basket: they might have come out of the sack in A''2! different orders, without

changing the inventory. Think now of the contents of both of these baskets

at once. Each of the A'2! orders in which the second basketful may come

out of the sack may follow on any one of the A^i ! orders in which it is possible

for the first basketful to emerge. The product A^'i! A''2! is therefore the total
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number of ways in which the first {Ni + N2) of the balls might have come

out of the sack without changing the inventory.

The process of proof need not be carried further. X has been evaluated.

It bears no earmark of whatever particular inventory the student may have

chosen to adopt at the beginning. It depends only upon the sequence of

numbers A^i , A^ ,
• • • , Nu fixed by the caller, which sequence I will hereafter

term a "distribution".

The number of inventories—or ''complexions", to use a commoner word—

-

for the distribution iVi , • • • , Nm is therefore given by the formula,

W = Nl/Nil N2I • • • NmI = Nl/UNil (1)

The theorem to which we are advancing afi&rms that this number has its

maximum value for the uniform distribution—the distribution in which the

caller assigns the same number of balls, N/M, to each of the baskets.

The usual argument for this statement may be put as follows: Let us

assume the uniform distribution, with A = (N/M) balls in each basket, and

compare its value of W with that of one of the neighboring distributions

such as the one in which there are (A + 1) balls in the first of the baskets,

(A — 1) in the second and A in each of the rest. It is not even necessary

to get out a pencil and paper to see that W for the latter is less than W for

the former, being in fact just A /(A + 1) times as great. The same is

evidently true for disarrangements of the uniform distribution which involve

more than two baskets and more than one ball per basket. The conclusion

is clinched by the obvious fact that when all of the balls are in any one bas-

ket, W has its least possible value, viz. unity. (To unite this formally with

the previous statements, one must follow the mathematicians' practice of

using a symbol 0! or "zero-factorial" and giving it the value unity).

We shall have to play this not so very entertaining game on several oc-

casions in S.M., altering the meaning of the balls and the meaning of the

baskets from one occasion to the next. The reader has probably guessed

that the balls stand for the molecules. The guess is right in the classical

statistics, wrong in the newer forms. To get at the meaning of the baskets,

suppose the gas contained in a box of volume V, the interior of which is

divided up by impalpable coordinate-planes into compartments or cells all

of the same volume Vo . The baskets stand for the cells.

Now we have the theorem that W is greatest for the uniform distribution

of the balls in the baskets, and the assertion that the most probable state

of a gas is the state of uniform density, all ready to be fitted together. The

process of fitting-together is of the simplest. W is christened the "prob-

ability" of the state described by the "distribution" Ni, N2, • • • Nm , the

quantities Ni now standing for the numbers of molecules in the various cells.

Not only is the state of uniformity the most probable one by this definition,
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but so long as the number of molecules N is many times as great as the number of

compartments M—a condition easy to realize—those distributions which are

markedly far from uniform have probabilities which are fantastically smaller

than the value of W for the uniform state.

The Boltzmann statistics manages thus to derive the assertion aforesaid

—

the assertion that the uniform distribution in ordinary space is of all the

most probable—from a principle which (at least in appearance) is more fun-

damental. It has indeed a couple of bothersome points—more than a couple

perhaps, but there are two in particular which the newer statistics will at-

tempt to assuage. One of these is the size to be assigned to the cells Fo ; but

we are borrowing trouble to think too much of that now, since whatever

choice be made so long as N/M be large will not affect the achievement just

cited. The other is, that one would much rather think of the molecules of a

gas (of a single chemical kind) as being alike absolutely, than as being dis-

tinguished one from another by a mysterious something-or-other represented

in this theory by numbers painted on balls. In the Boltzmann statistics,

however, the numbers must stay on the balls.

We go over into the momentum-space, setting up a coordinate-frame and

representing the molecules by dots, the coordinates of which are the momen-

tum-components px, py, pz of the molecules in question. To each position of

a dot corresponds an energy-value, equal to (l/2w) {px -\- py -\- pz)', we will

call it E. E vanishes at the origin, and has a constant value over any spheri-

cal surface centered at the origin. To any distribution of the dots will cor-

respond a specific value for the total energy of the gas. For this we need a

symbol different from E; and as we shall have a good deal to do with thermo-

dynamics later on, I choose the thermodynamical symbol U. The average

energy of the molecules of the gas will then be U/N, to be denoted by U.

The entr^^ of E and U into the situation is of the first importance. It is in

fact all that will save us from the highly unwanted conclusion that the most

probable distribution in the momentum-space is the uniform one, just as it

was in the coordinate-space. To see why it makes so great a difference is

not altogether easy. I think that the reflections which follow may give an

inkling of the reason.

The momentum-space must be taken either as infinite or as finite. If we

take it as infinite and demand a distribution of uniform density, then the

density goes to zero and at the same time the energies of the molecules go to

infinity, producing an impossible situation. Let us then take it as finite,

blocking off all of the parts of it which lie beyond a certain sphere centered

at the origin. Assume a uniform distribution within the sphere. This will

correspond to a certain value of U. (The student may suppose, if it makes

him happier, that the L^-value was preassigned and the radius of the "certain

sphere" chosen accordingly.) The PF-value of this distribution will surely
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be greater than that for any non-uniform distribution, whether of the same

^ or of a different U, confined within the sphere. However, by blocking off

the whole of the momentum-space beyond the sphere, we have barred a

whole lot of distributions corresponding to the same U and having some of

their dots beyond the sphere. By no means have we proved that the W-
value for the uniform distribution within the sphere is greater than that for

any and all of the barred distributions. Now if we can agree that the block-

ing-off of part of the momentum-space is a silly thing to do and unacceptable

to Nature, the argument for the uniform distribution is spoiled, and we have

to look for a new idea.

At this point it seems best to go through the mathematical process for

finding the distribution of greatest W in the coordinate-space and the

momentum-space, just as that process is presented in the textbooks.

We return to equation (1) and make it a manageable one by having re-

course to that godsend of statistical mechanics, the "Stirling approxima-

tion", which may be written thus:

\nN\^ N\nN - N + In \/27riV (2)

This is valid only for large values of N, though writers on S.M. never seem

to remember how large the values must be. For still larger values of N we

can drop ofif the last two terms, arriving at a sort of super-Stirling approxima-

tion which however itself is commonly called the Stirling approximation:

\nN\ = N\nN (3)

Putting (3) into (1), we find:

\nW =- N\nN -i:Ni\n Ni (4)

Defining some quantities Wi by the equations Ni = Nwj , we make this over

into:

In T^ = - TV S Wi In Wi (5)

having availed ourselves of the obvious fact that Zwi is equal to unity.

We might now convert this into an equation for W, but this would be a

waste of time and energy, since whenever W has a maximum so also will

In W. With In W, therefore, we operate from now on. Making small varia-

tions in the quantities Ni , and making therefore small variations—call them

8Wt—in the quantities Wi , we find in first approximation for the ensuing

change in In W,

d\nW = - iV S (1 + In Wi) 8 Wi (6)
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Now we are restricting ourselves to variations in the quantities Ni which

leave unchanged the total number of molecules in the cells, or of balls in the

baskets—to variations, therefore, for which

S iVi = iV = constant, 2 5 Wi = (7)

This restriction being miroduced into (6), 8 In W proceeds to vanish if and only

ifu'i has the same value for all of the cells. Now, the vanishment of 8 In W is

a necessary condition for having a maximum of W at the situation in ques-

tion. I do not refer to it as a sufficient condition, because it admits of a

minimum or of what is technically known as a "stationary" value of W in the

situation in question. However it has already been shown, without the aid

of the Stirling approximation, that the expression to which we are approxi-

mating is greater for the uniform distribution than for the neighboring non-

uniform ones. It may therefore be accepted that here we have a maximum
of TI' for the uniform distribution, and have reached the old result in a new

way; an achievement nearly useless, were it not a prelude to the performance

in momentum-space.

I continue to use the symbols W and N and Ni and Wi , but now with ref-

erence to the distribution of the representative dots in momentum-space.

A new symbol, E; , shall signify the energy of a molecule in the iih cell of the

momentum-space. We wish at all costs to avoid the conclusion that the

stable distribution in the momentum-space is the uniform one. Boltzmann

managed to avoid it, and his was the following way:

Let us write, for the number of molecules in the ith cell, the expression:

Nwi = NA exp (-BEi) (8)

and insert it into (6). We shall find:

8 In W = - A^ S (1 -f- In^ - BE,) 8wi . (9)

Of the three terms on the right, two vanish for all variations in which the

total number of molecules remains the same. The third does not—but it

will vanish for a restricted class of these variations, to wit, those and those

only for which the total energy of all the molecules remains the same; for

XIWiEi is precisely that total energy.

Some writers at this point ask the student to imagine a gas in a container

being completely cut oS from energy-interchange with the container-walls

and with the whob of the outside world, and therefore being limited to the

particular c'-value with which it started out. Others import the word "tem-

perature" which I am desperately (and vainly) trying to keep out until I am
ready to bring it formally into the discourse, and aver that the gas is nearly

or quite so limited if the walls of the container have the same temperature as

the gas itself. The student may take his choice, but must suppose that
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under such conditions Nature rejects that distribution which so to speak is

"stable against" every conceivable variation, and elects that peculiar distri-

bution which is stable not against any conceivable variation but only against

the possible ones. Perhaps this is because the uniform distribution would

entail the consequences mentioned on page 117, or perhaps there is no sense

in saying that it is "because" of this or "because" of that. Anyhow, the

peculiar distribution is the one which the data sustain.

However I have not really defined the peculiar distribution as yet, having

merely thrown the symbols A and B into equation (8) as though they stood

for completely disposable constants. It can readily be seen that at the

most there can be but one disposable constant, for A and B interlinked by

the obvious equation:

S Wi = ^ S exp {-BE,) = 1 (10)

But even B is not disposable, if the total energy U and the average energy

per molecule U are preassigned; for there is another obvious equation:

17-2 EiWi = Ai: Eiexp (-BEi) (11)

What with equations (10) and (11), there is no longer anything disposable

about the constants A and B. The peculiar distribution in the momentum-

space is completely defined. It is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution-law

obtained from the Maxwell statistics, and sometimes known as the "canoni-

cal" distribution.

To summarize now the Boltzmann statistics as on page 113 the Maxwell

statistics was summarized:

A gas is more likely to he found in its most probable state than in any other.

The probability of a state is found by imagining it as a distribution of numbered

molecules among cells, in the coordinate-space and in the momentum-space.

That of any distribution is measured by the number of inventories compatible

therewith. By this criterion the most probable distribution in coordinate-space

is the uniform one, and by this criterion carefully hedged about, the most probable

distribution in momentum-space is the Maxwell-Boltzmann or canonical One.

It is necessary to liken molecules of a single kind to numbered balls, differing in

no way except the numbering.

This point was reached by statistical mechanics about fifty years ago.

Had it not been for Planck's wish and tenacious will to explain the black-

body radiation-law, it might have been the stopping-point.

A Helpful and Troublesome Coincidence between Two
Different Quantities

Let us return to the game with the sack, the balls and the basket, played

in the manner which led to good results when applied to the molecules in the

coordinate-space.
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The most probable distribution is the one evoked by the caller, when he

calls for an equal number of balls in every basket. If there are N balls and

M baskets, this means N/M balls to each basket, and a maximum number of

inventories which I will call irmax- Looking back to equation (1), we see

that irnuix is a fraction the numerator of which is A—factorial, while the de-

nominator is (iV/M)-factorial raised to the power M. Taking logarithms

and using the super-Stirling approximation, we find:

In Tr,nax = N In M (12)

The logarithm of the probability of the most probable distribution (of num-

bered balls in numbered baskets, or molecules in equal cells of coordinate-

space) is equal to the logarithm of the number of baskets (cells), multiplied

by the number of balls (molecules).

Next suppose the caller, in a fit of uncontrollable zest for the game, calling

in succession every one of the conceivable distributions. What is the total

number of inventories compatible with all of them together? To sum over

every conceivable expression of the type of (1) seems a hopeless assignment,

but there is a short-cut to the result.

Fix a particular order for the drawing of the balls from the sacks—it may
as well be the very order of their numbering. The iirst of the balls to be

drawn may be tossed into any one of the baskets, givingM distinct "possibil-

ities". The second may be tossed into any one of the baskets, the same or

another, giving in conjunction with the fate of the first M" different possibil-

ities. The third may be tossed—but we leap to the conclusion. There

are M-^' possibilities altogether, and these are the inventories. Thus the total

number of inventories consistent with all of the distributions, which I will

call TFtot , is a number whereof the logarithm is,

In TFtot = iV In M (13)

But this is the same as the expression for In TFmax

!

The meaning of this strange coincidence can only be, that when N and

N/M are both so great that the super-Stirling approximation is a good one,

then the logarithm of the number of inventories belonging to the most prob-

able distribution is nearly as great as the logarithm of the total number of

inventories belonging to all of the distributions put together—so nearly as

great, that either logarithm is a good approximation to the other.

In the foregoing very important paragraph, I have italicized the word

"logarithm" because if it were left out the statement would become a false

one. The statement is not true if applied to the numbers themselves. IFtot

is manyfold greater than TFmax, and the ratio between the two actually in-

creases with rising N . So does the difference between In TT'tot and In TFmax

increase with rising .V, but not so fast as either by itself; wherefore the truth
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of the statement. The student may convince himself of this by applying

the second-degree StirHng approximation (equation 2)^.

1 have called this both a helpful and a troublesome coincidence. It may
be deemed a helpful one, because the expression for the total number of in-

ventories is easier to derive and easier to remember than the expression for

the number of inventories belonging to the most probable distribution. If

therefore one has good ground for believing (as here is the case) that the

logarithms of the two are approximately equal, one may serenely remember

and use In Wtot instead of In IFmax • The troublesome feature is, that some

expositors speak of In Wtot throughout and never allude to In Tl^max , thus

confusing the student to an extent which (if my experience is typical) may
well be serious. I shall later dwell on the fact that In W for any distribution

is regarded as a measure of the entropy of that distribution, and In IFmax

therefore as a measure of the entropy of the most probable distribution.

Some people imply that In Wtot is the true measure of the entropy of the gas,

instead of being an approximation to it. They commit no numerical error

in so doing, but they blot out the most remarkable quality of the Boltzmann

statistics, to wit, the clear distinction which it makes between the most prob-

able distribution and those of lesser probability. This mistake is more

commonly made in treating the newer statistics. Here I am not so sure

that it is a mistake, but I think so.

Meanings of the Word "State"

The word "state", which turns up continually in this essay, is one of those

words of which a proper definition is hardly less than a full description of the

theory which employs it. When the theory changes so also does the meaning

of the word. In the welter of statistical theories, the word "state" has

several different meanings. In thermodynamics also it has more than one

meaning, but one is preeminent.

Thermodynamics usually concerns itself with gases (not to speak of li-

quids and solids) which are in what I earlier called a "uniform" state: uniform

density, uniform pressure, uniform temperature. For a gas of a single kind

("kind" being a word which it is the business of chemistry to define) it is a

fact of experience that any two of these three variables suffice to define the

third and also all of the other variables which thermodynamics cares about.

Of these others there are two in particular which I mention at this point, the

2 Actually if one goes from the "most probable state" Ni = const. = N/M to the

"next most probable" in which one ball is taken out of one of the baskets and put into

another, the change in W is in the ratio of {N/M) to {N/M) + 1, which is practically

no change at all when N/M is so high as is commonly taken. This shows that the state-

ment could not be true if it were made about the numbers Umax and Wtot rather than
about the logarithms thereof. It certainly looks as though the statement could not be
true even when made of the logarithms, but this is evidently one of the cases where
"intuition" is a fallible guide.
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energy and the entropy. This makes five altogether, and any two of the

five suffice to determine the state,—THE STATE, the uniform state, the

only one about which thermodynamics really knows or cares. When asked

about what I earlier called "a surging state", thermodynamics mutters

something to the effect that the entropy of such a state is smaller than that

of THE STATE, and then puts an end to the conversation by refusing to

commit itself further. Thermodynamics takes no cognizance of the molecu-

lar structure of matter. A gas might be a continuum, for all that it knows

or cares.

Statistical mechanics talks about a mental image of the gas, in the form of

a flock of dots in the coordinate-space and another flock of dots in the mo-

mentum-space, or one may call them a single flock of dots in the /x-space. In

Boltzmann statistics, the "state" of this image is what I have been calhng

the "distribution". The most probable state of the image—to wit, the one

with the greatest number of inventories or complexions—is identified with

THE STATE of thermodynamics. All of the rest belong to the category of

which thermodynamics would say, that the entropy is smaller than it is for

THE STATE. But since according to S.M. they belong to a category for

which the probability is smaller than it is for THE STATE, one sees a con-

nection between entropy of the gas and probability of the image beginning

to take shape.

Now it is time to make a formal introduction of the concepts of entropy

and temperature—the latter word having already sneaked into this article

two or three times in spite of all my efforts to keep it out.

Formal Entrance of Entropy and Temperature

For a substance, meaning now a gas, of a single kind, entropy and tempera-

ture are defined by the equation,

dU = TdS - PdV (14)

P stands for pressure, V for volume, and 5 for entropy. For energy I use

the symbol U already employed in that sense—but notice that formerly it

stood for the kinetic energy of the molecules! To use the same symbol in

both senses implies that the energy of the gas is entirely the kinetic energy

(of translatory motion) of the molecules. This identification turns out to be

valid for the "monatomic" gases, which are luckily numerous and well-

studied. To these we confine ourselves throughout this article. T stands

for the temperature called absolute; this being the only kind of temperature

which will ever figure in this article, the adjective henceforth is discarded.

Density was the fifth variable in my list given above, but volume is usually

preferred to it. To make them equally useful, the quantity of gas must be

stated; here it will be taken as one gramme-molecule.
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It is evident that the equation is a comparison between two states. Do
not go astray by supposing that these are like two of the states which we

have been considering, having the same V and V and differing in the number

of inventories! These on the contrary are two examples of THE STATE

—

of the thermodynamic state, of the most probable state—of a gas, differing

in the values of some at least among the five variables. The quantities dU
and dS and dV are the differences between the Z^-values and the ^-values and

the F-values of the two states, while P and T may be taken as referring to

either, the smallness of the difference between the two states—implied by

the differential notation—permitting of this.

It is also evident from my wording that the one equation is being used

to define the two quantities 5 and T. This is unluckily no verbal slip,

nor is it a temporary shortcut to be replaced by a royal road as the ar-

gument proceeds. The meanings of entropy and temperature are so

coiled up together in thermodynamics, that it is impossible to take them

apart unmutilated. One cannot seize either by storm and then invest the

other, at least not without the aid of statistical theory' : one has to surround

them both in a single campaign. As Eddington has vigorously written, this

is a common thing in physics. Electric force is defined as that which acts on

electric charge, electric charge as that which is acted upon by electric force,

and so on. . . . Common as it may be, it is probably nowhere else so har-

assing as in thermodynamics. There are three ways of intruding upon the

vicious circle.

First, to apprehend both concepts in a single mental act. This is the

counsel of perfection.

Second, to use a temporary definition of temperature, with the promise of

confirming or correcting it later. The ideal-gas thermometer is the device

used for this purpose in thermodynamics. Anyone trained in this way is

likely to think for the rest of his life of temperature as the primary concept,

entropy as a derived one—as indeed was the case, when thermodynamics

started.

Third, to produce a theory which makes a pronouncement as to the nature

of entropy.

This last is the major office of statistical mechanics. To those who accept

it, entropy becomes the primary concept and temperature the derived one,

and both are visualized by the aid of the key-word "probability" of the basic

theorem, interpreted in some particular way.

Old Statistical Theory of Entropy

In the classical statistics, the entropy of a distribution is considered to be the

logarithm of the number of inventories or complexions compatible with thatdis-
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tribiUion, multiplied by a constant (always denoted by k) wliich is adjusted to

bring about agreement with experiment:

entropy ^ = ^ In IT. (15)

To illustrate this doctrine and to evaluate k, I now take the student back

to the coordinate-space, where a box of volume V populated with N mole-

cules is divided mentally into M equal cells of volume Vq , and the most

probable distribution is characterized by the value N In M for the logarithm

of the probability. The entropy^—or no, not the entire entropy of the gas,

but merely what I will call "the contribution of the volume of the entropy"

and denote by Sc—is then supposed to be kN In M, or:

Sc = kN \nV - kN In Vo (16)

Reverting to the equation (14) in which the definitions of entropy and

temperature were tangled up together, and rearranging it, we get:

TdS = dU + PdV (17)

Now, an "ideal gas" is defined by two attributes. First, there exists between

its pressure and its volume and its temperature the relation P = aT/V,

wherein a stands for a constant. Second, its energy U depends upon the

temperature only, and not upon any other variable, in particular not upon

the volume. Therefore we may write:

TdS = CJT -f (aT/V)dV (18)

Cv here standing for something of which we need only know that it is a

function of T alone. Integrating, we find:

^ = i? In F + (function of temperature) + constant (19)

and lo! it is seen that the dependence of entropy on volume is precisely of

the sort which the theory is fitted to explain.

The next step is to adjust the value of the constant k. The constant a

aforesaid is proportional to the amount of gas in the box, proportional there-

fore to N : it is the constant ratio of a to TV to which k must be equated. For

the amount of gas let us choose one gramme-molecule. Then a assumes the

value always symbolized by R and called the "gas-constant", and N assumes

the value usually symbolized by No and called the "Avogadro number".

Both of these are known from experiment, and k is fixed by the equation

k - R/No (20)

The constant k is named in Boltzmann's honor, though in his time its value

was not known because the value of N'o was only vaguely apprehended.

Now we have settled what I called "the contribution of volume to en-
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tropy". It remains to interpret the rest of the right-hand member of (19),

which I will call "the contribution of temperature to entropy". To do this

we must re-enter the momentum-space.

From (15) and (5) and (8) we get, for the entropy Sm of the flock of dots

in the momentum-space:

Sm = -k\n W = - kN Zwi \n Wi

= -kNA 2 (In^ - BEi)e~'"'' (21)

Refreshing our memory from (10), we see that the first term of this expres-

sion reduces to —kNlnA. Refreshing our memory from (11), we see that

the second term reduces to -f kNBU or kBU. Referring now to one

gramme-molecule of gas, I put R for i\'^, and find

:

Sm^ -R\nA -\- kBU (22)

Sm is hereby given as a function of U, but a more complicated function than

appears on the surface, since A depends upon B (equation 10) and B upon V
(equation 11). Yet when we differentiate Sm with respect to U, and in so

doing take account of these complications, it turns out that we might as well

have been oblivious of them! for the result is the same as though A and B
were constants:

dSm/dU = kB (23)

Now the temperature, which has so often slipped into this argument in

ways more or less surreptitious, is about to make its formal and ceremonious

entry into the statistical picture. We turn back to equation (17), and

deduce:

dS/dU = 1/T (24)

The derivative here standing on the left is the derivative of entropy with

respect to energ>' under the condition of constant volume: a thermodynami-

cist would write it {dS/dU)v It is therefore properly to be identified with

the derivative in (23), and we make the two identical by putting:

B = 1/kT (25)

Now taking the entropy S to be the sum of Sc and 5„, , we find

:

S = Sc-\- Sm= - RlnA -\- U/T + R]nV - R In Vo (26)

and this is to be compared with (19), the thermodynamic expression for

entropy, which I repeat to make the comparison easier:

S =
I
(C^/T)dT + i? In F + constant (27)
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Comparing these, we see first of all that 7?/;; V appears in both, as was already

stated. It also seems at first glance that {
— RliiA + U/T) is to be identi-

fied with the integral in (27), and that —Rlii Vo is to be identified with the

constant in (27). This however is not necessarily the case, for {—Rln A +
U/T) may prove to include constant terms. Indeed they do; and we must

proceed to evaluate both .4 and U in terms of T in order to round off the

task.

I recall equation (10) and write it thus:

\/A = 2 exp {-Ei/kT) (28)

This is a summation, to which each cell contributes one term having the

value of E appropriate to that cell

—

Et for the iXh. cell. Of the volumes of

these cells I have thus far said nothing, except that all are equal. I con-

tinue to say nothing further, but I give to their common volume the symbol

//o • Let us now form the integral

:

III exp {-E/kT) dpjpydp., E = {\/2m) (pi ^ pi + pi) (29)

the range of integration extending over the whole of momentum-space.

This integral may be described as follows. Let the momentum-space be

divided into cells of unit volume. Each of these cells of unit volume makes a

contribution

exp (—E/kT)

to the integral, E standing now for the average value of E in the cell in ques-

tion. The integral is the sum of all of these contributions. Now let us in-

quire how much of a contribution is made by this same cell of unit volume to

the summation (28). This second contribution is made up of 1/Ho terms,

one for each of the cells of volume Ho which occupy the cell of unit volume.

The values Ei corresponding to these cells will not be exactly equal to the

value E corresponding to the entire cell of unit volume; but to the degree of

approximation which is now being used, the difference may be neglected.

The summation (28) is then equal to 1/Ho times the integral (25). Now the

value of the integral (29) is given in all tables of definite integrals, and in

terms of our symbols it amounts to

(iTrmkT)"'^

so we come to the conclusion:

In ^ = - In {lirmkTf'^ ^ In Ih

= -| In r - In (IwrnkY" + In Ho (30)
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Now we have attended to every term in (26) except the term JJ/T. Nearly

every reader will remember that the average kinetic energy of an atom of a

monatomic gas at temperature T is | kT. I therefore leave out the deriva-

tion of this result, except for showing the student how to begin on it: the

first step is to go back to equation (11) where an expression was given for 17,

and in that expression to replace the summation S Ei exp {
— BEi) by

(I/Hq) times the integral I I E exp {—BE)dpx dpy dp^. It follows that

U/T is (3/2) iV^, which for one gramme-molecule of gas is (3/2)R, which I

write as R In e^''.

The picture of entropy for a monatomic gas limned by the Boltzmann sta-

tistics, is now completed. Entropy is the function which follows:

S = lR\nT-{-R\nV -\- R\n ^^""'"'^^
(31)

2 K Ho

The dependence on volume is correct, i.e., just the same as in the thermody-

namic formula. The dependence on temperature is correct, for {3/2)R is

the value of the specific heat at constant volume per gramme-molecule of a

gas, the quantity C„ of equation (18). The additive constant, as to the

value of which thermodynamics says nothing, is fij^ed when the volumes

Fo and Hq of the elementary cells in the ordinary space and the momentum-

space are fixed.

Mixtures of Gases

Now we will go through the mental operation which is called "considering

a mixture" of two different monatomic gases, N' atoms of the one and N"
atoms of the other, in the same box and (necessarily) in the same momentum-

space. Let me denote by U' and U" , respectively, the energies of these

two gases; and by Ni — N'wi and Ni — Nwi , respectively, the numbers of

atoms of the two kinds in the ith. cell of momentum-space.

If we seek the most probable distribution of the first gas in the momentum-

space, making the stipulation that we will admit only such variations of the

quantities Wi as leave N' and U' unchanged—well, of course, we get the same

result as before, the distribution (8), with N' in place of N and (let me say)

A' in place of A and B' in place of ^. A' will depend upon B' and B' will

depend upon U'/N'. If we do the like with the second gas, we get anew to

the distribution (8) with N", A " and B" in place of N', ^ ' and 5'. A" will

not be the same as A' nor will B" be the same as B', unless it happens that

U"/N" is equal to U'/N' . There is no cause for surprise in this. In acting

this way we are only treating each gas by itself, and have as yet done nothing

which can be regarded as "considering a mixture".

Let us however seek the most probable distribution of the two gases, mak-
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ing the stipulation that we will admit only such variations of the quantities

Wi and Wi as leave N' and N" and i/ie sum of the energies U' and U"—not how-

ever the individual energies U' and U"—unchanged. In acting this way
we are doing something which may be regarded as "considering a mixture",

since we are allowing for the possibility that energy may pass from the one

gas to the other and the other to the one. Equally well are we considering

the case of two gases separated by a partition through which energy may
pass, but not the atoms. Since in such a case we really ought to take into

account the atoms and the energy of the partition also, we must appease the

critics by providing that the partition shall be very thin.

Choose any set of values of the quantities N

i

, which is to say, any particu-

lar distribution of the first gas; and choose any set of values of the quantities

Ni , which is to say, an}^ particular distribution of the second gas. Go back

to equation (1) and put primes on all the symbols N, Ni , N^ , • • • on the

right-hand side of that equation. The resulting expression gives the total

number of inventories or complexions of the first gas. Take oflf the primes

and affix double primes to each of these symbols. The resulting expression

gives the total number of inventories or complexions of the second gas.

Every complexion of either may coexist with any complexion of the other.

Therefore the total number of complexions of the pair of gases is the product

of the two expressions. It is this product which is TT for the pair of gases, be

they mixed or side-by-side.

With use of the Stirling approximation, the logarithm of IF for the pair

is the sum of two such expressions as we have seen in (5)

:

In W = -N"Zwi In w- - N^Zw- In w'! (32)

and its variation is:

8 In W = -iV'2(l + In Wi)8wi - iV"2(l -f In w")8w7 (33)

Let us now give a trial to the tentative distribution,

w'i = A' exp (-B'Ei), w" = A" exp {~B"E>> (34)

On substituting this into {33) we find that if B' is unequal to B", the dis-

tribution has a stationary value of IF with respect only to such variations

as leave the energies of the two gases separately unchanged—the result

which we had before. If however B' and B" are the same, then IF is

stationar>^ with respect to variations which leave the sum of the energies

unchanged, either being allowed to gain or lose so long as the other loses or

gains by an equal amount. Since each B is controlled by the corresponding

U/N, the distribution {33) has a stationary value of IF for variations of the

type in question if and only if the average energy of the atoms of each gas

is the same. Since each B controls the corresponding A , this condition of
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equal average energy makes the distributions of the two gases just the

same.

We have already seen that kB is the reciprocal of the temperature: for

it is the reciprocal of {dU/dS)v in our statistical picture, and the definition

of absolute temperature T is precisely that T is this derivative. The state-

ment to which we have come is, that the most probable state of the mixture is

the one in which T is the same for both components. It is often expressed in

this way : classical statistics shows that for two (or more) gases in equilibrium

with each other, the temperature must be the same. It is indeed a fact of

experience, and a most important one, that when two systems (be they gases

or be they not) are in thermal equilibrium, their temperatures are the same.

This has not hitherto been mentioned, and yet we seem to have derived it.

Quite a rabbit for the magician of the classical statistics to have pulled out

of the hat!

However, skeptical people who see a rabbit pulled out of a hat are inclined

suspect that either the rabbit was in the hat beforehand, or else there is no

rabbit. Let us inquire into the contents of the hat and see whether we can

find the rabbit there.

The first (and the last) question to be asked is: what is the difference be-

tween "different" kinds of gas in the statistical picture?

To the physicist or the chemist, different kinds of gas will be (for example)

mercury and helium. These differ in their spectra, boiling-points, chemical

properties, and quantities of other features. None of these features however

appears in the theory, and therefore none of them can contribute to the

result. The atoms also differ in mass, and for a moment this seems to be a

difference of which the statistical picture takes account, since the letter m
appears in some of our equations. However, it appears only in the ultimate

equations, those such as (29) in which the distribution-in-momentum is

expressed. It does not appear in the original form of the Maxwell-Boltz-

mann distribution-in-energy, the form shown in equation (8). It appears in

particular in the last term of equation (31), but not elsewhere. Apart from

this it may be said that in the classical statistics, all gases are the same gas.

This is a paradox, but only one of two. The other paradox is, that in

the classical statistics two parts of the same gas are different gases. This second

paradox arises from the numbering of the molecules, which is an essential

feature of the classical statistics.

Therefore in the statistical picture a mixture of N' atoms of mercury and

N" atoms of helium is distinguished by the fact that the mercur}^ atoms bear

one set of integer numbers (say those from 1 to N') and the helium atoms

another set (say those from iV' + 1 to TV' + N"). But if the atoms were all

helium atoms or all mercury atoms, they would also be divisible in many
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different ways into a set of N' atoms bearing one set of numbers and a set

of N" atoms bearing another set of numbers. Each set would obviously

have to have the same distribution, with the same A and the same B, as any

other set or as the totality of all the atoms. This conclusion, which is self-

evident in the case in which all the atoms are called "mercury", remains true

when some of the atoms are called "mercury" and others are called "helium".

We have done nothing but change the names of some of the atoms; we have

not imported into our theory anything which differentiates one kind of

atom from another kind. No wonder we have arrived at the conclusion that

all kinds have the same distribution-in-energy, the same A, the same B and

the same temperature! The rabbit was indeed in the hat, but it does not

look like so much of a rabbit.

The classical statistics therefore doesn't recognize any of the real dif-

ferences between atoms of different kinds, except for alterations in the last

term of (31); but it does make an artificial difference which creates the

astonishing result, that any two samples of the same gas are different gases!

At this point we may begin to wonder whether this peculiarity, which has

led to so apparently brilliant a result in respect of the equality of tempera-

tures in thermal equilibrium, might elsewhere lead us astray. It does; and

here appears the rift in the lute of classical statistics.

The Rift in the Lute

Let us imagine two boxes of equal size separated by a common partition,

each containing a gas consisting of N atoms, both gases at the same tempera-

ture. We will baptize one gas "mercury" and the other gas "helium".

Let an opening be made through the partition. It is known that in such a

situation in Nature, the two gases diffuse into one another, the final and
permanent condition being that in which the mercury and the helium are

equally distributed between the two boxes. The process of diffusion is an

example of what in thermodynamics is called an "irreversible" process. The
state of uniform mixing ought to correspond to the most probable state in

the statistical picture. But what does the statistical theory say?

The statistical theory says nothing about diffusion and nothing about

mixing. The statistical theory takes account of nothing but the facts that

the mercury had at its disposal the volume V before and the volume 2V
after the breaking of the partition, and ditto for the helium. The value V
contains M cells {M = V/Vo) and the volume 2V contains 2M cells. The
(approximate) probabilities of the uniform distribution are M^ before and

(2M)^ after. The latter is greater than the former; the entropy goes up by
Nk In 2 for each gas, by 2 Nk In 2 for the two of them, when the private pre-

serve of each is thrown open to the other. This gain is what is called the
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"entropy of mixing" though as we have seen it is really the "entropy of

expansion". It is the alteration in the second term of the righthand member

of (31).

But now suppose both of the boxes hold helium. One may indeed con-

tinue to suppose that when the partition is opened each one of the two

samples of helium undergoes an expansion, doubling its volume. The

entropy would then go up by 2 Nk In 2. However this looks so silly a thing

to say that no one, I feel almost secure in affirming, has ever said it. The

natural thing to say is, that the 2N atoms of helium distributed through

the two boxes at uniform temperature and uniform pressure have just the

same entropy-value whether or not the partition is broken.

What does the classical statistics say about this situation? Its answer can

be foretold. Since the two samples of helium are different by virtue of the

different numberings of the two sets of atoms, the classical statistics insists

that the entropy increase by 2Nk In 2 when the partition is broken, even

though the gases are the same. This is indeed, if I may pervert the poem,

"the little rift within the lute, which makes the classical statistics mute."

The achievement of predicting the uniform distribution in ordinary space,

the achievement of predicting the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution-law in

momentum-space, the achievement of providing the proper relation between

temperature and mean kinetic energy—all of these are unsettled by this

calamity.

Were I writing a strictly logical article I should quit at this point. No-

thing further can apparently be done, except to tamper with the classical

statistics in an effort to remove the unwanted result which has sprung forth

to plague us. To violate the logic of the classical statistics in order to

banish the undesired while keeping the desired results is a very questionable

act. In theoretical physics, it is not admissible that the end justifies any

and all means. Nevertheless so successful a feat of tampering has been

done, that I cannot refrain from mentioning it as I close.

Let me first express in a slightly different way the nature of the "rift".

Compare two samples of the same gas at the same temperature, one con-

sisting of N atoms in a volume V, the other consisting of xN atoms in a

volume xV. That which is called entropy in thermodynamics—and there-

fore that which is entropy, since it is the privilege of thermodynamics to

give the definition of entropy—is x times as great for the latter as for the

former. But that which the classical statistics calls entropy—or, as we must

admit, miscalls entropy—is not x times as great for the latter as for the

former. It would be, if there were x times as many atoms but just the same

number of cells. However, there are x times as many atoms but also x

times as many cells into which to put them. The number of complexions is

approximately W^ m the former case and {xMy^ in the latter, M standing
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for the number of cells in the former box. The thing miscalled entropy is

kNinM in the first case and (kxNlnM + ^.TA''ln.r) in the second case. It is

the term ^.vAHn.v which is the rift.

Clearly we could abolish this term by allowing the volume of the cells to

swell in the ratio .v:l when going from the former case to the latter. This

is the same as making Ho proportional to the number of atoms in the sample

of gas which happens to be under study. Since in equation (31) the volumes

T'o and //o (of the elementary cells in ordinary space and in momentum-

space) are indissolubly bound together in the product F0//0 , this is the same

as making T'o-^o equal to some constant multiplied by the number of atoms

under study.

Such, if I interpret correctly, was the idea proposed by Sackur in 1912.

While it does the task required, it is an "ad hoc" assumption of the most

barefaced character. If the gas under study is at first divided into two

parts by a partition and the partition is then abolished, the cells must be

supposed to swell up at the moment when the partition vanishes.

We can also abolish the fatal term by going back to equation (1) for the

number of complexions, and removing the factor Nl in the numerator and

replacing it by unity. We then have unity divided by the original de-

nominator, which in the (most probable) case of the uniform distribution is

(AYM)! raised to the power M, as I remarked on page 121. Using the

super-Stirling approximation, we find that the logarithm of one fraction is

(NlnM — iVlniV). The factor Nl which we formerly had in the numerator

killed off the term (—NlnN), but now that we have taken it out, this term

survives. If now we say that k times the logarithm of W/Nl shall be the

picture of entropy in the classical statistics, then the term (— ^MnA^)

•comes over into the right-hand member of (31). It may be amalgamated

with the last term already standing there; and when this is done, we find

VqHq multiplied by A^ exactly as Sackur put it there, and with the same

wished-for result.

This, if I interpret correctly, is the idea proposed in 1913 by Tetrode. It

does the task required of it, but its drawback is that the removal of the

factor Nl from the right-hand member of (1), a drastic piece of surgery as

it were, violates the system of the classical statistics.^

I was not, however, thinking merely of this achievement when on Page

132 I spoke of "a remarkably successful feat of tampering." To show the

^ This may seem too strong a statement. We are, after all, only asked to accept k In

(W/Nl) as our picture of entropy, instead of ^InlF; why be reluctant? But in effect, as I

see it, we are asked first to accept k\nWf as our picture of entropy, / being an arbitrary

function of A''; and then we are asked so to choose/, that the dependence of k In Wf on N
shall conform to the actual behavior of entropy. This is different from and much less

impressive than our original procedure, which consisted in first realizing that W is the

number of complexions, and then discovering that k In W depends on volume and on
temperature in just the right ways for entropy.
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magnitude of the achievement, I will rewrite equation (31) with two altera-

tions. The first consists in replacing R with Nk, so that the expression shall

refer not to a gramme-molecule of gas but to any number N of atoms. The

second consists in following Tetrode by affirming that the entropy is not

k In W , but k times the logarithm of W/N\ I follow him still further by

using, not the super-Stirling approximation in which iV In A" is written for

\nN\, but the better approximation in which {N iniV — N) or {N\nN — N]ne)

is written for In N\ The result is:

S = {3/2)Nk \nT + NkXnV - Nk\nN

+ Nk In [{2Trmk'"\"^/V^E,] (35)

This quantity newly chosen as the picture of "entropy" depends on volume

and on temperature in the right way, as did the other. The dependence on

N the number of atoms is now correct, and no wonder, for the new quantity

was chosen with that purpose. There is a fourth term in the right-hand

member which is proportional to N, and its value is completely determined

if the value of VqHq is fixed. The value which it takes when N is made equal

to iVomay be called "the chemical constant"; but this name has been spoiled

through being used with several different meanings, and should probably be

abandoned.

When to Fofl^o , the volume of the elementary cell in six-dimensional space,

there is given the value h^—the cube of Planck's constant—the resulting

value of the fourth term is excellently confirmed by experiments on all of the

noble gases, and (with less precision) by experiments on many of the mona-

tomic vapors of metallic elements. This is the achievement known as "the

verification of the Sackur-Tetrode formula" and it is indeed a grand one.

Anyone versed in thermodynamics will probably regard this not as a grand

result, but as an incomprehensible one! Are we not taught in thermody-

namics that nothing is ever measured about entropy except the differences

between its values under different conditions, so an additive constant like

the one in question must drop out of every verifiable equation, and its

value can never be found? How then can it make sense to speak of con-

firming the value of the fourth term on the right-hand side of (35)?

Well, actually it is a difference which is measured: the difference between

the entropy of the gas at any convenient temperature and volume and the

entropy of its solidified crystalline form at the absolute zero. This dif-

ference is found to be such, that if for the entropy of the gas one puts the

value (35) with h^ substituted for VoHq , then for the entropy of the crystal-

line solid at the absolute zero one finds the value: zero. This result—this

conclusion that the entropy of a crystal is zero at the absolute zero—is in

itself so desirable and welcome that it is taken as the confirmation of the
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Sackur-Tetrode formula. By "desirable and welcome" I mean that it is

harmonious with the idea that entropy is a measure of disorder, an idea

plausible in itself and fruitful in its applications. A chemical element per-

fectly cr^'stallized at the absolute zero is supposed to be the exemplar of

supreme order, and therefore its entropy ought to be nil. But this is an

enormous subject requiring at least one other article, and I am glad that my
attempt at writing such an article stands already in print in the June( 1942)

issue of this Journal.

Here then is the astonishing history of the Classical Statistics. By a

strangely artificial device, the numbering of atoms deemed identical, it

arrived at the proper distributions—that is, the distributions ratified by

experiment—in ordinary space and in momentum-space. It then proposed

a picture of entropy partially right, yet wrong in its dependence on the

number of atoms, and therefore fatally wrong. With another artificial and

dubious device, it corrected itself by adopting a new picture of entropy, this

time depending in the right way upon the number of atoms. With a third

artificial device (the introduction of Planck's constant in a peculiar way) it

completed the formula for entropy in a manner leading to the consequence

that the entropies of solidified cr^^ stallized elements are zero at absolute zero.

All of these feats and more were subsequently achieved by the New Statistics,

in a manner which I hope to explore on a later occasion.
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Poles and Pole Treatment.^ Reginald H. Colley. Studies made of

pole use and drainage on the southern pine forest have brought out that if

the demand for poles 35-feet and longer were to continue at the present rate,

a situation would soon develop in which these poles would be at a premium.

It would seem wise to use as many circumference classes as possible and to

broaden the use of poles of other species whenever it is practicable to do so.

Successful full length treatment of red pine, lodgepole pine, western cedar

and Douglas fir poles will help to broaden this use.

There has been a definite trend toward greater mechanization in pole

production. Machine shaving smooths the pole surface and accelerates

drying. Poles with square cut roofs and slab gains are all-purpose poles,

one design taking the place of four. New types of preservative treatment

—

greensalt, creosote-petroleum-pentachlorphenol and salt-creosote—are of

promise and must be considered, when current restrictions are removed, in

those cases where clean poles are mandatory.

Interesting breaking test data are reported which show that the modulus

of rupture of pole top sections average 90 per cent of the modulus of the

poles as a whole, and that pole tops are sufficiently strong to meet their

specified class breaking loads. This is of considerable importance where

poles are guyed.

Current groundline treatment methods, it is pointed out, should be applied

to untreated poles in line that are worth saving at the time of inspection, as

a part of the regular inspection procedure.

Hearing, the Determining Factorfor High-Fidelity Transmission.- Harvey

Fletcher. This paper gives the requirements for ideal systems for the

transmission of speech and music. These requirements are based on: 1.

Measurements of the threshold and frequency limits of the hearing of more

than 500,000 people at the New York and San Francisco World's Fairs;

2. measurements of the discomfort level of sound; 3. measurements of room

noise in a wide variety of locations; and 4. measurements of the frequency

limits and the maximum and minimum levels of speech, orchestral music,

and various instruments of the orchestra.

From this information and from judgment tests it is concluded that

substantially complete fidelity in the transmission of orchestral music is

^ Elec'l. Engg., Transactions Section, September 1942.

2Proc. /. i?. £., June 1942.
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obtained by use of a system having a volume range of 65 decibels and a

frequency range from 60 to 8000 cycles per second. Substantially complete

fidelity for the transmission of speech is obtained by a system having a

frequency range from 100 to 7000 cycles per second and a volume range of

40 decibels.

Preliminary experiments comparing a single-channel system and a two-

channel stereophonic (auditory perspective) system showed that stereo-

phonic transmission with an upper frequency limit of 5000 cycles per second

was preferred to single-channel transmission with an upper limit of 15,000

cycles per second. A definite improvement was obtained in the stereo-

phonic system by using three channels instead of two.

A New Direct Crystal-Controlled Oscillator for Ultra-Short-Wave Fre-

quencies.^ W. P. Mason and I. E. Fair. An ultra-high-frequency crystal

oscillator is described which utilizes a mechanical harmonic of an AT or BT
crystal. With the oscillator frequencies as high as 197 megacycles, hormon-

ics as high as the 23rd have been excited. Taking the second electrical

harmonic of the oscillator, frequencies as high as 300 megacycles, or 1 meter

have been obtained. Since a mechanical harmonic is used, the crystal can be

of a practical size to handle and adjust. The harmonic vibration of the AT
and BT crystals have as low a temperature coefficient as the fundamental

mode, and temperature coefficients of less than two parts per miUion per

degree centigrade are easily obtained. Stability curves for this type of

oscillator are shown and the results indicate that at 120 megacycles stabilities

in the same order of magnitude as for ordinary crystal oscillators can be

obtained. Without temperature or voltage control it appears likely that

the frequency should remain constant to ± 0.0025 per cent.

Some measurements have been made of the properties of harmonic crystals

at high frequencies. It was found that the () of a crystal is independent of

the frequency but in general increases with harmonic order. The ratio of

capacitances ^ of a crystal increases as the square of the harmonic order. It

is shown that in order to obtain a positive reactance in the crystal Q > 2r.

This relation will only be satisfied for harmonics of AT crystals less than the

7th. As a result oscillator circuits such as the Pierce circuit cannot be used

to drive crystals at high harmonic frequencies. A discussion of oscillator

circuits is given and it is shown that a capacitance-bridge oscillator circuit

with the crystal in one arm is the best type to use for high-frequency har-

monic crystals.

War Activities of the Bell Telephone System.^ Keith S. McHugh. The

scope of the Bell System's nation-wide service is, even in peace, difficult to

3 Proc. I. R. E., October 1942.
^ Bell Telephone Magazine, November 1942.
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visualize in its entirety. In war, when practically every phase of the na-

tional effort to overthrow the Axis aggressors depends in some part on swift

communication, both the extent and the importance of the System's con-

tributions to the winning of the conflict are beyond summarizing. In the

past two years, numerous articles in the Bell Telephone Magazine (listed at

the end of this article), and in the employee publications of the Associated

Companies, have described many aspects of the System's cooperation with

the armed forces, with industry, and with the civilian population. Now,

nearly a year after Pearl Harbor, it seems appropriate to review both the

System's preparations for the national emergency and the steps which it has

taken since war became no longer a threat but a fact. To the extent that

it is possible in limited space, this article rounds out the previous frag-

mentary parts of the whole picture.

The Number of Two-Terminal Series-Parallel Networks} John Riordan

and C. E. Shannon. This paper is concerned with the number of ways

n abstract (electrical) elements may be connected in series-parallel arrange-

ments and in particular with the way the number behaves for n large. After

a proof of a generating identity for the numbers given without proof by P.

A. MacMahon in 1892, the paper gives recurrences and schemes of computa-

tion by means of which MacMahon's table for the numbers is extended from

w = 10 to w = 30. The behaviour for n large is shown to be of the form

with A a fixed constant and X a real number between 2 -f- \/2 = 3.414

and 4 and closer to the former than the latter; indeed an approximating

function for which X is about 3.56 agrees with the numbers within 3% over

the range 7 to 20. These results are used to show that almost all switching

functions of n variables require at least

(1 - e) — 6 >
login

switching elements (make or break contacts) in series-parallel realization.

The Electrical Oscillations of a Perfectly Conducting Prolate Spheroid.^

Robert M. Ryder. The forced oscillations of a perfectly-conducting pro-

late spheroid of eccentricity nearly unity are shown to be decomposable into

"harmonics" corresponding to different modes of vibration, each harmonic

being quantitatively connected with a certain portion of the impressed elec-

tric field which drives the antenna. The harmonics contribute additively

to the current and field of the spheroid; each offers a characteristic imped-

^ Jour. Mathematics and Physics, August 1942.

^Jotir. Applied Physics, May 1942.
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ance to the driving field, and the properties of the antenna are a composite

depending upon the proportions of the various harmonics present. The

behavior of the harmonics with frequency is discussed cjuahtatively; analyti-

cal expressions obtained are useful chiefly at the resonant frequencies of the

antenna, where the most important harmonic becomes sinusoidal in char-

acter.

On Radiation from AntennasJ S. A. Schelkunoff and C. B. Feldman.

This paper presents some theoretical remarks and experimental data relating

to applications of the transmission-line theory to antennas. It is empha-

sized that the voltage, the current, and the charge are affected by radiation

in different ways, a fact which should be considered in any adaptation of

line equations to antennas.

It is shown experimentally and theoretically that in an antenna of length

equal to an integral number of half wave-lengths, which is energized at a

current antinode, the effect of radiation on the current and the charge

(but not on the voltage) can roughly be represented by adding to the resist-

ance of the wires another fairly simple term.

The Use of Secondary Electron Emission to Obtain Trigger or Relay Action}

A. M. Skellett. The use of secondary electrons to obtain trigger action

similar to that of a thyratron is described. An experimental tube and the

necessary circuits by which this action is achieved are discussed. This

combination gives the features of a triode with a relay or on and off feature,

resulting in an amplifier, oscillator, modulator, or other vacuum tube device

which may be turned on or off abruptly at high or low frequencies. In

addition, it can be used to replace thyratrons in many of their circuits where

Very low impedance is not necessary and is capable of much greater speeds

of operation in such applications.

A New Frequency-Modulation Broadcasting Transmitter} A. A. Skene

and N. C. Olmstead. A new frequency-modulation transmitter is de-

scribed which uses a novel amplifier circuit permitting an unusually simple

mechanical design and an economical vacuum-tube complement.

The choice and design of circuit components, governed by both mechani-

cal and electrical considerations, are discussed in detail.

A Secondary Frequency Standard Using Regenerative Frequency-Dividing

Circuits}'^ F. R. Stansel. A secondary frequency standard is described

7 Proc. I. R. E., November 1942.
^ Jour. Applied Physics, August 1942.
^ Proc. I. i?. £., July 1942.
10 Proc. I. R. E., April 1942.
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in which standard frequencies are derived from a 5-megacycle oscillator by

a series of frequency dividers. The advantage of obtaining standard fre-

quencies by frequency division rather than by frequency multiplication is

pointed out and the characteristics of the regenerative frequency dividers

used are discussed.

Some Mechanical Aspects of Telephone Apparatus}'^ J. D. Tebo and H.

G. Mehlhouse. Part I. It is seldom reahzed that the vastness of the

Bell System requires such an enormous amount of equipment and wires for

handling the 100,000,000 calls per day made by the people in the United

States. A total of 44,000 kinds of apparatus involving 170,000 different

parts are required. The crossbar switch, described in this article, is the

specific telephone switching mechanism used in the latest dial telephone

system.

Of particular interest in the crossbar switch is the design of contact springs.

These springs are essentially thin, metal beams of a rectangular cross section

but of varying cross sectional area along their length. They are clamped

at one end and are subject to bending as compound cantilevers. Since

the clamping is necessarily between relatively soft insulating materials,

the determination of the effective length of the spring in determining its

true deflection curve required the use of unique methods. Likewise, since

the springs are punched out of sheet stock at an angle to the grain direction

of the material, the modulus of elasticity does not remain the same for equal

cross sections of the same material. Consideration of these points was

necessary in determining the strength of the magnets for operating the con-

tact springs, as well as to insure that the stresses introduced in the springs

would not be excessive.

To study the motions of the various parts of the switch, both high speed

motion pictures and the "rapid record" oscillograph were used. The oscil-

lograph was provided with means for obtaining" shadowgrams" of the actual

movement of parts simultaneously with the changes in the electrical charac-

teristics of the magnets and contacts. The use of both the camera and

oscillograph provided valuable data for making improvements, both in

design and operating characteristics.

Part II. The manufacture of crossbar apparatus is accomplished on a

product basis; that is, the entire range of manufacturing operations is segre-

gated into one division, and practically all operations from raw material

to the completed product are performed in this division. More than 150

kinds of parts totaling an annual demand of 200,000,000 individual pieces

are required to produce the crossbar switches.

To produce these parts requires a number of special machines, tools, and

11 Mech. Engg., May 1942 and June 1942.
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operations. Of particular interest are the use of special progressive punch

and die tools, coil winding, contact welding and conveyorized assembly and

adjustment.

The use of heavy presses with large progressive punches and dies was

necessitated by the degree of accuracy required for this grade of equipment.

For example, the vertical unit base, weighing only f lb., is produced by a

75,000 lb. press, using a 3,500 lb. tool. Again, since 40,000,000 contact

springs are required annually, each of which must be attached to insulators,

automatic presses, conveyor belts and handling devices are required. Weld-

ing two contacts on each spring is accomplished by special welding presses

using rolls of contact metal tape, each contact being cut off just prior to

the welding process. A quality of less than one defective contact out of

20,000 is maintained.

The coils are wound in special machines in "sticks" of 5 to 7 coils with

.0007 inch thick cellulose acetate between each layer. A wire of a gage size

halfway between ^37 and #38 B & S is used on most of the coils because

of critical capabiHty conditions—the annual amount of wire of this size

being 125,000 lbs.

Assembly and adjustment of the switches proceeds on conveyor belts

from one end of a large room to the other—the procedure being set up in

such a way as to create a continuous flow of completed parts for wiring into

the large frames ready for installation in telephone exchanges.

Regulated Rectifiers in Telephone Offices}- D. E. Trucksess. For many
years rectifiers of the garage type were used in converting alternating cur-

rent to direct current for charging batteries used for communication pur-

poses. These batteries furnish power for relay operation, for talking, and

filament and plate supplies for repeaters. The rectifiers were of the manual-

control type where the operator selected the charging current by means of

tap switches or rheostats.

With the development of the thyratron type of tube, a rectifying means

was made available in which the grid of the rectifier tube could be used to

control its own output current by an electronic circuit. Rectifier circuits

were designed to maintain a constant output voltage. If a regulated recti-

fier is connected to a battery and the constant rectifier voltage is 2.15 volts

per cell, the load current will automatically come from the rectifier and not

from the battery. Also the battery will draw from the rectifier sufficient

additional current to maintain its charge. If the circuit voltage is held

within limits of less than plus or minus one per cent, the maintenance of

the battery is reduced and its life is extended.

The thyratron tube differs from the vacuum tube in that the grid does

^^ Elec'L Engg., Transactions Section, August 1942.
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not have a continuous control of the plate current. When a positive poten-

tial is applied to the plate, current does not flow until the magnitude of the

negative grid voltage is reduced to the critical value, at which time the plate

current flows, and the magnitude of the plate current depends upon the

voltages and impedances in the circuit. The grid has no further control,

and plate current flows until it is stopped by reducing the plate voltage

to zero.

Thyratron tubes use various gases and mixtures of gases. The earliest

type used mercury vapor, but this type of tube is quite sensitive to tempera-

ture changes. The grid characteristics are shifted materially by changes

in the room temperature in which it is operated, and in low temperatures

it is almost a vacuum tube. Thyratron tubes using argon gas are not

affected by temperature changes, but high-pressure argon tubes have a low

inverse voltage which limits their application to low-voltage rectifiers.

Tubes using low-pressure argon have a higher inverse voltage, but are ac-

companied by a high arc drop which makes their efficiency low. A mixture

of mercury vapor and argon has been found which provides the temperature-

stable grid characteristic of the argon tube and the low arc drop of the mer-

cury-vapor tube. This type of tube has been very successful with certain

regulating circuits, particularly at voltages less than 60 volts.

Five kinds of regulating circuits are used in telephone offices to hold the

output voltage of rectifiers constartt. The selection of the circuit to be used

depends upon the magnitude of the current, d-c voltage, and type of recti-

fying means to be used. Two forms of regulating circuits using thyratron

tubes and one using two-element high-pressure tubes were developed. A
fourth circuit using all vacuum tubes was adapted for telephone use. The
fifth kind uses a negative resistance.

In this paper a table shows the voltage and current output, type of control

of the rectifiers, and the rectifying means that have found widespread use

in the Bell System.

The regulated rectifier finds its applications in telephone offices where

constant voltage, independent of load and a-c line-voltage variations, is

required to supply filament grid bias and plate voltage to telephone re-

peaters. Certain measuring circuits require a regulated rectifier to supply

a stabilized voltage. Regulated rectifiers also find applications where con-

stant voltage is of secondary importance but an automatic power plant is

desired for maintaining storage batteries in a fully charged condition to be

ready to supply the power for telephone offices if the a-c power fails. A
further compensation of regulating the voltage is the increase in life ob-

tained from storage batteries if they are not continually being charged and

discharged but are fully floated.
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A Mineral Survey for Piezo-Electric Materials

By W. L. BOND

"DECAUSE of the increasing interest in piezoelectric materials in many
-*-' branches of science an exhaustive study of the minerals was under-

taken with the object of finding all the materials that could possibly be of

use for piezo-electric elements. Much help was derived from existing data.*

Considerations of symmetry show us that for a crystal to be piezo-elec-

trically active it must belong to a cr^^stal class that has no center of sym-

metry- (the Pentagonalicositetredral class of the cubic system, however,

although it has no center of symmetry cannot be piezo active) .^ This

makes twenty classes of possible piezo activity and twelve classes that could

not possibly be active. About 90% of the crystals found in nature fall in

those classes having centers of symmetry.

Although the mineralogical data are incomplete in their assignment of

minerals to definite classes in the seven systems, the existing data give a

start in the choosing of minerals likely to have useful piezo-electric

properties.

All available data were gone through to obtain the following list of min-

erals classified by cr>'stal structures. As many of the non-centric ones as

were obtainable in the United States were tested by the method of Geibe

and Scheibe* (resonance in a thermionic oscillator circuit). Whenever the

authorities differed on the classification of a mineral it was so examined if

obtainable.

In the mineral list, each mineral is numbered according to the number of

the class in Groth's Physikalische Kristallographie, as follows: (*) indicat-

ing classes of possible activity:

1 r>- -J 1 r Triclinic system
2 Finacoidal j

-^

1 Dana—A System of Mineralogy, Ford—Dana's Textbook of Mineralogy; Groth

—

Chemische Kristalographie; Landolt Bornstein—Tabellen; International Critical Tables;

Zeitschrift fur Kristalographie.
- W. Voigt, Kristal physik.
^ Zeits f Physik 2,3, pg. 761 (1925).
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*3 Sphenoidal
4 Domatic
5 Prismatic

Monoclinic system

*6 Bisphenoidal]
*7 Pyramidal [ Orthorhombic system
8 Bipyramidal

J

*9 Bisphenoidal
*10 Pyramidal
*11 Scalenohedral
*12 Trapezohedral
13 Bipyramidal

*14 Ditetragonal Pyramidal
15 Ditetragonal Bipyramidal

*16 Pyramidal
17 Rhombohedral

*18 Trapezohedral
*19 Bipyramidal
*20 Ditrigonal pyramidal
21 Ditrigonal Scalenohedral

*22 Ditrigonal Bipyramidal

*23 Pyramidal
*24 Trapezohedral
25 Bipyramidal

*26 Dihexagonal Pyramidal |

27 Dihexagonal Bipyramidal]

Tetragonal system

Rhombohedral system

Hexagonal system

*28 Tetrahed ral-Pentagonal-Dodecahedral
29 Pentagonal Icositetrahedral

30 Dj-akis-Dodecahedral
*31 Hexakis-tetrahedral

32 Hexakis Octahedral

Cubic system

In addition to the above classification, the following list of minerals is

annotated with the following symbols:

A = active by test

I = inactive by test

R = unavailable or rare

M = mineral occurs only massive, amorphous or

in other unsuitable form
S = crystal always very small

H = mineral is always non-homogeneous
U = unstable

C = electrically conducting
? = class not absolutely certain
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Anglesite
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Deweylite
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Labradorite
Langbanite
Langbeinite
Langite
Lanthanite
Lapis-lazuli

Laumontite
Laurionite
Laurite
Lautarite
Lavenite
Lawsonite
Lazulite

Lazurite
Leadhillite

Lehnerite

Lehrbachite
Leonite
Lepidolite

Lepidomelane
Leucite

Leucophanite
Leucophoenicite
Libethenite
Limonite
Linarite

Linnaeite
Licroconite

Liskeardite

Lithiophilite

Loeweite
Loellingite

Loparite
Lorandite
Loranskite
Ludlamite
Ludwigite

Magnesite
Magnetite
Magnetoplumbite
Malachite
Malacon
Mallardite

Manganhedenbergite
Manganite
Manganophyllite
Manganosite
Manganotantalite
Marcasite
Margarite
Margarosanite
Margasite
Marialite

Marignacite
Marmolite
Marshite
Martite
Mascagnite
Matlockite

Maucherite
Meionite

2
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Pleonast
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Troostite
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Epsomite gives a marked response but the crystals are generally small and

they do not weather well. There is some possibility, however, that they

can be made artificially.

Boracite gives a marked response, but boracite alters slowly. Its imper-

manence may bar it for some uses.

Stibiotantalite occurs only in thin scales, and the necessary cuts must be

made in the most wasteful way. Twinning is prevalent and the composi-

tion varies widely.

Scolecite occurs only as small crystals a few millimeters in diameter and a

centimeter or so in length, uniformly twinned.

lodyrite has been found to be active by other investigators. It is

electrically conductive, very soft and not very common.

Struvite is soft, unstable, and occurs only in small crystals.

Zunyite occurs only in minute crystals.

Langbeinite slowly changes its crystal structure. It may be made ar-

tificially so may be of some use if it can be kept from alteration.

Leucophanite and Meliphanite are related minerals. Neither seems to

occur in good (i.e., homogeneous and untwinned) crystals of usable size.

Wurtzite does not appear very active but good crystals were not

obtainable.

Tiemannite crystals were also unobtainable, but fragments of massive

tiemannite responded. Crystals might respond more energetically if they

were obtainable, but minerals that are too difficult to get would not be of

practical use.

Epistilbite occurs only in small specimens, uniformly twinned.

The mineral clinohedrite is strongly active but crystals are very rare.

Cronstedtite and Edingtonite are very weakly active. Crystals of these

are very rare.



The Fundamental Equations of Electron Motion

(Dynamics of High Speed Particles)

By L. A. MacCoU

I. Introduction

In work relating to the motion of electrons and other particles it is fairly

common to assume that the particles obey the laws of Newtonian dynamics.

That is, briefly, it is assumed that the rectangular coordinates (x, y, z) of

the particle under consideration satisfy the differential equations

mx = X, my = Y, mz — Z,

where m is the mass of the particle (assumed constant), X, ]', and Z are the

components of the applied force, and the dots indicate differentiation with

respect to the time t.

However, it is well recognized now that the above equations are not

strictly correct, and that they merely represent an approximation which is

adequate when the speed of the particle is sufficiently small compared with

the speed of light. The system of dynamics based upon the correct equa-

tions^ (which will be exhibited presently) is commonly called relativistic

dynamics, not because any knowledge of the theory of relativity is essential

to its understanding and use-, but because it is in agreement with the theory

of relativity (which Newtonian dynamics is not), because it was first de-

veloped in connection with work on the theory of relativity, and because

even yet virtually all of the expositions of the subject are to be found in

books and papers dealing primarily with the theory of relativity.

Just where the dividing line should be set between cases in which New-

tonian dynamics is an adequate approximation and cases in which it is

necessary to use relativistic dynamics is, of course, a rather vague question

which cannot be answered simply and definitely. We may note, however,

1 It is not the purpose of this article to discuss questions of fundamental physics, or

the physical validity of any particular equations. For purposes of discussion, we assume
outright that relativistic dynamics is at least more nearly correct than is Newtonian
dynamics.

* The theory of relativity can be described briefly as a theory of the relations between
the descriptions of phenomena in terms of different systems of reference. We shall not

be concerned with this theory, because we shall be employing the same reference system
throughout most of our discussion. In the final section of the paper we shall consider

purely geometrical transformations of the coordinate system. These transformations,

however, involve nothing that is really characteristic of the theory of relativity in the

usual sense.
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that according to relativistic dynamics the mass of a five thousand volt

electron is about one per cent greater than the mass of an electron at rest.

From this we can infer that, while Newtonian dynamics may be adequate

for many purposes in our studies of electron motion, we do not have any

great amount of margin, and that it will be necessary to use relativistic

dynamics whenever we wish to obtain really good results concerning the

motion of even moderately high speed electrons.

This article is purely expositor}^ Its purpose is to set forth the funda-

mental equations and theorems of relativistic particle dynamics in a clear

and concise form, unencumbered with any material relating to the theory of

relativity proper. Almost all of the material is to be regarded as already

known, but apparently it is only to be found in an inconvenient and scattered

form. The incomplete bibliography at the end of the paper gives references

to some of the more accessible sources of this and other related material.

II. The Elementary Differential Equations of Motion

Our discussion might be begun in any one of a number of ways, and no

doubt the different approaches would appeal unequally to different readers.

Considering the nature and purposes of this article, the author has deemed

it best to begin by writing down at once the differential equations of motion

of a particle (according to relativistic dynamics) in their most elementary

form. Then, for the purposes of this discussion, these equations will have

the status of a fundamental assumption. It need hardly be said that the

equations are not written down arbitrarily. On the contrary, they represent

the consensus of modern opinion as to the laws under which particles really

do move.^ The grounds, experimental and theoretical, for this opinion are

set forth in various of the works cited in the bibliography.

For the time being, until the contrary is stated in the final section, we

employ a fixed rectangular coordinate system. Instead of denoting the

coordinates of the particle by x, y, and 2, as we have done provisionally in

the Introduction, we shall denote them by Xi, X2, and .V3. Then ±1, Xi, and

^3 denote the components of the velocity of the particle. The components

of the force acting on the particle will be denoted by Xi, X2, and X3. For

the time being we need only note that the force may depend upon the

coordinates, the velocity, and the time; later on we shall introduce some

more explicit assumptions about the force. The symbol c will be used to

denote the speed of light in vacuo.

^ The validity of these laws is not unrestricted. It is Umited on the one hand by the

quantum phenomena which become appreciable on the atomic scale, and on the other hand
by certain phenomena revealed by the general theory of relativity which become
appreciable on the cosmic scale.
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We assume that the particle moves, under the influence of the force (.Yi,

X2, X3), so that its coordinates satisfy the system of diflferential equations

d moxr.
^^^^ (n = \,2,3), (1)

dt Vi - (»Vc=')

where Wo is a positive constant characteristic of the particle, and v- is an

abbreviation for the expression x{- + ±2^ + is'.* The positive value of the

square root is the significant one; and wherever square roots appear in the

subsequent work it will be understood, unless the contrary is stated, that

the positive values are intended.

A few remarks may help bring out the significance of the foregoing assump-

tion and its relations to the corresponding fundamental assumption of

Newtonian dynamics.

We call the constant Wo the rest-mass of the particle, and we assume (in

accordance with the experimental evidence) that mo is identical with the

mass of the particle which is used in Newtonian dynamics. In relativistic

dynamics the quantity ni defined by the equation

mo

Vl - (z'Vc^)

is called the mass of the particle. We note that as v/c approaches zero the

mass approaches the rest-mass (whence the appropriateness of the latter

term), and that as v/c approaches unity the mass increases without limit.

Consider the vector having the components Pi, p2, ps defined by the

formulae

VI - (v-/c-)

We call this vector the momentum of the particle. The momentum is equal

to the velocity of the particle multiplied by the mass.

Now equations (1) assert that the time-rate of change of the momentum
of the particle is equal to the applied force.

We have already observed that as v/c approaches zero the relativistic mass

of a particle approaches the Newtonian mass. We now note that as v/c

approaches zero the components of the relativistic momentum approach

the values

pn = mo Xn, (20

* We might merel}' say that v is the speed of the particle. However, for our immediate
purposes, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that f is a certain particular function

of the components of velocity.
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which are precisely the components of the momentum according to the

Newtonian theory.

Finally, as v/c approaches zero, the differential equations of motion (1)

approach the forms^

- (moXn) = Xn, (10

which are the Newtonian differential equations of motion.

Thus we see that Newtonian dynamics is in effect a simplified approximate

form of relativistic dynamics which is valid when the speed of the particle

under consideration is sufficiently small compared with the speed of light.

Let us carry out the indicated differentiations in equations (1), and then

solve the resulting equations for the quantities nioXi, m^xt, m^xz. The work

is straightforward, and need not be given here. We obtain the following set

of formulae:

m^xi = (1 — V c
2 -2\-l/2

2 -2n-1/2
niQX2 = {l — V c )

2 -2x-l/2

X,
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and that the particle responds to a force perpendicular to the velocity as

would a Newtonian particle of mass

•Wo

For this reason, it was usual in the early work on relativistic dynamics to

ascribe two masses to a particle: the longitudinal mass m., and the transverse

mass nit. However, in general this procedure leads only to inconveniences,

and it has been almost entirely abandoned.

This concludes our discussion of the elementary differential equations of

motion. Without any further general theory of relativistic dynamics it is

possible to solve many interesting and important problems. For instance,

it can be shown easily that the trajectory of a particle subjected to a force

which is constant in magnitude and direction is a catenary (rather than a

parabola, which is the curve predicted by Newtonian dynamics). In the

following sections we shall discuss some of the less elementary parts of the

subject.

III. The Lagrangian Equations

In the foregoing the components of the applied force have been any func-

tions of the coordinates, the components of the velocity, and the time.

However, in problems concerning the motion of electrons, and for that

matter in many other physical problems also, we are usually concerned with

forces of a somewhat special kind. Throughout the remainder of the article

we shall assume that the force belongs to this special class.

We consider four given functions of the coordinates and time, namely

V(Xi, X2, Xs, t), An(Xi, X2, X3, t)

,

(w = 1, 2, 3),

and we assume that the components of the force are given by the formulae

__dV _dAr
A 1 — — -— —- i- X2

dxi at

dAi dA]

dXi 8x2;]

dX2 dt 1_ 8X2

~dAx

_dxz
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concerning the force is the following. V{xi, .T2, Xz, t) is the potential energy

of the electron in an electromagnetic field; that is

V{xi, .T2, X3, /) = — ev?(a-i, .T2, Xz, t),

where e is the absolute value of the electronic charge, and <p(xi, X2, xz, t) is

the scalar potential of the field. The functions An(xi, X2, X3, t) are related

to the components fl„(.ri, x^, Xz, t) of the vector potential of the field by the

equations

An{xu ^1, Xz, t) = — ea„(xi, .T2, Xz, t).

The terms —dAn/dt are — e times the contributions of the vector potential

to the components of the electric force. The quantity dAz/dx^ — dAi/dxz

is —eBi, where Bi is the .Ti-component of the magnetic induction; and

similarly for the quantities dAi/dxz — dAz/dxi and dA2/dxi — dAi/dx2.*

In other cases also, equations (4), which may degenerate considerably, can

be interpreted without difficulty.

Now we define a function L{xi, X2, xz, Xi, X2, Xz, i) of the coordinates, the

components of the velocity, and the time, as follows:

L= - moc^il - v^c-^)"^ - V -\- XiAi + 0-2^2 + XzAz. (5)

We call this the Lagrangian function.

We write the equations

carry out the indicated differentiations, and readily verify that the resulting

equations are identical with those obtained by substituting the expressions

(4) in equations (1). Hence, equations (6) are merely a form of the differ-

ential equations of motion. We call equations (6) the Lagrangian equations.

The chief importance of these equations is due to the ease with which they

enable us to use coordinate systems which are not rectangular. This will

be discussed in the final section.

In the Newtonian case, i.e. the case in which the speed of the particle is

small compared with the speed of light, the Lagrangian function reduces

approximately to the form

L = -moc"^ + -^ (^1^ + ^2^ + ^3") - V + XiAi -\- X2A2 + ^3 Az . (5')

* These relations between the ^'s and the components of the vector potential, and
between the partial derivatives of the yl's and the components of the magnetic induction,

are based upon the use of the M.K.S. system of units. If we measure the electromagnetic

quantities in other units, certain constant proportionality factors may appear in the

relations.
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If we employ the function (5') in equations (6), we do indeed get the New-

tonian differential equations. Since the constant term —m^c- is of no

effect in the formation of the differential equations of motion, it is ordinarily-

omitted in writing the Newtonian form of the Lagrangian function.

IV. Hamilton's Canonical Equations

Let us write

pn + -I„ = TTn. (7)

Solving equations (2) for ±1, ±2, X3, we get the result

in = CpnimC + pi + p2' + pzT^^^

= c(7r„ - ^„)[Wc' + (xi - Aif + (tts - A^f + (t3 - A,fV'\

Also, it is readily seen that the differential equations (1) can be written,

with the aid of equations (7) and (8), in the form

dV
,

. dAx
,

. a.42
, . dAz

Tn= — ^~ -T Xi —~ + X2 -— -\- Xs -—
dXn OXn OXn OXn

(9)

= -|^- c±[mo'c'+(^i - Aif + (tt, - A2f + (ra - A^ff'.

Now let us define a function ^^(.Vi, X2, X3, xi, X2, tts, /) as follows:

H = c[moV + (tti - .4i)- + (tto - A2f + (tts - .43)']'^' + V. (10)

Then equations (8) take the forms

(11)Xn =
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In the Newtonian case the Hamiltonian function given by (10) reduces

approximately to the form

H = m,c^ + ;^ [(tti - A{f + (x2 - A^f + (tts - -43)'] + V. (10')
2mo

The equations (11) and (12), with H given by (10'), are equivalent to the

Newtonian differential equations of motion (1'). Here again the constant

term niQC^ is of no effect, and it is ordinarily omitted in writing the New-

tonian form of the function H. The Newtonian forms of the functions H
and L satisfy the identity (13), whether or not the constant terms Woc^ and

— moc'^ are included.

V. Static Fields of Force: The Energy Integral; Natural Families

OF Trajectories

By equations (11) and (12), we have the relation

3

dl dt n=l

dH
..

dH .

OXn OTn

dH dH dH dH
dt n=l {_dXn dlTn dlTn dXn_

dH^

dt
(14)

In particular, if no one of the functions V, Ai, A2, Az involves the time

explicity, we have dH/dt — 0, so that the value of H remains constant

during the motion of the particle. That is, under the condition stated we

have

Woc'[l — v"^
c"^]"^'^

-f V(xi, X2, xs) = constant. (15)

In the Newtonian case equation (15) reduces approximately to the form

moc -{- — V -f V(xi, X2, X3) = constant,

which is equivalent to the equation

— iJ + V(xi, X2, X3) = constant. (15')

It is well known that this equation is a consequence of the Newtonian

differential equations of motion.

The left-hand member of equation (15') is the energy of the particle in
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Newtonian dynamics, the first and second terms being the kinetic energy

and the potential energ}^, respectively. The equation itself is called the

energy integral. Similarly, we call (15) the energy integral in relativistic

dynamics, and we call the expression

2r^ 2 -21-1/2
I

Tr

the relativistic energy. This energy is the sum of three parts: the proper

energy nioc'^, the relativistic kinetic energy

2t. 2 -2i-l/2 2

moc [I — V c \ — ntoc
,

and the potential energy V.

The totality of possible trajectories of a particle in a static field of force

forms a five-parameter family. We now see that if the field of force is

static and of the kind we are considering now, the five-parameter family of

curves consists of ^ ^ four-parameter subfamilies, each of which corresponds

to a different value of the energy of the particle. Each of these four-param-

eter subfamilies is called a natural family of trajectories. We proceed

to derive the differential equations defining a natural family.

If the constant in the right-hand member of equation (15) is denoted by

the symbol E, we have the relation

ii[i + A-r + x7r - c[i - mic^iE - vrr\ m
where

Hence,

.r2 = dx-z/dxi, X3 = dx^/dxi

dt = cr-\\ + .v^ + .r;Y''[l - nilc' (E - VrV dx,.

From this, and the two equations

d moX2 dV
dt{\ - vH-^y- dx2

. VdAs _ dAfl _ . VdA^ _ dAil
* ^

|_ dx2 dxs J [_ dxi dX2 J
'

moxs dV ^ rdAi _ dA/] _ ^
VdAs _ dAfi

\_ dxs dxi J |_ dx2 dx3 J

'

dt (1 - z;2c-2)i/2 ar

it follows that we have the following system of differential equations defin-

ing the natural family of trajectories corresponding to the total energy E:

' In the theory of differential equations, an equation relating the unknowns involved
in a system of differential equations, their derivatives of orders less than the highest orders
appearing in the system, the independent variable, and one or more arbitrary constants,
is called an integral of the system of differential equations.
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n+X2 -\-xz\ -T-
dxi

( ,\(E-Vf-mlc'J'\

2 4il/2= ^[{E-Vy-mUl
0X2

\ [_ dX2 oxz J |_ dxi

Ml
5ar2

(17)

dXi
[(E-Vy-moc]2 4il/2

, n ,

'2 1 /2,_i/2 /r5-4i 6.431 / [dAs dA2l\

\\_dx3 dxij \_dX2 oxzj/

The equations which correspond to (17) in the Newtonian case are most

readily obtained by going back to the Newtonian differential equations of

motion and employing the integral

mov'^/2 + V — E.

An easy calculation, which is entirely parallel to the foregoing, gives us the

following system of equations:

ni/2N

[1 + :*;2 + X33 J 1— ( ^2
dx\ \

E - V
LI + X2 + acs J dxo

(E - V)

+ [2wo(l + X2 + X3 )]

'2vi-l/2
X3

-1/2 _^ / / r E -

dXl \'l\+ X2
[1 + x'i'' + x's ]

+ [2mo(l + X2' + x^')r'' ([^^

^£3

.
dX2

- V

dA,

dX3

-|l/2

dAo

_dxi

dAi

6x2

+ Xs J

_ djU'

dxi

(170

— X2

dXs

dAs

8x2

{E - Vf

dA2

dXs

On comparing the systems of equations (17) and (17'), we get the follow-

ing useful theorem.

If the constants E, E*, mo, m*, k, and the functions {of Xi, X2, xs,) V, Ai, A2,

A3, V*, Ai*, A*, A* are such that we have identically

{E - Vy -mlc = k\E* - V*),

dA3 _ dA2 _ k

dx2 dxz c{2mo*) 1/2 L dX2 dX3 J
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dA2
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dynamics of a particle. All constants, variables, and functions considered

here are understood to be real.

Let Fit, X, y, z, p, q, r) be a function of the seven arguments indicated,

which, together with all of its partial derivatives of the first three orders, is

continuous in a region R defined as follows:

ai < / < 02,

bi < X < 62,

R: Ci < y < C2,

dx < z < ^2,

p, q, and r unrestricted,

the a's, b's, c's, and d's, being constants.

Let x{t), y{t), z(t), (p{t), \p{t), and co(/) be continuous functions with con-

tinuous first derivatives, and let e, 77, and d be parameters, independent of /,

such that we have the relations

b, < x{t) + eifit) < b,,

ci < y{i) + #(/) < C2, (oi < / < 02).

di < z{t) + 0co(/) < d.,

Let Ti and To be constants, and let h and /o be parameters, such that

fli < Ti ^- h < T2 + h < 02.

We now consider the integral

/(e, V, 0. h, (2)

= [ ' F{t, X i- e^,y-^ v^, z + Oco, x' 4- e<p', y' + rixP\ z' + do:') dt.

It can be shown without difficulty that the integral exists and is a differen-

tiable function of e, ??, 6, h, ti. We are interested in formulae giving the

values of dl/de, dl/dr], dl/dd, dl/dti, dl/Sti at the point e = -q = 6 ^ t^ =

t. = 0.

^ Since this section is purely mathematical, the constants, variables, and functions do

not necessarily have any special physical significance.

"We treat the case of a function of seven arguments in order to fix the ideas, and

because this is a case we shall meet in Section VII. However, the discussion applies

essentially to other cases as well. In particular, in Section VII we shall also deal with a

case in which F has only five arguments, s and r being absent.
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By a well known theorem concerning the differentiation of definite

integrals with respect to parameters," we have

di

de

a/

+ <^'n7„-r F{t, X + e(^, • • •
, z' + Oo)') dt,

d(x -\-e<p) ^ d(x' + e/)_

= -F[l\ + h , x(Ti + h) + e<^CA + /i), • • •
, z'(T, + k) + do^'iT, + /,)],

= F[To + /2 , x(To + /,) + ec^(r2 + /2), • • •
, z'CA + /o) + dc^'iTo + /2)I.

The formulae for dl/drj and dl/dd are similar to that for dl/de, and need

not be written down.

In particular, if [dI/de]o, etc. denote the values of the derivatives at the

point e — 7] = 6 = ti = t2 = 0, we have

a.r dx'

dy dy'_

F{t, X, •• ,z') di,

F(t, X, • • •
, s') dt,

Fit, x,---,z') dt. (18)
ado = I. r ^2

"^ "' ^'

[i]o ^ ^^^^' '^^^^^' •
'

''^^'^^'

The first three of equations (18) can be transformed to advantage, as

follows. Integrating by parts, we obtain the formula

£V i, F(/, .,..., z')J^ = [,^,^(,, ,,...,, J
(i/aa;'

,
2') ^/,

dt

and similar formulae for the integrals

and

f
\' ^, F{t, x,---,z') dt.

J Ti dz

" The theorem is given, often in the form of two separate theorems, in most works on
Advanced Calculus and the Theory of Functions of Real Variables. See the bibhography.
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It follows, therefore, that we have

An important special case is that in which ti and ^2 are zero (so that the

limits of integration are fixed), and

<p{Ti) = cp{T,) = ^pm = yp{T,) = co(ri) = coCra) = 0.

In this case we have in general

/(<, ,, e, 0. 0) - 7(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) = «Q ,(0 [^ -
1^g A

/"',, fay "i a^1 J, , „
/"" /Afaf rf aj

+ o{t, 7], e),

where o(6, ??, 0) denotes a term, the exact form of which is unimportant,

which is such thai the expression

o(e, 77, 6)

approaches the limit zero as e, tj, and 6 tend simultaneously toward zero. |

In particular, if the functions .r(/), y{t), z{t) satisfy the system of differen-

tial equations

ddF_dF^ d dF _dF ^ ddF_d_F^^
dtdx' dx ' dtdy' dy ' dt dz' dz ' ^~ ^

we have (for all choices of the functions (p, \p, co subject to the conditions

stated)

/(e, 7j, d, 0, 0) - /(O, 0, 0, 0, 0) = o{e, t?, 9). (21)
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Also, it can be shown without difficulty that in order that we have (21), for

all such choices of v?, xp, w, it is necessary that .v, y, and z, satisfy the equations

(20).*

The last result can be stated in the following summary, and not quite

explicit, form: If, and only if, the functions x(/), y(t), z(/) satisfy equations

(20), the integral

fJ T F{t, X, y, z, x', y', z') dt (22)

is stationary with respect to infinitesimal variations of the functions ;v(/),

y(/), z{t) which leave the terminal values unaltered.

The problem of finding functions which render the values of definite

integrals stationary is the chief subject of the Calculus of Variations.

The equations (20) are called the Eulerian equations of the Calculus of

Variations problem of making the value of the integral (22) stationary, or,

as we usually say, of maximizing or minimizing the integral.

VII. Hamilton's Principle and the Principle of Least Action

We immediately recognize equations (6) as the Eulerian equations of a

problem in the Calculus of Variations. Thus we have the following principle

{Hamilton''s principle):

The particle moves, under forces of the type (4), so that the value of the integral

Ldt,
/Jit

with /i and ti held fixed, is stationary with respect to infinitesimal variations of

the functions Xn{t) which leave the initial and final points unaltered.

The precise meaning of this is determined by the discussion given in

Section VI.

Hamilton's principle leads to the relativistic or Newtonian differential

equations of motion, according as we use in it the function L given by (5)

or by (5').

A little inspection suffices to show that the system of equations (17) is

also the system of Eulerian equations of a problem in the Calculus of

d dp dp
* In brief, suppose that — — were not zero for some value of /. Then if we should

at dx dx
choose a function <p(/) which was (say) positive in the neighborhood of that value, and zero
elsewhere, the integral

r^2 fdP _ d_dF^l

J J,
\dx dt dx' \

dt

would have a value other than zero. We shall not give the actual proof here; it is to be
found in the works on the Calculus of Variations cited in the bibliography.
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Variations. Thus we get the so-called principle of least action, which can be

stated as follows:

The particle moves, in a static field of force of the type (4), and with the

prescribed total energy E, in such a curve that the value of the integral

r^^^' ([1 4- x[' + oc':r-[{E - Vfc-' - mlc'\"' + A, + A,x, + ^3:^:3) dx,,

with the limits of integration held fixed, is stationary with respect to infinitesimal

variations of the trajectory which leave the end points unaltered.

We have a precisely similar principle in Newtonian dynamics, but here

the integral in question is

f
" '

([1 + X2 + x7\"\2m,{E - V)r- + Ax + A^x'^ + ^3^3) dx,.

The last two integrals can be written more symmetrically, but not quite

so explicitly, as follows:

r^ (\fi? T/\2 -2 2 2ii/2
I

. dxi A dx2
. . dx^ ,

j^^[[iE-V)c -m^c] +M-^ + A,- + A,-ys,

/:•('
,1/2 , ^ dxi

, ^ dx2
, ^ dx?,

[2m,{E - V)X" + ^^^ + ^2 ^' + A^ ^1 ds,

where Pi and P2 denote the end points of the trajectory, and ds' = dxi +
dX2 + ^-^"3-

VIII. The Hamilton-Jacobi Theory

Let us write

W= L[xi(t),X2{t),x^{t),x[it),X2it),xUt),t]dL (23)
hi

We have already studied the variation of IF when /i and to are held fixed,

and the functions ;v„(/) are varied in such a way that the terminal values are

unaltered; and we have shown that under these circumstances the variation

of W vanishes, to the first order of small quantities, in the natural motion. ^-

In the following we shall study the variation of II' under some other

conditions.

Specifically, we shall study the quantity All' defined by equation (23)

and the equation

LMt) + Ut), • , xs{t) + ^3(0, ^1 dt,

• l + Ati

12 I.e. a motion satisfying equations (1).
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where the functions .t„(/) represent a natural motion, the ^„(t) are small

functions, and Ati and A/2 are small parameters.

It follows from the results of Section VI that we have (to within terms

of the second order in small quantities)'*

AW = At2L[x,(t2), ••• ,a-3(/2),/2]

- A/iL[xi(/i), ••• ,a-3(/i),/i]

dL

dx'
Uti)

n=l \_OXnJt=-t2 71=1

AhL[xr{h), ••• ,x[{h),to\

- AtiUxiih), ,xz{li),ti]

3

+ Z Wnit-^Ui-i) - 7r„(/i)^„(/i)].
74= 1

Let us write

(A:v„)2 = .T„(/2 + A/o) + Ui2 + A/o) - :v„(/2) = Uh) + x'M a/2,

(A.r„)i = Xnih + A/i) + Uli + A/i) - .Y„(/i) = Uk) + .t'„(/i)A/i,

so that (Axi)2, (A.V2)2, (Ax's)2 are the coordinate differences of the terminal

points of the varied and unvaried curves, and similarly (A.ri)i, (A:r2)i, (Ax3)i

are the coordinate differences of the initial points. Then we have the

formula

AW = (iMk),] - Z 7r„(/2)/„(/2) j
A/2

- f LU-i(/i), • • •] - S 7r„(/i)xl(<i) j A/i

3

+ S [7r„(/2)(Ax„)2 - 7r„(/i)(A.v„)i],
n=l

which, by equation (13), can be written in the form

AH' = -H[xM, • • •] A/2 + HMh), • • •] A/i

3

+ E Wn{k){AXn)2 - 7r„(/i)(A.T„)l]. (24)
n=l

Now, the integration in (23) being taken over a natural motion of the

particle, the value of W depends upon the initial instant, the initial coordi-

1^ This is also the sense in which the following equations are to be understood.
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nates, the initial components of velocity, and the final instant. It is

necessary now to consider W as depending upon the following equivalent set

of eight variables: the initial and final instants h and /2, the coordinates

(-V'n, .i"2i, A"3i) of the initial point, and the coordinates {xn, X22, x^-i) of the final

point. Regarding W in this manner, we at once obtain the following

relations from equation (24)

dW „ dW
-—- = -//2, T— = 7r„2, (25)
012 OXn2

^~ = Hi, -— = -TTnl, (26)

where H2 denotes H[xi(t2), •

, Triit^), • • •
, ^2] and Hi denotes H[xi{ti), • • •

,

7ri(^i), • • •
) ^i]-

Let us now consider the partial differential equation

°*|^ + H{xi ,X2,x^, dW/dxi dW/dx2 , dW/dxz , /) = 0. (27)
at

The preceding work shows that the function W we have been considering

(with .Yn, .T21, .V31, /i regarded as parameters, and with the symbols .V12, .T22,

.T32, h replaced by :Vi, .T2, .V3, / respectively) is a particular solution of this

equation. We shall show that the complete solution of this equation

possesses remarkable properties in connection with dynamical problems.

The complete solution of equation (27) is a function of .vi, .V2, x-^, t, and

of four arbitrary constants, of which one is merely additive, and can be

neglected for our purposes. Let the solution be written

W = IT(.Ti, .T2, .T3, /, ai, ao, as),

where the a's are the three essential arbitrar>^ constants.

We write the equations

f = A, (28)
can

where the /3's are further arbitrary constants. These equations implicitly

determine the x's as functions of / and the six arbitrary constants ai, •
, |5s.

We also write the equations

f = ... (29)
dXn

These equations determine three functions x„ of the .v's, the a's, and /.

In virtue of equations (28), the x's are ultimately functions of /, the a's, and

the jS's.
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There is no reason to foresee a priori that the functions Xi(t, ai, -

, /Js),

• • •
, TTsit, ai, • • •

, /Ss) determined in this way, by means of the complete

solution of equation (27), satisfy the differential equations of motion (11)

and (12). Nevertheless, they actually do satisfy those equations, as we

proceed to show.

By equations (28), we have the relations

dt

d'W
+ Z d'w

dan dt ' ni=i dan dx„

On the other hand, by (27) and (29), we have

(30)

=
dW

da„

d^W
, y _

dan dt „,=1 ^TT

+ H(XI, X2, X3, TTl, TTi, TTs,o]

dH dTTr, d'W

dan dandl
+ E dH d'-w

1 diTm dan dx„
(31)

The determinant

d'W

dai dxi

dW
daz 5iiCi

d-w

dai dxs

d^W

das dXi

is not zero. For if it were, we would have a relation of the form

^dW/dXi, dW/dX2, dW/dXs, .Vi, .V2, .T3, /] = 0, (32)

independent of the a's. Now equation (32) is obviously distinct from (27),

since it does not involve dW/dt. Hence, the vanishing of the determinant

would imply that the function H'(.Ti, .T2, ^3, /, ai, a^, a^) satisfies two distinct

partial differential equations of the first order. This, however, is impossible

when IF is the complete solution of (27); for an essential part of the concept

of the complete solution of a differential equation is that the elimination of

the arbitrary' constants, from the solution and the equations obtained by

differentiation, shall result in the given differential equation and no other.

It follows, therefore, from (30) and (31) that

dTm
Xm.

We also have, by (29),

d'W
TTn —

dXn dt
+ E d^w

= 1 dXjndXn
Jyfn

d'w

dXndt
+ y d'W dH_

m=l dXm dXn dlTm
(33)

" Since the function W{xi, X2, xa, I, ai, 0:2, as) satisfies equation (27) identically in the
x's, t, and the a's. This remark applies also in the case of equation (34).
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On the other hand, we have

^ ^ ^r~\-^i + H
\
= + ;r" + 2^ ^— r ^ . (34)

oXn \_ at J d.v„ d/ dXn m=i OTTm oiCm aA:„

By (ii) and (34), we have the second set of canonical equations

. _ dE
TTn — i:— •

dXn

This completes the demonstration.

If H does not involve the time explicitly, we can write

W = S - Et, (35)

where E is an arbitrary parameter, and 6* is a solution of the differential

equation

H[xi, X2, xs, dS/dxi, dS/dx2, dS/dxi] = E. (36)

The complete solution of (36) contains three arbitrary constants (besides

the parameter E), of which one is merely additive, and can be neglected.

It is easily seen that the solution of the canonical equations determined in

the way described above, using the function W given by (35), and treating E
as one of the a's, represents a motion of the particle with the total energy E.

All of this theory holds both for the relativistic case and for the New-
tonian case, the only difference being in the forms of the differential

equations (27) and (36) in the two cases.

IX. Curvilinear Coordinates

In all of the foregoing we have employed rectangular coordinates, because

they afford the simplest and most direct expression of the basic physical

facts. However, in the solution of particular problems it is often more

convenient to use other systems of coordinates. For this reason, we shall

now formulate the more important equations in terms of general curvilinear

coordinates. In this work, as in all work with general coordinate systems,

we shall encounter concepts and relations which can be handled most

perspicuously by means of the modern tensor calculus. Actually, the

amount of tensor calculus we shall use is very slight, and no extended pre-

liminary discussion is necessary in order to make the formulae intelligible.

It will suffice to give occasional explanations of the notation, and of some

of the concepts, as we proceed. Further information is to be found in the

works cited in the bibliography.

First consider the Lagrangian equations, which, as we have seen, are

merely the Eulerian equations which follow from Hamilton's principle.
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Now Hamilton's principle expresses a fact concerning the motion of a

particle which is, by its very nature, independent of the choice of coordinates.

Hence, the Lagrangian equations (6) hold in any coordinate system. How-
ever, the form of the function L depends upon the particular coordinate

sj'stem, and we must discuss the change of the form of the function resulting

from a transformation of the coordinate system.

In accordance with the common practice in the tensor calculus, we shall

now denote the coordinates by the symbols .r\ x , x^, instead of by the

symbols Xi, X2, X3.

In rectangular coordinates the differential distance ds between the points

(.v\ X-, x^) and {x^ + dx'^, x- + dx-, x^ + dx^) is given by the simple formula

J52 = J.v-i' + dx^' + dx''
,

but this is highly special; in general coordinates we have

3 3

ds = 2-/ z2 Smn{x^, X , x) dx^ dx"
, (37)

m=l 7j=l

where the g's are functions which depend upon the particular coordinate

system under consideration. It is understood that gmn = gnm Hence-

forth, we shall write (37) in the form

ds^ = imn{x\ x\ x')dx"'dx-, (38)

and we shall observe this general rule throughout: When the same literal

index occurs twice in a term, once as a subscript and once as a superscript,

that term is understood to be summed for the three values of the index.

We now have the result

v"^ = [ds/dt]^ = g,nn(x^, x^, x')x"^x'^,

and

WoC-(l - 7;2c-2)X/2 = fnoC''[l - C-^gmnX'^X"]"'-.

The function V(x^, x^, x^, t) is a scalar. That is to say, when the coordi-

nate system is changed, the first three arguments of the function are replaced

by their expressions in terms of the new coordinates, and so we obtain a

function which is of a new analytical form, but which has the same value

as the original function at each point of space.

Now we consider the expression

AiX^ -\- A2X^ -\- Azx'.

In rectangular coordinates this is the scalar product of the vectors (^i,

A2, A'^ and (a;^, x-, x'). The expression retains its form and interpretation
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under changes of the coordinate system, provided (as the notation implies)

(^1, Ai, ^3) is treated as a covariant vector.

With these understandings as to the significance of the symbolism, we

can now write down the following general expressions for the Lagrangian

function L in the relativistic and Newtonian cases, respectively,

r 2 r< —

2

•m .nnl/2 yr 1 A •">L = —moC [\ — C gmnX X \ — V + A^x ,

= —moC + y gmnX X - V -\- A^X .

These hold for any coordinate system ; and from the appropriate one of these,

and the Lagrangian equations

d dL _ dL _

we obtain the relativistic or Newtonian dififerential equations of motion in

any coordinates.

Now let us consider the Hamiltonian canonical equations.

We have already agreed to consider (Ai, A2, A5) as a covariant vector.

We now make the same convention in regard to (tti, 7r2, ir^). Then it read-

ily follows that the equations

aT"
= - («)

1^ Suppose that with a point P (which may be either a special point or a typical point),

and with each coordinate system, we have associated an ordered triple of numbers.

If the triples of number (di, as, (I3) and (ai', ^2', ds') associated, respectively, with any
two coordinate systems (.t^ x^, x^) and x^', x^' , x^') satisfy the relations

am' = r-—, an,
ox'"

the numbers (fli, 02, ^3) are said to be the components of a covariant vector in the coordinate

system {x^, a;^, .r^). (It is understood, of course, that the partial derivatives are evaluated

at the point P.)

On the other hand, if the triples of numbers (a^ a^, o') and (a^' , a^', a'') associated with

the typical coordinate systems (x^, x^, .t') and (x^' , x^', x^') satisfy the relations

dx"^'

a'"' = fl",

dx"

the numbers (ai, a^, a^) are said to be the components of a contravariant vector in the

coordinate system (x^, x^, xi^).

These concepts agree only in part with the ones used in the elementary theory of

vectors. From our present standpoint, the onl}' vectors used in the elementary theories

are those which are defined with reference to rectangular coordinate systems. When other

coordinate systems are used (e.g. cylindrical coordinates), the vectors, defined in terms of

rectangular coordinates, are merely resolved along the tangents to the coordinate curves.

The components obtained in this way are not the same as the components considered in

the tensor calculus, which we are using here.
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are tensor equations; and since they hold when the coordinates are rec-

tangular, they hold for all coordinate systems."'

We let g"'" denote g~^ times the cofactor of the element gmu in the deter-

minant

gn
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From this it follows that we have the Hamiltonian canonical equations

.n _ dH . _ _dH
dlTn OX'^

in any coordinate system.

We have already Seen how to state Hamilton's principle in terms of general

coordinates.

In the relativistic case the principle of least action takes the form: The

particle moves, in a static field of force of the type (4), and with the prescribed

total energy E, in such a curve that the value of the integral

(t')2 /r J.."* j„"~li/2 j^"

J(xl)i

dx dx

dx^ dx^
[(E — Vfc ^ — mlc'f" + A,n -r:^jdx\

dx'

with the limits of integration held fixed, is stationary with respect to infinitesimal

variations of the trajectory which leave the end points unaltered. The corre-

sponding form of the principle for the Newtonian case is obvious.

We are now in a position to dispose very quickly of the problem of formu-

lating the Hamilton-Jacobi theory in terms of general curvilinear

coordinates.

The general form of the Hamiltonian function being given by (41) (for

the relativistic case) or (41') (for the Newtonian case), we can at once write

down the partial differential equation

^ + H(x\ x\ x\ dW/dx\ dW/dx-, dW/dx\ t) = 0. (45)
dt

Let

W = W{x\ x\ x\ t, a\ a\ a^)

represent the complete solution of (45), without the irrelevant additive

constant of integration.

Our chief problem is that of proving that the functions .v"(/, a^, a.-, a^,

/3i , /?2 , 183), TTnit, q:\ a'^, a^, ft , ft ,
1S3) determined by the equations

a^ ~ ^"
' ax"

" """

'

where the /3's are further arbitrary- constants, satisfy the canonical equations

.„ _dll
. _ _^^

dlTn a.V-"

Now, referring to the proof given in Section VHI for the special case of

rectangular coordinates, we see at once that nothing in the proof depends
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upon the special forms which the Hamiltonian function and equation (45)

assume in those coordinates. Hence the proof already given applies imme-

diately to the present general case.

Similar remarks apply also to the case in which // does not involve the

time explicitly, and in which we write

IV = S - Et,

where S is the complete solution (without the additive arbitrary constant)

of the equation

Hix\ x\ .v^ dS/dx\ dS/dx^ dS/dx^) = E.
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CHAPTER I

Quartz Crystal Applications

By W. P. MASON

1.1. Introduction—Purpose of Serif .

THIS paper is the first one of a series of papers deaii '^ with quartz

crystals, their apphcations in oscillators, filters, and transducers, and

the methods of producing them from the natural crystal. This series was

prepared first to make available to the Western Electric Co. and other

manufacturers of quartz crystals some of the specialized knowledge on

these subjects that has been acquired at the Bell Telephone Laboratories.

Sufficient interest has been expressed in this series to make it desirable to

publish them in serial form.

This first paper in the series is a general introductory paper covering

the application of crystals to oscillators, filters and transducers. An appen-

dix is given which discusses the elastic and electric relations in crystals and

gives recent measurements of the elastic constants, their temperature coeffi-

cients, and the piezoelectric constants of quartz. This paper is followed

by more detailed papers by Messrs. Bond, Willard, Sykes, McSkimin, and

Fair which give consideration to quartz crystallography; determination of

orientation by optical methods. X-ray methods, and etching methods; the im-

perfections occurring in quartz crystals; modes of motion and their calcu-

lation; the dimensioning of crystals to avoid undesirable resonances; and

the use of crystals in oscillators.

1.2 Early History of Piezoelectricity and its Applications

The direct piezoelectric effect was discovered by the brothers Curie in 1880.

They measured the effect first for a quartz crystal by putting a weight on the

surface and measuring the charge appearing on the surface, the magnitude

of which was proportional to the applied weight. A simple model for demon-

strating this effect can be made by using a large piece of Rochelle salt cut

with its length 45° from the Y and Z crystallographic axes and placing tinfoil

electrodes normal to the A" axis. If these electrodes are connected to a

neon lamp, and the crystal is compressed by hitting it with a hammer, a

charge is generated on the surface and a voltage applied to the lamp sufficient

to break it down. In fact as much as 2000 volts can be generated by striking

the crystal hard.

178
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The converse piezoelectric effect was predicted in 1881 by the French

physicist Lippmann on the basis of the principle of conservation of elec-

tricity. It was verified in the same year by the brothers Curie. In this

effect a crystal is strained when a voltage is applied to it. The effect can

be demonstrated by a model which consists of two thin pieces of Rochelle

salt poled so that one expands when the voltage is applied and the other

contracts. The result is—as in a bimetallic thermostat—the crystal bends.

For crystals 10 mil inches thick and 4 inches long, a ninety-volt battery

applied causes a displacement of a quarter of an inch or more of the end of

the unit. Reversing the voltage reverses the direction of the displacement.

The Curies constructed a bimorph unit of this type out of quartz and used it

practically to measure voltage by measuring the displacement of the end

of the crystal. By connecting the leads of an electrometer to the terminals,

they could measure force applied by measuring the amount of charge gen-

erated at the terminals.

Outside of this use which was quite minor, the piezoelectric effect remained

a scientific curiosity until the war of 1914-1918. It did inspire, however,

considerable scientific speculation. Lord Kelvin in 1893 proposed a model

for explaining the piezoelectricity of quartz and was able to calculate

approximately the value of the piezoelectric constant. This model is

discussed briefly in the next section. He also constructed and demonstrated

a "piezoelectric pile" made from small spheres of zinc and copper, to illus-

trate the effect. At about the same time (1890-1892) Voigt published a

series of papers followed by a book "Lehrbuch der Kristall Physik" (1910)

in which the stresses, strains, fields and polarizations of piezoelectric crystals

are related in mathematical form. These mathematical expressions (which

are discussed further in the appendix) form a basis for the development of

the properties of oriented crystals as discussed in section l.vS.

During the war of 1914-1918, Professor Langevin in Paris was requested

by the French Government to devise some way of detecting submarines

by acoustic waves they produce in water. After trying several devices he

finally found that piezoelectric quartz plates could be used for that purpose.

His device, which is shown in Fig. 1.1, consisted essentially of a mosaic of

quartz which has the property that when a voltage is applied the crystal

will expand and send out a longitudinal wave. Similarly, if a wave strikes

it, the wave will set the quartz in vibration and generate a voltage which

can be detected by vacuum tube devices. Langevin did not get his device

perfected till after the war so it was not used at that time to detect sub-

marines. Similar devices have, however, been used in this war. Langevin's

original apparatus was used extensively as a sonic depth finder. In this

use a pulse is generated which is recorded directly on a moving record and
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is also sent out into the ocean. It strikes the bottom and is reflected back

causing another mark to appear on the record. Knowing the difference in

time and the velocity of sound in sea water, the distance to the bottom can

be measured. A typical record is shown in Fig. 1.2. The top record shows

the contour of the sea bottom while the second record shows the reflections

from a school of fish.

At about the same time, Nicolson at Bell Telephone Laboratories was

experimenting with Rochelle salt, another piezoelectric material having a

Fig. 1.1—Ultrasonic transmitting apparatus

much larger piezoelectric effect than quartz. He constructed and demon-

strated loud speakers, microphones, and phonograph pick-ups using Rochelle

salt.^ He was also the first one to control an oscillator by means of a crystal

—in this case Rochelle salt—and has the primary crystal oscillator patent.-

Nicolson's circuit is shown in Fig. 1.3. The crystal is effectively in a path

between the resonating coil in the output and the grid, since the electrode

^ "The Piezoelectric Effect in the Composite Rochelle Salt Crj'stal"-

Froc.A.LE.E. 1919,38, 1315.
2 See Patent 2,212,845 filed April 10, 1918; issued Aug. 27, 1940.

-A. M. Nicolson,
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3 is in the direction of the smallest piezoelectric effect in Rochelle salt

and contributes little to the action. If terminal one to the tapped coil is

at the top of the coil, the circuit although employing a three electrode

crystal connection, effectively reduces to B in which the crystal is in the feed-

back, path from plate to grid. On the other hand, if the tap is effectively

at the bottom of the coil, the crystal is between grid and ground and feedback

occurs through a distributed capacity from plate to grid. Both of these
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Fig. 1.2—Ocean contour curves

circuits B and C are widely used in oscillators of Pierce. Prof. G. W.
Pierce published a circuit similar to circuit B, having a two electrode

quartz crystal connected between grid and plate.^

In 1921, Professor Cady at Wesleyan University first showed* that quartz

3 "Piezoelectric Crystal Resonators and Crystal Oscillators Applied to the Precision
Calibration of Wave Meters," G. VV. Pierce, Amer. Acad, of Arts and Sciences, Oct.
1923, 81-106.

* "The Piezoelectric Resonator" W. G. Cad}', Proc. I. R. E. 1922, 10 83.
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crystals could be used to control oscillators and that much more stable

oscillators could be obtained in this fashion. These were later applied to

controlling the frequency of broadcasting stations and radio transmitters in

general and about 1925 Mr. W. A. Marrison appHed them to obtain a very

constant frequency and time standard, which is now used considerably by

the Bell System, by radio broadcasting systems, and by power companies.

The oscillators were subsequently improved by using crystals with small

temperature coefficients as described in Section V. At the present time

BLOCKING CONDENSER

_J

DISTRIBUTED
CAPACITY
OF COIL

3 1

Fig. 1.3—Nicolson's oscillator circuit

crystal controlled oscillators are used very widely in radio military and

commercial applications.

Another large use for quartz crystals is their use in providing very selective

filters. Probably the first use of a crystal to select a narrow frequency

range was made by Cady.^ Using the very sharp maximum in current

through a crystal at its resonant frequency, Cady proposed the use of such a

crystal as a wave standard. This is equivalent to the use of a crystal

as a tuned circuit. By incorporating a crystal in a three-winding trans-

former and balancing out the static capacity of the crystal by an auxiliary

condenser, W. A. Marrison^ improved the selecting ability of a crystal used

6 Patent 1,994,658, filed June 7, 1927, issued March 19, 1935.
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as a narrow band filter. At about the same time, L. Espenschied,^ taking

advantage of the knowledge of the equivalent electrical circuit of a crystal

given previously by Van Dyke/ showed how to combine other electrical

elements with crystals in ladder form to obtain band-pass filters. It was

not, however, until the crystals were combined with auxiliary coils and

condensers into the form of resistance compensated lattice type networks*

that much progress was made in achieving the wide pass-band characteris-

tics necessary for telephone and radio communication. Such filters have

provided very selective devices which are able to separate one band of

speech frequencies from another band different by only a small frequency

percentage from the desired band. This property makes it possible to space

channels close together with only a small frequency separation up to a high

frequency, and such filters have had a wide use in the high-frequency carrier

systems, and in the coaxial system which transmits more than 480 conver-

sions over one pair of conductors. In radio systems such filters have been

used extensively in separating one side band from the other in single side-

band systems.

In conclusion we can say, that the science of piezoelectricity was born

about 62 years ago, lay dormant for nearly 40 years, but during the last 25

years has advanced at such a rate that it can be regarded as one of the foun-

dation stones of the whole communication art.

1.3. Theory of Piezoelectric Materials

Piezoelectric crystals are of interest in communication circuits because

they possess three properties. These properties are: (1) the piezoelectric

effect provides a coupling between the electrical circuit and the mechanical

properties of the crystal; (2) the internal dissipation of most crystals and

particularly quartz crystals is very low, and the density and elastic constants

of the crystals are very uniform, so that a crystal cut at a given orientation

always has the same frequency constant; and (3), at specified orientations

crystals can be cut which have advantageous mechanical properties such

as a small change in frequency with a change in temperature, or a free-

dom from secondary modes of motion. It is the purpose of this section to

discuss the first property, the coupling between the electrical and me-

chanical properties of the crystal.

The piezoelectricity of quartz and other materials is due to the fact that

« Patent 1,795,204, filed Jan. 3, 1927, issued August 8, 1933.
' K. S. Van Dyke; Abstract 52, Phys. Rev. June 1925; Proc. I. R. E. June 1928.
* See "Electrical Wave Filters Employing Quartz Crystals as Elements," W. P. Mason,

B. S. T. J., Vol. XIII, p. 405, July 1934; "Resistance" Compensated Band Pass Crystal
Filters for Unbalanced Circuits," B. S. T. J., Vol. XVI, p. 423, Oct. 1937; "The Evolution
of the Crystal Wave Filter," O. E. Buckley, Jour. A pp. Phys., Oct. 1936; and Patents
1,921,035; 1,967,249; 1,967,250; 1,969,571; 1,974,081; 2,045,991; 2,094,044.
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a pressure which deforms the crystal lattice causes a separation of the cen-

ters of gravity of the positive and negative charges thus generating a dipole

moment (product of the value of the charges by their separation) in each

molecule. How this separation can cause a coupling to an electrical circuit

is illustrated by Fig. 1 .4 which shows a crystal with metal electrodes normal

to the direction of charge separation. If we short-circuit these electrodes

and apply a stress which causes the centers of gravity of the charges to

separate, free negative charges in the wire will be drawn toward the electrode

in the direction of positive charge separation, and free positive charges in

the wire will be drawn to the electrode in the direction of negative charge

displacement until the crystal appears to be electrically neutral by any test

conducted outside the crystal. When the stress is released the charges in

the wire will flow back to their normal position. If, during the process,

we connect an oscillograph in the short-circuited wire, there will be a pulse

of current in one direction when the stress is applied and a pulse in the oppo-

F,^ © © © © ©
© © © © ©

+

Fig. 1.4—Method for transforming mechanical energ\' into electrical energy in a crystal

site direction when the stress is released. By putting a resistance in the

connecting wire and applying a sinusoidal stress to the crystal, an alternating

current will flow through the load and consequently mechanical power will

be changed into electrical power. Using the converse effect, a source of

alternating voltage in the electrical circuit will produce an alternating stress

in the crystal, and if this is working against a mechanical load, the electrical

energy will be changed into mechanical energy.

To apply this concept to quartz let us consider Fig. 1.5, which represents

the approximate arrangement of molecules in a quartz molecule. Lord

Kelvin's explanation of the piezoelectricity of quartz is the following:

"The diagram (Fig. 1.5A) shows a crystalline molecule surrounded by si.x

nearest neighbors in a plane perpendicular to the optic axis of a quartz crystal.

Each silicon atom is represented b>- -|- (plus) and each oxygen double atom —

(minus). The constituents of each cluster must be supposed to be held together

in stable equilibrium in viture of their chemical affinities. The different clusters,

or crystalline molecules, must be supposed to be relatively mobile before taking
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])ositions in the formation of a crystal. But \vc must suppose, or we may supi)ose,

the mutual forces of attraction (or chemical afiinity), between the silicon of one

crystalline molecule and the oxyj:i;en of a neighboring crystalline molecule, to be

influential in determining the orientation of each crystalline molecule, and in

causing disturbance in the relative positions of the atoms of each molecule, when

the crystal is strained by force applied from without.

"Imagine now each double atom of oxygen to be a small negatively electrified

particle, and each atom of silicon to be a particle electrified with an equal quantity

of positive electricity. Suppose now such pressures, positive and negative, to

be applied to the surface of a portion of crystal as shall produce a simple elongation

in the direction perpendicular to one of the three sets of rows. This strain is

indicated bv the arrow heads in Fig. 1.5A and is realized to an exaggerated extent

in Fig. 1.5B.

Y
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Fig. 1.5—Kelvin's model of quartz molecules

"This second diagram shows all the atoms and the centers of all the crystalline

molecules in the positions to which they are brought by the strain. Both diagrams

are drawn on the supposition that the stiffness of the relative configuration of

atoms of each molecule is slight enough to allow the mutual attractions between
the positive atoms and the negative atoms of neighboring molecules to keep them
in line through the centers of the molecules, as Fig. 1.5A shows for the undisturbed

condition of the systems, and Fig. 1.5B for the system subjected to the supposed

elongation. Hence two of the three diameters through atoms of each crystalline

molecule are altered in direction, by the elongation, while the diameter through the

third pair of atoms remains unchanged, as is clearly shown by Fig. 1.5B compared
to Fig. 1.5A.

"Remark, first that the rows of atoms, in lines through the centers of the crystal-

line molecules, perpendicular to the direction of the strain, are shifted to parallel

positions with distances between the atoms in them unchanged. Hence the atoms
in these rows contributed nothing to the electrical effect. But in parallel to these

rows, on each side of the center of each molecule, we find two pairs of atoms whose
distances are diminished.
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"This produces an electrical effect which, for great distances from the molecule,

is calculated by the same formula as the magnetic effect of an infinitesimal bar

magnet whose magnetic moment is numerically equal to the product of the quantity

of electricity of a single atom into the sum of the diminutions of the two distances

between the atoms of the two pairs under consideration. Hence, denoting by N
the number of crystalline molecules per unit bulk of the crystal; by h the radius of

the circle of each crystalline molecule; by 9 the quantity of electricity of each of the

six atoms or double atoms, whether positive or negative; by B the change of direc-

tion of each of the two diameters through atoms which experience change of direc-

tion; and by m the electric moment developed per unit volume of the crystal, by

the strain which we have been considering and which is shown in Fig. 1 .5B ; we have

M = Nqibe COS 30° = iV^Nbqe (1.1)"

Kelvin's model shows some of the symmetry properties of quartz. The

axis marked X is the X or electrical axis of the crystal. The Z or optic axis

is normal to the plane of the paper. The F or mechanical axis is the axis

00

(A)

Fig. 1.6—Longitudinal and shear strains applied to a quartz molecule

along which the stress is applied. It is obvious that if we rotate the direc-

tion of the applied stress by 120°, a similar separation of charges at right

angles to the stress will occur. There are then three electrical axes and three

mechanical axes so that the optic axis can be regarded as an axis of threefold

symmetry for the crystal.

As can be shown from an extension of Kelvin's model there are two other

types of stresses that will produce a charge separation normal to the axis.

Suppose that we stress the crystal along the X or electrical axis as shown by

Fig. 1.6A. Applying the same reasoning as before, we see that the apex

molecules are separated farther apart without changing the separation

between the other molecules. This results in a separation of the centers

of gravity of the positive and negative charges, with the negative charges

moving toward the left and the positive charges moving toward the right.

The separation is still along the electric axis, but is in the opposite direction j
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to that caused by a stress along the Y axes. A detailed analysis shows

that the value of the electrical separation moment (dipole moment) for a

stress along either axis is the same value but the sign is reversed. A longi-

tudinal stress then can only produce a charge moment along the A^ or

electrical axis which is the origin of the name electrical axis.

If, however, we introduce a different kind of stress known as a shearing

stress, a separation of centers of charges can occur along the mechanical or

Y axis of the crystal. A simple shear stress is one in which forces act normal

to the direction of space separation rather than along it as shown, for exam-

ple, by the two opposed arrows normal to the mechanical axis in Fig. 1.6B.

Such a shear does not occur in nature, but rather a pure shear which consists

of two simple shears which are directed in such a way a!s to produce no

rotation of the molecule as a whole about its axis. If we resolve these

force components along directions 45° from the crystal axes, a pure shear is

equivalent to an extensional stress along one 45° axis and a compressional

stress along the other 45° axis. Such a stress would cause the charges to be

displaced from their normal position, as shown in the figure. This causes

the center of positive charge to be displaced downward along the mechanical

or Y axis of the crystal while the center of negative charge is displaced up-

ward along the mechanical axis.

These three relations can be written in the form

P. = -dnX, + duYy ; P, = IdnXy (1.2)

where Px is the polarization or charge per unit area developed on an electrode

surface normal to the A' axis due to the applied longitudinal stresses Xx

and Yy, while Py is the polarization normal to the Y axis caused by the shear-

ing stress Xy . dn is the piezoelectric constant and equations (1.2) show

that the magnitudes of all these effects are closely related. In addition

to these three major piezoelectric effects, quartz has two smaller effects

which, since they are connected with the distribution of molecules in the YZ
and XZ planes, cannot be demonstrated by the figures given previously.

The complete piezoelectric relations are then

Px = -dnXx + dnYy - duY, ; Py = duZx + 2dnXy (1.3)

where Fj and Z^ are respectively similar shearing stresses exerted in the YZ
and ZX planes respectively. The best values for the dn and du constants

are respectively

dn = -6.76 X 10"' ^-:^-; du = 2.56 X 10"' ^- (1.4)
dyne dyne

as obtained by recent measurements for a number of A^ cut and rotated X-cut

crystals discussed in appendix A.
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Quartz is not the only type of crystal which is piezoelectric. In fact

there are hundreds of crystals that exhibit this property. Whether a

crystal is piezoelectric or not and the relation between the stresses and

charge displacements depend on the symmetry of the crystal. M'henever

there is a center of symmetry; that is, when the properties of the crystal

are the same in both directions along any line, no piezoelectric efifect can

occur. This is illustrated by the simple arrangement of atoms shown by

Fig. 1.7. It is obvious that no symmetrical application of forces can separate

the center of gravity of the charges and hence such a crystal will not be
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or X axis. Conversely, a voltage applied along the X axis will produce a

charge displacement and consequent!}- a mechanical stress along the Y axis

which will set up a longitudinal wave along the mechanical axis. As shown

by Fig. 1.8, the type of motion resulting when the crystal is free to move on

the ends is one in which the center is stationary and the ends move in and

out. The crystal can then be clamped at its center or mounted from leads

soldered to electrodes deposited on the surface.

In using a crystal in an electrical circuit it is desirable to have an electrical

equivalent circuit which will represent the electrical impedance as measured

from the terminals of the crystal. Such a circuit^ is shown in Fig. 1.8. In

+ 00

L, ^ ^R- 2\\PS2Z 21 ' ^22 Y
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^o —v~^°^^7^- I"l2j KS22
~

Fig. 1.8—Longitudinally vibrating crystal and electrical equivalent circuit

this representation Co is the static capacity of the crystal which would be

measured if the crystal were held from moving. Ci is the stiflfness of the

crystal transformed into electrical terms through the piezoelectric effect of

the crystal, while Li is the effective mass of the crystal also transformed into

electrical terms. The resonant frequency of the crystal is determined by
the Young's modulus and density of the bar according to the usual formula:

/«
1

2?

^0

P
(1.5)

^ Circuits of this type for representing the electrical impedance of a crystal were first

derived by Van D>ke; see reference (7). The method of deriving them from Voigt's
equations is discussed in the appendix.
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where Fo is the value of Young's modulus along the bar, p the density, and

t the length of the bar.

A significant feature of the equivalent circuit is that there is always a

definite ratio between Co and Ci for a given crystal cut. This is really a

measure of the ratio of electrical to mechanical energy stored in the crystal

vinder an applied constant voltage. The reactance characteristic of the

network is shown by Fig. 1.8 as a function of frequency. The reactance

starts out as a negative reactance at low frequencies, becomes zero at the

resonant frequency/k , becomes positive and very large at the anti-resonant

frequency Ja , then again becomes a negative reactance. Due to the high

ratio of Co to Ci existing in a crystal the separation between /a and Jr be-

comes very small. For example, for a,n AT crystal this ratio is around 200

and the separation of /a from/s is only a quarter of a per cent in frequency.

Since it can be shown that an oscillator will only oscillate on the positive

reactance part of the crystal characteristic, the narrow separation between

resonant and anti-resonant frequencies explains why a crystal can act as

such a good stabilizer for an oscillator. As long as the crystal resonance

itself does not change with temperature or other conditions, the very sharp

reactance frequency characteristic will not allow the oscillator frequency

to change much with a change in oscillator voltage, tube conditions, or any

other changes which are likely to cause a change in frequency for a coil and

condenser controlled oscillator.

Strictly speaking, a resistance should be added in series with the induc-

tance Li to represent the internal losses in the crystal, the loss of energy

at the clamping points and the loss of energy due to setting up of air waves

by the crystal motion. However, the value of this resistance and the

amount of energy lost is very small in a crystal compared to what the losses

are in purely electrical elements. A demonstration which shows this

effect and shows that most of the losses of a well mounted longitudinally

vibrating crystal are acoustic losses caused by setting up air waves in the

vicinity of the crystal, can be made by using two oscillators, one a fixed

oscillator and the other one controlled by a resonant circuit or a crystal.

The fixed oscillator may be set at 99 kilocycles and the crystal oscillator

controlled by a 100-kc crystal. The two will beat together giving the 1000-

cycle note. When the battery is taken off the crystal oscillator, it continues

to oscillate till the energy built up in the crystal is dissipated in the internal

dissipation of the crystal. A good electrical circuit which has a ratio of

reactance to resistance, or Q of the coil of 300 dies down almost instantane-

ously. For a crystal mounted in air it takes about half a second to become

inaudible. This corresponds to a () of 30,000 where Q is defined as the ratio

of the reactance of the coil Zi of Fig. 1.8 to the resistance. For a crystal

mounted in a vacuum a much higher Q is obtained due to the elimination of

the loss of energy by acoustic radiation. For such a crystal it takes eight
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seconds to die down which corresponds to a <2 of 330,000, which is about

1000 times as great as that for a good electrical circuit.

1.5. Modes of Motion and Crystal Orientation to Produce Low
Temperature Coefficient Crystals

As mentioned previously the first crystal cut used in oscillators was a longi-

tudinal vibration along the I" or mechanical axis excited by a field applied

ZERO TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
OSCILLATORS AND FILTERS

HIGH FREQUENCY AT, BT
LOW FREQUENCY CT. DT, ET.FT

- 1 ZERO COUPLING (s'-

-18° FILTERS
1-3-5-7 HARMONICS

ZERO TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT

0° OSCILLATORS
FUNDAMENTAL AND
SECOND HARMONIC

ZERO TEMP
COEFFICIENT
GT OSCILLATORS
AND FILTERS DOUGHNUT

ZERO TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT

A MT LONGITUDINAL CRYSTAL,
B NT FLEXURE CRYSTAL

LOW TEMP COEFFICIENT
+ 5° FILTERS

Fig. 1.9—Oriented quartz crystal cuts in relation to the natural crystal

along the electrical or X axis. This mode gives a good resonance free from

other modes and a modification of it is now used in crystal filters. This

modification, as shown by Fig. 1,9, (— 18.5° filter crystal) consists in rotating

the direction of the length by 18.5° from the Y or mechanical axis, about the

X or electrical axis. As described previously^", the effect of this rotation is

to eliminate the coupling between the desired longitudinal mode and the

undesired face shear mode, thus simplifying the motion and eliminating an

1° "Electrical Wave Filters Employing Quartz Crystals as Elements," VV. P. Mason,
B. S. T. J., Vol. XIII, p. 405 July 1934 or patent 2,173,589.
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undesired resonance. However, to get a reasonably high frequency out

of a length vibrating type of cut requires too small a length to be practical.

It was not long before crystal oscillators were controlled by thickness

vibrating crystals whose frequencies were determined by the thickness of

the crystals or by their smallest dimension. Referring to Fig. 1.6A, we see

that the same X cut type of crystal will generate a vibration along the elec-

trical or X axis when a field is applied along this axis. Since the thickness

dimension can be made very small, a high frequency is obtainable. How-
ever, when the smallest dimension is used to control the frequency, a diffi-

culty arises not present when the largest dimension is used to control the

frequency, namely, that harmonics and overtone modes of all the lower

frequency types of motion produce frequencies near the frequency of the

thickness mode and it is difficult to pick out the desired mode. This was

6X - A COS '^ COS 2nnfia
C|l-C|2f-^ {W I

"=''^'^ > ^^^^
2t " P J

''--'-^
>

"^
2

Fig. 1.10—High frequency shear mode of motion

especially true for the thickness vibrating .Y cut crystal and led to its

abandonment in favor of V cut crystals vibrating in shear.

As seen from Fig. 1.6B, when a voltage is applied along the Y or mechan-

ical axis, a shear vibration is produced which tends to change a square into

a rhombus. For a large plate in which the edge dimensions are large com-

pared to the thickness, the motion occurs as shown by Fig. 1.10. For such

a plate the motion is perpendicular to the thickness, which is the direction

of transmission of the wave, and hence a shear wave is sometimes called a

transverse wave. The frequency of such a wave can be shown to be

/ =
I, |/^;

(1.6)

where / is the thickness of the plate, Cee is the shear stiffness constant and p

the density. The use of Y cut plates considerably improved the per-
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formance of oscillators since the plates do not have as many secondary modes

of motion as do the -Y plates. They have, however, one drawback. The

frequency increases about 86 parts in a million for every degree Centigrade

increase in temperature. This requires regulating the temperature quite

closely.

In order to improve on the performance of the I' cut crystal, investiga-

tions were made by Lack, Willard and Fair, Koga, Bechmann, Straubel

and others'' on how the properties of such crystals varied as the orientation

angle of cutting blanks from the natural crystal was varied. As shown by

Fig. 1.9, the crystals investigated all had one edge along the A' or electrical

axis with the normals making positive and negative angles with the Y axis.

All of these crystals will have a component of field along the Y axis, which

z in

I- LU

§^2000

Ss
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which the high-frequency shear mode had zero coupling with the trouble-

some low-frequency shear mode system of vibrations. Crystals cut at these

angles have a much cleaner frequency spectrum than Y cut crystals. Lack,

Willard, and Fair also found that the temperature coefficient of frequency

varied with angle as shown by Fig. 1.12. Starting from a high positive

value for the Y cut, the coefficient becomes zero at an angle of -|-35° — 15'

and —49°. The first angle cut is known as the AT cut and the second as

the BT cut. Since the A T angle is nearer the Y cut, the piezo-electric con-

stant is larger and it is more strongly driven than the BT. On the other
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motion of an A T plate. If we were to increase the thickness dimension until

the plate was nearly square, the A T motion would correspond to a face shear

mode which should be controlled by the same elastic constants as the A T
motion. At the same time in order to drive the crystal efficiently we
could decrease the width until it became the thickness. This procedure

would be the same as cutting a crystal at right angles to the AT and would

suggest that by so doing we should obtain a low-frequency shear crystal

with a low coefficient. Actually, Willard and Hight found that a crystal

ELECTRICAL AXIS

Fig. 1.13—Relation oi AT and DT low temperature coefficient crystals

at —52° or 87° from the AT would give a low coefficient. This crystal was

called the DT. Similarly, a crystal cut at +38° or 87° from the BT would

also give a low coefficient and this has been called the CT. It can be shown
that a component of the voltage applied along the mechanical axis will

drive the shearing type of motion. The CT is larger for the same frequency

and more strongly driven than the DT. It is extensively used in controlling

oscillators in the frequency range from 200 to 500 kilocycles.

Quite a few other crystal cuts have been discovered as shown by Fig. 1.9.
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Another important cut is the GT,'^^ which has a very constant frequency

over a wide temperature range. As shown by Fig. 1 .14, all zero temperature

coefficient crystals are zero coefficient at one temperature only and usually

vary in a square law curve about this temperature. The GT crystal repre-

sented an attempt to get a crystal in which the frequency remained constant

over a wide temperature range. As can be seen from the figure, when prop-

erly adjusted this aim is attained, for the frequency does not vary more than

one part in a million over a 100-degree Centigrade range of temperature.

This crystal makes use of the fact that a face shear vibration can be

resolved into two longitudinal vibrations coupled together. As shown by
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Fig. 1.14—Temperature frequency characteristics of a number of low temperature

coefficient crystals

Fig. 1.15, if we cut a crystal at an angle of 45 degrees from that of a shear

vibrating crystal, an expansion occurs along one axis and a contraction

along the other indicating that a face shear can be resolved into two longi-

tudinal modes that are coupled together. Now since it can be shown that

all pure longitudinal modes for blanks cut in all possible directions in a

quartz crystal will have zero or negative temperature coefficients," it follows

that if we have a shear vibrating crystal with a positive coefficient, that

1^ "A New Quartz Crystal Plate, Designated the GT, Which Produces a Very Constant
Frequency Over A Wide Temperature Range," W. P. Mason, Proc. I. R. E., Vol., 28 pr.

220-223, May 1940
1^ This can be proved as discussed in the appendix b)' combining the Voigt expressions

for the elastic relations in a crj'stal with the measured temperature coefficients of the six

elastic constants.
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coefficient must have been caused by the coupHng between the two modes.

As a result of this observation it follows that if we have a shear vibrating

crystal with a positive temperature coefficient and cut another crystal at

45 degrees from this crystal, the strong coupled mode which corresponds to

the shear vibration will also have a positive temperature coefficient. As
we grind down on the side, the two modes become farther apart in frequency

and less closely coupled. Then, since they both will have a negative coeffi-

cient if separated far enough, it follows that for some ratio of axes, one of the

modes will have a zero coefficient. This was tested out for a series of orien-

tations near the CT and DT with the results shown in Fig. 1.16. Positive

angle crystals had zero coefficients at ratios of axes varying from 1 to .855

Fig. 1.15—Relation between a face shear mode and two coupled longitudinal modes

depending on the angle while negative angle crystals had zero coefficients

at ratios from .64 to 1.0. For positive angle crystals it was the higher fre-

quency mode that was the stronger and could be given the zero coefficient,

while for the negative angle crystals it was the lower frequency mode that

was the stronger and corresponded to the face shear mode.

Several of the positive angle crystals were measured over a temperature

range with the results shown by Fig. 1.17. For angles above 51 °-30' the

curvature was positive, while for angles below 51°-30' the curvature was

negative. Right at 51°-3()' the large square law curvature term disappeared

and the frequency was constant to one part in a million over a 100-degree

Centigrade range centered at 50°C. as shown by Fig. 1.18. Some further

experiments showed that this fiat range could be moved around a bit by
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changing the angle of cut and the ratio of axes simultaneously. To go from

— 25°C. to +75°C. with a mid-range at 25°C., a crystal cut at 51°-7.5'

O .85

.80

.70

90 30 O 30
ANGLE OF CUT IN DEGREES

90

Fig. 1.16.—Relation between angle of cut and ratio of width to length for zero tem-
perature coefficient for G type crystals

-80^
10 20 30. 40 50 60 70

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE

Fig. 1.17—Temperature frequency relations for various angles for G type crystals

with a ratio of axes of 0.859 is required. The GT crystal has been used

quite extensively in frequency and time standards and in filters meeting

rigid phase requirements.
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Fig. 1.18—Temperature frequency characteristic for GT crystal
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Fig. 1.19—Temperature coefficients of long thin rotated X cut crystals. Angle of

rotation measured between length and V axis. Dots are measured points. Solid line

calculated from temperature coefficients evaluated in the appendix.
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Two other cuts not previously described are shown also by Fig. 1 .9. They
are the MT low coefficient longitudinally vibrating crystal and the iVT low

coefficient flexurally vibrating crystal. Both of these are related to the

+5° X cut crystal of Fig. 1.9. As shown by Fig. 1.19 a long thin 5° Z cut

crystal is the best length direction for an X cut crystal to obtain a low-

temperature coefficient. Figure 1.19 plots the temperature coefficients for

long thin oriented X cut crystals, and this data is used in the appendix to

derive the temperature coefficients of the six elastic constants. However,
as the width of the crystal is increased the temperature coefficient becomes
highly negative as shown by Fig. 1.20.

02 0.3 04
RATIO OF WIDTH TO LENGTH

Fig. 1.20—Temperature coefficient of a +5° X cut crystal (<p = 0°; = 90°; ^
as a function of the ratio of width to length. Ratio of thickness to length = 0.05.

85°)

This change of coefficient occurs due to the fact that as the crystal width

is increased, the face shear mode of motion becomes more strongly excited

and contributes to the elastic constant. Then since the temperature coeffi-

cient of the shear elastic constant is highly negative for this orientation

the temperature coefficient of the +5° X cut crystal becomes more highly

negative as the width is increased.

The MT longitudinally vibrating crystal employs a rotation of the plane

of the crystal cut about the Y' or length axis. The effect of this rotation is

to change the temperature coefficient of the shear mode from highly nega-

tive to nearly zero. The result is that the temperature coefficient becomes
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very low and nearly independent of the width length ratio. The NT low

coefficient flexurally vibrating crystal is similar to the MT but requires a

somewhat higher rotation about the V axis to produce a low coefficient.

The MT crystal has been used in narrow band filters such as pilot channel

filters of the cable carrier system and in oscillators having frequencies be-

tween 50 kilocycles and 100 kilocycles. The NT flexure crystal is capable

of producing frequencies as low as 4 kilocycles, and can be used to produce

filters and control oscillators in the frequency range from 4 kilocycles to 50

kilocycles. Crystals of this type have been used with the Western Electric

frequency modulation broadcast transmitter.^^ Operating in the region

of 5 kilocycles, they maintain the frequency of the transmitter to ±.0025

per cent without temperature regulation. These two crystals will be

described in more detail in a subsequent paper.

APPENDIX A

\'OIGT'S ELASTIC AND PIEZOELECTRIC RELATIONS AND
THEIR APPLICATION TO THE DETERMINATION OF LOW

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT CRYSTALS

A.l Mathematical Expressions for Piezoelectric Relations

As mentioned in the historical introduction, Voigt formulated a mathe-

matical relation between the stresses, strains, polarizations, and electric

fields existing in a crystal. For a general crystal devoid of symmetry these

relations take the form

— -Vj- = 5ii Ai -\- 5i2 Yy -\- S\zZz -j- ^14 Yz -\- Si^Zx

+ sf^Xy — duEi — d-iiEy — dzxEz

—
y'v = Sii Xj, -f 5^2 Y,j + slzZ, -f 5^4 Yz + 5^5 ^x

-\- s^^Xy — dnEx — d-22Ey — d-i«Ez

— Zz = 5^1 Xx + sli Yy + S33 Zz + 5^4 Yz + ^fs Zx

+ 536 Xy — di3 Ex — dis Ey — dss Ez

— y'z = su Xx + sli Yy -f- suZz + S44 Yz + SiiZx

+ Si^Xy — d\iEx — d^iEy — dz\Ez

(A.l)

'•'' "A New Broadcast Transmitter Circuit Design for Frequency Modulation," J. F.

Morrison, Proc. I. R. E., Vol. 28, No. 10, Oct. 1940, i)p. 414-449.
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— Zx = SbiXx -\- ^52 Yy ~l~ S^sZz -f- Sa Yg -\- Si^Zx

-\- ^66 Xy — ai6 Ex — 025 Ey — ^36 Ez

— Xy = S6l Xx + ^62 Yy + ^63 ^z + ^64 Yz + S^^Zx

-\- ^66 Xy — ai6 Ex — ^26 Ey — dsG Ez

Px = — d\i Xx — dn Yy — di3 Zz — du Yz — d^ Zx — die Xy -\- ki Ex

Py = — 021 Xx — dil Yy — a23 Zz — 024 Yz — «25 Zx — d%e Xy -\- K2 Ey

Pz = —dziXx — dn Yy — d^zZz — dsi Yz — d^^Zx — dze,Xy + kz Ez

where Xx ,yy , Zz are the three longitudinal strains, yz iZx , Xy the three shear-

ing strains, Xx ,Yy , Zz the three longitudinal stresses Yz , Zx , Xy the three

shearing stresses; Px , Py , Pz the x, y and z components of the polarization,

and Ex ,Ey , Ez the x, y and z components of the electric field, ^fi ,
• • •

, s^e

are the 36 elastic compliances. The superscript E is added to show that

they must be measured when the field E is zero or the crystal plated and short

circuited. As shown from section C of this appendix they can be measured

from the resonances of completely plated crystals. From the principle of

conservation of energy it can be shown that there is the general relation

between the elastic compliances

Sij = Sji (A.2)

so that the greatest number of compliance moduli is 21. In equation (A.l)

the dij are the piezoelectric constants measured by observing the propor-

tionality between the strains and the applied fields in the absence of external

stresses. Ki are the "free" susceptibilities of the crystals in the three space

directions measured in the absence of stress. The susceptibilities are related

to the "free" dielectric constants Ki by the equation

Ki = 1 + ^TTKi (A.3)

In addition to these equations we have also that the charge per unit area Q
on the surface is related to the field and polarization by

Q. = ^ + P.
At

ExKi
At

dn Xx — di2 Yy — diz Zz — du Yz — dii Zx — di6 A
j

(A.4)

0- = l + ^'

E K— — dzi Xx — dz2 Yy — dzz Zz — dzi Yz — dz5 Zx — dz6 Xy
At
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These equations hold for the most general type of crystal. In addition

Voigt showed that if there was any symmetry existing in the crystal, a num-

ber of the constants were zero and certain relations existed between other

constants. For e.xamplc quartz has a trigonal symmetry about the Z or

optic axis, and three digonal axes of symmetry (the three X or electrical

axes) about which it is necessary to turn through an angle of 180° before

the original pattern is restored. Voigt showed that by expressing the rela-

tions (A.l) in terms of rotated axes and imposing the symmetry condi-

tions, the following relations existed between the elastic and piezoelectric

coefhcients

E E E E E E E E E r^

Sib — ^16 — -^25 — -^'ie — •^34 — -^35 — -^36 — -^45 — •^46 — vJ

E B E E E E E E
522 — 5ii; 523 — 5l3 ; 524 — 514) 544 — •^555

E r, E E / ^ ^ \
556 — ^5i4; 566 — -^(.Sil 5i2J

di3 = ^16 = di(, = dn = d-iz = ^23 = d-ii = ^31 = dz2 (A.5)

= d33 = du = ^36 = C?36 =

di2 = —dn] d-ib = —du; d2& = —2dn
F F

Kl = K2

Hence the relations between the stresses, strains, polarizations and fields for

quartz reduce to the simpler forms

— Xx = SuXj, + 51^2^^ + SisZ: + sfiY^ — dnE^

— yy = SnXx -f SnYy + 5i3Zj — sf4Yz + duEx

— Zx = SnXx + 5i3Fj, + 533Zj

— yz = Si^Xx — Si^Yy + 544 F2 — d\\Ex

— Zx = 544Z1 -\- IsiiXy -\- duEy

— Xy = 2sfiZx + 2(5fi — Sn)Xy -f 2dnEy (A.6)

Qx = —.— — ^11 Xx + ^11 Yy — du Yz
47r

E K""
Qy =

;,
+ duZx -\- 2dn Xy

47r

_ EzKz

47r

The superscripts have been left ofiF the constants 513 , 533 and K3 since it

will be shown that their values are not affected by the way in which they

are measured.
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Equation (A.5) is not the only way of relating the elastic and elec-

tric quantities. For example if we substitute the values of the fields of the

last three equations of (A.6) in the first six equations, we can write

-X, = s^nX:. + sl2Yy + SuZ, + sU\ - gllQ.

-yy = sl^X, + s^nYy + SnZ, - s'LW + gnQ,

— Zz = SizXx + SizYy -\- SziZ^

— yz = 514X1 — sii^Yy + si^Y:, — guQx

Zx = SuZx + 2snXy -\- guQy

-Xy = Isi.Zx + 2(5?i - s%:)Xy + IgnQy (A.7)

-E, = -^ (3, + gnXx - gn Yy + gu F.
Ai

47r

^v = -;7^Qy - gii Zx - 2^11 Xy

47r

where

oO — o^ ^trdu Q B
I

'^irdu q e ^irdn du
Sn - 5ii — -—^ , 5i2 = 5l2 + -—^ ; ^14 = 5i4 —

J.

J^i rii Ki

Q _ B 4:irdu 4Trdn 4:Tdu
544 - 544 — -—J- ; ^11 = —nr ', gu

The superscript Q is added to show that these are the elastic compliances

that will be measured when the free charge on the surface is zero. These
elastic constants are the ones measured when an unplated crystal is put in

an airgap holder with a large air-gap since then no charge can flow to the

surface of the crystal. The difference between the zero field and zero charge

elastic constants for quartz is less than 1 per cent. For rochelle salt, how-
ever, they may differ by a factor of 4. For rochelle salt the principal piezo-

electric constant dx^ and the "free" dielectric constant A'f vary widely in

value and phase angle with variations in temperature and frequency, whereas

the piezoelectric constant gi4 which is proportional to the ratio of these two
is nearly a constant for all frequencies and temperatures, so that the formu-

lation of equation (A.7) is more advantageous than that of equation (A.6).

For quartz, however, both forms are reasonably constant. Furthermore

the elastic constants of equation (A.6) are those for a plated crystal which

are usually the ones of interest for a crystal employed in an oscillator or filter.

Hence this formulation has been used in this appendix.
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"Both the formulation of (A.6) and (A. 7) can be expressed in terms of

the strains rather than the stresses. Since these are useful forms and are

used later in this appendix, they are given below. Equations (A.8) are

obtained directly from equations (A.6) by solving them simultaneously to

replace the strain by the stress, while equations (A. 10) are obtained in the

same way from equations (A. 7).

— Xx = CiiXx + cioVy + CisZz + cuyz — euEx

— Fj, = cfo-Vx + CuVy + cuz, — cuy^ + enEi

— Zj = CnXx + Cisyy + CzsZz

— Yz = CnXx — cUjy + c^^y^ — euEx

Zx = CnZx ~r CnXy -\- eiiEy

(E E \

^^—-jXy^euEy (A.8)

Ex Ex Ki
Qx = -r -\- Px = -—.— + enXx — enjy + e^jz

47r 47r

r\ V I 7-) ^-^y ''1

Vv =
-^, r ry = —— — eu Zi — 6ii Xy
47r 47r

47r 47r

where the relations for the elastic constants are

^ E _ Ssz _. Su ^ _ -33 -^44 _ — -^13

^Cii 1^5 -^^12 -^ ', Ci3 — •

;

a p a p a
E E ^^ E E E

E ^14 _ Sil -f- Si2 E S\i — Sl2
Cl4 — —TT- ; C33 — ; C44 —

a ' j8

£ _ I'll — <'12 _ .>44 _ / K
I

£ X ^ 2
C66 —

7^
~

tTd '
a — 533(^511 -\- S12) — Z5i3

Cii — C12 _ 544

£2
^ — Sii{Sii — 512) — 2Si4

Conversely we can also write the useful relation
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For the piezoelectric constants

^11 — dnifw — C12) + duCn ; en — 2dnC\\ + 6^14^44 ;

and conversely

— dn = en{sii — S12) + euSn ; —du = 2enSii + ^14^44 •

The dielectric constant Ki denotes the clamped dielectric constant, i.e.,

the constant measured when the crystal is free from strain. This is related

to the free dielectric constant Kl by the equation

iTf = Kl - ^irldueu + 2dneu]. (A.9)

In a similar way if we solve equations (A. 7) simultaneously, for the stresses

in terms of the strains, we have

—Xx= CiiXx + Ciijy -\- CnZz + Cnjz — JnQx ;

— Yy = Ci2Xx + Ciijy + CnZz — Ciijz + fnQx' ;

— Zz = CizXx + Cizjy + CzzZz ;

— Vz= CiiXx — Cwjy -j- C44>'z — 714^1 ;

— Zx = CnZx -\- CuXy + JuQy I

Xy — C\iZx + I ]Xy + fllQy ',

Ex = —^Qx - fnXx + fnyy - fuyz ;

Kl

(A.10)

47r

k!
Ey = :^Qy + fuZz + fnXy ;

^'-Kz^" .
\

where the c^ constants are related to the 5« constants as in equation (A.8).

The piezoelectric relations are

/u = gn{Cii — C12) + guC\i ; /l4 = 2giiCi4 + §14^44 ;

or conversely 1

— gn = fn{sn — Sn) + euSu ; —gu = 2/ii5h + fuSii ;

while the dielectric relation between the free and clamped crystal

%=^- (gi4/i4 + 2gn/ii). (A.11)

Ai Ai
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Equations (A. 10) might also have been obtained directly from equations

(A. 8) by substituting the charges from the last three equations in terms of

the fields. This substitution yields the additional relations

Ai
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would be Cij or s% . In any case the difference was probably less than the

accuracy of measurement.

Later measurements by Perrier and Mandrot for two of the constants ^n

and ^33 give the values

^n - 127.3 X 10-"; 533 = 97 X lO-'* (A.15)

By using the measured resonance frequencies of known modes of motion,

the uncertainty of the type of elastic constant can be removed, for the

alternations occur so fast that the leakage resistance has little effect. If a

crystal is lightly plated, it is shown in the next section that the resonant

frequency of a length vibrating bar will be determined by the zero field

elastic constants ^f,- . On the other hand if an unplated crystal is measured

in an air gap holder with a large air gap it has been shown that the fre-

quency measured will be determined by the zero charge elastic constants

s% or 6% . A careful measurement of the elastic constants of quartz has

recently been made by Atanasoff and Hart^. Using thickness modes for

1 The resonances of length vibratmg crystals have been discussed by Cady, "The Piezo-

electric Resonator and The Effect of Electrode Spacing on Frequency," Physics, Vol. 7,

No. 7, July 1936, pages 237-259; and bv the writer, "Dynamic Measurement of The Con-
stants of Rochelle Salt," Phys. Rev., Vol. 55, pages 775-789, April 15, 1939; while the

resonances of thickness vibrating crystals have been discussed by Cady (above paper) and
Lawson "The Vibration of Piezoelectric Plates," Phys. Rev., Vol. 62, July 1, 1942, pp.
71-76. For a length vibrating crystal Cady shows that the resonant frequency for no air

gap (plated crystal) is controlled by the constant lAfi- For a crystal with a large air

gap, the frequency' is controlled by the constant.

lAf, + A-,rd,l/Klsf^ = l/.f, .

Starting with equations of the form (A. 10), the writer showed that the frequency of a bar in

an air gap holder would be controlled by the constant 1/xn , while the frequency of a plated

crystal is determined by

K',s\

For a thickness vibrating crystal for which the field is applied in the direction of wave
propagation, Cady and Lawson find that the resonant frequency is controlled by the elastic

constant

47reii2
1 ^

. + ^f(f

where D is the total separation between electrodes and t the thickness of the crystal.

When the separation is infinite, the controlling elastic constant is cfi + 47reii^/A'f which,

from equation (A. 12) is cfj. When the air gap is zero or D = t, the controlUng constant is

r('-^)
which, for all practical purposes, can be taken as Cif for quartz.

2 "Dynamical Determination of the Elastic Constants and their Temperature Coeffi-

cients for Quartz," Phys. Rev., Vol. 59, No. 1 (85-96), Jan. 1, 1941.
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relatively thick pieces of quartz, and determining the asymptotic value for

high order harmonics, they obtained the elastic constants

cn = 87.55 X IQio dynes/cm-; cn = 6.07 X W; Cn = 13.3 X W;
cu = -cu = 17.25 X 10'"; rgg = 106.8 X 10'"; c^ = 57.19 X 10'".

(A.16)

In addition they came to the conclusion that Cb6 had a value of 18.4 X 10'",

which was different from the value of cu as required by theory. Their

measurements were made with high harmonics in air gap holders so that the

values measured should determine the rfy constant. To explain the dis-

crepancy found, Lawson^ has suggested that the rfj constants

c?j = cfj + iireueij/Ki (A. 17)

do not obey the same symmetry relations as the cfy constants. This sugges-

tion does not seem to be borne out by equations (A. 10), from which the sym-

metry relations of the cfy constants can be determined. If we start with a

generalized form of these equations applicable to any crystal and apply the

symmetry relations for quartz, we find that it is still necessary to satisfy the

symmetry relations between the constants found previously and in particular

cfe = c?4 (A.18)

In order to investigate this matter further, and to obtain more reliable

values of the elastic constants, an analysis has been made of a number of

measurements previously obtained for oriented crystals. In particular two

families of oriented crystals were investigated. One family was a set of

oriented X cut crystals vibrating longitudinally. They were cut with their

major faces normal to the X axis and with their lengths at angles ^2 of from

+43° to —79° with respect to the Y or mechanical axis. They were

oriented similarly to the +5° and —18.5° filter crystals shown by Fig. 1.9.

When these crystals are 7 to 10 times as long as they are wide or thick it

has been shown previously^ that their length resonances are determined

very accurately by the equation

- /« = 97i/^ (^-19)
^^y Y pS22'

where 4 is the length of the crystal, p the density and 522' the inverse of

Young's Modulus along the length for a plated crystal. This is related to

the angle of cut ^2 by the equation

^22' = Sii cos A2 + S33 sin .42 + 2su cos .42 sin .42

+ (2^13 -f Sii) sm .42 cos .42

3 A. W. Lawson, Phys. Rev., 59, 838 (1941).
^ "Electrical Wave Filters Employing Quartz Crystals as Elements." \V. P. Mason,

B. S. T. J., Vol. XIII, pp. 405-452, Jul\' 1934. See Figs. 25, 31 and 32.
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Since the resonant frequency of the plated crystal was measured, it was the

zero potential elastic constant that was determined. These crystals were

lightly plated with aluminum and it had been previously shown that the

added plating would affect the frequency by considerably less than 0.1 per

cent. The crystal orientations, their dimensions, the frequency constants

and the values of 5^2- are shown by Table I.

These measured variations satisfy equation (A. 20) for the variation of

.^22' with angle very well if we take

^fi - 127.9 X 10^'' cmVdyne;

sf, = -44.6 X 10"'';

su + 2^13 = 175.8 X 10^''.

^33 = 95.6 X 10

(A.21)
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If we make the assumption that there are seven elastic constants

diflfers from Cn , the frequency of this series of crystals will be''

f = L A Aee'

211

and C56

where Cee' = c^e cos^ A2 + ^^4 sin" . I2 — cfg sin 2.42 (A.22)

The determination for the Y cut gives directly

fee = 40.5 X 10 dynes per square cm.

The other two cuts give the values

cfe = 18.2 X 10'"; Cii = 58.65 X lO'"

To test out the hypothesis that cfe differs from cf* or .yfe from

can make use of equation (A.8) writing cfg in place of cf4 . Then

these equations simultaneously we find

544 —
^66 ~Cs6 Cu

f
E E E^-.

yCii Cc,6 C56 )

/ E E E^\'

Table II

/ E E B^N

(A.23)

(A.24)

2^14 we

solving

(A.25)

Crystal
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where k the electromechanical coupling is given by

k = du

The two crystal cuts and their constants are given in Table IV.

Only the numerical value and not the sign are determined for di2

Table III

(A.28)

Elastic Compliance
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From these values and the elastic constants of Table III we can calculate

all the different forms of the piezoelectric constants. These are given in

Table V.

(A.3). Derivation of Equivalent Circuit of Crystal

The electrical impedance and electrical equivalent circuit for a fully-

plated crystal can be derived from the piezoelectric relations of equation

(A.6) taken together with Newton's law of motion

/^
Fy = ma = (pdxdydz) -y-. (A.31)

at-

where m is mass of an elementary volume dx dy dz, a the acceleration, and

^ is the displacement of the element in the y direction. If we consider a

long thin X cut crystal with its length in the y direction, the piezoelectric

relations of interest are

— yy = SnX^ + ^fi Yy + Sl3Z^ — sfi Yz + dnEx\

E,Kl (A.32)

Qx = —. — dn Xjo + dn Yy — du Yz.

For a long thin crystal with its long dimension in the Y direction we can set

X^ = Z, = F. = (A.33)

This follows since the crystal is free from external forces, and hence these

stresses on the edges of the crystal must be zero. On account of the small x

and s dimensions, the rate of change of these stresses with x or z will have

to be high in order that the stresses shall differ appreciably from zero, and

there are no mechanical strains causing a high stress gradient. Then for a

long thin bar the piezoelectric equations can be written

—yy = ^fi Yy + dxiEi)

Qx = —^ + dn Yy.

Let us next consider a small cross section of the crystal with a dimension

dy along the crystal length. The total force on the section is a resultant of

the difference in stresses on the two faces or equal to

dV
LaYy, - Yy,] = -Ltt-y dy = Fy (A.35)

oy

where Yy the stress is considered as a compressional force acting on the faces

of the element. By Newton's law of motion (A.31) we have

-L(.dy— = L (, dy f,^ or -^^ = - p ^-, (A.36)
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For a completely plated crystal such as we are considering, the potential

gradient Ex will be independent of the y direction, since any charge distribu-

tion will be equalized with the speed of light which is much higher than

the speed of sound in the crystal. Then equation (A.34) when differentiated

by y becomes

_ ^« = _ ^^ = ^fi ^ . (A.37)
dy dy- dy

Introducing equation (A.36), the equation of motion for a plated crystal

becomes

For simple harmonic motion the variation of | with time can be written in

the usual form

^ = ^e'"\ (A.39)

so that for simple harmonic motion equation (A.38) becomes

where v the velocity of sound in the plated crystal is given by the formula

v'=^. (A.41)
psn

A solution of equation (A.40) with two arbitrary boundary conditions is

^ = ^ cos - y -f 5 sin ^

.

(A.42)
V V

To determine the constants A and B, use is made of equation (A.34),

Differentiating (A.42)

dy V
.4 sin - y — 5 cos -^ = Sn Vy + duEx. (AAS]

V JV

When y = and y — I the bar length

Yy = Yy, and F, = F,, (A.44)

provided the crystal is driving a load. For most electrical cases the only

load driven is an air load and this is usually very small so that it is customary

to set Yy^ = Yy^ = 0. Under these conditions

— - B = dnEx and - A sin — — B cos — = di\ E^. (A.45)
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Solving these equations for A and B and substituting in (A.43) we have

or

-yy = d.

Yy= -

11 £i
coc . coy

,
coy

tan -- sin ^^ + cos
2v V

'^y-^y- + ^11 E^

dnEj,

S\i

cos
<^{y - m)

U>1
cos —

2v

(A.46)

The electrical impedance measured at the terminals of a plated crystal is

then determined by substituting the value of Yy in the last of equations

(A.v34) and integrating the charge Q over the whole surface. The current

into the crystal is then

Jo

Kx _ dn 1. cos CO (y — (jly

4t Sxx Oil
COS —

2v

dy

= jOiiEx

= joiEJl

rrr J 2 /
tan

Aa _ flii_ . _ 2v

4r S\\

2v

(A.47)

'LC
Oil

2 tan —^r _^ dn 3 2v

47r sn w

2v J

where A'l' = Ki —
Sn

is called the longitudinally clamped dielectric

constant, i.e. the dielectric constant that would be measured if we suppress

the longitudinal strain along the y axis but not the other strains. The
admittance of the crvstal then is

(A.48)

This consists of two terms which represent parallel branches in the equiva-

lent circuit. One of these is the capacitance

i
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The other branch contains the impedance

}fw^

Sn 2v

dn . (^

.

**"
2.J

cgs units =
-j^tsu"^ X 9 X 10''

2v

Oily, I d\\ tan —

-

2v

ohms (A.50)

This branch will have a zero impedance or will resonate when the tangent is

infinite or when

(A.51)ir~ 2
'''^" ~ 2l~ U^ E

Hence for a fully plated crystal it is the zero field elastic constant that

determines the resonant frequency.

Near this resonant frequency, the impedance of equation (A.50) can be

represented by a series capacitance and inductance having the values

Ci = — 5 u =
£2

pSu X9X W
ft 7r2 5fi X 9 X 10"

'

Taking the ratio between Co and Ci we have

Sf. dn
(A.52)

Co

Ci 8 \ 47r Ji

1 -
(A.53)

Xl 5ii

where k the coefficient of electromechanical coupling is equal to

k = d
' y KUl,

(A.54)

These values are used inequations (A.2 7) and (A.28) to evaluate the piezo-

electric constants of quartz.

A.4. Use of Voigt's Relations in Locating Regions of Low Tempera-

ture Coefficient Crystals for Simple Modes of Motion

In Section 1.5 of the text, the statement is made that all longitudinally

vibrating crystals of quartz have a zero or negative temperature coefficients.

This can be proved from \'oigt's relations for quartz and a knowledge of

the temperature coefficients of the six elastic constants of quartz. Since

the same method can be used to locate the regions of low temperature coeffi-

cient for other simple modes of motion a short discussion of the method is

given here.

The Voigt relations given in equation (A.6) give the values of the piezo-
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electric and elastic constants for crystals with their three edge dimensions

along the three crystallographic axes. Most low-coefficient crystals, how-

ever, are oriented crystals with one or more of their edges lying along

directions not parallel to the crystallographic axes. The theory of elasticity,

however, provides methods for calculating the values of the constants for

rotated axes. If the rotated axes X' , Y' , Z' are related to the crystallo-

graphic axes X, Y, and Z by the relation

XY Z

X'

Y'

Z' 4 ^3 nz

where A ,
• • •

, Ws are the direction cosines between the axes indicated, the

theory of elasticity provided relations between the stresses of the rotated

axes and the stresses of the crystallographic axes, between the strains of

the rotated axes and the strains of the crystallographic axes, and between

the field, polarizations, or charges of the rotated axes and the same quantities

for the crystallographic axes. Then if we express the relation between the

stress, strain and fields for the rotated axes, the elastic and piezoelectric

constants are determined.

Two shorthand methods are also available for calculating the constants

of rotated crystals. One method is the matrix method which is based

upon the fact that relations in (A.6) can be expressed in a matrix equation

-e = s^X-\-dE (A.56)

where e are the strain components, X the stress components, s^ the elastic

compliance matrix, d the piezoelectric matrix and E the field components.

By applying the rules of matrix multiplication the .y and d matrices can be

transformed to rotated axes having the direction cosines of equation (A.57)

with respect to the crystallographic axes. The other method is the method

of tensor analysis. Equations (A.6) can be expressed in the form

— iij = SijaffXaQ ~r dijyXLv (A.57)

where e,-,- is the second rank strain tensor, Xa^ the second rank stress tensor,

Sija& the fourth rank compliance tensor, E^ the field vector, and (/i,v the third

rank piezoelectric tensor. By employing the geometric rules for tensor

^ This method of determining the constants for rotated axes is discussed in a former
paper "Dynamic Measurements of the Constants of Rochelle Salt," Phys. Rev., April 15,

1939, Appendix I.

* This method is discussed in a recent paper by W. L. Bond, "The Mathematics of

The Physical Properties of Crystals," B. S. T. /., Jan. 1943.
' The tensor method of writing the elastic and piezoelectric relations is discussed by

Atanasoff and Hart and by Lawson. See references (2) and (3).
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transformation of axes, the components of the rotated tensors are easily-

calculated and the elastic and piezoelectric constants for rotated crystals

determined.

The variation of Young's modulus as a function of orientation was first

worked out by Voigt. In terms of the IRE angles specifying the orientation

of a crystal plate, the s compliance modulus (inverse of Young's Modulus)

is given by the equation

E' E / 2 rt 2,1 • 2 ,\2
I /T I

£ \ . 2 /, 2 ,

•^H — Sn{cos 0COS i/' + sni \f/) + (2^13 + 544) sm ^ cos \f/

X (cos 6 cos xj/ + sin" i/-) + 533 sin 9 cos \p — 2sfi sin 6 sin
\f/
cos \p (x'\.58)

X [3 (cos (f cos 6 cos ip — sin (p sin \p) — (sin (p cos d cos xp — cos </? sin yp)"]

As discussed in Chapter II by W. L. Bond, the IRE angles are meas-

ured as follows: Taking the X' axis along the length of the crystal, the Y'

along the width, and the Z' along the thickness, the angle 6 is the angle

between the Z or optic axis and Z'. (p is the angle between the projection

of the Z' axis on the XY plane and the X axis, while \{/ the skew angle is

the angle between the length and the tangent to the great circle which con-

tains the Z and Z' axes and the length of the crystal X'. A crystal having

its thickness along the ,Y axis (Y-cut crystal) will have the angles

6 = 90°; (p — 0°; \p variable but equal to 90° when the length coincides

with the Y axis. Under these conditions

E' E • 4 , . /o I
E \ 2 , 2 ,

Sn = Sn sni xp + (2.^13 + Su) sm \p cos \p

E 3
(A.59)

-\- S33 cos \p — 2sn sin \p cos \p

This equation has been made use of in evaluating the elastic constants of

quartz as shown by equations (A. 20). For this equation A2 was measured

from the F axis rather than from the Z as in the IRE angle and

A2^ xp - 90° (A.60)

Since from equation (A. 19) the frequency of a long thin crystal in longitudi-

nal motion is known to be

/ = f./l/^ (A.19)

the longitudinal frequency of any oriented crystal can be calculated from

equations (A.58) and (A. 19).

It is the purpose of this section to show also that the temperature coeffi-

cient of the longitudinal frequency of any oriented crystal can be calculated

provided we know the temperature coefficient of the six elastic constants of

1" Methods for Specifying Quartz Crj'stal Orientation and their Determination by
Optical Means," this issue of the B. S. T. J.
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quartz, and that regions of low temperature coefficient crystals can be located

for this and other simple modes of motion for which the frequency can be

calculated in terms of the elastic constants.

Dififerentiating equation (A. 19) with respect to t the temperature

df

dt
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Hence since the elastic constants are definitely known, the temperature

coefficient of any longitudinally vibrating crystal can be obtained when

the separate temperature coefficients are evaluated.

The temperature coefficients appearing in equation (A.65) can all be evalu-

ated from the temperature coefficient angle curves for A' cut rotated crystals

shown by Fig. 1.19. For an X cut crystal equation (A.65) reduces to

Tf = 3.9 + 6.5 cos' V

SiiTsf^ sm \p + {IsnTs,^ + ^4^^,^,) sin" \p cos" i/'

-f SszTs^^ cos^ \(/ — Is^iTsfi sin^ yj/ cos ^p

Sii sin i/' + (25i3 -f- Sn) sin ^ cos \}/

+ 533 cos yp — 2sn sin \p cos yp.

(A.66)

The value of Tsf^^ is obtained directly for ^2 = or ^ = 90°, for Tj = —2

and hence

T,f, = 11.8 (A.67)

Taking three other angles and solving for the remaining constants we find

T,f/u = -5310; (2513^,^3 + SuT^f,) = 45,130;

r,3 3533 = 17,400.

(AM)

Inserting the values found for the elastic constants, two temperature coeffi-

cients are determined, and one relation is given between the others,

Tsf, = +119; r,33 = 182; T.f, - .1112 T,f, = 228.2 (A.69)

The values of (A.68) are sufficient to determine the temperature coefficient

of long thin crystals cut at any angle, for inserting these values in (A.65) the

temperature coefficient for any oriented crystal in longitudinal vibration

is given by

T/ = 3.9 + 6.5 sin' 6 cos' i^

'+755 (cos- 6 cos"' xp + sin- \py + 22,565 sin- 6 cos- \p

(cos2 d cos2 1// + sin2 xP) + 8700 sin" ^cos" \p

+5310 sin 6 sin \p cos \p [3(cos (p cos 6 cos \p — s\n<p sin \p)-

— (sin (p cos 6 cos \p + cos (p sin yp)-]

127.9 (cos2 e cos2 xP + sin2 xpy + 175.8 sin^ d cos^ xP

(cos- 6 cos-\p + sin-i/') + 95.6 sin 6 cos \p

+89.2 sin 6 sin \p cos i/'[3(cos (p cos d cos \p — sin v? sin \p)-

— (sin (p cos d cos \p + cos <^ sin xp)'']

The only regions of low temperature coefficients are the regions for which

the two big middle terms are small which requires that 6 —> 0, or \p —) 90°.

(A.70)
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The first region would be a Z-cut crystal with its length somewhere in the

XY plane and would result in a temperature coefficient of two parts per

million negative. Such a crystal is not of much interest since there is no
piezoelectric constant for driving it. The other region \^ —^ 90° would also

result in the length being near the AT crystallographic plane, but would
allow the major surface to be made perpendicular to the X axis and hence

would allow the crystal to be driven piezoelectrically. By allowing \p to

be slightly greater than 90°, the fourth term in the numerator can be made
slightly negative and of a value greater than the two positive terms. This

results in the +5° X-cut crystal having nearly a zero coefficient and this

angle is the most favorable one for a low coefficient longitudinal mode of

motion. All other directions have a negative temperature coefficient.

The remaining temperature coefficients of the six elastic constants can be

evaluated from Fig. 1.12, and equation (A. 22). The frequency temperature

coefficient can be expressed by the equation:

Tf = 3.9 + 6.5 cos- d

^ 1 pfe Taj, sin' d + cf4 Tcf, cos' d + T^f, cf, sin 2^1 (A.71)

2 L C66 sin" 9 + Cii cos' 6 + cfi sin 26

since in terms of the IRE angles the series of crystals is given by (p = —90-

6 = 90- A2;^P = 90°. Taking the A T, BT, and F-cut, whose coefficients

have accurately been determined, we have
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Differentiating these with respect to t, we have

T E = T E —
^ S66 -^ C44

5ii

£2
'"'''

-^.(T.f, + T4.)'j+ ^'"
E E BE £2 -^ Ci4

C44 C66 — Cl4

^11 — Si2

T.E —^ «11
-J}1 r^
B £ *1 2

r £ = T E —
-• sm •' I'm

r
^^^^^^'g

(T E 4- r^)!£ E £2 ^.-t C44 T^ -I Csey*

LC44 C66 — Ci4 J
+ 2ci4

(A.73)

T E
E E £2 -^ Ci4

C44 C66 — ^14

r.^ = TrE —
C44 Cfif

** ^ (T-.f. + r.f.)] +
^''

£2

- T E

C44 C66 Cl4
E B E''- '^\i

Cii ^66 — Cl4

Table VII

Temperature
Coeflacient
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The value of Taft provides a check on the accuracy of measurement since

it has been measured in two ways. The agreement is within about 2 per

cent which shows the probable accuracy of the measurement. Combining

the coefficients of (A.69) with those given by equation (A. 74), the complete

temperature coefficients are given in Table VH together with previous

determinations ' ". The present determination differs from a previous

determination by the writer due to the use of the elastic constants found

here rather than Voigt's constants.

The temperature coefficients of the cf; elastic constants are easily obtained

from the s^j constants by employing the relations of equation (A.8). These

result in the temperature coefficient values for the c constants given in

Table VHI.

By using the elastic constant data, the temperature coefficient data, and

the equations of transformation for rotated axes it is possible to calculate

the frequency and temperature coefficient of any simple mode for any

orientation. Examples are given for a face shear mode and a thickness

shear mode in a previous paper "Low Temperature Coefficient Quartz

Crystals." This paper shows contour maps for low temperature coeffi-

cient crystals of these types.

'^ The first determination of the temperature coefficients of the writer was given in a

paper "Electrical Wave Filters Employing Quartz Crystals As Elements," B. S. T. J.,

July 1934, p. 446. A redetermination using better temperature coefficient data was given

in a paper "Low Temperature Coefficient Quartz Crystals," B. S. T. J., Jan. 1940. The
present determination uses the same temperature coefficient data but slightly different

elastic constants which results in slight changes in the temperature coefficients.

'2 A partial determination of the coefficients was made by Koga, Rep. Rad. Research,

Japan 6, 1 (1934). Other complete determinations are R. Bechmann, Hoch: tech. U. Elek.

Akus. 44,145 (1934) and Atanasoff and Hart, Phys. Rev., Vol. 59, No. 1, Jan. 1, 1941,

pp. 85, 96.

i^B.S. T. J., Vol. XIX, 74 (Jan. 1940).



CHAPTER II

Methods For Specifying Quartz Crystal Orientation and
Their Determination by Optical Means

By W. L. BOND

2.1 Quartz and its Axes •

The chemist describes quartz as silicon dioxide, Si02, crystallized in

hard, brittle, glass-like, six sided prisms, often with pyramidal terminations;

melting point 1750° Centigrade, density 2.65, hardness on Moh's scale 7. It

transforms from alpha to beta quartz at 573°C under atmospheric pressure.

Under stress it transforms at lower temperatures. Alpha quartz is in-

soluble in ordinary acids but soluble in hydrofluoric acid; and in hot alkalis.

At first glance we might say that it had hexagonal symmetry but if we

etch two adjacent pyramid faces we find that the microscopic etch pits

are of different shape, hence the faces cannot be equivalent. It has three

axes of two-fold symmetry and one axis of three-fold symmetry. Let us

also remark that it does not have a center of symmetry or a six-fold axis.

Figure 2.1 shows us that the three two-fold axes are perpendicular to the

three-fold axis and are 120° apart. If they were not like this, they would

not be self-consistent.

As we examine more and more quartz crystals we find that there is a

tendency for pyramid faces to be alternately large and small, the larger

faces being brighter than the smaller faces. Also the etch pits of alternate

faces are similar. (The etch pit study is a powerful tool in determining

crystal symmetry.) Further, two other "kinds" of faces are quite

commonly found. If we draw such a crystal as though equivalent faces

were of equal size we get such a picture as Fig. 2.2. It is an idealized figure

used to illustrate the symmetry of quartz. The prism faces are marked

w, the six faces marked r "constitute the primary rhombohedron"—the

ones we called the large bright pyramid faces. The crystallographer

thinks of these six faces as pieces of the faces of a rhombohedron. (A

crystallographer's rhombohedron is like a cube stood on one corner, then

the opposite corner pushed in a little towards the other, or pulled away

from it. He thinks of it always as standing on this corner, as Fig. 2.3.)

The z faces constitute a second rhombohedron—the secondary rhom-

bohedron or minor pyramid faces. The s and x faces illustrate a further

property of quartz. Figure 2.3 differs from its mirror image so that we

224
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might expect to find two kinds of quartz that are related to each other as

one's right hand is related to his left. We do find them and call them

right-hand quartz and left-hand quartz respectively. They are illustrated

in Fig. 2.4. These conventional figures are shown in many texts but no one

has seen such perfect quartz crystals. They are drawn possessing just

these faces and no others merely to illustrate the symmetry of quartz and

its occurrence in right-handed and left-handed forms.

These figures are also useful in defining how a blank shall be cut from

one kind of quartz. It is found that if a crystal be compressed with forces

Fig. 2.1—Hexagonal axis system

parallel to a pair of sides of the hexagon an electric polarization takes place

in the direction of the forces. The edge "modified" by the presence of 5

and X faces becomes negative. If we allow these charges to leak ofif and

then suddenly release the mechanical forces the "modified" edge becomes

positively charged as the crystal expands. This is true for both right-

hand and left-hand crystals.

Let us now talk about right-hand quartz. Since expansion is con-

sidered as a positive strain (contraction as negative) it is decided to take

the positive end of the electric axis as pointing towards the modified edge.

This gives us a positive charge at the positive end of the electric axis when

a positive stress (tension) is applied along this axis. This positive direc-
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tion of an electric axis is taken as the positive x axis of a right-hand xyz

rectangular coordinate system. The z axis is taken along the axis of the

hexagonal prism, and since the .v axis is an axis of two-fold symmetry we

Fig. 2.2—An idealized quartz crj-stal

can take either end of the prism as the direction of +s. We then choose y
to form a right-handed coordinate system. (In a right-handed system if a

right-handed screw turns about the z axis in the sense x to y it would ad-
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vance in the positive s direction.) The y axis will always lie directly under

a major rhombohedral face.

We could define the .v, y and s axes for a left-hand crystal as forming a

left-hand system. Though this is a useful conception in mathematical

Fig. 2.3—A rhombohedron

LEFT HAND
QUARTZ

RIGHT HAND
QUARTZ

Fig. 2.4

studies, we can dodge this "double standard" by a simple device. For use

as a crystal circuit element, left-hand quartz can be used just as well as

right-hand quartz. In designing such an element it suffices to think al-

ways in terms of right-hand quartz and issue specifications for this kind

only, using always right-hand coordinate systems. If now for left-hand
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Fig. 2.5—Simple crystal cuts

Fig. 2.6—Simply rotated cuts
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crystals we mark the negative end of the electric axis as positive we can

treat it exactly as though it were a right-handed crystal.

The first plates used were x and y piezoids (squeezing solids). For

these simply described cuts one does not need to know the quartz "handed-

ness." These crystals had large frequency temperature coefficients.

But when Lack, Willard and Fair brought out the low temperature coeffi-

cient AT plate, its more complicated orientation required the right-left

differentiation. The AT, the subsequent BT, CT, DT, etc., were thought

of as y-cuts rotated through various angles about the edge that coincided

with X. For example, the AT was a +35|° cut, or was a y plate rotated

35j° about .v; the BT was a —49° cut. Their orientations are illustrated

in Fig. 2.6.

As more complicated orientations were designed to give even better

temperature coefficients at extreme frequencies the description became more

difficult, requiring the specification of two or three angles. Many schemes

for specification have been devised but the Institute of Radio Engineers is

recommending the adoption of a system we shall call the I.R.E. system.

The crystal designer has the problem: "How shall I orient the length,

width and thickness of a piezoid with respect to the x, y and z axes so as to

give the required electrical properties? He thinks in terms of fixed x, y
and z axes, variable piezoid edge directions. The crystal cutter has the

converse problem. "How shall I orient the :v, y and z axes of the crystal

so that fixed saws will give the required surfaces?" For this reason the

most convenient orientation angles from the designer's viewpoint may
not be the simplest from the cutter's viewpoint. Also the translation

from one set to the other may not be simple.

The early methods of orientation specification were somewhat chaotic.

There was no overall plan of what angles were to be specified and from

what axes they were to be measured. Each group of crystals was a law

unto itself.

The I.R.E. Orientation Angles

The relations between the x, y and z axes of the crystal and the length,

width and thickness of the piezoid are given in Fig. 2.7.

The position of Fig. 2.7 may be considered as a result of turning the piezoid

through the successive angles ((>, d, \{/ starting from an initial position length

parallel to x, width parallel to y and thickness parallel to z as in Fig. 2.8.

First the crystal is turned through angle (f>
about z in the direction shown

in Fig. 2.7. Then it is lowered through angle 6 about an axis parallel to the

width direction, again in the direction shown in Fig. 2.7. Finally it is skewed

through an angle
\l/

about an axis parallel with the thickness direction in

the sense shown in Fig. 2.7.
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Fig. 2.7—The I.R.E. orientation angles

Fig. 2.8—The initial position 0, 0, for the I.R.E. angles
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The I.R.E. Angles for a Few Standard Piezoids

Name



REFERENCE
TABLE

Fig. 2.9—Optical orientation by reflection of light from faces

Fig. 2.10—A type of quartz growth
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along a z axis in one direction only, the x axis does not appear to be one of

two-fold symmetry. Such a crystal is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. Here the

prism faces under a major rhombohedron are tapered and bright, the

prism faces under a minor are relatively parallel sided and very dull. The

bright prism faces are much more nearly parallel to the optic axis than the

dull ones. Again, given a portion of the prism we can deduce the orien-

tation.

Fig. 2.11—Another t\'pe of quartz growth

2.3 Flat Lay Cutting

Flat lay cutting takes advantage of the fact that, although tapering

quartz prisms have their faces non-parallel to the s axis the prism faces are

parallel to the x axis. A crystal is cemented prism face down, to a mount-

ing plate. The mounting plate is tilted and tur-ned on a base plate to render

the optic axis parallel to the long edge of the base plate. This is done in

a conoscope. Now the edges of the base plate are the x, y, z axes of the

crystal.

The crystal can now be cut directly into wafers for dicing into AT's,

BT's etc. by mounting on an angle bracket as shown in Fig. 2.13 or cut into

X sections from which AT or BT bars shall be made by merely sawing down

the length. Again s sections can be cut by cross cutting. Good z sections

can be made in this way in the total absence of faces. These sections can



Fig. 2.12—Optical adjustment for the sawing of Z sections or direct crystal blank slabs

Fig. 2.13—Direct sawing of the slabs

234
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then have their x axes determined by etching and X-rays and cut up by the

Z section cutting method.

By turning the base plate on the angle bracket and dicing the wafers at

an angle any orientation can be obtained.

2.4 Z Section or Vertical Cutting

Having a true Z basal section it is first marked for the +.v axis. The

simplest procedure is to use the star mark; for right-hand quartz (R.H.Q.)

\+

+ +
Fig. 2.14—Marking the "sense" of righthand and lefthand sections

Fig. 2.15—Making the rotations Ai

the rays should point toward the plus electric axis, for left-hand quartz

the rays should point towards the negative electric axis.

The section is now placed on the carriage plate, one ray pointing towards

the operator (which ray is decided on the basis of the economy of quartz).



SAW

Fig. 2.16—The rotation Aj

Fig. 2.17—The slab after the rotations Ai and A2

I
I

Fig. 2.18—Making the A3 rotation
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The section is then rotated clockwise on its base, through angle yli as in

Fig. 2.15 and cemented in this position.

The carriage plate is then transferred to a diamond saw angle bracket of

tilt A2, as in Fig. 2.16, and the crystal is sawed into slices slightly thicker

than the required final thickness /.

The operator turns these slices down flat on the table of a dicing saw as

in Fig. 2.17 by rotating the slices 90° clockwise about the axis ^4^, then turns

the sHce through angle .I3 as in Fig. 18 and makes a cut. The plate is fin-

ished as shown in Fig. 2.18.

Since the angle bracket is not reversible, negative A2 angles are cut by

adding ±180° to Ai and reversing the sign of .43.

The a Angles for Some Standard Plates

Cut
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of these components the vibration is all in the plane of poz, of the other

the vibration is all perpendicular to the plane of poz.

Z-OPTIC AXIS

Fig. 2.19—The velocities of light in a uniaxial crystal

A plot of the propagation velocities for all directions is a surface of two

sheets, one octant of which is shown in Fig. 2.19. One sheet is a sphere;
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the other sheet, which is an ovaloid of revolution, touches the sphere at the

two points where the double sheet is pierced by the optic axis. Of the two

rays traveling along one line, the one with a velocity corresponding to the

sphere is called the ordinary ray; the one with a velocity corresponding

to the ovaloid is called the extraordinary ray. For quartz the ovaloid is

prolate and lies inside the sphere. For tourmaline the ovaloid is oblate and

lies outside the sphere. The small arrows show the direction of vibration.

Each of the components is said to be polarized since for each all the vibra-

tion is in one direction.

Since both sheets are surfaces of revolution with the optic axis as the

axis of revolution, we can never tell the x axis from the y axis by optical

means.* Only the z axis is a unique direction and can be determined op-

tically. If this figure is taken to represent the case for blue light there will

be a slightly larger but similar figure for red light since, in the crystal, red

light travels faster than blue light.

Some kinds of crystals have velocity plots for which the double sheet

surfaces touch at four points. Hence they have two optic axes and are

called biaxial. All hexagonal, rhombohedral and tetragonal crystals are

uniaxial, all others except the isometric ones are biaxial. Rochelle Salt is

biaxial.

2.7 Polarizers and Analyzers

In the Nicol prism means were found to eliminate the ordinary ray; the

other is transmitted as polarized light. That is, ordinary light of any or

all colors upon passing through a Nicol prism emerges as plane polarized

light with no change in color.

Transparent colored media appear colored because they absorb some

colors of light more than other colors. In colored crystals the two rays

themselves often differ in their color absorption so that the crystal as viewed

by means of the ordinary ray seems to be of a different color than as viewed

by the extraordinary ray. Quinine iodo-disulfate, or Herapathite, absorbs

most visible colors of one ray almost completely; transmits about 60% of the

visible colors in the other ray. Hence light emerging from this crystal is

almost completely polarized. In the commercial product called "polaroid",

myriads of such crystals, microscopic in size, are contained in a celluloid-

like sheet and oriented by stretching the sheet. This material now re-

places Nicol prisms for all but the most exacting uses.

If we put two identical polaroid sheets together with their transmission

vibration directions parallel as in Fig. 2.20 we can see through them but if

their transmission vibration directions are at right angles we cannot see

* Methods depending on etch pits are excluded. They are optical only in the sense
that observing natural faces is optical.
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through them because the second sheet can transmit none of the vibrations

transmitted by the first sheet. As we rotate the second sheet back from

complete extinction to "best transmission" the transmitted Hght increases

sinusoidally. In any such arrangement as Fig. 2.20 the first sheet is called

the polarizer, the second is called the analyzer. The name analyzer is

chosen because light that can be extinguished by means of a suitably ro-

tated analyzer must be plane polarized, and it must be vibrating at right

angles to the transmission vibration direction of the analyzer when set for

extinction. The transmission vibration direction of a polaroid plate will

hereafter be called its vibration axis.

Let us go back to Fig. 2.19 and cut out from around the point p, the small

tangential crystal plate shown magnified in Fig. 2.21. Here p is the direction

of propagation as before, and z is parallel to the optic axis. Also s which is

UNPOLARIZED
OR PLAIN
LIGHT

POLARIZED
LIGHT VIBRATING
VERTICALLY

Fig. 2.20—-Light polarization

in the plane of p and z, is the direction of slow vibration while / which is

perpendicular to this plane is the direction of fast vibration. The vibra-

tion frequency is really the same for both. "Slow vibration" means "vi-

bration direction for slow transmission." All directions of propagation

that have this vibration axis have the same velocity.

In Fig. 2.22 we have placed this plate between " crossed polaroids"—that

is polaroids set for extinction. The slow direction makes an angle a with

the polarizer vibration axis. When this vertical-polarized ray of intensity

/ enters the crystal it breaks up into components, one of intensity:

and one of intensity

/ cos a vibrates along s

I sin a vibrates along/

(2.1)

(2.2)

as illustrated in Fig. 2.23.
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Fig. 2.21—Light breaks into components in the crystal

ANALYZER
POLARIZER

Fig. 2.22—Transmission when a crystal is placed askew between crossed polarizers

If a = the fast component reduces to zero and the slow component goes

through the crystal unchanged hence emerging plane polarized. It can
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then be extinguished by the analyzer. If a = 90° the slow component

reduces to zero and the fast one goes through unchanged and again can be

extinguished by the analyzer. This effect can be used to check crystal

orientations. Such an instrument fitted with a divided circle used to meas-

ure a is called a stauroscope. The stauroscope often uses a special analyzer

capable of better determination of extinction setting.

If a is not or 90° two components traverse the crystal and recombine at

the boundary. These two components are at right angles to each other;

they are of unequal intensities, and they differ in phase because they trav-

eled at different speeds.

Fig. 2.23—The intensity of the two components from Fig. 22

Now Vs and V/ have the same frequency F so that in unit time each makes

F wave-lengths. This requires that the slow ray have F wave-lengths in a

distance Vs and hence that each wave have a length:

Similarly

X« — t; (2.3)

(2.30

In a distance t there are - fast waves and -- slow ones. Let us say that
A/ As

there are N more fast waves than slow ones in the distance /. Consequently

iV = - — - which, from (2.3) and (2.3') may be written:
X/ Xg

Vf Vs
(2.4)

All the data on light are given in terms of wave-lengths in a vacuum, not

in terms of frequency, so we will assume that in a vacuum the wave-length
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of this light is X, and as in a vacuum its velocity is V(— 3 X lO^" cms per

V

F
second) an equation similar to (2.3) would tell us that X = -^ and hence that:

F = i (2.5)

With (2.5) we can rewrite (2.4) as

X \V/ Vs/

The ratio of the velocity in a vacuum to the velocity in a medium is called

the refractive index of the medium commonly given the symbol n. For

most transparent materials n is between 1.3 and 1.8.

V.'e write these refractive indices as

V V— = fif and — = Hg respectively.
Vf I's

Now (2.4) becomes:

iV =
^ («/ - n,) (2.7)

After passing through the crystal plate of thickness t, Fig. 2.21, the two

light components recombine. They are polarized at right angles each to

each ; they are of unequal intensities, and they differ in phase by N wave-

lengths as given by equation (2.7).

If the crystal were vanishingly thin the two components that recombine

would be effectively in step or in phase. In Fig. 2.24 we have plotted vibra-

tion amplitude against time for these two components. They are sep-

arated for clarity. In the upper curve the slow vibration is shown as ver-

tical, in the center curve the fast one is shown as horizontal. In the lower

curve corresponding points have been added vectorially. From actual con-

struction we see that in the resultant curve the vibration is always parallel

to the line AA' . Hence it is plane polarized and can be extinguished by
means of an analyzer.

Let us now consider the case of a thicker plate for which the slow wave
gets a quarter-wave-length behind the faster one. This case is plotted in

Fig. 2.25 in the same way that the previous case was plotted in Fig. 2.24.

It turns out to be a space curve like a slightly flattened corkscrew. Viewed

along the axis it looks like an ellipse, as shown to the right of the space

curve. If the slow ray had lost but a little with respect to the fast ray, we
would have gotten a very flat ellipse. If the two components had had the
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same amplitude with the quarter wave phase difference the end view in Fig,

2.25 would have been a true circle. Now since the vibration, in these cases,

is not all in one plane, the light cannot be extinguished by an analyzer; it

is not plane polarized light. In the one case it is called " elliptically polar-

ized" hght and in the other, "circularly polarized" light. If the slow ray

loses an integral number of wave-lengths, it makes no difference; only frac-

Fig. 2.24—The recombination of the light components after passing through a

thin crystal

tions of wave-lengths count, except that if several wave-lengths are present

a thickness that is right to give an integral number of wave-lengths for one

color may give an integer plus a fraction for some other color. If the thick-

ness is fairly small, this may cause spectral colors from white light. For

thick plates the wave-lengths so overlap that the field appears colorless

but dark or white according to the value of the angle a; i.e., if a is zero or
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90° the field is dark; if a 7^ or 90° the field is bright. In Fig. 2.26 we illus-

trate how, for one color of light the polarization starts out as plane at the

Fig. 2.25—Recombination more generally-

crystal boundary, passes through elliptical to circular polarization, then flat-

tens out the other way through elliptical to plane polarization at a distance
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in the crystal corresponding to the slow wave being one wave-length behind

the fast one.

In Fig. 2.27 we show two AT plates resting on a reference surface. In the

first crystal the propagation is perpendicular to x, in the second crystal it is

^D^cc

How the kind of polarization changes with crystal thickness

Fig. 2.27—The normascope principle

along X. If the reference surface is the reference table of a simple stauro-

scope the edge of the first crystal will appear dark because a = 0° or 90°;

the edge of the second crystal will appear bright because a is not 0° or 90°.

Actually this a for an AT plate can be ±35° d= any multiple of 90° because

we don't know whether z stands out to the right or to the left. Hence the
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reading might be, for instance, -35°, +35", +55°, +125°, etc. This is

the principle of the normascope used to identify the .v direction for crystal

adjustment.

Let us study these relative phase shifts at different angles near the optic

axis. Now quartz has an optical complication beyond that just described

—

it rotates the plane of polarization of plane polarized light traveling along

the optic axis. This complicates our present attempt to build up a back-

ground sufficient for an understanding of the conoscope. But the cono-

scope finds the optic axis for other crystals that do not rotate the plane of

polarization, tourmaline for example; so we will ignore this rotation, to be-

OPTIC
AXIS _

ANALYZER

Fig. 2.28—How the polarization changes with propagation direction in a crystal plate

gin with, in order to arrive quickly at some useful conclusions. We will

later explain how optical rotation modifies these conclusions.

Consider then the crystal z section shown in Fig. 2.28. A source 5 sends

monochromatic light through the polarizer which passes only vertical

vibrations. We will assume that the light passes in and out of the crystal

without a deviation of path. Since the vibration is in the plane of s and

pi (its direction of propagation) the ray does not break up inside the crystal

but is propagated as plane polarized light, unchanged. An analyzer set

for vertical extinction could then extinguish this ray.

This is true for propagation from s anywhere in this vertical plane.

Also since the vibration is perpendicular to the plane of z and p2 the ray

P2 does not break up inside the crystal but passes through and out un-
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changed. All rays from 5 in the horizontal plane emerge plane polarized

and can be extinguished by an analyzer set for vertical extinction. The
ray po is in both these planes so it can be similarly extinguished.

With the ray ps the situation is different. Here the vibration is not in the

z p3 plane so the ray breaks up inside the crystal into two components which

travel with different velocities and recombine in or out of phase to give the

various degrees of elliptical polarization (including plane and circular).

Hence, an eye looking back along ps, through an analyzer set for vertical

extinction, will see light or dark depending on the phase shift N. Now this

phase shift for a given thickness of plate is zero along po but increases as

6 increases (without changing <^; see Fig. 2.28), passing through one integral

<1) =
I
80°

Fig. 2.29—A plot of phase as a function of <f> and d

value after another. Therefore, as we allow 6 to increase, the eye should

see alternate dark and bright regions. Moreover, since the crystal is op-

tically symmetric about z, if </> is changed without changing d, the apparent

brightness will not change (except that if </> = 0, 90°, 180° or 270° the field

is dark as we previously explained). Consequently, if we could see along

all directions at once we would see a pattern of concentric dark rings on a

dark cross as shown in Fig. 2.29.

But we can see along all these directions at once if we employ a properly

placed lens for a lens can converge all these rays to one point where an eye

can be placed for viewing.

Thus an eye at e, Fig. 2.30, will see, in the direction e po, the ray that
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started along s po. It will see along e pi the ray that started along 5 pi'.

Every point on the lens will have associated with it a different direction

in the crystal. Therefore the eye will see a pattern like that of Fig. 2.29.

This is the principle of the conoscope. In the conoscope (the name means
"conical viewing") the source 5 is replaced by the image of a source, the

image being cast by a lens; see Fig. 2.31. Thus by the use of two similar

lenses we get twice as much working space as one lens would give.

POLARIZER

LENS
CRYSTAL

Fig. 2.30—The principle of the conoscope

POLARIZER ANALYZER

LENS LENS

Fig. 2.31

—

A practical conoscope

Figure 2.32 shows a cross-section of the Western Electric conoscope. The
graduated dial shaft goes out through the bottom of the tank to give more

working room—older instruments had the shaft overhead and it was in the

way. The light source is a mercury arc lamp with filters to isolate the

5461A line. The lenses have a converging power corresponding to f: 0.6.

The focus is not changed by changes in the refraction of the oil—in fact, the

focus is the same with no liquid in the tank as when filled with liquid. This

is of some interest for those who might wish to use the instrument for

Rochelle salt and accordingly use a fluid of refractive index about 1.495
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instead of the 1.546 of quartz. The dial is graduated into degrees and a

vernier allows readings to tenths of degrees.

If a crystal plate is held against the glass reference surface one may read

the angle between the optic axis and the surface normal. One should

occasionally check the instrument (against slippage of the dial) by reversing

the crystal and recentering the pattern. If the readings are not identical,

the dial should be adjusted till they are. Even if the readings are not iden-

tical the mean value should be correct. If one is using the method of ring

10 20 30 40 50 60
R

Fig. 2.33—The ring eccentricity correction chart

centering, the correction for eccentricity from Fig. 2,33 should be applied to

this mean value.

The carriage may be slid back and forth and for very small crystals the

carriage should be placed so that the crystal is near the center of the tank

so that very little of the light cone by-passes the crystal. By the use of a

block a thin crystal can be examined by viewing through its edge or length.

The carriage can be removed and "raw" crystals examined. The optic

axis is plainly visible and quite accurate orientations can be made if there

is not too much opaque material on the crystal. Excessive optical twinning
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makes a confused pattern but good orientations can be made anyway. A
"raw" crystal can be mounted adjustably in a jig that is lowered into the

conoscope, the optic axis lined up, the jig transferred to a saw, and sections

sawed directly.

Let us turn now to the quantitative analysis of the ring pattern seen in

the eye piece when examining a uniaxial crystal. We wish to know the size

of the smallest ring in the field, or rather the corresponding angle in the

crystal. This first dark ring (analyzer and polarizer crossed) is the result

of the slow wave falling one wave length behind the fast one. If the plate

thickness (Fig. 2.34) is /' the path length in the crystal is

/ =
cos 6

(2.8)

Fig. 2.34—The angle of the smallest ring

This is to be substituted in Eq. 2.7, namely:

iV = - (w/ — n,)
A

(2.7)

Now it can be shown that, quite accurately, at the angle 9 from the optic

axis:

tis - n/ = .00917 sin^^ (2.9)

where .00917 is the difference in the refractive indices for the ordinary ray

and the extraordinary ray for green mercury light traveling at right angles

to the optic axis. (These are generally given the symbols Ug and He or n^

and Hf respectively.)

i'

Ni = X .00917 sin 6 = 1

X cos 6

and since X = .000546 mm. for green mercury light this may be written

/' sin etsine = 0.0595 mm. (2.10)
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whence we solve for the values in this table

convergence ^ = 5° 10° 20° 30°

253

thickness /' = 7.8 1.94 0.48 0.21

This shows that if we wish to examine thin plates in a conoscope the lenses

must be strongly convergent. The conoscope used in the Western Electric

has a convergence corresponding to about the 20° entry of the table so it

Fig. 2.35—Ring eccentricity

can be used on crystals down to a half millimeter thick—that is for orien-

tation studies. In determining handedness we remember that this is a ques-

tion of the rotatory power of quartz causing the rings to expand or contract

on rotating the analyzer. Also we said that this rotatory power effectively

disappears at 15° from the axis. If no ring is found within 15° of the axis

there is no ring capable of expanding or contracting and we cannot test the

handedness of such a thin crystal no matter how strong a lens we employ.

We can then fall back on the succession of colors shown when we rotate the
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analyzer using white light. Red, yellow, blue are observed for clockwise

rotation with IRE right-hand quartz.

If the z section is not a true one, Eq. 2.9 will be replaced by one allowing for

this error 8:

Hs - % = .00917 sin2 (^-5)

This will make the rings non-concentric and although the "cross" inter-

section is still the true optic axis the ring centers are not.

Hence if we are tempted to find the optic axis by centering a large sharp

ring in preference to a small fuzzy one we find this eccentricity error must be

allowed for.

2.8 Rotation of the Plane of Polarization

If we have a polarizer and an analyzer set for extinction (Fig. 2.36), then

place a thin z section of quartz between them, the field brightens up but

can be extinguished again by rotating the analyzer, Fig. 2.37. For the min-

eralogist's right-hand quartz the analyzer must be rotated 21.7° (yellow

light assumed) clockwise to re-establish extinction, counter-clockwise 21.7°

for left-hand quartz. The rotation is more for blue light, less for red. If

the section is not a perfect z section the rotation is less than this, efifectively

disappearing at about 15° from the optic axis.

A thick slab can be examined in this way and, due to the color difference

in rotation, "rainbows" will be seen in the quartz when held at just the

right orientation. These rainbows will follow the contours of the specimen

unless both right and left quartz are present in one piece. When this is

the case the one kind generally occurs as spike- or blade-like intrusions in

the other. It will then cause the rainbows to have sharp, jagged outlines

bearing no relation to the specimen contour.

Also, since red, yellow, blue, are here in the order of increasing rotation,

if we rotate the analyzer clockwise for right-hand quartz (I.R.E. RHQ) we

will pass through best transmission for red, best for yellow and best for

blue in that order so that the field will assume these colors in this order.

With uncut stones this examination is best made under an immersion fluid.

The inspectoscope is made for this work. We spoke of the rotation of the

plane of polarization and its complicating of the issue for the conoscope.

Due to this the field at the center is not dark when the analyzer and polar-

izer are crossed. Also if we rotate the analyzer clockwise the rings of the

pattern either expand or contract according to whether the crystal is right-

hand quartz or left-hand quartz (IRE definition).

A different kind of pattern is visible in the conoscope when viewed per-

pendicular to z, a double set of hyperbolae as shown in Fig. 2.38. This pat-
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tern has been used to check the orientation but much grief has ensued due

to not recognizing one of its properties. This property is that, if z does not

lie parallel to the crystal boundary the center of the pattern is not per-

pendicular to the optic axis and a rather involved correction must be used.

This correction reduces the actual angle to about half the observed value.

This conoscope is an immersion instrument. The fluid is chosen to have

an index of refraction to match the "ordinary" one for quartz. When this

is done light is not bent in passing between fluid and quartz. When the

fluid does not match there is a bending and all readings are subject to a

Fig. 2.36—Crossed polarizers Fig. 2.37—Rotation of the plane of polarizer

correction. For example if we measure the angle of an AT plate in a fluid

that is too low by .0048 (since «o for quartz in green mercury light is 1.5462

this fluid has n = 1.5414), we will get a reading that is too high by a quar-

ter degree (the 35° angle will then appear low). A temperature rise of 12° C
will lower the relative refractive indices by this amount.

Also the more perfectly the fluid matches, the more nearly will the rough

quartz surface disappear and seem smooth and clear. This greatly en-

hances the sharpness of the rings.

The refractoscope (Fig. 2.39) was designed by G. W. Willard to tell when the
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match is good. It uses the elimination of the bending as a test for refractive

match. It also demonstrates the existence of two velocities in quartz, for

two images are seen where a glass prism would cause but one. Also by

viewing through an analyzer we see that the two images are caused by plane

polarized light, the polarization planes being mutually perpendicular.

If the fluid has an index lower than that of the prism the rays will bend

towards the base of the prism. For this reason, light that reaches the eye e

from s must travel by the path s qopoe for the ordinary ray, .y qiptC for the

Fig. 2.38—Conoscope view normal to the optic axis

extraordinary ray. Hence the slit as seen through the prism will appear at

So for the ordinary ray, at Sf for the extraordinary while the slit as seen

directly alongside the prism will appear at .y. If the fluid index matches

the quartz prism for the ordinary ray this ray will be unbent at po and qo so

that So will appear as a continuation of s.

If the fluid index is too high the image so will appear to the left of s with

Si still to the right of So.

As the refractive indices of quartz for the ordinary and the extraordinary

ray differ by .009 the apparent separation of So and s^ represents .009 and
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can be used to judge the difference between the Hquid index and the quartz

ordinary index.

The Hquid can be adjusted by placing a cap face of a crystal on the refer-

ence glass and setting the dial to read 51.8° the liquid being then blended

to center the pattern.

If the refractive index of the fluid is low by an amount L the observed

reading R must be corrected by adding to it an amount e.

Since

{Ng - L) sinR = N sin (R-e)

we can compute e. The accompanying refraction correction nomograph

was computed from the above equation. If we know that the fluid in the

conoscope is high, by an amount //, and we wish to know the correction to

be applied to a conoscope reading R we locate H on the diagonal line HL
and locate R on the horizontal line R. We join these two points with a

straight line and read the scale e—e where this straight line crosses the

curved line e—e. This value tells the size of the correction and whether

to add it to R or subtract it from R. Conversely, if we wish to find how
closely the index of the fluid must be held in order to have the correction

less than say j° at a reading of say R = 50° we join the points R = 50° and

e — dz j° and find H = dc 0.005. A ten-inch-long Incite strip with a

straight line ruled on it is a convenient tool with which to read this nomo-

graph.

We now inquire as to whether the refraction correction can be made to

annul the ring eccentricity correction. In the appendix it is shown that

this is done ii H = — .530 tan- d where 2d is the distance between the ver-

,tical reticule lines.

Experimentally it is easy to achieve this balance by using a cap face

parallel slice. With the cap face against the reference glass and the dial

reading 51.8° the fluid is blended to make a single ring tangent to both reti-

cule lines. When this is done for d = 10° the fluid should have a refractive

index of 1.5228 and the residual errors should be less than 2 minutes for R
not over 60°.

2.9 Immersion Fluids

In order to match the refractive index of quartz we blend a substance

which has an index that is too large with one that has an index that is too

small. Such blended substances should be liquid at room temperature and

hence should be perfectly mutually soluble. They should have low vapor

pressure so that they do not evaporate quickly and should be harmless to

the operator. Also they should be nearly colorless and clear. They should

be fluent enough to be easily drained from the crystal and should have a
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sufl&ciently high flash point that they would not present a fire hazard. The

odor should not cause distress and finally the cost must be reasonable.

Dr. G. T. Kohman of the Bell Telephone Laboratories has prepared a

Hst of such substances that can be mixed, any high one with any low one to

Fig. 2.39—The refractoscope

obtain a fluid satisfactory in all these respects. The following mixtures of

substances are taken from his data.

Substance
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An immersion fluid for Rochelle salt can be made by mixing decalin with

any of the other substances. For example b mixture of 34 parts of dimethyl

phthalate and 66 parts of decalin should give the necessary index 1.495.

2.10 APPENDIX

THE RING ECCENTRICITY CORRECTION

Referring to Fig. 2.41, we see that, at an angle a, from the optic axis to-

wards the plate thickness direction the phase relation is, by Equations (2.7)

and (2.9):

.00917 /' sin' ai
Ni =

X cos (5 — ai)

I I I I
, I .

1 1 . I . .
I

I I I I

I

I II.
I

<
.

—

:—I—I

—

.—.—I—I—

I

0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 50° 60°

APPARENT ANGLE R

Fig. 2.40—Refraction correction nomograph

while at an angle 0:2 away, it is:

_ .00917 t' sin" aa

X cos (5 + a2)

Whence, if these are equal, we have:

sin ai sin az
(7 w)

cos(5 — ai) cos (5 + 02)
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These points, in the conoscope field, being of equal phase are parts of the

same ring, and if matched to a pair of reticule lines, the optic axis is off their

center line by an angle e, where

e =
ai — a2

If the separation of the reticule lines corresponds to an angle 2d, we see

that

, _ ai + «2

Fig. 2.41—Off center cross hairs

so that

ai = d -]- e and a2 = d — e

The reading of the dial will be, at this match

i? = i(5 + «2 + 5 - a2) = 5 - «1 -~ (X2

Hence we have

sm(d + g) ^ /cosjR - d)

sm(d - e) y cosIr + d)
(2.12)
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For a given value of d, we can plot the values of e as a function of 8 as given

by (2.12). This plot is a chart of corrections to be added to the readings R
to find the true angle 5.

Examination of Equation (2.12) shows us that the correction e is indepen-

dent of the thickness t' and even of the birefringence; hence, the chart

could serve for all uniaxial crystals. Equation (2.12) can be given an ap-

proximate solution:

e = 1820 tan2 d tan R minutes

e = 30.3 tan- d tan R degrees (2.13)

Fig. 2.42—Refraction at a surface

For R not more than 60 degrees and d not more than 15 degrees the error

in e is not more than 5 minutes. Figure 2.33 is a chart of these corrections

computed from the more exact equation (2.12).

Annulling the Ring Eccentricity Correction by Means of the

Refraction Correction

The difference in quartz index and liquid index is

H ^ Ng- Nc

and by the law of refraction:

NfsinR = iV, sin (R-^-e)
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whence

and if e is small

Na sin eH = -
tan R

From Eq. 2.13, e = 0.530 tan^ d tan R radians, and putting this in the equa-

tion for H we find that the correction for ring eccentricity approximately

annuls the correction for refraction if

H = - .530 tan2 d

For d = 10° this gives H = - .0255, that is, a fluid index of 1.5207.



A Note on the Transmission Line Equation
in Terms of Impedance

By J. R. PIERCE

INCREASED familiarity derived in handling Maxwell's equations,

especially in connection with problems arising at very high frequencies,

has resulted in a variety of forms for expressing certain laws and behavior.

Especially, work by Schelkunoflf in extending the impedance concept^ shows

that impedance can be quite as general and exact a means for expressing

electromagnetic relations as are current, voltage, electric and magnetic

fields, and vector and scalar potentials.

In reformulating certain problems in terms of impedance the content and

ultimate solution must of course be equivalent. There may, however, be

a considerable change of procedure and sometimes a simplification. For

instance, in many cases a single impedance condition can replace the usual

two boundary conditions for voltage and current.

One very simple case in which it is perhaps easiest to deal directly with

impedance is in the derivation of the transmission line equation on a dis-

tributed constant basis. In the usual derivation, two linear second order

differential equations are obtained, one for voltage and one for current.

The impedance, in terms of which the engineer expresses many of his results,

is obtained as a ratio from solutions for voltage and current. In treating

the transmission line from the impedance point of view, without dealing

with currents and voltages, a first order non-linear differential equation in

terms of impedance and distance is obtained. This impedance equation

is a Ricatti equation and could be obtained from the usual line equations.

It is simpler, however, to derive it directly.

As the principal interest of such a treatment lies in the method and in

the fact that the line may be tapered, rather than in losses, the derivations

will be carried out for lossless lines. Losses can be taken into account by
allowing the inductance per unit length, L, and the capacitance per unit

length, C, to become complex quantities.

Consider the section of line dx long, shown in the figure, having an

inductance L dx and a capacitance C dx. We can write immediately

Zx + dZ = Zx+dx

= jooL dx -\- .-

juC dx -f- l/Zx

= Zx + jo}[L — CZx] dx. (1)

' "The Impedance Concept and Its Application to Problems of Reflection, Refraction,
Shielding, and Power Absorption," B.S.T.J. Vol. 17, pp. 17-48, January, 1938.
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Dropping the subscript .v, the differential equation for the line in terms of

the impedance Z may be written^

i?^=y^(i?2-Z^) (2)
ax V

R = {L/Cf (3)

V = (LC)-'" (4)

R is the nominal characteristic impedance, and v is the nominal phase

velocity, which is constant for many tapered lines with the same dielectric

material separating the conductors throughout their length. In such lines,

if the dielectric is air or vacuum, v is c, the velocity of light.

It should not be surprising that (2) is of the first order. Although there

are two boundary^ conditions, the impedances terminating the right and

left ends of the line, there are two impedances, that looking toward the right

and that looking toward the left. The impedance looking toward the right

—fwm
Zx C6.1C z^,^x+ax

Fig. 1

is unaffected by the left end termination, and that looking toward the left

is unaffected by the right end termination.

As R is real, it may be seen from (2) that the only case in which the im-

pedance can equal the nominal characteristic impedance R at all points

is for R constant. This tells us that the characteristic impedance of any

lossless tapered line is complex. For ver\' gradually tapering lines the

characteristic impedance differs from the nominal characteristic impedance

principally by a small imaginary component.

The simplest solution of (2) is of course that for a uniform line, with R

a constant which will be called Ro. In this case (2) can be integrated

directlv, giving the familiar result

~ = tanh (ju^x/v + K) (5)
Ro

^ It is interesting to note that the equation for admittance Y can be obtained by re-

placing Z by Y and R by (l/R) = G in (2).
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Dr. L. A. MacCoU has pointed out to the writer that (2) is the same as

the electrostatic electron optical equation for paraxial rays. To reduce (2)

to the standard form:

-R' = Hiz) (7)

^ = II(z) + Z' (8)
az

The electron optical equation for paraxial rays is

Here z is distance along the axis, V{z) is potential on the axis, and C is

convergence, or the inverse of the focal distance.

It would seem, then, that from each solution of an electron optical

problem, a solution of a tapered line problem could be found, and vice versa.

While it cannot be claimed that anything new has entered the transmis-

sion line equation in expressing it in terms of impedance, it does seem that

the approach may be stimulating in uncovering hitherto neglected material

and analogies.



Abstracts of Technical Articles by Bell System Authors

Electronics in Telephony} Frank A. Cowan. The historical develop-

ment of the use of electronic devices by the telephone system is reviewed,

showing how long distance telephony has grown with the increased use of,

and improvements in, electronics. The number of telephone repeaters has

grown from 16 in 1908 to 123,000 in 1942 and carrier circuit mileage has

grown from 2,000 in 1920 to 2,300,000 in 1942, while copper usage per circuit

mile has decreased from 400 pounds in 1910 to less than 70 in 1942.

A transcontinental telephone connection has grown from an open-wire

circuit with a total loss, less repeaters, of less than 75 db (1915) to a present

day cable circuit operating at carrier frequencies, which may have a total

loss of over 10,000 db. The problem of matching enormous amplifications

to compensate for huge losses with a precision of one or two db was a

difficult one, which was solved by electronic techniques. The amplifica-

tion necessary to compensate for the high losses on the cable layout may

entail some 200 repeaters utilizing a total of more than 600 vacuum tubes

in tandem. The automatic regulation and control of the amplification is

accomplished by electronic devices, giving to the present day circuits a

stability unequalled in the days before the vacuum tube.

There is available, except for the War, radiotelephone service to 83

foreign countries and overseas areas, and ocean liners at sea, and to boats

in coastal and inland waters.

Such widespread dependence on vacuum tubes has stimulated research

and design to achieve long life and a high degree of uniformity, stability

and reliability. Among interesting future possibilities are transoceanic

cables, the use of higher frequencies providing broader bands and larger

numbers of circuits over a given path, and further application of remote and

unattended stations.

Deionization Considerations in a Harmonic Generator Employing a Gas-

Tube Switch} William G. Shepherd. A description is given of an

experimental investigation of the properties of a thyratron operating as a

high-frequency switch in a circuit which permitted the generation of a

wide band of harmonics. The experiments indicate that there is an operat-

ing frequency below which no difficulties in deionization occur and above

1 Electronics, March 1943.
2 Proc. I.R.E., February 1943.
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which stable operation requires that the grid potential fulfill certain condi-

tions dependent upon the frequency, wave form of the grid voltage, and

circuit constants. It has been found possible to operate certain standard

thyratrons at switching frequencies as high as several hundred kilocycles

per second. For these higher frequencies the deionization of the tubes is

incomplete but normal switching behavior is obtained.
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Effect of Feedback on Impedance

By R. B. BLACKMAN

THE impedance of a network is defined as the complex ratio of the alter-

nating potential difference maintained across its terminals by an ex-

ternal source of electromotive force, to the resulting current flowing into

these terminals. If the network contains active elements such as vacuum

tubes, the resulting current (or potential difference if the input current is

taken as the independent variable) may be due in part to the excitation of

the active elements. The definition of impedance does not discriminate

between the part of the current (or potential difference) due directly to the

external source of electromotive force and the part due to the excitation of

the active elements by the external source. Hence the impedance will in

general depend upon the degree of activity of the active elements.

These observations were made early in the development of feedback

amplifiers by H. S. Black^ who made two important uses of the effect of

feedback on impedance. In the first place it afforded a method of measur-

ing feedback which has some advantages over the method which involves

opening the feedback loop, providing proper terminations for it and meas-

uring the transmission around it. In the second place the effect of feedback

on impedance was used to control the impedances presented by a feedback

amplifier to the external circuits connected to it.

Relations between impedance and feedback were derived by Black and

others for a number of specific feedback amplifier configurations. In some

cases these relations turned out to be very simple. For the most part, how-

ever, these relations were so complicated that they defied reduction to a

common form.- The difficulty seems to have been due, in part at least, to

the attempt to formulate the relationship, in each case, in terms of the nor-

mal feedback of the amplifier. In some cases the dilficulty seems to have

been due partly also to the valid, but, as it turns out, irrelevant observation

that the feedback is affected by the impedance of the measuring circuit as

iH. S. Black, "Stabilized Feedback Amplifiers", B.S.T.J., January, 1934.

2 Shortly after the general relationship between feedback and impedance was derived,

it was independently established by H. \V. Bode and J. M. West by examination of a

variety of feedback amplifier designs. The generality of the relationship was also in-

dependently proved for amplifiers with a single feedback path by J. G. Kreer and by C.

H. Elmendorf.
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well as by the removal of any impedance elements or circuits which are

normally connected to the amplifier.

These dii3ficulties are avoided by the method of derivation adopted in this

paper. Illustrative examples are then given of some of the uses to which the

general relationship between feedback and impedance may be put.

Derivation

The derivation of the general relationship between feedback and im-

pedance will be made here with reference to the diagram shown in Fig. 1.

One of the vacuum tubes in the network, namely that one to which the

feedback is to be referred, is shown explicitly at the top of the box in the

diagram. The grid lead to this tube is broken at terminals 2, 2'. In prac-

tice, the break in the grid lead would leave the grid still coupled to some

Fig. 1—Relation between feedback and impedance.

degree to the other electrodes of the tube through parasitic interelectrode

admittance. For analytical purposes, however, it may be assumed that the

parasitic admittances between the grid and the other electrodes of the tubes

are connected not directly to the grid within the tube but to some point

farther out along the grid lead. Under this assumption the break in the

grid lead not only removes the feedback to the tube completely, but also

leaves the parasitic admittances connected in the network in such a way

that their contribution to the feedback is implicitly taken into account.

Furthermore, the impedance looking into the grid of the tube is now infinite

so that if a voltage is applied to the grid no current will be drawn from the

source of the voltage.

At the left-hand side of the box in the diagram, terminals 1,1' are brought

out. These are the terminals to which the impedance is to be referred. In
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the normal condition of the network these terminals may be connected

through an external impedance branch. This is the case, for example, when

terminals 1,1' are the input terminals of a feedback amplifier whose input

impedance is under investigation. However, this external impedance may
also be zero or infinite according as terminals 1, 1' are "mesh-terminals"

obtained by breaking open a mesh of the network, or "junction-terminals"

obtained by bringing out two junctions of the network.

It is assumed that the network, including all of the vacuum tubes, is a

linear system in which, therefore, the Superposition Principle holds. Hence,

if an e.m.f. £i is applied in series with terminals 1, 1' and a second e.m.f.

£2 is applied between the grid and the cathode of the tube, the potential

difference Vi developed across the input terminals 1,1' and the potential

difference V2 developed between the terminal 2 and the cathode of the tube

will be linearly related to Ei and £2. If the source of £1 has internal im-

pedance the coefficients in these relations will depend upon this impedance.

However, if the input current /i is used as an independent variable in place

of the e.m.f. £1 the coefficients will not depend upon the impedance of the

source of the current 7i. It is also convenient to consider the potential

difference £2 — V2 developed across the terminals 2, 2' as one of the de-

pendent variables in place of V2. Therefore,

Vi = Ah + BE2

E2- Vi = CII + DE2

where the coefficients are independent of Z.

From these equations we obtain

(1)

- BC/FA _ AD-
V/iA2=r, D

(r)
-^

AD - BC

Hence

/£2 - V2 \

\ £2 /fi=0

\ £2 //i=0

(h) 1 _ (}^)

\/l/^2-0 \E2/,,

(2)
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This equation expresses the relationship between feedback and impedance.

To make this more apparent the physical significance of each of the factors

in this equation will be examined and suitable symbols will be substituted

for them.

In equations (1) £2 and /i were regarded as independent variables. How-

ever, the ratio (
—- 1 implies that £2 is adjusted to be equal to F2.

This means that £2 is dependent upon /i. The reason for the imposition

of this dependence is that with Eo equal to V2 the terminals 2, 2' may be

connected together and the source of £2 may be removed without affecting,

in particular, the potential difference Vi across terminals 1,1' and the cur-

rent /i into these terminals.

/fA
Obviously, therefore, the ratio I ^r- I is the impedance which will be

seen at the terminals 1,1' when terminals 2, 2' are connected together and

the only source of e.m.f. acting on the rietwork is the external circuit con-

nected to the terminals "1, 1'. This ratio will be symbolized by Z.4.

The ratio I
—- ) implies that no voltage is applied between the grid

and the cathode of the tube. However, it is immaterial whether or not a

voltage is applied to the grid of the tube if the amplification of the tube is

nullified. Obviously, therefore, this ratio is the impedance which will be

seen at the terminals 1,1' when terminals 2, 2' are connected together and

the amplification of the tube is nullified. This ratio will be symbolized by

Zp.

'Vo\ . /F2
Finallv, the ratios I "zr 1 and 1 tt ) are readilv recognized from

£2/ri=o \£2//i=o

the definition of feedback to be the feedback to the vacuum tube with the

terminals 1,1' connected together in the first case, and left open in the sec-

ond. These ratios will be symbolized by Fsh and Fop respectively.

Hence, equation (2) may be written in the more significant form

Za _ 1 — Fsh /^\

Zp 1 — Fop

Determination or Feedback

One of the uses to which the relationship (3) may be put is in the deter-

mination of feedback by impedance measurement. However, since this

relationship involves two feedbacks, only one of which may be identified

with the feedback to be determined, one of these feedbacks must be known.

In the most common types of feedback amplifiers it is possible to choose
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terminals 1, 1' so that either Fsh or Fop is zero. If Fop — and Fsh — Fa

where Fn is the normal feedback, then

F^^ \-^

On the other hand, if Fsh = and Fop = F^ then

Zp
F.M ^ 1 -

Z,

(4)

(5)

Fig. 2 shows a feedback amplifier in which the ju-circuit and the /3-network

are connected in series at one end and in parallel at the other end. At

terminals 1, 1' in this figure the conditions for formula (4) are obviously

fulfilled. Hence, if the impedance measurements are made at these ter-

Zi
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Feedback during Impedance Measurements

While the feedback computed from impedance measurements by formula

(4) or (5) is the normal feedback, the feedback during the impedance meas-

urements may be quite different, due to the impedance of the impedance

measuring circuit. Referring to Fig. 1 we see that the feedback during

measurement is by definition

Ua,
where Z is the impedance of the impedance measuring circuit. By equa-

tions (1) this is easily reduced to

_, ZpFsh + ZFop />-\

"' = z. + z
(^^

Under the conditions to which formula (4) applies

F. = -^ (7)

It is clear therefore that even if Fa- satisfies Nyquist's Stability Criterion,

Z may be of such a character that Fz violates that criterion. In that case

it will be impossible to make the impedance measurements.

Contrariwise, if Fn violates Nyquist's Stability Criterion, it is possible

to choose Z so that Fz satisfies that criterion and make it possible to meas-

ure the impedance. Substituting (4) into (7) we find that a sufficient but

not necessary condition in order that \Fz\< 1 is that

\Z\ > \Z^\ + 2\Zp\

Under the conditions to which formula (5) applies

F.= -~ (8)

'+f
Similar observations may be made with respect to (8) as were made with

respect to (7). Substituting (5) into (8) we find that a sufficient but not

necessary condition in order that |Fz|< 1 is that

_L> J_ + J_
izriz.riz,i

Feedback Control of Impedance

The application of the relationship (3) to the feedback control of im-

pedance may be illustrated by a few concrete examples.
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Let us assume that we are interested in the impedance faced by the line

impedance Zi in Fig. 2. If the terminals 1, 1' in Fig. 3 are left open the

feedback is obviously zero. Let the feedback when the terminals are

shorted together be denoted by Fsh. If the impedances of the /x-circuit

and the j8-network are denoted by Z^ and Z^, respectively, then

r'here

Za = Zp{\ - Fah)

Zp = Z^ -\- Zff

(9)

This shows the now well-known fact that series feedback may be used to

magnify impedance.

Za
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Z^ =

Zp =

1 — Fop

Zv.Z?

(11)

Zy, -{- Z^

This shows the now well-known fact that shunt feedback may be used to

reduce impedance.

p- CIRCUIT

f3- NETWORK

02'

Fig. 4—Impedance faced by the line at the shunt feedback end of a feedback ampHfier.

Fig. 5—Impedance faced by the hne connected to a bridge feedback amph"fier.

The relation between the normal feedback F,v and the feedback ¥oj> in-

volved in (11) is, by (6)

'^^^
(12)Vs -

From (11) and (12) it follows that even with a very modest amount of nor-

mal feedback the reduction in impedance may be very large. For example,
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if Zp = 100,000 ohms, Z2 = 100 ohms and Fop = - 1000, then Za is less

than 100 ohms although F^ is not quite unity in magnitude..

The two examples given above illustrate the use of feedback to magnify

or to reduce the impedance of a network. This impedance, however, will

be correspondingly sensitive to changes in the characteristics of the vacuum

tubes. A third example of the use of the relationship (3) will show that

feedback may also be used to make the impedance of a network less sensitive

to changes in the characteristics of the vacuum tubes.

In the case of the bridge-type feedback network shown in Fig. 5 we have,

with respect to the terminals 1,1'

Zp = R(l + Q)

V — A
R + Rff

Fsn - A j-p-^

Fop = ^ (1 + "l-^f'e) = (1 + Q)Fs.

where A is the feedback designed for the condition Rp — R, and

(Rp - R){R + R0)
Q =

{R + Rp)(2R + Rff) + 2RR^

Then, by (3)

Za = R
{' + r^J

Hence, if the feedback Fop is very large the effect of bridge unbalance on

the impedance presented to the line will be very small. If, for example, the

design feedback is 40 db the output impedance cannot change more than

1 per cent however severely the bridge might be unbalanced by Rp being

larger than R.

The feedback when the line impedance Rl is connected may be obtained

by identifying Rl with Z in formula (6). It is

1 -I-

2J^ + 37?^

F = A
R + ^0

whence

a log F _ RRl Q
d log Rl R-\- RlRl + Zp

The effect of bridge unbalance is to make the feedback sensitive to changes

in the line impedance Rl-



Design of Two-Terminal Balancing Networks

By K. G. VanWYNEN

This paper describes a simple graphical method for designing a two-termi-

nal network, which will simulate a given line impedance to such a degree that

return losses of the order of 25 db or better will be readily obtained. The
method is particularly useful in those problems in which a reasonably accurate

balancing network is adequate, but a high degree of precision is not required.

General

IT IS the purpose of this paper to describe a graphical method which

has been found useful in the design of simple two-terminal networks

to simulate the impedance of transmission lines or equipment. The dis-

cussion which follows is intended to emphasize the simplicity of the

method and the rapidity with which it may be employed to arrive at a

solution; it will also indicate the analytical background without at-

tempting to develop or establish the rigor of the procedure involved.

A solution can frequently be obtained in a fraction of an hour and it is

thought that the graphical analysis will appeal to the pragmatist and the

engineer who has a job to do, but very little time in which to accomplish

his aim, rather than the person interested in the rigor of the solution.

The problem which is considered may be stated as follows: Design a

two-terminal network with the minimum number of elements which will

give a desired degree of approximation to a given impedance function

Z(X), where Z{\) is a fraction whose numerator and denominator are poly-

nomials in frequency in accordance with the customary usage in such prob-

lems.

Origin of Problem

This problem has arisen most generally in providing balancing networks

which will give satisfactory return losses against various types of telephone

facilities. It is obvious that for a given impedance, (r + jx), at a given

frequency there are an infinite number of networks which will satisfy

the given impedance. It has also been pointed out that the network

which simulates a given impedance function is not unique. Hence there

are also a large number of networks which will satisfy a given impedance

function.

In designing networks for repeater circuits, it is generally satisfactory

278
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if the return loss is equal to or greater than some specified number of db.

This somewhat simplifies our problem and permits a double infinity of

solutions. A method has been given by Brune^ for designing such networks,

in which it is pointed out that there is no unique solution to the problem of

designing a finite two-terminal network and also states that any network

which satisfies the impedance function may be considered a satisfactory

solution to the problem. It is thought that the method which is given

below will provide a solution which makes maximum use of the number of

elements employed. That is, it will provide a given return loss with the

minimum number of parts.

The required degree of approximation and the frequency range to be

covered determine the number of elements required in this solution. In one

simple case which will be discussed below in the first example, the approxi-

mation between the impedance of a transmission line and a network designed

to simulate it is the approximation between the curvature of the impedance

function and the arc of a circle.

Generating Function

The method discussed here differs from that outlined by Brune in that

use is made of known generating functions which are added together in series

to approximate the total function, similar to the manner in which sine

functions may be added to approximate other functions. This series type

network can readily be converted to the ladder type by well known net-

work equivalence theorems and the solution will then have the Stieltjes

fraction form pointed out by Fry^ and Cauer.^

The generating function used here is an impedance consisting of a resist-

ance in parallel with a pure reactance or a special case of this. This func-

tion plus a real corresponds to a bilinear transformation, the properties

of which have frequently been discussed elsewhere. This particular con-

figuration, for instance, has been pointed out both by Brune and by Guille-

min^ at M.I.T. and a discussion of the bilinear transformation has been

given by C. W. Carter* of the Bell Telephone Laboratories. The series

addition of such generating functions is similar to the form given in Foster's

reactance theorem except that there only pure reactances are dealt with.

The solution can also be worked out with admittances, but will not be dis-

cussed here since the average engineer is more accustomed to dealing with

impedances.

In many problems, particularly those involving dissipative transmission

1 Jour. Math. & Physics, Vol X, 1930-1931.
2 Bull. Am. Math. Soc, 35, 1929.
3 GuiUemin—Vol. IT.

*B.S.T.J., July 1925.
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lines, the entire impedance function is found in the fourth quadrant of the

complex plane. When this is so, the generating function is reduced to a

resistance in parallel with a condenser.

Graphical Representation of Functions

As a first step in utilizing the graphical procedure, it will be advisable to

acquire some familiarity with the generating function in its general form

RLCX2+LX+R

(B) R

L

Z(X) = RLX

(c)
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function as frequency varies from to oo
. At frequency ^(X) = + jO

and at oo Z(X) = — ./O. The locus is a circle and crosses the real axis at R
and the frequency at which L and C are anti-resonant. The special cases

will be readily apparent and without further discussion attention will be

shifted to Fig. 1-c which is the generating function applied to obtain solu-

tion of the examples listed below, all of which are located in the fourth

quadrant.

The impedance of this function (Fig. 1-c) at zero cycles is a real and has

the value R, and at infinite frequency its impedance is — jO. The locus

traced by this function in the fourth quadrant of the complex plane as /
varies from zero to infinity is a semicircle of radius R/2 whose center is at

R/2 on the axis of reals. Obviously, the impedance for any given fre-

quency depends only on C when R has been fixed.

One of the most useful networks for voice frequency work is that in which

two such functions are added together but the second function is the special

case in which C — Q. We then have a network which consists of a resist-

ance i?i in series with the parallel combination Ri and Co, and is represented

by the semicircle just described but displaced to the right of the origin by

the distance R\. This form corresponds to a special case of the bilinear

transformation previously mentioned.

As stated earlier a given impedance function can be obtained from a large

number of networks but when the impedance is to be simulated for a limited

frequency range, such as the voice band, the selection of the best network is

reduced to sorting through a relatively small range of networks to select

that one which is the best compromise for the given conditions. This then

is a restatement of the problem: To find the network having the minimum

number of circuit elements which will give the desired approximation to a speci-

fied impedance function.

The other sections of Fig. 1 will be evident upon analysis.

Method of Solution

The first step to be followed in finding the solution to a given problem

is to plot in the complex plane the locus traced by the given impedance

function as the frequency varies over the range which is to be considered

and to mark the frequency at those impedances which are essential to the

problem. Having done this, the next step is to draw a semicircle with the

center on the real axis such that an arc of the semicircle approximates part

or all of the locus of the impedance function. In many cases this semi-

circle is a sufi&ciently good approximation but where it is not, it will be

necessary to add other functions. The examples given below are illustra-

tive of cases requiring three-, four- and five-element networks,
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Example 1—104 Mil Open Wire

To demonstrate the method we will now consider the design of a net-

work which simulates a 104-mil copper open-wire line with 12 in. spacing

and CS insulators. The impedance function for this particular facility is

plotted on Fig. 2. It is perhaps rather obvious that this locus can readily

be approximated by a semicircle whose center is on the real axis and whose

intercept on the real axis is not at the origin. Such a semicircle has been

drawn, but it is recognized that the one shown is not unique, for it would be

possible to draw several others which might do equally well. However, they

3 -600
<

IMPEDANCE FUNCTION
FOR I04CU.O.W.
12 SPACING CS
INSULATORS
DRY WEATHER

IMPEDANCE FUNCTION
FOR NETWORK

R|=654

C2-I.I MF=b
R2 =
1600'

200 400 600 1200 1400800 1000

RESISTANCE

Fig. 2.—Graphical design of two-terminal baiancmg network for 104-mil. copper
open wire.

would in general be fairly close to that shown. Having selected this semi-

circle, which approximates the impedance function, it is evident that a net-

work consisting of a resistance, Ri , in series with a parallel R2C2 combination

will provide a reasonable approximation above 200 cycles. The series re-

sistance Ri , is, of course, the left-hand intercept of the semicircle and the R
axis and the parallel resistance, R2 , is the diameter of the semicircle. There

remains, then, the problem of determining Co which obviously governs the

distribution of frequencies along the semicircular locus. If C2 is very small,

the 1000 cycle impedance will be near the right-hand end of the locus since
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i?2 is controlling and vice versa. The answer as to what value of C should be

selected depends on what frequency range we are most interested in approx-

imating closely. Suppose in this case that we say 1000 cycles is the fre-

quency at which we wish to have the best degree of approximation, d
will then be determined by drawing a vertical axis passing through Ri and

inscribing a semicircle passing through Ri and the 1000-cycle impedance

of the open-wire line function and having its diameter on the vertical

axis. The diameter of this semicircle represents Xc and therefore determines

the capacity, C2 -, of the parallel combination.

Carrying out the procedure just described it will be seen by reference to

Fig. 2, that Xc^ = 145 ohms at 1000 cycles and therefore C2 = 1.1 mf.

The 3-element network thus determined is a resistance of 654 ohms in

series with the parallel combination of 1800 ohms and 1.1 mf. By arbitrary

choice the 1000-cycle impedance of the line and network are in good agree-

ment. It is now necessary to determine the network impedance at other

frequencies in order to compare them against the open-wire line impedance.

As is well known the parallel impedance at any other frequency is the

intersection of the corresponding Xc and R2 semicircles. At 200 cycles Xc
= 725 ohms. Drawing a semicircle of diameter 725 ohms on the vertical

axis through 654 ohms the network impedance is located at the intersec-

tion of this semicircle and the R2 semicircle, i.e., at 900 — j 620.

Thus the network impedance locus as a function of frequency may be

completely determined over the desired frequency range and compared with

the given impedance locus of the open wire.

This may be done visually. If corresponding points on the two loci are

close together, the simulation will be a good one and vice versa. If it is

found that the simulation is too good at one frequency and not good enough

at other frequencies, it will be possible to alter the distribution of frequencies

along the locus by changing C2 or the locus may be shifted by changing R2

or both C2 and R2 may be changed. No specific rule can be stated for this

but with a little experience considerable dexterity may be acquired in this

sort of juggling and a locus found which will give an approximately con-

stant approximation over a reasonably wide frequency range. As may be

seen by referring to Fig. 2, it was found that a network consisting of a 654-

ohm resistance in series with the parallel combination of 1800 ohms and

1.10 mf . gives a very good simulation of a 104 rail copper open wire line over

the voice range. As is obvious from the graphical method, the simula-

tion rapidly deteriorates below 200 cycles due to departure of the network

locus from the impedance locus of the open wire line. If it were necessary

to improve this low-frequency simulation, it would be necessary to add

further generating functions to the design or compromise at the higher

frequencies.

Since this network was intended for use as a balancing network, it was
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then tested in the laboratory against the open-wire impedances and found

to give fairly high return losses as listed in Table I. The corresponding

return losses were also computed and tabulated. The impedances are

given for both the network and the theoretical line at typical frequencies

over the range from 100 cycles to 20,000 cycles.

The impedance function for an open-wire line is given by the equation

^^^)

=

{m:! (1)

Expanding this function by the binomial theorem and taking the first

approximation and further letting G = 0, the impedance function becomes

Table I

104 Mil Cu Open Wire, Dry Weather, 12" Spacing, CS Insulators
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Tncluding G, the expression for the first approximation of the impedance

function may be written in the form

Zi\) == G)'
1 +

\2L 2C)

^ IC

(4)

Following Erune's method or noting the correspondence with the impedance

function given in Fig. 1(c), it is apparent that the network is a resistance,

R\ , of 646.4 ohms in series with a parallel i?2C2 combination. Co is 1.09

mf as before but R2 computes as 312,000 ohms which is so large compared

to 1.09 mf. that the additional resistance provides negligible improvement

over the previous network for the voice frequency range.

Obviously then, the analytical method requires at least a second order

approximation entailing considerable additional analytical work and com-

putation which will not be carried out here. This points out the advantages

of the graphical method; namely, it is rapid, requires no special skill, and

gives a reasonably accurate answer.

Example 2

—

Siral Four Cable—1320 Foot Spacing—6 Milhenry
Loading (SP4-1320-6)

In order to indicate the procedure when two complete RC regenerating

functions are required, another example is given which covers an impedance

simulation of a SP4-1320-6 line. A plot of this impedance function is

shown on Fig. 3, and it is at once obvious that two semicircular generating

functions should give a reasonably good approximation to the given im-

pedance function.

The method of selecting these functions may be somewhat as follows:

Consider first the simulation in the low-frequency range, i.e., 200 cycles to

500 cycles. For this region a semicircle may be selected much as in the

first example and the one chosen yields a network consisting of Ri = 480

ohms in series with the R2C2 parallel combination in which R2 — 1460

ohms. C2 was found by choosing an Xcj at 500 cycles close to. that of the

line and from which C2 was found to be 1.38 mf.

It is evident that to provide high-frequency simulation a condenser must

be placed in parallel with Ri — 480 ohms. Its value is determined by the

intersection of the Ri and Xc^ semicircles at 10,000 cycles and Ci is found

to be .0161 mf. The construction lines involved in these determinations

are shown as light weight solid lines.

Since there are now two impedance functions to be added in series the

locus will depart somewhat from the two semicircles. However, the de-

parture will not be great since the effect of Ci is small at low frequencies,
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400
RESISTANCE

Fig. 3—Graphical design of two-terminal balancing network for spiral four cable.

Table II

Spiral Four Cable—1320 Foot Spacing—6 Milhenry Loading—Full Section Termination
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impedance of the network at frequencies from 100 cycles to 15,000 cycles

and, as may be seen by the comparison, a fairly good simulation exists

throughout the range. This fact has been verified by making return loss

measurements in the laboratory against the theoretical line with the results

indicated in the table. Return loss measurements have also been made be-

tween the network and an artificial line consisting of 120 sections of this

facility terminated in 450 ohms. These results show a fairly constant re-

turn loss of about 25 db throughout the frequency range. This seems to

indicate that the simulating network is a fairly close approximation to the

artificial line so far as frequency is concerned and differs from it by a con-

stant multiplying factor which is of the order of 1.12. It is therefore ap-

parent that whenever it is necessary only to simulate the impedance of this

particular facility, this four-element network will provide a fairly adequate

simulation. The analytical derivation of this network will be omitted.

Example 3a—Non-loaded Exchange Area Cable

Another case will be cited to show the application of the graphical

method. This is the simulation of non-loaded cable of which the local

plant is largely composed in urban areas. A first approximation of the

analytical method does not yield a useful network but the graphical method

provides a three-element network of the type discussed above which gives a

return of about 20 db in the 300 cycles to 3000 cycles range. The graphical

derivation of the three-element network is shown on Fig. 4 which also gives

the impedance function for 22 ga. BSA non-loaded cable. This latter func-

tion is virtually a straight line in the voice range whereas the network is the

arc of a circle. Hence it would be impossible to obtain an appreciably

closer approximation throughout the range with a three-element network.

However, the addition of elements will improve the match as will be shown

in example 3b.

The network just derived can be expressed in terms of the 1000-cycle

impedance and applied for any gauge of non-loaded cable as follows

:

Rx = .42 K (5-a)

i?2 = 2.8 K (5-b)

Xc, = .9 K (5-c)

where K is the magnitude of the 1000-cycle impedance and

. Table Ilia gives a comparison of the network and line impedances and the

computed return loss for frequencies through the 200 to 3000 cycle range.
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Example 3b—19-Gauge Quadded Nox-Loaded Toll Cable

Two complete RC functions plus a resistance are required to give a good

simulation for non-loaded toll cable when the simulation is carried through

the voice and carrier frequency ranges. The impedance function for 19 ga.
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determines R3 as 2100 ohms and R2 is then automatically determined as the

difiference between the i?-intercept of the Rs semicircle and Ri , hence R2

= 420 — 130 = 290 ohms. To determine C3 , choose the A'cj semicircle at 500

cycles to intersect the R-i semicircle at a point near the 500-cycle impedance

of the cable impedance function, but make some allowance for the added

negative reactance of the R1C2 generating function. The determination of

C2 can be made in either of two ways. First an Xr. semicircle can be drawn

at 5000 cycles which intersects the R-2 semicircle at an impedance near the

5000-cycle impedance of the cable. The imj)edance at 1000 cycles can then

be found graphically for R2C2 and R3C3 and added together to Ri . This
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As pointed out earlier, if the first guess is not a sufficiently good approxi-

mation a second try can be made based on the evident shortcomings of the

first try. In this case if a closer approximation is required up to 20 kc the

next step might be to change Cz to .8 mf which would make the Zz contribu-

tions above .1 kc somewhat less negative and would therefore raise the net-

work locus. Then changing Ri to 140 ohms would shift the locus 10 ohms

to the right. The resulting locus would be somewhat closer at the upper

frequencies but the change would not be necessary unless a rather high

degree of balance is required.

Table Ill-b

19 Ga. Quadded Non-Loaded Toll Cable

Freq.
kc.
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Return Loss

291

When designing such networks for balancing purposes, it has been found

convenient to plot the function on a sheet such as Fig. 6 which divides the

right half of the complex plane into circular regions such that all points on

or within the boundary of a given region have a return loss against the

network 1 + ^0 equal to or greater than that corresponding to the boundary.

These circles are determined by the return loss voltage ratio k and the ratio

RESISTANCE

Fig. 6—Curves of constant return loss for the network 1 ZO = 1 -{-jO.

of the hne and network impedances. They may be computed from the

equation

(1 + L/N)/(l - L/N) = k (6)

By plotting the line and simulating network loci on such a sheet it is

generally possible to observe visually whether or not a given network meets

the specified return loss requirement. If visual accuracy is not adequate,
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it is always possible to measure off N and L and the angle between them,

spot the complex ratio L/N on the complex plane and read immediately the

approximate return loss.

Conclusion

The examples of the foregoing discussion have been confined to the fourth

quadrant. It was shown that by graphical means a number of parallel

resistance-condenser functions could be determined which when added

together would yield a close approximation to the given function. In the

most general case these functions would involve the generating function of

R, L and C in parallel, the locus of which is a circle having impedance

+7O at zero frequency and —7O at infinite frequency, and crossing the axis of

reals at R and the frequency at which L and C are anti-resonant. A case

which has been found useful in simulating such things as telephone sets and

other inductive elements is the parallel combination of R and L which, of

course, is the special case for C = and occurs in the first quadrant.

The foregoing has been discussed with the thought that it may be useful

where there is limited time and where the required degree of simulation

is consistent with a graphical method. At some future time it may be

possible to pursue the problem further and devise the analytic counterpart

to the somewhat heuristic graphical method.

i



CHAPTER III

The Use of X-Rays for Determining the Orientation

of Quartz Crystals

By W. L. BOND And E. J. ARMSTRONG

THIS paper is one of a series by the Crystal Research Group on the

manufacture of cjuartz oscillator plates. Certain sections of it which

are not original, but rather adaptations of text book material to the present

problem, are included for purposes of completeness and for the convenience

of those readers whose knowledge of the crystallographic literature may
be limited.

3.1 Production of X-Rays for Quartz Crystal X-Ray Work

X-rays are produced when electrons strike a metal target at high velocity.

The wave-length of X-rays given off from an X-ray tube varies from the

longest which can pass through the X-ray tube window to the shortest that

can be produced from the given target by the applied peak voltage. By
analogy to the visible spectrum this is referred to as "white" radiation.

For each different metal, however, there are characteristic radiations of

certain wave-lengths whose intensity markedly exceeds those of other wave-

lengths (Fig. 3.1). The strongest of these characteristic radiations is known

as the Kai, the next strongest (generally half as strong and of slightly longer

wave-length) as Ka^ and the third strongest (shorter in wave-length than

Kai) is A'|3. The higher the atomic number of the target, the shorter will

be the wave-length of the characteristic radiation. Therefore higher volt-

ages will be required to excite the characteristic radiation from the heavier

metals. (The minimum wave-length of X-rays that can be excited by any

1.234 X 10~'*

given voltage is given by the equation Xmin. =
:^ where V is

expressed in volts and Xmin. in Angstrom units).

Higher voltages also raise the intensity of the white radiation and, at

any given voltage, the white radiation produced from a heavy metal target

is more intense than that produced from a lighter metal target (see Figure

3.1). When "white" radiation is desired, as in Laue photography, heavy

metal targets, such as tungsten, are used: when "monochromatic" radiation

is desired, as in crystal goniometry, the lighter metal targets, such as copper,

are used because, with a lighter metal target (wave-length of char-

acteristic radiation long) the voltage, and therefore the intensity of the

293
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white radiation, cannot be raised very high before exciting the characteristic

radiation whereas, with a heavy metal target (wave-length of characteristic

radiation short) considerable intensity of white radiation can be produced

without exciting the characteristic radiation. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1

which shows that a potential of 35,000 volts is high enough to excite the

K group radiation from molybdenum, but not high enough to excite the

shorter wave-length K radiation from tungsten which, further, gives more

intense white radiation at this voltage. Even higher voltages, resulting in

K<(OfW K^ofMo KdOFMo

Fig. 3.1—Variation of intensity with wave-length of X-rays from tungsten and
molybdenum targets at 35,000 volts

more intense white radiation, could be used with tungsten without exciting

the characteristic radiation (X = .209).

Figure 3.2 shows the I-\ curve (estimated) for copper, the target metal

commonly used in quartz X-ray work, which has a small atomic number

and can therefore be used as a source of "monochromatic" X-rays with

moderate voltages. (A further advantage of copper for quartz work is

pointed out at the end of this section).

The Kai and Ka^ wave-lengths are so close together that for most uses

of "monochromatic" radiation no attempt is made to eliminate the Ka^

racMation. The A'jS radiation, however, gives a distinct intensity peak of

shorter wave-length which must be reduced as much as possible by use of

a metal filter having a high absorption coefficient for the K^ radiation of
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the target used. In most cases the best filter-metal for the Kj3 radiation

is the second element below the target metal in the periodic table. For

example, a nickel filter 0.0005 inches thick is used with the copper target

which is used for X-ray goniometry of quartz.

The minimum voltage that will excite the Kai radiation of copper (wave-

length X = 1.5374A) is 8.86 kv., but a voltage of 30 or 40 kv. is usually

used to obtain adequate intensity.

XK<(| = 1 5374

XKj, = 1.5412

AK^ =1.3892 ^

>-

1-

U)

z
u
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z
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somewhere in the path of the X-rays to absorb the A'/3 radiation from the

copper target, it may be used here to seal the entrance of the chamber.

The Geiger-Miiller counter is similar to the ionization chamber, but is

operated at such high voltage that the gas is always near breakdown,

the passing of X-rays supplying the impetus to complete the breakdown.

Because of the high voltage the ionization continues to be strong as the

intensity of the radiation declines. Such a lag is likely to cause erroneous

maximum readings in crystal measurement.

3.3 Physiological Effects of X-Rays

Even a few minutes direct exposure to X-rays from such a source as the

G. E. CA6 tube will result in a burn that will become apparent in a day or

so. In most cases such a burn, if not repeated, will heal without ill effects,

but because the physiological effect of X-rays is cumulative, repeated

exposure to direct radiation could result in a burn that would not heal

and might become cancerous.

Pinhole leaks which permit direct radiation to escape are thus exceedingly

dangerous. They may be detected by use of a fluorescent screen in a

darkened room. A sheet of lead-glass j to | inch thick should be held

between the fluorescent screen and the observer.

X-rays are scattered from all substances which they strike and repeated

exposure to this scattered radiation may result in a harmful decrease in

the white blood corpuscles, in sterility, and perhaps in serious burns.

To test for scattered radiation dental X-ray films should be arranged

as close to the instrument on all sides as any part of the operator's body

can get and left for a period of two weeks of normal operation. If there

is no position in which the film becomes fogged during the two weeks, the

operator is safe. A narrow lead strip across the film will provide an un-

exposed portion for comparison with the exposed portion. It should be

emphasized that a dental film carried in the pocket is an inadequate safety

test, since the hands are frequently the most dangerously exposed part

of the body.

The absorptive power of shielding materials is proportional to the density

of the material. Minimum adequate shielding is provided by 1.5 mm.
or about pg- inch of lead or its equivalent for protection against X-rays

generated at 70 kv.^ Equivalent thicknesses of shielding materials are

as follows:

Lead y6 inch
Lead rubber \-\ inch
Lead glass |-| inch
Steel \ inch

Bricks and concrete 6 inches

Woods 60 inches

1 Davey, W. P., "Study of Crystal Structure and its Applications," McGraw-Hill, 1934.
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The United States Bureau of Standards has issued a 28-page booklet

entitled "X-Ray Protection" which may be obtained from the Super-

intendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. for 10 cents.

3.4 Diffraction of X-Rays by Crystals

Following the work of the French crystallographer Haiiy at the end

of the eighteenth century the theory that crystals were made up of small

identical units in orderly arrangement was widely held by crystallographers.

In the late nineteenth century these units were thought of as intersecting

planes of atoms. Then, in 1912, the German physicist von Laue conceived

the idea that such a lattice of atoms should act as a three-dimensional

diffraction grating for electromagnetic waves of wave-length approxi-

mating the interplanar spacing of the lattice. If X-rays were, as was

suspected, electromagnetic vibrations of short wave-length, they might be

of the right order of magnitude to obtain diffraction from crystals. When

the experiment was tried it was found that a beam of X-rays (not mono-

chromatic) passing through a crystal produced an orderly arrangement of

spots on a photographic fihn, the type of photograph now known as a

Laue photograph.

The term reflection may be used in place of diffraction since X-ray dif-

fraction is like light reflection in that the entering and leaving beams make

equal angles with the reflecting or diffracting atomic planes.- Since this

concept is simpler, X-ray diffraction is commonly referred to as reflection.

Unlike light reflection, X-ray reflection can take place only under the con-

ditions given by the following equation which is known as the Bragg law

nX = 2J sine (3.1)

where n = a small whole number,
o

X = wave-length of X-rays used (generally stated in Angstrom

units)

(/ = distance between the atomic planes (generally stated in

Angstrom units).

d = angle between the X-rays and the atomic planes ("The Bragg

Angle").

That is, the angle of incidence must be such that the path-length of two

rays reflected from different atomic planes differs by a whole number of

wave-lengths so that the emerging rays will be in phase. If the difference

in path-length of the two rays is one wave-length the reflection is called

the first-order reflection {n = 1). At some larger d angle the path dif-

ference will be exactly 2X and reflection will occur again. This is the second

order reflection (n = 2). Monochromatic X-rays are used so that only

2 Compton, A. H. and Allison, S. K., "X-Rays in Theorj- and Experiment," D. Van
Nostrand, New York, 1935, Pages 340-346.
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one value of d will satisfy the equation for each order reflection. Thus,

with a monochromatic X-ray beam one may not obtain reflection from the

planes at all angles as with visible light, but only at such specific angles

as satisfy the Bragg law. Further, even with optimum conditions for

reflection the ratio of the intensity of the reflected X-ray beam to that of

the incident beam is of the order of 1 : 10,000. The Bragg angle d is highly

critical and the reflection of X-rays from atomic planes therefore serves

as a precise method of crystal orientation.

Figure 3.3 is a diagrammatic representation of the relation n\ = 2d sin d.

On such a diagram the following laws of X-ray reflection become obvious:

(1) X must be smaller than 2d, that is, the wave-length of X-rays used

must be less than twice the inter-planar spacing of the atomic planes to

be X-rayed.

(2) The number of different orders of reflection n obtainable from atomic

planes with interplanar spacing d is fixed by the expression n\ < 2d. In

Fig. 3.3—A diagrammatic representation of Bragg's law, n\ = 2d sin

other words, since sin 6 cannot be greater than 1 the value of X must be

9/7

less than — . The distance between the atomic planes parallel to the
n

O o

hexagonal prism of quartz is 4.2466 A and the wave-length of the Kai

radiation from a copper target is 1.5374 A. Hence no reflection higher

than the 5th order could be obtained from this set of planes using a copper

target.

On the other hand, a target metal whose characteristic wave-length is

very much shorter than 2d is undesirable since it gives so many orders of

reflection from each set of atomic planes that the multitude of closely

spaced reflections leads to confusion.

(3) Higher orders of reflection occur at larger 6 angles.

(4) The relation of to X is not linear but sinusoidal.

The reflected beam can only lie in a plane containing the normal to the

atomic plane and the incident beam. Conditions are unchanged by ro-

tating the crystal about the normal to the atomic plane being used.

3R. B. Sosman, "The Properties of Silica," Chemical Catalogue Co.. New York 1927.
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3.5 The Naming of Atomic Planes in Crystals

It is convenient to be able to refer to any atomic plane in a crystal by

some symbol that uniquely defines its orientation. The symbols com-

monly used for this purpose are known as Miller indices (or Bravais-Miller

indices for the hexagonal system) and are the reciprocals of the intercepts

of the atomic plane on a set of crystallographic axes chosen in accordance

with the symmetry of the crystal. In quartz this set of axes is as shown in

Fig. 3.4: a vertical axis c and three horizontal axes at 120° ai , a2 , a^

.

Measurement of the interfacial angles of thousands of quartz crystals

has shown that the natural faces have intercepts on the crystallographic

+C

Hg. 3.4—Hexagonal crystallographic axes

axes that are integral multiples of a fixed distance, which is the same in

the case of all three a axes and different in the case of the c axis. This

fixed distance along the c axis is found to be 1.09997 times the fixed dis-

tance along the a axes. Therefore, the "unit length" of each of the a

axes is said to be 1; that of the c axis 1.09997 and a face that cuts the c

axis at 1.09997a from the origin is said to have the c intercept of 1. (This

unit axial length is different for different substances but the same for all

crystals of the same substance.) For example, the front cap face in figure

3.5 has the axial intercepts 1, co , —1, 1, naming the axes in the order

fli , (12, as, c. The indices for this face are written (lOll) (general form

hkil). The front vertical face has the intercepts 1, x, — 1, co and the
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indices (lOlO). The first two digits of the indices of any vertical prism

plane are the same as those of the adjacent cap faces: the final digit is always

zero because they are parallel to the Z (or c) axis. Since the intercepts on

fli and Qi uniquely determine the intercept on a^, , the third digit of the sym-

bol may be omitted. The omission is sometimes indicated by a dot, as

(10-1) (general form hk-C).

0001

+ a.

Fig. 3.5—Miller-Bravais indices of certain crystallographic planes in quartz

The use of indices instead of the actual intercepts simplifies the mathe-

matics of crystallography in many ways. For example, the sum of the

indices of two planes forms the indices of an intermediate plane that is

parallel to the line of intersection of the first two. Thus the sum of (00-1),

the atomic plane which is normal to c, and (10-0), prism face, is (10-1),

the indices of the cap face directly above the (10-0) prism face.
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Further, in llie equation ;/X = Id sin 9, the intcrplanar spacing d of the

atomic planes (hk-C) is

yuif + hk + k') +
d,,.f = / -^ (3.2)

Where the axial ratio c/a is l.(WW7 in quartz and ao , the distance between

atoms along the a axis, is 4.9(KSA.^

The ti order reflection from the hk-f plane is sometimes spoken of as

the reflection from the n{hk-() plane as in Table I and P'ig. 3.8 where, for

example, the second order reflection from the 01 • 1 plane is listed as the

reflection from the 02-2 plane. The justification for this notation is that

the 02-2 planes would have- a d value half that of the 01-1 planes (since

the indices are reciprocals of the axial intercepts) and the first order reflec-

tion from such planes would have the same 6 value as the second order

reflections from the 01-1 planes i.e., if

then

2X = 2d sin

X = 2 f sin ^
2

Among manufacturers of piezoelectric units a rectangular coordinate

system is used in place of the hexagonal one described above, but the

indices as derived from the hexagonal axes are retained. One of the a

axes is chosen as the A' axis. The three a axes are identical (the vertical

axis of quartz is an axis of 3-fold symmetry) and therefore any one of the

a axes may be chosen as A'. The c axis is called the Z axis and a I' axis,

normal to .A and Z is so chosen as to form a right-handed coordinate system

for right-handed quartz or a left-handed coordinate system for left-handed

quartz as described in Chapter II.

The indices of the cap faces of right and left-handed quartz crystals

(as viewed from above) are given in Fig. 3.6 which should be compared

with Fig. 2.4 and 2.6 of Chapter II. (Note that Z in Fig. 3.6 refers to the

Z axis whereas z in Fig. 2.6 refers to the z faces or minor cap faces). The

cap faces directly beneath those illustrated (i.e., on the other end of a

doubly terminated crystal) would have the same indices except that the

final digit would be negative since they cut the negative end of the Z (or

c) axis. Thus (Ol-l) is beneath (01 -1) and parallel to (01-1).

^ Parallel crystal faces lie along the same set of atomic planes. Thus

(01-1) and (Oi-1) represent the same atomic plane. Further, since the

•Wyckoff, W. G., "The Structure of Crystals," The Chemical Catalogue Co. (19.51).
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vertical axis is an axis of 3-fold symmetry, the major cap-face planes (01 -1),

(lO-l) and (11-1) have the same properties and this applies also of course

to the parallel crystal faces (same atomic planes) which are, respectively,

(Ol-I), (10 -I), and (Il-l). Thus we can choose any one of these symbols

to represent this type of plane when speaking of such properties as dis-

tance between atomic planes, Q angle, or angle between atomic planes and

the Z axis. The symbol that will be used in this paper for this type of

plane is (01-1).

Similar considerations apply to the set of minor cap faces for which the

symbol used here is (Ol-I) which is chosen instead of (Ol-l) because it

simplifies tabulation, as in Table I and Fig. 3.8.

The indices {hh • () of all faces or atomic planes with the same X-ray

properties as those for any given plane may be derived as follows: First

replace the omitted digit / in the indices of the given plane, which may be

+X +X
Fig. 3.6—Indices of cap-faces of right- and left-handed quartz crystals

determined from the equation i = —{h-\-k). Rotary permutation of

the first three indices is then permitted, sls ab c I, c a b f, b c a f.

The other three of the six equivalent faces are found by interchanging

any adjacent two of the first three indices and also changing the sign of f,

as a b c f becomes a cbl or b ac L For example:

12 3 4 3 12 4 2 3 14

1324 2134 3214

We could consider the 2 1 3 4 as derived from cycUc permutation of

13 2 4, and 3 2 1 4 as similarly derived from 2134 instead of by inter-

change of the sets above them.

The six symbols derived from the above by changing the sign of only

the final digit refer to faces whose 6 X-ray angle is the same as that of the

above planes but whose intensity of reflection may be different.
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TABLE I

Quartz X-ray Reflection Angles

The Planes of Quartz from which the Cu Ka will reflect

d = Bragg angle of X-ray reflection for Cu Ka radiation

y = Angle that the plane normal A'^ makes with the Z axis

e = The angle between X and the plane containing the normal and Z, measured in the

A' Y plane

/ = Relative intensity of reflection

hk-i
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The axes (and therefore the indices) given for left-handed quartz are

the mirror image of those for right-handed quartz so that similar faces

have the same indices in both and the signs of the crystallographic axes

are consistent with those of the electrical and physical properties in both.

(Crystallographers commonly use the same set of axes for both right and

left-handed quartz.) Table I gives the orientation and X-ray properties

Fig. 3.7—Stereographic projection of normals to the atomic planes in quartz

of the atomic planes in quartz that will reflect X-rays with appreciable

intensity.

The 6, 7, and e values have been calculated from the dimensions of the

quartz crystal lattice as determined by X-ray investigation. The intensity

values were determined experimentally and are only approximate. Figure

3.8 shows the geometrical disposition around the A' axis of those planes that

are parallel to the .Y axis (column 1, Table I) together with the X-ray data

for these planes and the disposition around the X axis of the common single-

rotation cuts. Figure 3.7 is a stereographic projection of the normals of
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the more important atomic planes of quartz, identified by their indices.

Its usefulness in quartz work will be pointed out in Section 3.7B.

In many cases the reflecting power of an atomic plane dififers from that

of the symmetrical plane on the other side of the Z axis. (See, for example

01-1 and 01 -I). When this difference is very great as with 04-4 and 04-4

the planes are useful in determining whether a plate is cut at a positive or

negative angle from the Z axis. The intensities of planes that have been

found useful for this purpose are circled in Fig. 3.8.

3.6 X-Ray Goniometry

Since the angles 6 and the intensities / are different for different planes

we can use them to identify these planes, that is, to orient the crystal by

measuring angles between recognized atomic planes and plate surfaces.

Figure 3.9 is a diagrammatic representation of an X-ray goniometer where

T is the tube target shown with its intensity pattern,

6*5 are slits that pass only a narrow beam,

C is the crystal,

c

Fig. 3.9—Simplified diagram of X-ray goniometry

I is the ionization chamber

M is the meter that measures the ionization current.

The ionization chamber is placed at an angle 26 to the incident beam,

where 6 is the Bragg angle for the atomic plane being used, and is not

moved while reflections are being taken from that atomic plane. If C
is then rocked about the vertical axis P (normal to the plane of the paper)

the ionization chamber registers an electric current when an atomic plane

is at the proper angle for reflection.

(a) Atomic plane parallel to plate-face.

Let us examine a simple case, that for which the existing face is parallel

to an atomic plane (Fig. 3.10). The crystal is held against the reference

points by a coil spring. The crystal holder is free to rotate about the

vertical axis P (with respect to the X-rays) and the angle of rotation is

read on the graduated scale. If the entering angle (the angle between

the entering beam and the plate-face) is one that satisfies the equation

n\ = 2d sin 6, we will have a reflected ray which is at a leaving angle

of d. Also the reflected ray is always deviated from the line of the original
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ray by the angle 29. If, when the crystal gives a reflected ray, it is rotated

in its own plane on the reference points the reflection is unchanged.

(b) Atomic plane intersecting plate-face in a line normal to the plane

of the instrument.^

If in the above case the rotation of the crystal in its own plane does

cause a change of ionization current the surface is not parallel to the atomic

plane. Figure 3.11 illustrates a case in which the surface is at an angle 5

to an atomic plane, this intersection lying normal to the plane of the paper

in Fig. 3.11. In order that the angle between the X-ray beam and the

atomic plane shall be 6, the angle between the beam and the plate-face

must now he 6 — b on one side and 6 -\- b on the other. The deviation

angle 29 is the sum of these two. Therefore for atomic planes intersecting

Fig. 3.10—Gonionietry case (a): .Atomic plane parallel to plate-face

Fig. 3.11—Goniometry case (b): Atomic plane intersecting plate-face in a line normal to
"the plane of the instrument"

the plate-face in a hne normal to the plane of the instrument the ionization

chamber is set at 29 regardless of the angle between the atomic plane and

the surface of the plate.

In Fig. 3.11 the entering angle is shown as ^ — 5, the leaving angle as

9 -[- b. If the crystal is now rotated through an angle of 180° in its own
plane the entering angle will have to be set at 6 -|- 5 and the leaving angle

will become 9 — b. The crystal holder will have been moved through an

angle 25. Thus b can be found by observing the angle through which the

crystal holder must be rotated in order to achieve X-ray reflection from

the same atomic plane when the crystal is rotated 180° in its own plane.

^ The plane of the instrument is a plane normal to the axis of rotation of the instrument
and containing the incident ray.
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It should be noted that b should not exceed 6. If 5 exceeds 6, it is neces-

sary for the X-ray beam to pass through a great thickness of quartz which

would so weaken the beam that the reflected rays could not be detected.

Further, even when 5 does not exceed d there is still a variation of the

reflected ray intensity with the angle between the entering ray and the

plate-face, which may be expressed as follows:^

r _ J
sm g(

sin gf
-\- sin ge

where

Tr = The intensity of the reflected ray

ge = The "entering angle" — The angle between the entering ray

and the plate face

gf
= The "leaving, angle" (In Fig. 3.11 g, ^ 6 - d; gf

^ 6 + 3 ^
26 - ge)

In = The maximum obtainable reflected intensity (i.e., when ge =
and gf

— 26).

or

sin {26 - ge)
Ir — Ir

sin {26 — ge) + sin ge

The curves in Fig. 3.12 show the variation of It/Ir with ge/26 for various

values of 26. It is seen that for plates as described above and figured in

3.11 a stronger reflection is obtained when ge = 6 — 8 than when ge =
6 -\- 8 (i.e., after 180° rotation in the plane of the plate-face). In other

words the smaller ge angle gives the larger intensity of reflection. It

might be added, however, that in practice it may not be possible to obtain

the maximum values of reflection intensity due to the fact that, as ge ap-

proaches zero, the width of the reflected beam may exceed the width of the

ionization chamber. (See inset, Fig. 3.12.)

Quartz plates containing an .Y axis are checked as described above

(case b) for rotation around the A' axis. For this check they are oriented

as shown in Fig. 3.13, case b with the X axis parallel to the axis of the instru-

ment. The stippled face in Fig. 3.13 represents the so-called "reference

bevel", the remnant of the surface of the Z section, and is therefore normal

to the Z axis.

(c) Atomic plane intersecting plate-face in a line parallel to the plane

of the instrument.

The case described above and illustrated in Fig. 3.11 was the case of

single rotation plates (AT, BT and others shown in Fig. 3.8) being corrected

about the X axis by the use of atomic planes parallel to the .Y axis. When

^ Debye, P. and Menke, H., "Untersuchung der Molekularen Ordnung in Fliissigkeiten

mit Rontgenstrahlung," Ergeb d. Techn. Rontgenkunde, B.2, P. 16; Leipzig (1931).
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such a plate is being rotated about the V axis as in Fig. 3.11 the normal

to the atomic plane lies in the plane of the instrument. We can also use

.25 .75 1.00.50

F"ig. 3.12—Variation of intensity of reflected ray with entering angle ge and the

Bragg angle, 6
u)

Case (b)

Fig. 3.13—Position of quartz plate relative to vertical a.xis of instrument in case (b)

and case (c). (Stippled face is reference bevel, normal to Z axis.) In the absence of a

reference licvel the X direction can be determined with polarized light. (See Chajjter II,

p. 246.)

the same atomic plane to correct the orientation of this i)late about the

axis WW normal to the X axis (Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14). Here, since the
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atomic planes are at an angle 5 to the axis of the instrument, the reflected

ray will not lie in the plane of the instrument. If, however, the vertical

angle jS, between the reflected ray and the plane of the instrument is small,

the reflected ray may still enter the ionization chamber. The maximum
angle /3 which is permissible, is not the same for all instruments, but de-

pends on the vertical length of the slit. In most cases it is about 5°.

The proper angular settings of the instrument are no longer 6 for the slab

and 26 for the ionization chamber but are the orthogonal projection of

these angles onto the plane of the instrument; g and g + g' , respectively.

AXIS OF ^[

INSTRUMENT
ATOMIC PLANE

PLANE OF
INSTRUMENT

PLATE-FACE
NORMAL

Fig. 3.14—Goniometry case (c): Atomic plane intersecting plate-face in a line parallel

to "the plane of the instrument"

Formulae are given below for j8, g, and g -\- g' in terms of the Bragg

angle 6 and the angle between the atomic planes and the surface of the

quartz plate, 5.

sin /3 = 2 sin 6 sin 5 (3.3)

cos {g -f g') =

sm g =

cos 26

cos (8

gin 6

cos 5

(3.4)

(3.5)

The relations between /3, g + g', g, 6, and 5 are shown by the curves

in Fig. 3.15.

As an example, suppose that a BT plate is to be corrected about the
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WW axis using the atomic plane (01 -1). (In actual practice the closer

plane (02-3) is used.) Here:

5 = 49° - 38°13' - 10°47', d = 13°20', 26 = 26°40'

From which ^ = 4°57', g = 13°35', g + g' = 26°34'

Thus if the plate is correctly cut the reflected ray will enter an ionization

chamber whose slit is long enough to receive rays which make an angle of 5°

with the plane of the instrument. However, if the plate were in error by

more than 6' around the XX axis (Fig. 3.13) jS would excede 5° and the

center of the reflected beam would not enter the ionization chamber. In

actual practice, therefore, the length of the ionization chamber slit should

be enough greater than that required for the calculated /3 to admit reflections

from erroneously cut plates.

Since the diff"erence between g + g' and 26 is only 6' and since the width

of the ionization chamber slit is usually great enough to accept reflected

beams over a range of several times 6', no correction of the ionization

chamber position may be necessary in this case.

On the other hand, the orientation of the plate with respect to the inci-

dent beam is highly critical and since g differs from <? by 15' this correction

in the orientation of the quartz plate must be made.

Discussion of the general case (d), in which the intersection of the atomic

plane and the plate face is neither normal nor parallel to the plane of the

instrument, will be found in Section 3.9.

3.7 Choice of an Atomic Plane for Checking the Orientation of

Any Given Face

If the plate-face to be checked does not lie parallel to an atomic plane,

the nearest usable atomic plane must be found and the orientation of this

atomic plane in the plate must be determined. The procedure for these

two steps is outlined in this and the following sections.

The problem of the choice of an atomic plane for checking the orientation

of one of the faces of a given plate has two parts:

(A) Determination of the orientation of that face with respect to the

A", Y and Z axes of the mother crystal and (B) discovery of the atomic

plane whose orientation and X-ray properties are most suitable for use

with that face.

(A) Determination of the orientation of the face with respect to the

A', Y and Z axes of the mother crystal.

The orientation of the plate is commonly given in terms of the Ai , .I2

and A3 angular rotations as described and illustrated in Section 2.4 of

Chapter II. Briefly, a basal section of crystal is placed initially with its Z
axis vertical and its +A' axis toward the operator of a horizontal axis saw,
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the saw blade being parallel to V and Z. The crystal is then turned through

angle .Ii clockwise as seen from above about a vertical axis, then through

angle A2 counterclockwise about the original direction of the X axis. A
slib is cut of thickness t and this slab laved down by rotating it 90° clock-

wise about the original .V axis direction. It is then rotated through angle

Az clockwise about a vertical axis and two cuts are made, separated by a

width iv (length C being cut last). The rotation through the .I3 angle begins

with the linear edge of the reference level of the slab lying parallel to the saw.

The components of the plate edges I\ , P2 , P-i (length, thickness, and

width, respectively) on the A', Y, and Z coordinates after rotation through

the angle .li are given by the following matrix (See Section 5 of "The

Mathematics of the Physical Properties of Crystals" by"W. L. Bond, Bell

System Technical Journal, \'^olume XXII, No. 1):

A' component Y component Z component

/ cos Ai sin Ai 0\ of Pi

r' =
(
—sin Ai cos Ai 1 of P2

1/ of P3

(3.6)

its of the plate edges on the A', Y, Z coordinates after

angles Ai and -4? are:

The components y,L i.iv, ^LCL^^^ v-^ig^o

rotation through angles Ai and -42 are:

/l \ / cos Ai sin Ai

cos .42 — sin /I2
|(
— sin ^1 cos .4i

(3.7)

\0 sin .42 cos -42/
.

X component Y component Z component

(cos Ai sin Ai \ of Pi
— sin .4 1 cos -4

2

cos -4 1 cos ^2 -sin ^2 1 of P2.

— sin A I sin .42 cos Ai sin .42 cos .42/ of P3

The components of the plate edges on the .Y, F, Z coordinates after

rotation through angles .4i , .42 and .43 are:

cos .4i sin .4i \
— sin .4i cos .42 cos y4i cos .42 — sin/12)

— sin .4i sin .42 cos .4i sin /1 2 cos A^/

Z component

cos .4 2 sin .43] of Pi

r'" =
cos .43 sin /i3

1

— sin .43 cos .43

I' component

cos -4i cos .43 sin Ai cos Az
— sin .4i sin .42 sin .43 -|- cos .4 1 sin ^2 sin .43

— sin .4i cos .42 cos .4i cos .42

— cos Ai sin Az —sin Ai sin Az
— sin Ai sin A2 cos .43 + cos Ai sin .42 cos .43

— sin .42 of P2

cos Ai cos .43 1 of P3

J •(3.8)
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Since the edge P2 (thickness direction) is the normal to the major face

of the plate, its .Y, F, Z components (second horizontal row) give the

orientation of the major face of the plate in terms of A', Y, Z axes of the

mother crystal.

For example, suppose the orientation of the major face of an A^T plate

is desired in terms of the A', F, Z axes. The shop rotation angles for an

NT plate are

Ax = 99°25'

Ai = 49°25'

As = -12°20'

Substituting these values in the above matrix gives

/ .99027 ~.13917\

r'" = (
- .64279 - . 10662 - . 75852

) (3.9)

\-. 76604 .08946 .63653/

the second row of which gives the components (direction cosines) of the

unit normal to the plate surface on the A', F, Z axes:

X = .64279

F = .10662

Z = .75852

(B) Discovery of the plane whose orientation and X-ray properties

are most suitable for use with the face to be checked.

The first requisite for the atomic plane to be used is that it shall make

as small an angle 8 as possible with the face to be checked. This is desirable

because (1) 8 must be smaller than 6; (2) if 8 is small the same plane can be

used for correction around Pi as around P3 since the j8 angle will be small.

If 8 is very small the difference between g and 6 may be within the required

limits of error so that the 6 value may be used without correction; (3) if 5

is large, the difference between ge and gf will be large and if the plate is

placed in the goniometer in such a way that ge is the larger angle the re-

flected ray may be too weak to register on the ionization chamber meter.

By plotting the stereographic projection of the normal to the plate face

on Fig. 3.7 the most promising planes may be found quickly. On this chart

each concentric circle connects all points with the same Z direction-cosine;

each arc that crosses the X axis connects all points with the same AT direc-

tion-cosine; each arc that crosses the F axis connects all points with the

same F direction-cosine.

For example, the normal to the major face of the NT cut is plotted as

follows:

.64 units are marked off in a positive direction (down) on the A' axis (to
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a point between (21-3) and (21 -2). Then, in the direction of the east-

west arcs, .1 unit is marked off to the right of the X axis. The point so

located is found to be about half way between the .7 and .8 concentric

circles, that is, to have a Z component of about .75, as calculated jibove.

It lies about half way between atomic plane normals (21-3) and (31-3).

The degree scale given in Fig. 3.7 may be used to determine roughly the

angle between any two points on the diagram. The scale is non-uniform

and for any particular region of the diagram that portion of the scale should

be used that falls on that region when the zero mark on the scale is placed

at the center of the diagram.

INSTRUMENT

PLANE OF
INSTRUMENT

Fig. 3.16—Goniometry case (d): Atomic plane intersecting plate-face in a line which
is neither normal nor parallel to "the plane of the instrument" (general case).

In the present example the part of the scale to be used is around the 40°

mark and the plate face is found to make angles of less than 10° with both

(2l-3) and (31-3).

In general the atomic planes with the smaller indices are Hkely to give

the stronger reflections. Therefore the better plane to try first is (21 -3).

The indices of this plane are not shown in this form in Table I, but by the

method described in Section 3.5 it may be seen that a plane with indices

11-3 would have the same 6 value for X-ray reflection. From Table I we

see that 6 for atomic plane 11-3 is 32° 03'.

In order to determine the angles g and g -\- g' (Fig. 3.16) the orientation

of the atomic plane with respect to the plate edges must be found.
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3.8 Determination of the Orientation of an Atomic Plane ^VITH

Respect to the Plate-Edges, Given its

Miller-Bravais Indices

Since the indices (hk-i) are the reciprocals of the intercepts of the atomic

plane on the quartz crystallographic axes (See Section 3.5) of which the

vertical axial unit is 1.09997 times that of the others, the intercepts on axes

which were all divided into the same length unit would be

11 ,1.1

(If 1.1 is substituted for 1.09997 the error introduced is never greater than

one minute.)

The intercepts on the orthogonal axes may be derived as indicated in

Fig. 3.17. They are:

1 Vs U
A ' h -\- 2k' (

These intercepts may be taken as the lengths of 3 vectors whose com-

ponents on the .V, Y and Z axes are as follows:

/1//A

ix{X axis vector) = I 1 (3.10)

i,{Y axis vector) =
| jf^^ | (3.11)

/ \

73(Z axis vector) = (3.12)

Now the two vectors (13 - k) and {h - 12) lie in the plane {hk • () (See

Fig. 3.18), and therefore their vector product is the vector normal to the

plane hk • I
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ASTU IS SIMILAR TO ASVW
Q = l

Fig. 3.17—Derivation of intercepts on orthogonal axes from intercepts on hexagonal axes

Fig. 3.18—Orientation of vectors (j'a

—

ii) and {i^
—

i-:) with respect to ortiiogonal axes
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That is,

iV(the vector normal to the atomic plane hk-t)

V3
h + 2k

/ -\A/t >

= \A/i \/h

\ -\/h /

- V3
/; + 2y^

1.1//

f 1.1V3 1

\A/M
V3

The unit vector N =

h

h + 2k

VI.

1

(3.13)

(3.14)

where S is the sum of the squares of the three terms of N. For example,

for the (01-1) plane (^ = 0, ^ = i, t = 1), we find from equation (3.13)

that

N =
f 2/V3
\ 1/1.1/

(3.15)

whence 5 — 4/3 +
1.21

2.159 (3.16)

and the unit vector normal N — I .7857 I (3.17)

\.6186/

which means that A^ is perpendicular to the X axis, makes an angle with

Y whose cosine is .7857 (= 38° 13') and an angle with Z whose cosine is

.6186 (= 51° 47').
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For the atomic plane (21 -3) we find from equation (3.13) that

N = l ] (3.18)

\3/l.l/

Whence 5=4 + 9/1.21 = 11.438 (3.19)

and, from equation (3.14) the unit vector normal to (2T-3)

/.5914\

N = 1 I (3.20)

\.8064/

We have now determined the orientation of the atomic plane with respect

to the orthogonal axes X, Y and Z. To determine its orientation with

respect to the plate edges necessitates the construction of a matrix which

expresses the components of the plate edges P1P2P3 (length, thickness, and

width respectively) in terms of the A', Y, Z axes. When the components

of the unit normal to the atomic plane in terms of the orthogonal axes X,

Y, Z are acted upon by this matrix they are converted to the components

of the unit normal to the atomic plane in terms of the plate edges Pi , P2

,

Pz . (For fuller discussion see Section 5 of "The Mathematics of the Physi-

cal Properties of Crystals" by Walter L. Bond, Bell System Technical

Journal, Volume XXII, No. 1, pp. 1-72.) Equation (3.8) gives such a

matrix.

To continue with the NT cut as an example, the product of the matrix

given in equation (3.9) for the NT cut and the components of the unit

vector for the atomic plane (21-3) given in equation (3.20) gives us the

components of the unit normal to the atomic plane (2l-3) in terms of the

plate edges Pi , P2 , Pz as axes. Thus,

/ .99027 -.13917\/.5914\

Np,p,P, = [-M279 -.10662 -.75852
)( J

\- .76604 .08946 .63653/ \.8064/

/-. 11223 \

=
(
-.99180 )..(3.21)

\+.060293/

That is, the components of the unit normal to the atomic plane in terms

of the plate edges Pi, P2, P3 are:

Ni = -.11223

N2 = -.99180

iVs = +.060293
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When the orientation of the atomic plane with respect to the plate edge

has thus been determined the next and final step is the determination of the

angles between the incident X-rays and the plate-face.

3.9 Determination of Angles Between X-Rays and the Faces or a

Finished Plate

Procedures for determining the angles g and g + g' for certain particular

positions of the atomic plane with respect to the plate edges were described

in section 3.6 under (a), (b), and (c). For the general case (d) in which

the intersection between the atomic plane and the plate-face is neither

normal nor parallel to the plane of the instrument, the problem is best

solved vectorially, as follows:

(d) Atomic plane intersecting plate-face in a line which is neither normal

nor parallel to the plane of the instrument (general case). (Fig. 3.16)

Fig. 3.19—Position 1 for a plate of general orientation (one in which no plate-edge

is parallel to a crystallographic axis).

Let Ni , N2 , N3 be the components of the unit normal N to the a tomic

plane in terms of the plate edges Pi , Po , P3 , and A'l , .Y2 , .Y3 the components

of the unit vector X along the incident beam. Then

sin Ohk.f = A'liVi + X2N2 + XgAs (3.22)

(the inner product of these two vectors, which is thus equal to the cosine

of the angle between the incident ray and the normal to the atomic plane

or cos (90 - 6)).

In matrix form this may also be written:

Xc Ni,k-( = sin ei,k./>

Where Xc is the matrix A'l , A'2 , A'3

(3.23)

^See Bond, VV. L. "The Mathematics of the Physical Properties of Crystals," Bell

Sys. Tech. Jour., Vol. XXII, No. 1.
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From Fig. 3.10 we see that, for the beam entering as shown, the components

of the unit vector X\ along the beam are

sin gi

cos gi

so that equation (3.22) becomes

sin d,,k.( = .¥•> sin gi + N^ cos ,!,'i

which has the solution

gx^ 0' - b[

where

and sm t) = sin 6

cos sin~^ A^i

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.260

Fig. 3.20—Position 2 for a plate of general orientation

Again, with the plate rotated 90° around its normal (to position 2) so

that the entering beam is in the position shown by the unit vector X2 in

Fig. 3.20, the components of Xi are

— cos gi

sin gi

so that

or

sin = N2 sin ^^2
— -Vi cos ^2

g2 = e" + b[

(3.27)

(3.28)
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where

and

tan 02 = —
A^2

sin 6
sin U =

cos sin~^ N3

(3.29)

(3.29')

BEVEL-

Fig. 3.21—Position 3 for a plate of general orientation

With the plate rotated 90° again (180° from position 1), so that the entering

beam is in the position shown in Fig. 3.21, the components of the unit

vector X3 along the incident beam are

sings

-cosga

so that

or

where

and

sin 6 = N2 sin gz — N3 cos ^3

^3

tan 83 =

sm y =

d' + 8z

N2

sin 6

cos sin~^ Ni
f /

03 — 01

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.260

(3.33)

Finally, with the X-ray beam entering as shown by the unit vector X4

in Fig. 3.22 (270° from position 1) the components of ^i are

COSgi

sing4

so that

or

sind = N2 sin gi + Ni cos (3.34)

(3.35)
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tan 84 =

sni d" =

N2

sin 6

cos sin"^ N3

6[ = 8',

(3.36)

(3.290

(3.37)

F'or example, suppose an NT finished crystal is to be checked by the

(21-3) atomic plane as suggested in section 3.7B. The components of the

unit normal to the atomic plane (2l-3) in terms of the plate edges Pi , P2

,

Pz of an XT plate were found (at the end of section 3.8) to be

Nx = -.11223

7V2 = -.99180

N, = .060293

BEVEL
Fig. 3.22—Position 4 for a plate of general orientation

Substituting in equation (3.26):

tan 5i =
.060293

-.99180

8[ = -3°28.7'

and in equation (3.26')

sin 32°3'

cos sm" .11223'
r = 32°16'

and in equation (3.29)

5^ = tan-'
21,11223 ^

' - .99180

and in equation (3.29')

sm c/ =
sin 32°3'

cos sin-i .060293

'

r = 32°7'
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SO that in equation (3.25)

gi = 32°\6' + 3°28.7' = 35°44.7'

Similarly

^2 = 32°7' + 6°30' = 38°37'

g3 = 32°16' - 3°28.7' = 28°47.3

g4 = 32°7' - 6°30' = 25°37'

In the case (d) of an atomic plane which intersects the plate face in a

line which is neither parallel nor normal to the plane of the instrument, the

angle 6 that the atomic normal makes with the plane of the instrument will

be different for different positions of the plate.

If Nv is the direction cosine of the normal to the atomic plane with

reference to that plate edge (P axis) that is placed in the vertical position,

d = cos-Wv^ - 90° = - &m-'Nv

This value of 5 may be used in determining jS according to formula (3.3).

For example, when the P3 axis (width) of an NT plate is placed parallel

to the axis of the instrument,

5 ^ -sin-i.Vs = -sin-i .060293 = -3°27.4'

(The negative sign indicates deflection of the normal toward the negative

end of the P3 axis and may be disregarded in determination of (3).

Whence sin /3 = 2 sin 32°03' sin 3°27.4'

(3 = 3°40'

This means that the beam reflected from the (2l-3) atomic plane when

the NT plate is placed with its P3 (width) axis parallel to the axis of the

instrument would be received by an ionization chamber which would accept

a beam making an angle of 3°40' with the plane of the instrument.

When the Pi axis (length) of an NT plate is placed parallel to the axis

of the instrument

8 = cos-Wi - 90° = sin-i -.11223 = -6°26.7'

Since this is a larger /3 value than most ionization chambers will accept,

the (2l-3) plane cannot be used in most cases to check an NT plate with

its Pi axis parallel to the axis of the instrument unless the ionization chamber

is moved vertically.

(b) and (c) Atomic plane intersecting plate-face in a line which is either

normal or parallel to the plane of the instrument.

For plates rotated about X only (as AT, BT, CT and DT) the problem
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is so simple (See section ,v6, h) that the above procedure need not Ije

followed.

P'or such plates the complete transformation is an .I2 rotation around .V:

/I ^

•'" = [0 cos .I. -sin /1

2

V) sin /1 2 cos /1 2/

(3.38)

The planes used for checking these plates are of the type fO^-O so that,

from equations (3.13) and (3.14)

whence

r"'N =

N = l2k/V's]-^
\ f/\A I ^^

2 (
k cos .42 —j- sin A'.

(3.39)

V3
2 (
/= k sin .42 + 7-r cos ^2

. V 3 1.1

1

(3.40)

but
2K

VWs^ ''''''"'' '"'^
LiV3

= '°' "'^-^

where 7 = the angle between the normal to the atomic plane and the Z axis

(note that for 7 angles on the negative side of the Z axis the value given

in Table I should be subtracted from 180°, as in the case of the AT cut

given below).

Thus (3.40) may be written

/ .0 ^

TV = I sin (7 - A'i)

\cos (7 - A2),

(3.41)

and (3.25) becomes

gi= e - 8[ where 8[ = 90° + .42 - 7 (3.42)

(Note that where.42 is positive 7 will be on the negative side of theZ axis)

whence gi = d -{- y - 90° - Ai (3.43)

g3 = 90° + ^ + .42- 7 (3.44)

For position 2, equation (3.40) applied to equation 3.27 gives

sin Q = sin (7 — .42) sin ,^2
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SO that we may write

sin d fi Ar\
sin g2 = sin gi = ^— — (3.45)

sin (7 — A2)

As an example consider a. BT plate for which A2 — —49°, corrected around

the WW axis (Fig. 3.12) from the (02-3) plane. Table I gives us ^023 ^
34°05', 7023 = 40°16' whence

^1 = 34°05' + 40°16' - 90° + 49° = 33°21'

g3 = 90° + 34°05' - 49° - 40°16' = 34°49'

. -1 sin 34°05' -,o_ .,

^^ = ^^ = ^" siiTWia' = '' '^

For an yir plate of A2 — +35°15' corrected around the WW axis from

(01 -T) we find, under (01 -1), that 6 = 13°20', 7 = 180 - 51°47' whence

^1 = 13°21' + 180° - 51°47' - 90° - 35°15' = 16°18'

g3= 26- gi= 10°22'

. -1 sin 13°20'
12001/

A complete determination of the errors in a quartz plate includes the

measurement of angle errors about three mutually perpendicular axes such

as, for example, the plate edges. Therefore, in correcting a plate we must

use three different X-ray "shots"; usually two on the major surface with

the plate rotated 90° between the two "shots" and a third on a surface

normal to the major surface, commonly called an "edge". If the plate is

thin, the intensity of reflection from the "edge" is low and this measurement

becomes difficult.

The goniometric procedure described above is best adapted to the routine

measurement of errors in large numbers of plates which are known to be

close to the correct orientation. If the error in a plate is large, however,

or if the cut is a rare one or the orientation of the plate completely unknown,

analysis by the goniometric method may be extremely difficult.

A simple, direct method of determining the orientation of such plates is

that of the Laue camera.

3.10 Use of Laue Photographs in Determining the Orientation of a

Quartz Plate

In the original Laue photograph the X-ray beam passed through the

crystal and was diffracted so as to give a spot pattern on a photographic
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plate beyond the crystal. This necessitated either the use of a very thin

crystal or a long exposure.

To avoid the variation due to crystal thickness we adopted the "Back

Reflection Laue camera." As shown in Fig. 3.23 the X-ray beam passes

through a hole in the photographic film before striking the crystal. It is

coUimated by two pinholes, one on each side of the film. Spot reflections

from many planes fall on the film and in a few minutes exposure leave a

record of their points of impingement. Most of these reflections are not

due to the peaks of the radiation curve (Fig. 3.2) but each spot is due to a

edge; guide

Fig. 3.23—Arrangement of collimator, film and crystal plate for a back reflection Laue
photograph

different X from the continuous background of Fig. 3.2. However, each

satisfies the equation n\ = 2d sin d.

Figure 3.24 is such a record with many of its spots marked. The spot

(01-1) is recognized as the point of intersection of the greatest number of

rows of spots. The spot (01-2) is the second most obvious intersection

point.

On examining such a film we recognize such spot configurations and then

mark the indices of the corresponding atomic plane for a few chosen spots.

From these we can measure three angle-errors. For example, if the crystal,

Fig. 3.25, is rotated about the vector t by amount Ct the spot pattern on the

film will be rotated by the same amount e^ . If the crystal is in error by

amount e^ being rotated about ivw clockwise the spot pattern of the film
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will be shifted to the left and the value of c^' can be measured by means of

a specially graduated scale. See Fig. 3.24. (Scale used is of Lucite and
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changes in temperature and humidity, measurements are made from two

spots about equally removed from the center but on opposite sides.

If all three errors exist simultaneously they may still be measured in this

way provided they are small.

Given e( , e^, and et for plates containing the .V axis the errors in .li , A2

and A3 can be computed by the formulae

Error in Ai = e,:,/cos A2

Error in .42 = e(

Error in A3 — et — e^ tan A^

Consider, for example, the negative (Fig. 3.24) for a BT plate. The row

of spots (01-4), (01-3), (01-2), (03-4), (01-1), etc., results from reflections

from the group of planes parallel to the -Y axis (see Fig. 3.8). (Such a

group of planes all parallel to a given line is called a zone.) In the BT cut

the -lo angle results from rotation around the A' axis. The effect of such a

rotation on the photograph (Fig. 3.24) is a shift of the spots of the (0^-/)

atomic planes along the line on which they lie. Therefore, to measure the

Ai angle from Fig. 3.24, we choose two spots along this hne about equi-

distant from the center of the film such as (01 • 1) and (01 -2) and measure

the angular distance a between the incident X-ray beam and the reflected

ray causing each spot by measuring the distance between the center of the

film and each spot using the specially calibrated scale.

By "center of the film" is meant the point through which the center of

the X-ray beam passed. This point is located as follows. When the film

is in place in the camera, two reference points are pricked in it by pins built

into the camera. These points may be seen in Fig. 3.24 as small white

circles near the center of the right and left edges of the picture. The center

of the X-ray beam is at the center of a line between these two points.

When the negative is to be measured it is placed on a glass plate engraved

as shown in Fig. 3.26 with the reference points at P, P. The intersection A'

then marks the center of the film.

If T2 is the plate angle around the A' axis from the Z axis and 7 is the

angle between the atomic plane normal and the Z axis and a is the angle

measured between the center of the film and the spot, then

A2 - 90° - ynk-t + ochk-t (3.46)

For the two spots chosen for measurement of the BT plate of Fig. 3.24,

Ai. = 90° — 7012 — «oi 2 (Rotation from the BT cut to the 01-2 plane

is a negative rotation)

A2 = 90° — 701. 1 + aoii

4 — 00° — "Yoi-^ ~i~ Toil 1 «oii ~ «oi-2

.
-

2
"^

2
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and substituting the values of 701.2 and 701. 1 from Table I,

90'
32°25' + 51°47'

, aoM+ aoi-2

= 47°54' + aoii — a;oi.2

(3.47)

For more complicated cuts, such as the NT cut, four spots are chosen,

two close to the line ('(' and two close to the line w'w' . (See Fig. 3.25).

The positions these spots should occupy on the film for a correct NT cut

_P

_x

_p

Fig. 3.26—Engraved glass plate for measuring Laue photographs

are computed and compared to the spot-positions on the measured film.

From this comparison the following errors are determined:

Cw error in rotation around the ww axis of the plate from the average

displacement along t'C

.

et error in rotation around the (I axis of the plate from the average dis-

placement along iv'w'

.

et error in rotation around the / axis by the average angular displace-

ment of the four spots about the center of the film.

The first step in determining the position of a spot for any given atomic

plane in a correctly cut plate is the determination of the direction cosines

of the normal to that atomic plane with respect to the plate edges. This

procedure has been described in Section 3.8.

Figure 3.27 is a Laue photograph of an NT plate. Taking this as an

example, we may choose the four spots (31-4), (31-5), (22-3) and (52-5)
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from which to make the measurements. From equations (3.13) and (3.9)

we find that the direction cosines of the normals to these atomic planes in

terms of the A^T plate edges are

/ .42561\ /-.01112\

(31-4) =
( -.90357] , (31-5) = f -.99294)

,

\ .04972/f \-A\8l2/p

/-.42618\ /-.00898\

(22-3) = I -.90421 I , and (52-5) = I -.99140
J

\ .02816/

p

\-.13062/p—
*"

,

- •
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(n.b.

toward

(31-4)

(22-3)

(31-5)

(52-5)

clockwise and counter-clockwise directions are as seen when looking

the — end of the axis of rotation)

Distance from the Center

Calculated Measured

25°22' 25°22'

25°17' 25°18'

6°49' 6°18'

rsv 8°00'

Difference

0'

+1'
-31'

+29'

A zimuth

(counter-clockwise from +Pi)

Error

()'

30' counter-clock-

wise about Pi
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From (vS.48) we see that the order of application of ei , ^2 , ^3 is immaterial.

If the desired transformation is r° (i.e., with zero errors) (= r'", equation

3.9 for the NT plate), and the actual one is r, we can consider that r° is

made up from the desired rotations .li , Ai , A^ and the ; is made up of the

rotations Ai = .4° + Ai , .I2 = .I? + Ao , .I3 = .^s + A3 ; or alternatively r

is made from the transformation r° followed by the transformation e so that

(3.49)

whence

tan Ai = (er°)2i r°i — CiTu + 63^11

— sin A2 = {er°)2z = r°n — eir^ + e^ru (3.50)

{er°)n r°z — ^3^23 + e^rtz
tan Az =

{er°)z2 r%z - eor^ + 61^23

where ier°)-n is the term in row 2, column 1 of the matrix er°; r?3 is the term

in row 2, column 3 of the matrix r° (equation 3.9), etc.

From our unfinished example of the A^T plate we have e^ = .0087, €2 =
-.0018, C3 = whence

— tan Ai = -.64279 + .0087 X .766 + -.6361

-.10662 - .0087 X .08946 + .1074

whence Ai = 99^36'

-sin A2 = -.75852 - .0087 X .6365 + = -.7649

whence .1, = 49°49'

-.13917 - - .0018 X .6365 -.1403
tan A3 =

.63653 + .0018 X .1392 - .0087 X .7585 .6302

whence Az = -12°33'

In starting work on a new cut of crystal one may have difficulty in finding

the indices of the Laue spots. The easiest method is to photograph a

crystal that has been carefully cut at measured angles from known planes

(for instance natural faces). For example, from the angles laid off in the

shop an NT plate such as that described should be sufficiently accurate

that when P2 is located on the atomic plane chart. Fig. 3.7, and several

nearby planes of small indices are computed on the P axes, there should he

no doubt as to which spots correspond to these locations.

From a few of these spots one can find many others by "zonal" relations.

A zone is a family of atomic planes all of which are parallel to one line called

the zonal axis. Just as there are indices of a plane there are zonal indices.
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Two planes determine a zone. The zonal indices are computed by "cross

multiplication" of the indices of the planes. The two planes {hiki- (i) and

{hiki-ti) determine the zone (^i4 — ^1^2 , hh-i — hili , hiki — kxhi). In

practice this is developed by writing the indices of each plane twice; those

of one under those of the other, then striking out the two end members of

each and taking the difference of the cross products. Whereas plane indices

are always enclosed in parentheses ( ), zonal indices are always enclosed in

brackets [ ]. For example (0 0-1) and (0 1 -0) are in the zone:
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of the liead can ho adjusted through small angles and clamped in the ad-

justed position. The jig is then placed in an X-ray goniometer set for

reflection from the phine to be used and the slab adjusted until maximum
reflection is obtained. The jig itself is not moved. If the slab were per-

fectly cut the maximum reflection would be obtained when the head of the

jig was normal to the jig axis. A miscut will give maximum reflection at

some other angle and, when clamped at this angle of maximum reflection,

Fig. 3.29—Orientation of AT and BT plates and slabs with respect to Z section {-\-X to-

ward reader for right-handed quartz)

will have a surface ground on it normal to the axis of the jig. This surface

will have the desired orientation of the plate.

As in the case of the finished plate the slab must be checked for angle-

error around two mutually perpendicular axes in the plate surface. The
intersection of the slab surface with the Z-cut surface is commonly taken

as one axis and the normal to this as the other.

For the AT and BT cuts these two axes are the same ones used in cor-

recting the finished plate and the same settings for jig holder and ionization

chamber may be used (See Fig. 3.29). For any cut with an A3 angle that
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is not 0°, such as the NT cut, these two axes will not be the same as those

used in checking the finished plate and different settings of the jig-holder

and ionization chamber will have to be calculated. The procedure is

similar to that for the determination of the g angles for the finished plate

except that the components of the unit vector of the atomic plane used are

multiplied by the matrix which expresses the transformation after two

rotations (.4i and .42) (equation 3.7) instead of the matrix for three rota-

tions.

XJ

Fig. 3.30—Orientation of NT plate and slab with respect to Z section (-1-A'' toward

reader for right-handed quartz)

For example, in the case of the NT cut, Ai = 99°25' and Ao = 49°20'

so that the .4i.42 matrix (equation 3.7) becomes

/-.1636 .9865 \

;." =
[
-.6429 -.1066 -.7595]

\-.7483 -.1241 .6517/

which, multiplied by the components of the unit normal to the atomic plane

/.5914\

(2T • 3) in terms of the X, Y, Z axes
j

1 gives the components of the unit

\.8064/
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normal to the atomic plane (2T-v3) in terms of the reference edges of the

slab after rotations Ji and A2 (See Fig. 3.30). These are

/-.0966\

N = f -.9919)

\- .0830/

Substituting in equation (3.26)

^^"^ '' =
:99i9-

5; = -4°48'

and in equation (3.29)

^ / -.0966
tan 62 =

-.9919

So = 5'35'

and from equations (3.25), (3.28), (3.31), and (3.35):

gx = 27°25'

g-i = 37°45'

gz = 2>rv

gi = 26°35'

which are the g angles for X-raying the XT slab where the reference edge

is the intersection between the slab-surface and the Z-section surface.



CHAPTER IV

Raw Quartz, Its Imperfections and Inspection

By G. W. WILLARD

4.1 Introduction

QUARTZ is one of the commonest of crystalline minerals and occurs

in many variations of size, color, purity, and structural perfection.

It is used for such varied purposes as jewelr\% fusing into heat and chemical

resistant dishes, and for optical and piezoelectric units. However, the

following discussion will be concerned mainly with such raw quartz as is

commercially used in the manufacture of piezoelectric circuit elements. It

might be added that the terminology used may be more in keeping with the

language of the piezoelectric manufacturers than of the geologist. Further,

description of many unusual types of defects, and variations of common
types has been omitted. An attempt is here made to describe such defects

as are of most interest in the piezoelectric art and in such a manner as to be

most widely useful. Following is a description of raw quartz and its defects,

the means of observing these defects, their appearance as recorded photo-

graphically, and a discussion of their effects on finished plates.

The words defects and imperfections as used in this article mean a de-

viation from a perfect specim.en of raw quartz; they do not necessarily

mean that the material is not entirely satisfactory for the purposes intended.

4.2 Source, Size, Shape

Quartz crystals of usable quality and size come mainly from the interior

of Brazil. From other sources the supply is negligible, or the size too small,

or the imperfections too predominant. Even from Brazil only one in a

hundred of the mined stones is usable. The size of stones most commonly

used run from one-half to five pounds (about one-half cup to one quart size).

The shape of the stones varies from well faced material, with all of the

original natural faces intact, to stones in which the faces are broken or

eroded away. When the faces are entirely broken away by mining opera-

tions the stones resemble chunks of broken glass. When the faces are eroded

away by having been washed along river beds the stones are called RIVER
QUARTZ, and the appearance is that common to river stones. River quartz

usually exhibits a network of shallow surface cracks resulting from the

continual bumping along a river bed, and hence is more subject to thermal

and mechanical shock than uncracked stones.

338
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With defaced quartz (river and broken) the orientation of the crystal

structure cannot be determined from the surface shape. Since the stones

must be cut at specific orientations relative to this structure, special means

must be employed to determine the structure orientation. For this reason

many users of quartz prefer faced stones. However, defaced stones are

usually more free from defects than faced stones, since optical twinning is

commonly concentrated near the natural faces of the original stone and

other defects near the base. Thus by making use of special means (in-

spectoscope, conoscope, oriascope) defaced quartz may be cut to good

advantage.

Fig. 4.1—()uartz may show smoky or citrine coloring throughout or only in restricted

regions, irregular!}- as at the left, or in PPI.\NTOM [)lanes as at the right.

4.3 Color

Usable quartz is transparent internally (though the exterior surface may
be opaquely coated), never translucent (milky). The color of the quartz

varies from perfectly clear through slightly smoky to fairly dark. The

obviously dark stones are called SMOKY QUARTZ. Smokiness may be

uniform throughout a piece, or varying from clear to dark, or confined to

plane sheets within a single piece, see Figure 4.1. Dark smoky stones are

not used because they cannot be inspected for defects and optic axis. With

stones that are used this coloration is seldom so dense that it may be detected

in the small finished plates with ground surfaces.

Because the smokiness is due lo so slight a deviation from the pure quartz

its analysis is extremely difficult. The coloration is variously explained, as

due to minute traces of impurities (organic or inorganic), as due to the dis-

sociation of a few Si02 molecules into free silicon and oxygen, and otherwise.

An important fact about smoky quartz is that it may be cleared of colora-
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tion merely by heating to 350°C. to 450°C. for a short time^ (see Fig. 4.2).

The clarity of cleared stones, even though originally very dark, rivals that of

normally clear quartz, thus leading to the belief that most commercial quartz

is colored to a slight degree.- Further, it is claimed that irradiation of either

cleared or normally clear stones with radium rays causes them to become

Fig. 4.2—Coloration in quartz ma}' be cleared by heating to temperatures below 500°C.

A, B and C are adjacent portions of one dark, smoky stone, only C having been cleared.

The five, small blocks were likewise cut from a single stone, the second and fourth having

been partially cleared at 350°C and fully cleared at 500°C.

smoky. It is then questionable whether there is a material difference in

clear and smoky quartz, or only a difference in condition of the material. By
the limited studies that have been made light smokiness has not been found

to have any definite effect on finished plates. It might be added that such

quartz plates as are normally heated to 400°C. to 500°C. in the process of

manufacture, would of course be cleared of any smokiness originally present.

' Stones so cleared 8 years ago are still clear.

2 Arkansas quartz (not used commercially) is noted for its unusual clarity.
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What has been said of smoky quartz applies equally well to CITRINE
(JiUARTZ except that here the coloration is straw colored (yellow to brown).

Citrine quartz is even more uncommon, commercially, than smoky quartz.

4.4 Twinning

Electrical and optical twinning are among the most common defects of

crystal quartz. There are few stones without one or both present. Either

type is usually difficult or impossible to detect from the exterior form of the

crystal. Presence of either type in a finished piezoelectric element inter-

feres with its perfect operation. Twinning is an abnormality of growth, in

which an apparently homogeneous crystal is not actually of the same handed-

ness, electrical sense, or orientation throughout. In the case of both elec-

trical and optical twinning (the only common twinning types in quartz),

the electric and optic axes in all parts remain parallel each to each.

In a crystal which is only ELECTRICALLY TWINNED, the stone is

entirely of one handedness (either right or left), but one portion is of OP-

POSITE ELECTRICAL SENSE to another portion. This change in sense

of structure is NOT detectable by ordinary optical means. However, at

the surface it is detectable by, (1) the piezoelectric effect (determination of

electric charge on squeezing); (2) x-ray reflection intensities (using certain

sense determining planes, see Chapter III); and (3) most readily and ex-

tensively, by etch-pits and etch-pit figure techniques.^ Commonly elec-

trical twins are sufficiently large that they may be separated near a twinning

boundary and both parts used.

In a crystal which is only OPTICALLY TWINNED, one portion of the

crystal is of OPPOSITE HANDEDNESS and electrical sense to another

portion. This change in handedness of structure is detectable by optical

means (i.e. by examining between crossed polarizing filters). Optical

twinning may also be detected, at the surface, by the etch technique in the

same manner as electrical twinning. L^sually a stone will be mainly of one

handedness with only small, thin, interlayered growths -of opposite handed-

ness, thus making it impossible to use both handed portions separately.

Further discussion of both electrical and optical twinning will be found in

Chapter V, where means for simultaneously detecting both are described.

4.5 Cracks

Many quartz stones contain cracks which are not readily seen by a casual

surface examination. As mentioned above river quartz commonly exhibits

a network of shallow cracks extending inward from the surface, caused by

bumping. All types of stones commonly contain one or more cracks, es-

' In finished plates, of course, the effects of twinning are also determined by measuring
the resulting piezoelectric and elastic constants of the plate (i.e., their effect on frequency

and activity).
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pecially when badly twinned or full of inclusions. Some of these cracks may
be due to rough handling, but others are due to growth conditions, or result

from temperature changes after growth.

Though large cracks are readily detected by means to be described, it

might be noted that when cracks are sufficiently fine (small separation

compared to light wave-lengths) they will no longer be seen. Thus every

visible crack may be considered to extend beyond its visible range, and some

actual cracks will not be visible at all. Because of such cracks and other

defects in quartz, special care should be taken in handling uncut and partially

cut stones to prevent their subjection to mechanical or thermal shocks. On
the other hand, small, flawless, finished plates will stand considerable shock.

It is even common practice to solder to finished plates (after metallizing).

4.6 Inclusions (Bubbles, Needles, Phantoms, Veils, Etc.)

The remaining abnormalities of raw quartz (used for piezoelectric ele-

ments) may be classed as inclusions. Among these are inclusions of solid,

liquid, and gaseous material. The size of individual inclusions may vary

from submicroscopic, to those easily visible with the naked eye. The in-

clusions may be isolated, or arranged in lines, or planes, or curved surfaces.

In many cases the arrangement forms of inclusions (bubbles, needles, phan-

toms, veils) have been used to describe inclusions, with little regard to the

nature or size of the individual inclusions. This is because inclusions which

are too small to analyze individually, are still visible when grouped by hun-

dreds in lines or surfaces.

When inclusions are sufficiently small and closely grouped they give a

BLUISH cast (Tyndall effect) to the group. Thus the bluish cast is recog-

nized as indicating fineness of grouped inclusions. When the individual

inclusions are larger, the group appears white. With still larger inclusions

one may actually see separate, individual inclusions, looking like minute

bubbles. Thus, describing the group as blue, white or bubble textured is of

considerable importance, when analyzing or estimating the usability of

quartz with grouped inclusions.

BUBBLE INCLUSIONS look Uke small bubbles (i.e., small spherecidal

cavities) in the quartz. When bubbles appear individually, or randomly

scattered, they are referred to as just bubbles. When bubbles occur in

organized groups the group is referred to as a bubble phantom, bubble veil,

etc. Smaller bubbles appear only as light reflection points and their shape

is not seen.

In general such bubbles may be filled with gas, liquid, solid, or any com-

bination of phases. They may be of the same nature as rare, large cavities

in which one can easily see a liquid moving about. Analysis of the contents

of such cavities has indicated the presence of CO2, water, salt solutions, and
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other substances that might have been present during growth conditions.

That these cavities are seldom in the form of negative crystals, i.e. having the

plane natural faces characteristic of quartz, is not easily explained.

NEEDLE INCLUSIONS appear as long, thin lines or needles. They

may be straight or curved, blue, white or otherwise. Whether they are

continuous or composed of rows of individual inclusions is usually not dis-

cernable. Needles, visible without concentrated illumination (and fluid

immersion), are likely to be inclusions of crystalline material, such as rutile

(brown), tourmaline (black). Usually such needles are called rutile needles,

because of the commonness of rutile and the difficulty of determining whether

they are rutile or some other material. They might better be called DARK
needles. BLUE NEEDLES are fine textured, and may appear singly or in

parallel groups, which may be at angles to other parallel groups. In other

cases they spread from a bubble point, like a comet. Blue needles may also

be feathered (having short feathery rays along the sides), may be hard (very

fine and sharply distinguishable), or soft (diffuse). Probably the most

important characterization of all blue needles is their blueness, which in-

dicates fine texture. WHITE NEEDLES are similarly hard or soft.

CHUVA is a special type of white needle which would be extremely elusive

except for the fact that along its length are small bubbles, giving chuva the

appearance of dew drops along a thin fiber. For piezoelectric usage an

important distinction between needles is whether they are blue, white, chuva,

or dark.

PHANTOMS are an arrangement form of inclusions (or coloration), in

plane sheets which are parallel to possible natural crystal faces (usually the

prism or pyramid faces). Often several, differently oriented, phantom

planes are formed together so as to give the appearance of a crystal within a

crystal, thus the name phantom (or ghost). Phantoms may also appear as

groups of parallel sheets. Phantoms may be of smoky, blue, white, or

bubble texture and should be so noted when describing their effects on

piezoelectric elements. That phantoms are closely related to disturbed

growth conditions is apparent from their close relationship to crystal faces.

VEILS are an arrangement form of inclusions in curved sheets. They

are most commonly of a tenuous bubble texture, but may also be white or

bluish. Again this distinction is of importance in estimating their deleteri-

ous effects. The cause of inclusions appearing in veil form is not clear.

CLOUDS (a term not widely used) refer to inclusions irregularly dis-

tributed in restricted regions of the crystal.

4.7 Inspection Means

The raw quartz inspectoscope is the name of an instrument used for the

inspection of raw^ quartz. This inspectoscope may, of course, be also used
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for the inspection of quartz in various stages of processing, and for other

transparent materials than quartz.

By means of a polarized light optical system the stones are examined

for optical (but not electrical) twinning. By this same means the direction

of the optic axis through the stone is also determined. By means of con-

centrated high-power illumination the stones are inspected for cracks, color

and inclusions. By both means the stones are illuminated and inspected

while immersed in an immersion fluid of matching index of refraction.

PROJECTION LAMP
AND HOUSE

MERCURY LAMP
AND HOUSE

Fig. 4.3—The raw quartz INSPECTOSCOPE, top and front views. The stones are

held in the immersion tank and viewed from above. Polarized light from the mercury
lamp is used for locating the direction of the optic axis and for detecting optical twinning.

Concentrated light from the projection lamp is used for detecting other interior defects.

See also Fig. 4.5.

Without such immersion it is difficult or impossible to illuminate the interior

properly, or to see into the interior, of oddly shaped or rough surfaced stones.

Such immersion eliminates refraction (bending of light rays) at the surface.

The interior of stones with ground, fractured, or other surfaces, are as easily

examined as a piece of plate glass.

The important design features, maintenance and operation procedures

are given below. Figure 4.3 is a diagram of the instrument, and Fig. 4.5

shows an early model utilizing many of the features described below. Three

plate glass windows W are cemented into apertures in the open-top, steel
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immersion tank, Fig. 4.3. A raised perforated table T rests on the bottom of

the tank. For polarized light inspection of twinning and of optic axis direc-

tion, the right to left optical system is used. This comprises an AH-4,

100 watt, mercury-vapor lamp (requiring special transformer) isolated in a

well ventilated housing with window IIFi, a set of color filters Fi, Fo, (and

possibly Fs), a polarizing filter Pi with ground surface G (for light dififusion),

the immersion tank, the polarizing filter Po (crossed to Pi), and the mirror

(mounted at 45° to the vertical) to reflect light vertically up through a

window in the drain pan (not shown in Fig. 4.3), to the eye. For inspection

of defects other than twinning, a high powered projection system is used.

This comprises a projection lamp (isolated in a housing by window IJF2,

and with forced draft), condenser lenses CL, and the immersion tank. Here

one looks down directly into the tank at the stone. Reflectors R may be

added to both systems to increase the illumination.

This instrument resulted from a restudy of long-used "inspection tanks"

and methods, and includes some features not originated by the author.

Since this inspectoscope is believed to be superior to many inspection-tank

equipments now in use, the more important design features will be described.

The tank should be large enough to allow easy handling of the stones in

the fluid, with allowance for positioning any portion of the stone in the pro-

jection beam, and allowance for rise in level of the fluid as the stone is im-

mersed. However, the size should not be made larger than necessary, for it

has been found in practice that the fluid very rapidly collects lint and dirt,

which (being kept in suspension by agitation) scatters or diffuses the light.

This, besides scattering the light from its proper paths, interferes with the

polarized light inspection by depolarizing the beam. In large tanks with

dirty oil the light becomes almost completely depolarized and no patterns

can be seen. If, however, the crystal is large enough to nearly fill the length

of the tank (along the polarized light beam), this depolarization is small.''

Thus, a tank as small as is consistent with the size of the stones to be ex-

amined should be used. The smallest convenient size and shape of tank

would be about 8 inches in the polarized light direction, 8 inches in the pro-

jection light direction, and 5^ inches high (all elements of Fig. 4.3 are drawn

in proportion to these tank dimensions). This permits easy examination of

two to three pound stones (pintsized), and six-inch long stones may be used

without great difficulty.

Isolation of lamp heat is an important consideration in both optical sys-

tems. In the projection system the high wattage lamp would dangerously

heat up the whole instrument if the heat were not properly dissipated. In

* In an emergency small stones can be examined in a large tank with polluted fluid by
placing the stone at the mirror end of the tank and [introducing a polarizing filter directly

in the fluid, close to the stone, on the lamp side (Polaroid J-Film is only slowly attacked

by many of the immersion fluids).
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the polarized light system the heat must be isolated from the color filters and

especially from the polarizing filter Pi, for it is extremely important that

polarizing screens should not be overheated. They deteriorate (lose their

polarizing property) rapidly above 60°C., and should not reach a tempera-

ture uncomfortable to the touch. Their deterioration by heat or otherwise

is not usually discernible except by examining their extinction quality with

the aid of a good piece of polarizing material (turned for extinction, they

should pass practically no light). Since the polarizing filters and the color

filters all absorb some light themselves it is important to ventilate these units,

as well as to isolate the mercury lamp heat with a separate housing. The

window HFi in the mercury lamp housing may be of one-eighth inch pyrex

glass, or better the heat filter IJF (specified later), and may be a moulded

filter (since there is no focusing required here). However, the window for

the projection lamp housing should be polished, either pyrex or heat filter

as above (since here the light is used in a focused beam).

The polarizing filter Pi and P2 may be glass filters (polarizing film ce-

mented between glass plates by the manufacturer) or film filters held be-

tween sheets of one-eighth inch plate-glass, with taped edges. The latter

arrangement is less expensive, and the film is usually obtainable without

delay. Extra filters should be kept on hand. The two filters must be

mounted, relative to each other, in a crossed position (for extinction). Since

light entering the tank from Pi must be diffuse it is necessary to introduce a

ground glass surface. This is accomplished without adding an extra glass

plate by grinding one surface of the polarizing filter, the outer surface if a

cemented glass filter, an inner surface if using loose film between glass plates

(the inner surface may be used here to provide for protection from dirt).

In either case the ground surface must be on the lamp side of the filter or it

will depolarize the light.

In the past a carbon arc has been used as the projection light source.

Such arcs are not handily turned on and off, nor adjusted, and are now dif-

ficult to obtain. An incandescent projection lamp overcomes these diffi-

culties. A 500 to 1000-watt lamp with double-plane filament structure

(filament in two planes, and staggered relative to each other, giving a solid

square of illumination) is ideal for this purpose. Such lamps operate at high

efficiency, are a concentrated source, have a short life, and generally require

forced ventilation. A recommended lamp is the Mazda, Clear Projection,

750W—120V, T-12, C-13D Fil., Med. P.P. base. This lamp requires a

small blower for ventilation and when operated with a foot switch, only dur-

ing that part of the inspection that it is needed, gives a satisfactory replace-

ment schedule.

It is important in the projection system to use large, short-focus condenser

lenses, and to focus the lamp image near the center of the tank. This allows
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the great concentration of light which is necessary for detecting fine-textured

defects, and makes it easier to determine just where in the crystal (in depth)

the defect lies. Further, with the large angle of illumination available,

those defects which require a specific angle of illumination may be found with

less hunting. It should be noted that in figuring the object and image dis-

tances, the refractive index n of the immersion fluid must be taken into

account (the window to image distance with fluid present is about n times

that with fluid absent).

The color quality of the light used in the polarized light system has a

considerable effect on the ease of observing the light patterns obtained when

inspecting for twinning and optic axis. A typical light pattern of a piece of

raw quartz viewed along the optic axis is shown in Fig. 4.8. The broad dark

and light contours, "thickness-contours," are the ones used in locating the

optic axis. The finely "toothed-patterns" at A, B, and C show twinning.

The conditions that make the former most pronounced are not necessarily

the same as those that make the latter most pronounced. The broad thick-

ness-contours are most pronounced in monochromatic light, but barely

visible in white light. This is due to the large variation of rotatory power

with color, which, in all but the smallest stones, causes such overlapping of

the white-light color contours as to result in practically no appearance of

contours at all. This effect does not apply to the twinning regions, since

in most cases the thickness of oppositely handed material is too small to

develop overlapping. The result with white light is that the stone appears

mainly white, except for regions of twinning where the toothed pattern is

seen in color. For twinning detection, then, the advantage of white light is

largely due to removal of the extraneous thickness contours. This possible

advantage for the novice is not obtained without some loss of factors neces-

sary for complete identification.

On the other hand, in determining the direction of the optic axis, the

thickness contours are essential, and hence monochromatic (or a restricted

spectrum) light is necessary. This illumination is most easily achieved with

a mercury arc and color filters. The mercury arc emits a restricted spectrum

(mainly .578/i yellow, .546)u green, .436^ far-blue lines and weak red and

blue-green bands), and is very efficient. Even without filtering it gives

far better thickness-contours for axis determination than does white light.

The insensitivity of the eye to blue leaves mainly yellow and green. The

yellow may be largely removed without appreciable loss of green by using

filter Fo and the blue and blue-green may be removed with filter Fi. How-

ever, the red can be removed only with considerable loss of green by filter

F3. The use of Fi and F2 alone are recommended as giving sufficient re-

striction of spectrum and yet high illumination. (All three filters, as used

in the conoscope, give a fairly monochromatic green.) The filters need not
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be polished, only moulded, since here there is no focusing of light. The

filters described above are the Corning glass filters:

7^1, Code 3484, H.R. Traffic Shade Yellow,

F2, Code 5120, Didymium,

Fz, Code 4303, Dark Shade Blue Green,

HF, Code 3966, Extra Light Shade Aklo (a heat filter).

A corresponding set of filters passing more light, but giving a less mono-

chromatic light are:

7^1, Code 3486, H.R. Yellow Shade Yellow,

Fo, Code 5920, H.R. Illusion Pink,

Fi, Code 4308, Light Shade Blue Green.

It might be added that the pronounced effects of filters are easily observed

with any instrument by holding small polished filters over the eye. These

same filters give some improvement even with white light, for optic axis

detection. Further, if the filter were not so heavy, polished filters might be

better applied at the eye than at the hght source, since here they would also

cut down extraneous illumination from the room. Or the same result might

be obtained with large polished filters (expensive) and an eye chute at the

viewing end of the system.

Several factors are of importance with regard to the immersion fluid used

in the inspectoscope. The fluid should have a refractive index matching

that of quartz, and be clear and colorless (to eliminate loss of light). It

should be of low viscosity, so that dirt and dust may settle and air bubbles

rise, rapidly (to prevent depolarization of the polarized light beam). Low
viscosity also aids in the draining of oil from the stones after inspection.

Water solubility of the fluid would be an aid to cleaning. Necessarily the

fluid must be non-toxic and non-flammable, and preferably odorless, inex-

pensive and commercial. Various fluids satisfying these requirements to

varying degrees have been used. Since there is no majority agreement as

to which of the fluids now in commercial use is most satisfactory, no particu-

lar fluid can be recommended. (Three are listed in Chapter II, page 258.)

However, a word may be added about the required degree of refractive

index match. Mineral oils of index L47 to L48 are, definitely, very poor im-

mersion fluids for quartz. With them it is difficult to see into the interior

of stones without plane polished surfaces. Ground and unpolished surfaces

still cause considerable diffusion. For good inspection viewing the fluid

should have an index between 1.53 and 1.56 (preferably between 1.54 and

L55).

The refractoscope is a simple instrument especially designed for the pur-

pose of easily and exactly checking the index match of fluid to quartz. • The

principle having been already noted (p. 255, Chapter II), it suffices here to

describe the use of the instrument. A test tube. Fig. 4.4, filled with the
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fluid to be examined, is mounted in an adjustable-height stand, the optical

system lowered into the test tube until the flat bottom surface of the lens

contacts the fluid, and the stand is placed in an inspecloscope, conoscope,

or in front of a lamp (the stand being adjusted to proper height for good il-

lumination). The optical system comprises a lens L (for magnification and

elimination of ripples on the liquid surface), a thin Z-cut quartz prism Q,^

and a narrow slit diaphragm 5. When the slit is viewed simultaneously

through, and at the sides of the prism, a view similar to one of those shown

GLASS.
TEST TUBE

DRAW
TUBE

"

An = .02 I

U=OH |e

004 1

|000

"TOI

INDEX
HIGH

INDEX
LOW

Uu=.(

Fig. 4.4—The immersion REFRACTOSCOPE may be used in conjunction with an
inspectoscope or conoscope for determining the degree of refractive index match (or mis-
match) of the immersion fluid relative to quartz. At the right is shown the manner of

reading the instrument.

in the figure may be seen. The two short lines are always the same distance

apart and are used as a unit of index mismatch, the unit being u = .009 ==

.01. The left-hand short line is the one to be aligned with the long line for

perfect match, and the actual mismatch An, is measured by the separation of

these two lines. The remainder tab is added to remind the operator which

indications represent perfect match, too high and too low fluid index. Since

the indices of both quartz and fluid vary with temperature and with color

of light used, the refractoscope was especially designed for immersion directly

^ The larger the prism angle the greater will be the sensitivity of reading, and the smaller

will be the readable range of mismatch.
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in the instrument using the immersion fluid. When, in such instruments, a

polarizing filter is so oriented as to cut oflF one or both short prism-lines, these

lines may be restored to view by rotating the test tube in the holder (upon

continuous rotation one line and then the other will disappear). With

vertical conoscopes the mirror may be removed for bottom illumination.

When monochromatic light is used all three lines are the same color as the il-

luminant. When using non-monochromatic or white light, the long, slit

line is the color of the source, while the short lines develop into two, separate

spectra. In this case, that portion of the spectrum is used for alignment

which is most predominantly used in the immersion instrument. The

sensitivity of the refractoscope, when approaching perfect match, is about

An — .001. This sensitivity is of course attained when one adjusts the

fluid to match the quartz, by addition of the proper high or low-index com-

ponent. When the fluid does not match there is a less accurate measure of

mismatch, but this measure is still good for determining the degrees of fluid

adjustment to be made.

The principle of the refractoscope may be even more simply applied to

measuring the fluid to quartz mismatch, by making use of the inspectoscope

and a basal section of quartz, using the 120° prism formed between two good,

clear, adjacent natural faces. The section is placed base down in the tank

at the far side from the mercury' lamp, and so positioned that a vertical slit

diaphragm, placed on the other side of the tank, may be viewed through the

two prism faces. With the polarizing filters removed, the two images of the

slit as seen through the prism do not (in general) align with the slit as seen

above the prism. The image farthest from the prism vertex is the one that

should be aligned with the slit, for perfect match of refractive indices. The

necessity of removing the polarizing filters can be obviated by tilting the

prism and slit about the line of sight, preferably at 45° from the vertical (or

this might have been obviated, if the polarizing screens had been out with

their plane of polarization at 45° to the vertical).

Finally, experience indicates that the importance of keeping the immersion

fluid clear and clean is not generally realized. As noted above, contamina-

tion not only gives bad scattering of the projection beam, but also

depolarizes the polarized light. A perforated plate raised from the bottom

of the tank is an aid in keeping the settled dirt from being recirculated

again. More effective is the provision of simple, easy means for draining,

filtering and refilling the tank. One or more thicknesses of chamois makes a

good filter, provided the chamois is occasionally washed out with a solvent.

4.8 Photographic Study of Interior Defects

The original inspectoscope of Fig. 4.5 was used at the Hawthorne plant

of Western Electric Company, in obtaining the accompanying photographs.
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For inspecting twinning and direction of optic axis, the stones were viewed

horizontally through the polarizing filter E and window, with mirror /''

removed (using mercury lamp .1). Normally the operator looks directly

down into the mirror to see the same view. For observing other interior

defects, the view is from directly above the tank, through the fluid surface

(with projection lamp in housing // being used). This is the normal manner
of observation. B mounts heat and color filters;C is a polarizing filter with

diffusing surface; E, a polarizing filter crossed to polarizer C; 6', a glass win-

dow; and // is a rudimentary lamp house normally fitting over A to edge

of B. The tank D has two rectangular windows parallel to C and E, and a

circular window in rear wall for entrance of projection illumination.

Fig. 4.5—The inspectoscope and stones used for the following figures. See also Fig. 4.3

Most of the following photographs are of stones shown, Fig. 4.5, on the

drain pan and in the tank. Note that stones 3, 6, 9, 12, 14 are well faced

stones; 9, 7, 13 have fractured surfaces; and 15 is typical river quartz (nearly

perfect internally). The special manner of orienting the stones in the tank

to obtain the desired views will appear from the following descriptions. The

views are one-half to full size.

Figure 4.6 is a polarized light view of a wedge shaj)ed l)asal section (one-

fourth inch thick at the left, to three-fourths inch thick at the right). The

wedge is viewed along the optic axis with the plane faces approximately

perpendicular to the line of sight (i.e., parallel to the polarizer C of Fig. 4.5).
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The back face is larger than the front face so that outside the borders of the

front face the thickness tapers ofif very rapidly. Since the dark contours

here show thickness of the section (as the lines of a contour map show height

above sea level) one may easily determine the shape of the wedge. The

inner contour AA is near the greatest thickness, contour BB intermediate

thickness, and outer contour AA near the thinnest portions at the edges.

It might be added that the thickness-contours do not exactly indicate a

region of equal thickness unless the eye is distant from the stone, and unless

the stone is viewed exactly along its optic axis.

Figure 4.7 is a polarized light view of an inch-thick basal section (i.e.,

Z-cut) with the parallel ground surfaces perpendicular to the line of sight

Fig. 4.6—A wedge-shaped basal section of quartz viewed along the optic axis in polar-

ized light. The THICKNESS-CONTOURS locate regions of equal thickness, A-A
thickest to C-C thinnest.

(i.e., the stone is viewed along its optic axis). Neglecting for the moment
the ring pattern C, one observes a wide, diffuse vertical thickness-contour

at B. With parallel surfaced stones a thickness-contour should cover the

whole stone, since the thickness of the stone is uniform. Here the stone is

not viewed exactly along the optic axis. If the eye be placed close these con-

tours become circular.

Further, this view shows the effect of placing a lens between the tank

window and polarizer at E, Fig. 4.5. The result is a ring pattern, the real

image of which is at the focal distance of the lens on the eye side. The
image may also be obtained on a ground glass at this point and its location

is independent of the distance between quartz and lens (no rings will appear
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if too far separated). This ring pattern is due to conical illumination (or

more correctly to conical viewing; here the illumination of the stone is

diffuse). This simply illustrates the basic principle of the conoscope. The
principle is further illustrated by tilting the section out of its present posi-

tion, which causes the ring system to move in the direction of tilting. The

theory of these effects is given in Chapter II.

Figure 4.8 is a polarized light view of a pyramidal cap of quartz with a

fractured back surface (stone 3, Fig. 4.5). Here the stone is viewed along

the optic axis (the six natural cap faces making equal angles with the line

of sight). The continuous dark bands are thickness-contours, and again

Fig. 4.7—A parallel faced, basal section of quartz viewed along the optic axis in polar

ized light. Note the vertical thickness-contour at B. The conoscope ring-pattern C
may be obtained by introducing a lens.

represent regions of equal thickness in the optic axis direction. Had the

fractured surface been flat instead of broken these contours would have

been hexagonal and parallel to the hexagonal edges of the cap. The toothed-

patterns at -4 to G are due to optical twinning (thin layers of the quartz

whose handedness is opposite to that of the main stone). Although the

exact shape and location are not determinable, the approximate location

and extent are observed by tilting the crystal while viewing. The contour

and pattern changes resulting from angularly moving the crystal (away from

the position of viewing directly along the optic axis) are shown by Fig. 4.9,

which should be compared with this figure.

Figure 4.9 is a polarized light view of the same stone as shown in Fig. 8,



Fig. 4.8—A broken cap of quartz is viewed along the optic axis in polarized light. Few,
broad thickness-contours show good alignment with the optic axis. The fine TOOTHED-
PATTERNS are due to optical twinning.

Fig. 4.9—The same cap as in Figure 4.8, but viewed slightly off the optic axis. Note
the increased number of thickness-contours, and their fineness, also that some twinning

regions are enhanced.

354
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the only difference being that here the crystal is viewed slightly off the optic

axis. Comparing the two views it is noted that here there are many more,

and narrower, thickness-contours.^ As the crystal is further rotated away
from optic-axis-viewing, the contours multiply until they are no longer

visible. Thus, it is by so positioning the stone as to obtain the fewest and

widest thickness contours that the optic axis direction is determined, the

axis then being jiarallel to the line of sight from eye to stone. It might be

parenthetically noted that the handedness of raw stones may be determined

in the inspect oscope, if the polarizing fdter on the viewing side be rotatably

mounted, by observing the contour contraction or expansion as the filter is

rotated (for stones progressively thicker from outer boundary inward, the

handedness rule is opposite to that for the conoscope).

A further effect of tilting the stone away from optic-axis-viewing is to

enchance the toothed, twinning-patterns. Certain of these patterns are

enhanced by tilting one way, others by tilting differently (note that regions

.1, C and (/' are much clearer here than in Fig. 4.8). Also, since the thick-

ness-contours move about and the toothed patterns remain fixed, motion

of the stone is an aid to location of twinning (except in the rare cases of

large sized twins, where this doe; not hold). Note that optical twins usually

extend inward from the origina natural faces. The twin G which appears

to be internal, actually extends inward from a cap face.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show projection illumination views of typical,

parallel BUBBLE-PHANTOMS (in stone 7, Fig. 4.5). The light from the

left converges into the stone, focuses about centrally, diverges and passes

out of the stone at B. Due to an internal fracture in the right end the light

is also reflected upward at C. The light beam is visible in the fluid but not

in the stone, because a slightly contaminated fluid scatters far more light

than does quartz.

In Fig. 4.10 the stone is held so that the phantom planes A-A are viewed

edge on (the only way finer textured planes are visible), while in Fig. 4.11 the

planes are viewed at a slight angle, to show area of the planes. These planes

have a texture of distinguishable bubbles. The planes are long, about an

inch wide (with rectangular boundaries at their left end) and are parallel

to a possible natural face (no acutal faces present on this broken stone).

Such bubble phantoms are probably not permissible in any finished piezo-

electric plate.

Figure 4.12 shows bubbles, cracks, veils, and phantoms (in stone 9, Fig. 4.5)

and pairs of angularly joined phantom planes, B-B, parallel to the natural

faces -4-.1 ; each pair forms two faces of interior phantom crystals. The tex-

ture of the phantom planes near .I-.l changes along their length from bubbly

at the left to bluish at the right. A dense curved blue veil is seen at C-C,

^ Actually the thickness contours are not now as closely related to the thickness as before

(due to the birefringence effects being added to the rotatory effects; see Chapter II).
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while a disperse, curved, bubble veil is shown at E. Above and to the right

of D are two small fractures.

Fig. 4.10—An edge view of BUBBLE-PHAXTOMS using the concentrated projec-

tion light. See also Fig. 4.11

Fig. 4.11—The same stone as in Fig. 4.10, viewed at a slightly diftercnt angle. Note
the bubble-texture, and the width of the planes.

Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show blue needles in two parts of a single stone

which contains needles throughout (stone 10, Fig. 4.5). Only those needles
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which are near the concentrated focal point of the projection illumination are

visible in each view. The length direction of the needles must be nearly par-

allel to the direction of illumination to be seen well (thus wide angle of illumi-

nation is an aid in finding the needles). Needles elsewhere in the stone may
be observed by moving the stone about. The flares at the ends of the stone

are due to exterior surface conditions. The needles of Fig. 13 are of the

comet type (radiating from a point), while those of Fig. 14 lie in i>arallel

groups. In each case a few of the needles are slightly feathered, and all

are soft needles.

Figure 4.15 shows a stone (14, in Fig. 4.5) in which the defects are con-

centrated in the base, a common occurrence. Were this stone to be proc-

Fig. 4.12—This stone, viewed in the projection light, shows phantoms A-A to B-B,
blue-veil C-C, bubble-veil E, and two fractures near D.

essed by Z-sectioning, a saw cut near the line C-C would divide the stone

into a large, nearly perfect portion, and a small unusable portion which

need not be further processed. Otherwise sawn, bad portions will have to

be processed, or good portions of a largely bad section would be too small

to obtain plates from. This points out the importance of coordinating

processing with inspection, even though the stones have been already in-

spected and judged to be worth processing.

Bubbles and cracks fill the end of the stone at B, scattered bubbles appear

in a veil at A , and a few isolated bubbles are at D. Note the clarity of the

stone relative to the fluid, as shown by the beam of light entering the stone

from the left, not visible internally.
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Fig. 4.13—This stone is full of blue needles, though onl}' those located in the focus

of the light beam are visible. See also Fig. 4.14.

Fig. 4.14—The same stone as in Fig. 4.13 shows other blue needles in a different ar-

rangement, by holding the stone differentU- with respect to the light.

4.9 Effect of Interior Imperfections on Finished Plates

The practical effect on the finished piezoelectric plates, of the various types

of interior defects, is one of the least understood factors directly related to

economic use of the strategic material, raw quartz. This is because of the
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wide variation of the types, sizes and concentrations of defects, and the

further variation of the types, sizes, and requirements to be met in the

finished plates. However, an analysis of the factors involved leads to some
important conclusions. The various factors may be correlated as follows.

Fine textured inclusions are less objectionable than coarse textured inclu-

sions (i.e., smokiness, and blue needles and phantoms, than white, or bubble

needles and phantoms). Isolated defects are less objectionable than con-

centrated defects of the same texture size (i.e., isolated bubbles, than bubble

phantoms). Cracks should never be permitted in finished plates. Twin-

ning will be discussed in detail in Chapter V.

Fig. 4.15. This stone could be economically processed by cutting off the base rear
line C-C. A few scattered bubbles appear at D, fractures and bubbles fill the base B,
and A is a bubble veil.

Further, a given defect is more likely to be tolerated in: (1) large piezoids

(finished piezoelectric elements) than in small ones; (2) in low-frequency-

mode plates (CT and DT types) than in high-frequency-mode plates {A T
and BT types); (3) in plates to be operated at low amplitudes of vibration

(filter elements, and oscillator plates with low drive) than those driven to

maximum amplitudes (oscillator plates with high drive); and (4) plates

having low rather than high-quality requirements (on activity, temperature-

coefficient, frequency adjustment).

Thus, blue needles have long been permitted in some types of large, low-

frequency-mode filter elements. While breakage has resulted from the use

of blue needles in high-frequency oscillators with very high drive, it is not
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known that blue needles may not be used in many other types of oscillators.

It is likely that smokiness is less objectionable than blue needles (very

lightly-smoky material not recognized as such has been widely used).

A further important factor, often disregarded, is related to high-frequency-

mode plates and their method of manufacture, and more specifically to the

method of finally adjusting the dimensions to give the required activity, fre-

quency, and temperature characteristic. When such plates are made by the

PRE-DIMENSIONING technique, which requires very small tolerances

on the machined dimensions and orientation, they are finally finished by

hand adjustment of only one dimension, the thickness. On the other hand,

when the plates are machined to only moderate accuracy of dimension and

orientation, they must be finally hand adjusted on all three dimensions to

obtain satisfactory characteristics. By this method of adjustment it is

possible to correct, not only for misdimensioning and misorientation, but

for small defects in the quartz itself. However, with pre-dimensioning and

a single dimensional adjustment practically no correction may be made for

errors, or quartz defects. Thus, higher quality quartz may be necessary

for manufacture by the pre-dimensioning technique than otherwise.

The conclusions that may be drawn from these considerations are: (1)

only by a quantitative statistical study can it be determined whether a

given type of defect will be permissible in a given type of finished plate, (2)

known usability of a given type of defect in a given type of plate does not

prove its usability in a different type of plate (the type includes size, mode

of vibration, and required electrical operating characteristics), and (3) the

method of manufacture is also related to the usability of defective quartz

(i.e., pre-dimensioning vs. non-predimensioning)

.

Since in the past very little defective quartz has been used in the manu-

facture of piezoelectric elements, especially oscillators, there is little manu-

facturing experience that may be used as a guide to its introduction now.

The quickest means of obtaining this information, and of making use of the

reservoir of defective quartz, would seem to result from trial manufacture

first of the most likely to succeed types of plates, from quartz with the most

likely tolerable types of defects. If and when this utilization is found to be

practical the less likely cases may be examined, while at the same time de-

fective material is being used and experience is being gained in grading the

raw quartz into usably defective and non-usably defective. This special

grading of quartz will be difficult to control exactly. It will be easier to

grade into types of imperfections than into quantities of defects per-unit-

volume. Further, it will be easier in manufacturing trials to determine

whether a given type of defect is permissible if the defects appear in large

quantities, than if in very small quantities (where they may actually be

absent in some finished plates). For these two reasons it will be preferable
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in trial manufacture, to select for jirocessing stones which have the desired

type of defect in large (to maximum) cjuantitics per-unit-volume. Due to

the many variables involved in l)()th selection of material and in manu-

facture, a large quantity of stones must be processed for a fair trial. The

criterion of usability of the defective material will then be related to number

of usable finished plates (satisfying the required electrical and physical

specifications on the finished })late) that can be obtained from a given quan-

tity of raw quartz (and thus to the relative costs of producing satisfactory

finished plates from defective and from non-defective quartz).

If and when a type of defect lias been shown to be harmful by the above

method, steps may then be taken to ascertain if some method of selection or

measurement can be made on the defective raw quartz to separate the eco-

nomically usable from the economically unusable material during inspection.



The New Statistical Mechanics

By

KARL K. DARROW

THIS is the second article upon statistical mechanics which I have pub-

lished this year in this Journal. The first, which appeared in the

January (1943) issue, was devoted to the oldest form of the theory, which is

variously known as the old, the classical, or the Boltzmann statistics. The

word "statistics," I repeat from the former article, is a synonym for statisti-

cal mechanics, objectionable but (because of the length of the alternative)

hardly to be avoided. The "new statistics," frequently divided into "the

Bose-Einstein statistics" and "the Fermi-Dirac statistics," emerged in the

middle twenties and ever since it has been gradually pushing its ancestor

aside. In this article I propose to expound the new statistics, laying especial

emphasis on the theory of monatomic gases, to which the former article was

strictly limited,

A definition of statistical mechanics may well be asked for at this point,

especially since in the former article I failed to give one. Like many other

things either subtle or familiar, statistical mechanics cannot fully be defined

till it is fully understood, by which time a definition may seem nugatory.

As an attempt at an advance definition, I suggest that statistical mechanics

is the theory which, startingfrojn the assumption that matter {and, in due course,

radiation) is an assemblage of particles, undertakes to explain (1) entropy, (2)

temperature, (J) specific heats, and (4) the distribution-in-energy of the particles

in thermal equilibrium. The critical reader may justly say that these are

four aspects of a single problem, but I think it well to separate them not-

withstanding. The word "particle" often has to be construed as standing

for an elaborate structure, but in dealing with monatomic gases (and with

radiation) we may let it stand for a point endowed with energy and

momentum.

How does the classical statistics succeed in handling these four problems?

To take them in reverse order: it does very well with the fourth, for material

gases (but not for radiation). It does very well with the third, for mona-

tomic gases (but not for polyatomic gases nor for radiation). It produces

an adequate theory of temperature for monatomic gases, identifying the

temperature with the mean kinetic energy of the atoms multiplied by a

certain factor. It has a very strange adventure with entropy, producing

a theory which in part is remarkably successful and in part is disconcertingly

362
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fallacious, and has to be altered in awkward and dubious ways to be made
completely successful.

To consolidate these statements and introduce the new theory, I review

the Boltzmann statistics.

The N atoms of a gas in a container are represented by N numbered balls,

identical in every way except the numbering. In the earlier article a game
was proposed in which a collection of numbered baskets was provided for

these balls, and the balls were tossed into the baskets in a predetermined

way: Ni of them into the first of the baskets, .V2 into the second, and so on

until each of the baskets contained its preassigned number of balls with Nm
in the Mth or last basket. The set of numbers iVi, Ni, N3, • • N^f was

called a "distribution," and the question was asked: in how many different

ways can this distribution be realized? It demands a previous answer to

another question: how can a given distribution be realized in more than

one way? It is the numbering of the balls which makes this possible. If

for instance we exchange two balls in different baskets, the distribution is

not changed, and yet there is a difference between the second situation and

the first, for an inventory of all the balls in all the baskets shows that in

those two particular baskets the assortment has been changed. We thus

have realized the same distribution in two different ways. If we had

exchanged two balls in one basket, this would not have been regarded as a

change; we should still be realizing the same distribution in the same way,

in the sense of the Boltzmann statistics. It was shown in the earlier article

that the number W of ways of realizing a distribution—or in more technical

language, the number of complexions in the distribution—is given by the

formula:

W = Nl/UNjl (1)

I have said that in the Boltzmann statistics, the balls stand for the atoms

of a gas. For what then shall the baskets stand? The baskets stand for

compartments in space; but "space" may have several different meanings.

Giving "space" the ordinary meaning: imagine the gas contained in a

box, and the box divided mentally (not physically!) into M compartments

of equal volume. I called these by the name of "cells" in the previous

article, but now, for a reason which will shortly appear, I rebaptize them

"regions." These are the baskets. W has its smallest value, which is

unity, when all of the atoms are in the same region. It has its greatest value,

which is N\/({N/M)]]^, when in each of the regions there is the same

number N/M of atoms. But this corresponds, as nearly as the picture is

able to correspond, to the uniform spreading throughout the box which by

vast experience we recognize as the natural permanent state of the gas "in

equilibrium." The uniform distribution is outstanding because it has the
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greatest value of W. If now we baptize W with the name of "probability,"

we may then say that the state which in Nature is the prevailing one is in

the Boltzmann statistics the most probable one. In the theory it is de-

scribed by the equation

:

Nj = N/M (2)

Now think of "momentum-space" in which there is a dot for every atom,

and the Cartesian coordinates of the dot are the momentum-components

pT, py, pz of the atom. The coordinates of the dot determine the energy E
of the atom, by virtue (for material particles) of the relation:

E = {l/2m)(pl ^ pli- pi) (3)

This is a fact of the first importance, as will shortly appear. Let us divide

the momentum-space into regions of equal volume. Each of the regions

will correspond to a small range of energy-values, as a sample of which we
may take any particular one among them. Therefore when we distribute

the dots—or let me say simply, the atoms—in any manner among them, we
have perforce a certain value of the total energy U of the gas, which we may
consider as preassigned if we so wish. Now we are to compare this distribu-

tion only with such others as show the same value of U. Among these there

is one which is outstanding because it has the greatest value of W. This was

shown in the earlier article to be the canonical or Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution, described by the formula:

Nj = NA exp i-BEj) (4)

in which Nj stands for the number of atoms in the region numbered j; E,

for the value of E appropriate to that region, i.e. obtained by substituting

into (3) the coordinates of some point in that cell; A and B for constants,

whereof A depends on B while B depends upon U/N the average energy of

the atoms of the gas. This distribution also is attested by experiment as

being truly that of a gas in its normal natural abiding state of equilibrium.

Now I mention the concept of a six-dimensional space which comprehends

both the ordinary space and the momentum-space, and is divided into six-

dimensional regions of equal volume. By this device one is able to speak of

(2) and (4) as two aspects of a single distribution in the "M-space." This is

the distribution outstanding among those with which it may legitimately

be compared by reason of having the greatest Il^-value. It is the most

probable distribution, in the sense given in the Boltzmann statistics to the

word "probable."

This is the first triumph of the Boltzmann statistics, attained by number-

ing the atoms. Its other triumphs, and its ultimate confusion, come when
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it copes with the task of interpreting entropy. But if I continue longer

this review of the conclusions of the former article, the reader's tolerance

may be exhausted. Let us make haste to find out how the newer statistics

sets forth to find out the most probable distribution.

One of the most appealing features of the new statistics is, that it does not

impose on atoms of a single kind that peculiar distinction which I described

above as "numbering" them. We therefore now remove the numbers from

the atoms, restoring thus to atoms of a single kind—it might for example

be helium—that quality of absolute indistinguishability which the classical

statistics took away from them in order to achieve its aims.

Having de-numbered the atoms, we start anew to play that very game
with numbered balls and numbered baskets which we played in the classical

statistics with such remarkable but incomplete success. But now that the

atoms are de-numbered, they can no longer be the balls (nor, for that matter,

the baskets). Something drastically new must now be done, and is.

In the new statistics, the balls stand for the compartments and the baskets

for the populations.

I must define the word "population." It means the number of atoms in

a compartment, or as I will say from this point onward, in a "cell." The
balls which are tossed into the basket numbered stand for the cells con-

taining no atoms; the balls which go into the basket numbered 1 correspond

to the cells containing one atom apiece, and so forth indefinitely, d shall

be the symbol for the number of balls in the ith. basket, which is to say, the

number of cells containing i atoms apiece. C shall stand for the total

number of cells.

Let the cells at first be compartments of equal volume in the ordinary

space, obtained by dividing up (mentally) the box containing the gas. For

the number of complexions or inventories corresponding to a given distribu-

tion, defined by given values of the quantities d, we have as before:

W = C\/nCi\ (5)

and taking the logarithm:

\nW = C In C - ZCi In C^ (6)

In using this expression I have again, as often in the previous article, as-

sumed the validity of what I there called "the super-Stirling approxi-

mation"; but notice that this no longer means that I assume each of the

cells to enclose an enormous number of atoms—it means instead that there

is an enormous number of cells having each particular population.

1 Clearly this cannot be so for all populations no matter how great! This is a difficulty

which also pops up in the old statistics, though there it is not met until the ordinary space

is replaced by the momentum-space.
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We seek a set of values d such that when it is realized, the quantity W
shall have a value stationary with respect to all variations bCi conforming

to two conditions: first, that the number of cells shall remain the same, which

is to say, 25Cf shall vanish; and second, that the number of atoms shall

remain the same, which is to say, 'Zibd shall vanish.

Such a set is the following:

Ci = Cae-'^ (7)

a and /3 standing for constants yet to be determined; for taking the first

variation of InW from (6), we find:

8{\n W) = -Z8Ci(l + hi Ci)

= - 25Ci(l + In Ca) + /SSzSCi
. (8)

and the required condition is fulfilled. Assuming without proof that the

stationary value of W is also a maximum value, and referring to W as the

"probability" of the distribution of cells among populations, we have come

to the startling conclusion that the most probable distribution is the one

given by (7)

!

I call this a startling conclusion, because it contravenes our inbred con-

viction that the natural distribution of a gas in ordinary space is the uniform

distribution. Of course, in the last two sentences I have used the word

"distribution" in two senses, and this must be rectified at once. What I

have just called "the uniform distribution" is the uniform distribution in the

old sense—the same number of particles in every cell. In the new sense of

the word, this is a distribution in which all of the cells have the same popula-

tion, and therefore in which one basket contains all of the balls. Definitely,

this is not, in the new statistics, the most probable distribution! Indeed

it is not even a conceivable distribution, for the number of cells is infinite.

To mitigate this clash of theory with experience we can do nothing else

than assume our cells to be so tiny that in any region of the gas large enough

to be surveyed by observation, there is a mighty number of the cells. Then
at worst we can take it from experience that in the normal natural abiding

state of the gas the number of atoms in each region will be the same if all

the regions are of equal volume, while within each region we can distribute

the atoms among the cells as the new statistics tells us to. However, it

may yet be possible to come to this conclusion from the theory. In prepara-

tion for the effort, I sketch the procedure for evaluating the constants a

and /3 in the distribution (7).

A similar task was set before us in the earlier article: that of evaluating

the constants of the Maxwell-Boltzmann law in terms of the total number

and the total energy of the atoms. Here for any region we are to evaluate

the constants a and /3 in terms of the number of cells C and the number of
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atoms N. The task is greatly eased by the opportunity of using two well-

known formulae:

\ + x+x'+--- = {\- x)-' (9)

1 + 2x + 3x' + • • • = (1 - xy^ (10)

The start is made from the two self-evident equations:

C = 2Ci = C^ae^'^ (11)

^T = ziCi = CZiae~'^ (12)

By putting x for e~^ and using (9) and (10), the student can easily win

through to the results,

a = (1 - e-^), C/N - / - 1 (13)

and then to the final form of the distribution-law (7):

and finally, after consulting k5), to the expression for the number of ways

H nuix in which this the most probable distribution
—

''most probable" in the

eyes of the new statistics—can be realized. Its logarithm is:

InW^n... = Cln^^^+ iVln^^^ (15)

This is the most important formula of the new statistics, as will presently

be clear.

Divide now the space containing the gas into "regions" of equal size,

each comprising the same number C of cells, which number shall be great.

For the benefit of those to whom the memory of the previous article may
still be vivid, I say now that insofar as there is any correspondence of the

new to the old statistics, these "regions" correspond to the "cells" of the older

theory. This is the reason why, in my recent brief synopsis of the old

statistics, I used the word "region" to replace the word "cell" used in the

prior article. Let the subscript j be the marker for these regions, so that

Nj shall stand for the number of atoms in the 7th region. Put Nj for N
in {IS). Now each member of (15) refers explicitly to theyth region, and

on the left I should put (In rr(max) y), but for two purposes—one of which is

brevity, while the other will appear in due time—I put In Wj instead:

lnP7,F= Cln^^^-±-?-f i\^yln^^^-±-? (16)
\^ iV y

The quantity IF,- is an odd sort of "probability" relating only to the

contents of the region j. It is, to repeat, the number of ways in which the
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most probable distribution of the C cells among the possible populations can

be realized, there being iV,- atoms in the region. Nothing of the sort ap-

peared in the old statistics.

Now form the product of all of the quantities Wj. This is a "probability"

relating to the entirety of all the regions, therefore to the whole of the gas.

It is the total number of ways in which the most probable distribution can

simultaneously be achieved within each of the regions. It is taken to be the

total number of ways in which the most probable distribution of the gas-

as-a-whole can be realized; for in the new statistics we have no other way
of defining the most probable distribution of the gas-as-a-whole, than this

way of subdividing first into cells and then into regions comprising many
cells. The symbol for this product shall be W, for although I have already

used that symbol in this article, its former meaning is now taken over by

Wj, and it is free again. We have:

In IF = Z In Wj (17)

the quantities Wj being still those functions of iV",- which were shown in

(16).

We seek now a set of values of Nj such that when it is realized. In W,
and therefore W also, shall have a value stationary with respect to all

variations 8Nj conforming to the sole condition that the total number of

atoms shall remain the same, which is to say, 25iV/ shall vanish.

It may be recalled that a similar problem arose in the old statistics. I

treat it here in a more general and hardly less simple way, by writing the

self-evident equation:

5lnW = z'^S^8Nj (18)
dNj

For the fulfilment of our wish it is a sufficient condition that all of the deri-

vatives on the right-hand side should have the same value; since than 8ln W
will be 28Nj multiplied by a constant, and when one vanishes so will the

other. For this it is in turn a sufficient condition that all of the independent

variables Nj should have the same value.

Uniform spreading of the atoms among the regions, with equal numbers in

all regions of equal size, is therefore the condition in which In W has a

"stationary" value, which as always is assumed to be a maximum value.

With the new definition of probability, the state of uniform spreading be-

comes the most probable in the new statistics, as with the old definition of

probability it was in the old.

We go into the momentum-space to see whether the Maxwell-Boltzmann

law results from the new statistics.

The momentum-space is now to be divided into regions of equal size,
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each large enough to comprise a great number C of cells and small enough

so that the function E of equation (3) may be deemed sensibly constant

throughout it; Ej shall stand for the value of E appropriate to the region.

(It is convenient to imagine the regions as layers separated from one another

by concentric spheres having the origin for their common centre). For

each of the regions Wj, the number of ways in which the most probable

distribution of the cells among the possible populations can be realized, is

given again by (16) ; and W, the number of ways in which the most probable

distribution can simultaneously be achieved within each of the regions, is

given again by (17).

We now seek a set of values of Nj such that when it is realized, \nW shall

have a value stationary with respect to all variations SNj conforming to two

conditions: first, that the total number of atoms shall remain the same, which

is to say, ZdNj shall vanish; and second, that the total energy of the gas

shall remain the same, which is to say, XEjSNj shall vanish.

Referring back to (18), we see that for the fulfilment of our wish the

following is a sufficient condition:

"W^ = P + QE< (19)

P and Q standing for constants; for when these substitutions are made into

every term of the summation on the right of (18), the expression to which

6\nW is there equated may be regrouped into one term proportional to

ZSNj and one proportional to "^Ej-dNj, and vanishes when it ought to

vanish.

Gone is the comfortable ease with which we disposed of the corresponding

problem in the ordinary space! There we did not even have to know what

sort of function Wj is of N'j] whatever it might be, we were able to conclude

that Nj must be the same for every region. Here the outcome must depend

upon the functional relation between Wj and Nj. There is, however, no

ground for apprehension, for though the function in question looks rather

involved in equation (16), its derivative is surprisingly simple, and we come

with ease to the condition which we seek:

In (Nj + C) - \nNj= P-h QEj (19)

which may be rewritten thus:

£ = -1 +/+«^' (20)
Nj

This is not the Maxwell-Boltzmann law, but approaches that desired law in

what I will call the "limit of extreme rarefaction," where the number of

cells in the region exceeds manyfold the number of atoms. As C/Nj grows
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greater and greater, the first term on the right recedes into relative insignif-

icance; and with an ever-increasing degree of approximation, we have:

Nj = 7\Me"^^' (21)

with NA put for Ce~^ and B for Q—which is the Maxwell-Boltzmann law

and the law confirmed by experiment.

A helpful and troublesome coincidence between two different quantities

When in the earlier article I used the section-heading repeated just above,

it referred to the near-equality between the logarithms of two different

numbers: one number being that of all the complexions compatible with the

most probable distribution (of numbered atoms sprinkled among numbered

cells in ordinary space) and the other being that of all the complexions

compatible with all conceivable distributions altogether. The most probable

distribution had so great a share of all conceivable complexions, that no

grave error was committed in pretending (so long as we were dealing with

In W) that it actually had them all without exception!

A similar coincidence occurs in the new statistics, and will now be set

forth.

Consider the jth region by itself. In (15) I have given the expression

for In PFmax, the logarithm of the number of ways in which the most probable

distribution of cells among populations can be realized. This is now to be

compared with In PFtot, the logarithm of the total number of ways in which

all possible distributions of cells among populations can be realized. Note

that I say "all possible" and not "all conceivable" distributions! The only

possible ones are those which are compatible with the fixed number iV,-

of atoms. This limitation prevents us from proceeding by the easy route

of the earlier article. Indeed in order to solve the problem "in how many
ways can all possible distributions of cells among populations be realized?"

it is necessary, or at any rate customary, to restate it in a very different

manner, which is the following:

In how many different ways can iV, un-numbered balls be distributed among

C numbered baskets? Two ways are considered as different unless ni = ni

for every value of i (fii and Ui standing for the populations of the ith basket

in the two ways).

Notice that again the balls stand for the atoms and the baskets for

compartments in space, as they did in the old statistics! We are playing

a new game with the old baskets and the old balls, instead of playing the

old game with new balls and new baskets as we have just finished doing.

It has to be a new game, for the numbers have been removed from the old

balls and the old game is therefore unplayable.

This is, to put it mildly, one of the less perspicuous problems of the
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"theory of probability." I cannot do better than repeat, with slight changes

in wording, the process of solution given by the Mayers in their book.

"A distribution is characterized by the number of balls in each of the

numbered baskets, since the balls are indistinguishable. Consider the

arrangement in a line of the symbols Zi, Z2, • • • Zc, fli, 02, * • • Oiv, as for

instance,

Zi Oi Gi Zs as flg Z5 S4 29 fle • • •

Such an arrangement could be used to define an assignment of .V numbered

balls, the o's, to C numbered baskets, the 2's, by adopting the convention

that the balls to the right of each numbered z belong to the basket of that

number. For instance, the above corresponds to balls 2 and 4 in basket 1,

balls 8 and 9 in basket 8, no balls in baskets 5 or 4, and ball 6 in basket 9.

One must observe the convention that the row starts with a z, and we shall

consider only arrangements of the symbols which start with zi. However,

(C — 1) ! such arrangements of the symbols correspond to one arrangement of

numbered balls in the same baskets, since permutations of the (C — 1) groups

of each Zi with its following a's correspond to the same arrangement of

numbered balls in the baskets. In addition all TV^! permutations of the a's

correspond to the same distribution of un-numbered and indistinguishable

balls in the baskets. In all, each distribution of the indistinguishable balls

among the numbered baskets corresponds to TV! (C — 1) ! arrangements of the

symbols, and the {N -\- C — 1) symbols (after the first) may be arranged in

(.V + C - 1)! different ways."

Thus we come to the formula for IFtot, the total number of ways in which

all possible distributions of the cells of a region among the populations can be

realized; it is,

_ (iV,+C- 1)!
^^^°* " NMC- 1)! ^

^

Dropping the "ones" for the amply sufificient reason that they are insigni-

ficant by comparison with TVy and C, and taking the logarithm with use of

the super-Stirling approximation, we find:

In TFtot = (A^• + C) In (.Vy + C) - .V,- In Nj - C\nC (23)

which with a little regrouping of terms is found to be the very same ex-

pression appearing in (15) for In Tl^nax.

2
J. E. and M. G. Mayer, "Statistical Mechanics" (John Wiley & Sons, 1940); p. 438.

Reprinted by permission.
2 For the historian of science it is interesting to note that the formuhi (22) was used

by Planck in his earliest derivation of the black-body radiation law. His un-numbered
balls were quanta of energy, his baskets were linear oscillators, and his k In W was the

entropy of the system of C oscillators sharing N
j
quanta among themselves. Cf. Natur-

wissenschaften, April 2, 1943.
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I review the situation. We began by dividing space (ordinary space, or

momentum-space, or ^i-space) into what were called cells in the earlier

article and are now designated "regions." We wanted to reach, as most-

probable-distribution of the atoms among the regions, the uniform spread

in ordinary space and the Maxwell-Boltzmann law in momentum-space.

To do this by the method of the new statistics, we divided each region into

many "cells." The first stage of the argument then consisted in taking a

typical region, and ascertaining the most probable distribution of the cells

among the populations. We then evaluated PFmax, the number of ways in

which this distribution could be realized. Inserting In PFmax into the argu-

ment we continued into the second stage, and attained the wanted result.

But now it turns out that in the first stage we might have omitted to ascertain

the most probable distribution of the cells among the populations in the

typical region. Anybody might win through to the same desirable outcome

without even suspecting that there is a most probable distribution of cells

among populations. All he needs is to evaluate Wtot, the number of ways

in which all possible distributions of cells among populations within the

region can be realized. He may then replace In PTmax by In PFtot, and pro-

ceed with the second stage as before. Since the two logarithms are

practically equal, the outcome is the same.

There are accordingly two routes to the result, which do not merge until

the argument is carried partway to the conclusion. Is one of them right

and the other wrong? Or to ask a milder question: is either to be preferred

to the other?

So far as I can see, neither can be proved wrong, and the question must

be asked in the milder form. For myself I stand by the preference exhibited

in this article, for the basic reason that along this route each of the stages of

the argument consists in finding a most probable distribution: first for the

cells among the populations of each region by itself, and then for the atoms

among the regions. By the other route the two stages are difi"erently

handled, since in the first stage one considers all the distributions (of cells

among populations in each region by itself) and then in the second stage the

most probable distribution (of atoms among regions). There is also the

minor advantage, that the value of TFmax is much easier to derive than the

value of TT^tot, or at least so it seems to me. However, many physicists

of eminence have preferred the second route. Anyone may say of course

that the question is foolish, since the number of complexions subsumed under

the most probable distribution is so large a fraction of the total number of

complexions altogether that no danger arises from confusing them. This is

what the equations have been saying, and now I have said it again in words.

* It was the other way about in the somewhat similar case which was treated in the

earlier article.
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Yet any policy which leaves this basic law unsaid, or even fails to emphasize

it, is (I think) a bad one for all but the very few to whom it is already obvious.

Another question: may the old statistics be regarded as the limiting form

of the new statistics, in the limiting case of "extreme rarefaction" where

in every region the number of atoms is very much smaller than the number

of cells?

It may seem that this question has already been answered with a yes,

in view of the fact that in the limiting case the new statistics gives the same

distribution-law—in momentum-space as in ordinary space—as the old one

does. Nevertheless the answer is no. Mathematically this appears in the

following way. In the old statistics the Maxwell-Boltzmann law springs

from the denominator IT N j\ in the right-hand member of equation (1),

which turns up as (— SiVy In Nj) in the expression for InW. Now we look

at the equation (23) and see the term —Njln Nj appearing with several

other terms in the right-hand member. In the limit of extreme rarefaction

it outweighs all the others and survives by itself. We summed it over all

the regions and so arrived again at {—'LNj In Nj), from which again the

Maxwell-Boltzmann law emerged. But in this method of the new statistics

each term of the summation comes by itself from the corresponding region,

whereas in the method of the old statistics the whole summation arrived

upon the scene en bloc or all in a single piece. The former method does not

pass into the latter method in the limiting case. The conclusions agree

in the limit, but the methods do not.

I have mentioned this because not infrequently one finds in print the

careless statement that the old statistics is the limiting case of the new

statistics, or words to that effect. Actually one can find more potent ways of

contradicting that statement, as for example by emphasizing that the old

statistics numbers the atoms and the new one leaves them un-numbered,

and in no way can the one policy be regarded as a limiting case of the other.

More convincing yet would it be to show that the new statistics and the old

lead to results which definitely differ even in the limiting case of extreme

rarefaction. This is what I next undertake to show as an incident of the

explanation of entropy which the new statistics affords.

Theory or Entropy

For a substance of a single kind in a single phase, the basis of thermo-

dynamics is the single equation,

dU = TdS - PdV (31)

in which there are five variables: pressure P, volume V, absolute tempera-

ture T, energy U and entropy S. Two may be varied independently, and
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any two of the five may be taken as these two, the remainder becoming the

dependent variables.

From (31) we deduce, to begin with,

T = (dU/dS)v (32)

an equation which shows that if ever someone sets up a theory in which

entropy is expressed as a function of energy and vice versa, it is per se a

theory of absolute temperature. This, however, will find its due place

later. What is of instant importance is a second deduction,

(dS/dT)v = T~\dU/dT)y {2,3,)

for making use of which we take note of the fact (not explicitly stated till

now) that when the volume does not change no mechanical work is done

upon or by the substance, and therefore all of the change in energy is that

brought about by the inflow or outflow of heat. This fact is expressed in

another equation,

(dU/dT)v = H, (34)

Hv standing for the amount of heat that must be fed into the substance to

raise its temperature, at constant volume, by one degree—the "heat-

capacity at constant volume," as some would call it. Combining the two,

(dS/dT)v = H,/T (35)

Envisage now the entropy ^S* as a function of volume and temperature,

and view the equation:

dS = idS/dV)r dV + {dS/dT)y dT (36)

An equivalent for the coefficient of dT has been provided, and now it is

needful to find one for the coefficient of dV. To do this we use the function

{U — TS), to be denoted by A, which by aid of (31) is seen to have the

following differential:

dA = -PdV - SdT (37)

Out of this one draws the following two deductions,

{dA/dV)T = -P, {dA/dT)v = -S (38)

Differentiating both sides of each of these equations, the former with respect

to T while holding V constant, the latter with respect to V while holding T
constant, one gets two expressions for what is one and the same quantity,

to wit, the second derivative d'A/dTdV. Equating these two expressions,

and saying goodbye to A which has fulfilled its purpose, one has,

{dS/dV)T = {dP/dT)y (39)
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which by the way is one of four equations collectively known as Maxwell's

relations—a memorial of Maxwell's creative work in early thermodynamics,

as the name of the distribution-in-energy law is of his work in early statistics.

Substituting from (35) and (39) into (36), we find:

iLS = (dP/dT)vdV + {II,/T)dT (40)

a usable and a useful expression for the entropy S—usable, that is to say,

to anyone who knows the heat-capacity H^ and the derivative (dP/dT)y,

as functions of volume and temperature, for the substance in question.

Now take it on faith that there exists a gas having the following qualities:

first, its pressure and volume and absolute temperature are linked to-

gether by the equation,

PV = LT (41)

L being a constant; whence follows,

{dP/dT)v = L/V (42)

second, if the attempt is made to express its energy U as function of T
and any one of the remaining variables (to wit, P or V or S), then the latter

variable drops right out of the picture, leaving t/ as a function of T alone.

I suppose this seems a needlessly longwinded way of saying that U does not

depend on P or V, but it is necessary to provide for the fact that U may be

expressed as (say) a function of S and V, whereupon it will be found that

neither variable drops out of the picture. This is one of the features that

make the science of thermodynamics very like a maze.

third, the heat-capacity //,. is independent of all the variables.

With these stipulations, (36) becomes:

dS = {L/V)dV -f {HjT)dT (43)

integrating which, we readily find that for the peculiar kind of gas presented

just above as an article of faith, the entropy is given by the formula:

S ^ L\nV + H^nT + C (44)

The symbol C stands for one of the most useless things in the world: an

arbitrary additive constant of integration. The only purpose normalh'

served by such a constant is, to prevent people from thinking that the

equation is right if the constant is left off. Its presence means that the

absolute value of S is undeterminable, is beyond the reach of experiment to

determine. Nevertheless this constant is one of the principal themes of

statistical theory; and we shall see that in defiance of what I have just

said, and no part of which I retract, it does make sense to assign a particular

\-alue to this constant, and remarkably good sense at that.
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I propose to begin very soon on the proof that the new statistics, applied to

a flock of atoms which are merely mass-points, gives an excellent description

of just such a gas. However, there is a detail, or rather an element of the

structure, waiting to be inserted correctly—a trivial one in appearance, but

in all of thermodynamics and all of statistics there is nothing further re-

moved from the trivial. It is the dependence of the entropy on the quantity

of the substance, the dependence of S upon iV" the number of atoms. To
put a question seemingly so simple that it almost answers itself: given two

samples of the same kind of gas under identical conditions, one comprising

twice as many atoms as the other, what is the ratio of their entropies?

This is a remarkable question, because it seems so absurdly simple and is

actually so very complex.

Before the advent of statistical theory, anyone versed in thermodynamics

would probably have answered it by replying either that 6" is proportional

to N, or that the question has no meaning. The first reply is suggested by

the consequences of the fact that thermodynamics proposes no way of

measuring the entropy of a gas (or other substance), but only ways of

measuring the entropy-difference between two states. Let Vi, Ti and F2,

T2 stand for the values of V and T in two states of one gas. Equation (43)

informs us that the entropy-difference is L In {V2/V1) -\- Hv In (T2/T1).

The constant C has vanished; the remaining terms are proportional to N
because L and H^ are proportional to N. The entropy-difference is there-

fore proportional to TV". It seems reasonable to conclude that S is propor-

tional to N, but so long as there is no specific assertion about C the conclu-

sion is not binding; and the proper reply is actually, that the question has

no meaning.

But the statistical theories do make assertions about C, and the question

is on the verge of acquiring a meaning; so it might be a good idea to ask in

advance what sort of answer we should like to have. It seems natural to

expect S to be proportional to N, so that the "double sample" shall have

twice the entropy of the "single sample" under identical conditions. But

what are "identical conditions?" Here is the catch. No more than two

of the three variables P, V, T can be made the same for both the samples.

I suppose that almost anyone would choose T for one of these two, so un-

plausible would it seem to expect the double sample to have twice the en-

tropy of the single sample if their temperatures differed. But after this is

decided, shall we make V the same for both, and accordingly give doubled

pressure to the double sample? or shall we make F the same for both, and

accordingly give doubled volume to the double sample?

This is no mere quibble, for the choice will determine the dependence of

C onN.
The first alternative requires that C be proportional to N. This is
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obvious from inspection of (44) when one remembers that L and H^ are

both proportional to N. I rewrite that equation accordingly, and put

No for the number of atoms in a gramme-molecule, R and Cv and RKo for

the values of L and Hj, and C appropriate to A^'o atoms:

6* = (N/No)R In V + (N/No) C„ In T + (N/No)RKo (45)

6* is doubled if N is doubled while V and T stay the same, which is what was
intended.

This equation will not suit the second alternative; for if V is doubled

along with N, S will be more than doubled. Over and above the doubling,

.S" acquires an extra term 2(A^/iVo) R In 2. Now if the constant C just

happened to include a term —2(N/No) R In 2, the extra term would be

obliterated, and S would just be doubled if N and V were to be doubled

while P and T remained the same. Such a term is provided by replacing

(45) with the equation:

S = {N/No)R In V + (N/No)Cv In T - iN/No)R In TV + (N/No)RKo (46)

where the last two terms on the right are to be regarded as forming the con-

stant C. This then is the dependence of C on iV which is demanded by the

second alternative.

To guide the choice between the two alternatives there is, so far as I

know, but the one argument; it is, however, a powerful one, and seems likely

to hold the field unchallenged.

We have been thinking of two samples of identical gas at identical temper-

ature. Think of them now as divided by a removable partition. When
the partition is taken away, what happens? If the initial pressures are not

the same, there is a swirling and a surging, dying away in time into a state

in which the pressure is the same throughout the volume now common to the

samples, but is not the same as it was before in either separate gas. This is

just the sort of trend of events with which one likes to think that an entropy-

change, and indeed an entropy-gain, is linked. Notice also that if the

partition is replaced, the state of afifairs on either side does not become the

same as it was before ! But now suppose the initial pressures to be the same.

The partition can be removed and replaced without entailing any perceptible

change in the gas such as one likes to associate with a change in entropy.

The second alternative is in harmony with these facts, the first is not.

So to the question "is the entropy of a gas of 2N atoms double the entropy

of a gas of N atoms?" the acceptable answer is: "yes, if the volume of the

double gas is twice that of the single gas, their temperatures being the same."

Now, this is also the answer given by the new statistics; for as we shall

presently see, it leads to a formula like (46). It is not the answer given

bv the old statistics, which (as I said in the earlier article) leads to a formula
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like (44). This is one of the dominant reasons for preferring the new sta-

tistics to the old.

Now I proceed to the theory of entropy and temperature derived from

the new statistics.

New Statistical Theory of Entropy

Entropy is identified with the quantity In W, multiplied by a constant k

which as yet is disposable:

S = k\n W (47)

It is now to be shown that for the picture of a gas which is a flock of mass-

points in the "most probable state" as defined by the new statistics, and in

the limit of extreme rarefaction, this expression becomes the same as (46),

with further consequences of much value.

As in the previous article, I separate the entropy into Sc the "contribution

of volume to entropy" which springs from the sprinkling of the mass-points

in ordinary space, and Sm the "contribution of temperature to entropy"

which springs from the sprinkling of the mass-points in momentum-space.

This is an artificial separation and worse than artificial, for it leads to a

fault in a detail which is not trivial. Nevertheless I think that for ease of

exposition the procedure is justified, and the detail will be made correct at

the end of the argument.

We must now take (16) down to the "limit of extreme rarefaction."

I repeat this equation:

In Wj = {Nj + C) In (iVy + C) - CIn C - Nj In Nj (16)

The journey toward the limit is menaced by some of the oddest pitfalls,

and must be travelled with care. I recall that by Taylor's expansion, In

{Nj + C) is equal in first approximation to {Nj/C + In C) when Nj is

small by comparison with C. Making this substitution into (16), one finds

that the right-hand member consists of six terms. The two largest of these,

C In C and —C In C, destroy one another. The smallest, N'/C, is to be

neglected (if we couldn't neglect it, the dependence of entropy upon N'

would be hopelessly misrepresented). All of the remaining three terms

must be kept, for even the smallest—which is Nj—will play a perceptible

part in the check of theory with experiment. We have:

In Wj = Nj In C - Nj In Nj + Nj (48)

The quantity In W is the summation of In W j over all the regions.

Notice that we are interpreting entropy in such a way, that the entropy of

the gas in the container is the sum of the entropies of the portions thereof

in the individual regions. This is why we are destined to come to a result
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in harmony with the "second alternative" aforesaid, wherein the total

entropy of two gases of identical P and T is the sum of their sep^arate entro-

pies! It is otherwise in the old statistics, and that was the source of the

troubles of that elder theory. But to proceed:

In W = S In Wj = iVln C - S Nj In Nj + N (49)

In the ordinary space and in the most probable state, N j is the same for all

the regions, as we have found already (page 363) and therefore is equal to TV

divided by F/T'o, or to NVo/V; here Vq is the volume of the region (not the

cell!). The next step is to put this into (49), realizing now that each term

becomes the same and the whole summation is F/Ko times the typical term.

One is agreeably surprised to fmd that T'''o tumbles out of the expression:

this is a feature of the new statistics—the regions have but an intermediate

and an auxiliary quality, the size assigned to them is gone from the final

equations. In its place appears the volume of the cell, which is Vo/C,

and which I denote by qc. For Sc we have:

S, = Nk In V - Nk In .V - Nk In qc + N (50)

Note the last three terms, for future comparison with the two last of (46);

but at this moment note especially the first, and compare it with the first

of (46). Entire agreement is attained by assigning to k the value,

k = R/No (51)

as in the old statistics. The "Boltzmann constant" k is the "gas-constant"

R divided by the "Avogadro number" Na.

Seeking now the "contribution of temperature to entropy," Sm, we turn

to the momentum-space. Here the most probable distribution is given by

(21), and is to be inserted into (50):

\nW = NlnC - Z Nj In Nj + N
= NlnC - NlnA -\- NX ABEje'^^' -f N (52)

It will be recalled from the earlier article, or failing this can easily be seen,

that,

A^ 2 A'''^' = N, AS AEje""''' = U (53)

U standing as heretofore for the total energy-of the gas. The expression

(52) is simplified of aspect, and multiplying it by k, we find for Sm,

Sm =^ k\n W = kN In C - kN In A -f kBU + kiY (54)

Though I have spoken of this as the contribution of temperature to entropy,

the temperature is nowhere to be seen! It is waiting on the doorstep;

but before allowing it in, I wish to operate on the quantity In .1.
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This quantity, by (53), is given thus:

- In y4 = In
2^-''^'

(55)

The so-called "partition-function," which is the sum appearing on the right,

is made of terms contributed one from each region, the term from the jth

region being exp(— 5£,)—herein Ej stands (it is proper to say) for the aver-

age value in thejth region of the function,

E = (l/2m) (pi + pl + p\) (56)

If the regions were of unit volume, this summation would be (approxi-

mately) equal to the ixv^le integral oi txp{— BEj) over the whole of momen-

tum-space. But the volume of each region is C^qm, wherein qm stands for the

volume of the cell. This signifies that while the integral contains one term

for each unit of volume, the summation comprises \/Cjqm terms for each

unit of volume. The summation is accordingly \/Cjqm. times as great a?

the integral. Denoting the integral by 7, we have in place of (55),

- In ^ = In 7 - In g„ - In C,- (57)

and in place of (54),

Sm= kN\nI - kN In qm + kBU - kN In N + kN (58)

We note with satisfaction that the size of the region has disappeared, even

as it did while we were operating in ordinary space!

The next step is to consult a table of definite integrals for the value of the

integral I (or to work it out one's self, if one's memory of the mathematical

technique is vivid). The tables give:

7 = (2 TT m/Bf (59)

Before returning the table of integrals to the library, the student should

r -^ -ar
also look up the value of the definite integral / x''e

""^ dx; for with its aid he

will be able to find a very simple relation between B and U. I have already

said that either determines the other, and now for this special case we shall

find the relationship. The procedure consists in going back to the second of

equations (53), realizing that

2 Ej exp(-BEj) = (1/C,-?J jjJ E exp"^"^^ dp^ dpy dp, (60)

and performing the triple integration over the whole of momentum-space,

a feat which is not so hard as it looks. MultipHcation by ^ , as indicated in

(53), removes the factor (l/Cjqm), and the simple conclusion is,

U = 3N/2B (61)

a relation valuable in two ways.
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In the first place, (61) enables us to eject either B oxU from the expression

for Sm- It seems more sensible to do away with B, leaving Sm expressed as a

function of the energy of the gas; but I will let the reader do that for his own
instruction. In view of the peculiar significance of B this is for our purposes

the better one to keep.

Now it is high time indeed to show what is that peculiar significance.

Differentiating S witli respect to U, we find kB for the derivative. Turning

back to (32) we are reminded that this derivative is l/T by the definition

of the absolute temperature T. Now the temperature has stepped across

the threshold, and Sm assumes the form:

Sm = (3/2) NklnT - Nk In N + Nk In [{2irmkf''e''yqm] (62)

Notice that the term + kN has been absorbed into the final term, so that

e^'' has been replaced by e'' in the argument of the logarithm: this is a usage

with which the student must become familiar. (Some writers also incorpo-

rate —Nk In N into this final term, which thereby acquires a factor N
in the denominator of the argument; the term then ceases to be a constant,

which is why I do not follow this policy.)

Comparing (62) with (46) we see that Sm embodies correctly the

dependence of entropy on temperature, provided that C„ (the specific heat

per gramme-molecule) is equal to {3/2)kNo. Since a value for k—to wit,

R/N'o—has already been forced upon us as a necessary and a sufficient

condition for making 5 depend correctly on the volume, this new require-

ment is that Cy should be equal to (3/2)R. Now this is a fact of experience

for the gases called monatomic

!

I said that the relation of U and B expressed in (61) is valuable in two

ways. The second is only the first seen from a different viewpoint, for

which I rewrite (61) in the form:

U/N = U = (3/2)kT (63)

For the flock of mass-points distributed in momentum-space in the manner

indicated as the most probable by the new statistics (as, for that matter, by

the old) the average energy is {3/2)k times the absolute temperature. This

is the very result obtained from simple kinetic theory for the ideal-gas scale

of temperature. The statistical theory therefore identifies the absolute

scale of temperature with the ideal-gas scale, which is as it should be. It is

therefore an adequate theory of temperature and (as we lately saw) of the

specific heat of monatomic gases.

Now I have given an expression for Sc, the "contribution of volume to

entropy," which is (50); and an expression for Sm, the "contribution of

temperature to entropy," which is (62); and it seems natural to proceed by
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adding the two and identifying their sum with the entropy of the gas. But

each of the summands contains the so-ardently-wanted term — A^^ In TV,

and therefore the sum must contain a term —2Nk In N, which is —Nk In

N'^. This term is not at all of the wanted form, and its mere presence in

{Sm + Sc) spoils the chance of identifying that sum with entropy. We
have in fact come to a result in contradiction with equation (46) and with

the assumption on which that equation was founded, viz. that if two samples

of a gas are at the same pressure and temperature their entropies are in

proportion to their volumes. The reasoning has not been suited to its aim.

The origin of this final misadventure lies in the circumstance that in the

hope of making easier the exposition, I made what now has proved to be an

undue separation between the two "contributions" to the entropy. The gas

was mentally divided into groups of atoms, each occupying a certain region

of limited size and distribution among the cells of that region according to

the law of the new statistics. In computing Sc I defined the jth region as a

small piece of ordinary space, and then counted all the atoms in that region

regardless of the fact that they have very diversified momenta. In com-

puting Sm I defined thej'th region as a small piece of momentum-space, and

then counted all the atoms in that region regardless of the fact that they are

sprinkled all through the total volume of the container. I may properly

say that I used a six-dimensional region throughout, but in the first stage

it was a region limited in ordinary space and comprising the whole infinity

of momentum-space, while in the second stage it was a region limited in

momentum-space and comprising the whole volume of the box in ordinary

space. I should instead have carried through the operation in a single stage,

using a six-dimensional region limited in both ordinary space and momentum-

space. It may seem that this procedure must either lead to the same result

as the other, or must be much more difiicult, or both. Neither is the case.

Instead of writing down a number of new equations which would look

precisely like the old ones, I invite the student to go back to page 368 and

recommence the argument at the words "We go into the momentum-space.

. . .
." If he will replace "momentum-space" by "ju-space," he need

make no other change as far along as equation (21) ; the argument is just the

same. Now let him turn ahead to page 379, and equation (52): this is

valid for the /x-space as it was for the momentum-space, and so are equations

(53). The novelty, however, is latent in the first of equations (53), which

reappears as (55), and which I now rewrite for one more time:

- In yl = In S e~''^^ (64)

On page 380, the summation was shown to be equal to (l/Cy^m) times a

certain integral denoted by /; the integral was over the three dimensions of

momentum-space; q^ was the size of the elementary cell in momentum-
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space. In pi-space, however, the corresponding integral is over the six

dimensions, and may be written thus:

III dx dy dz fjf
e

"" dp. dpy dp.

This sixfold integral is nothing but the product of V the volume of the

container (resulting from the first three integrations) by the integral here-

tofore denoted as / (resulting from the last three integrations). It is to be

multiplied by {\/Cjh ), Cy now standing for the number of cells in the six-

dimensional region and // for the volume of the six-dimensional cell (I

explain the curious symbol later). The product is the reciprocal of A,

and therefore:

k In 11' = kN\nV +\nl + kBU - kN \n N -\- kN - kN In Ji (65)

The term {—kN In N) appears just once, and not twice as it did in the sum

Sc and Sm'- all is well in this regard. The presentation of /, of B and of U
as functions of T follows just the same lines as above.

(Notice, for future reference, that we should have attained to the same

result had we ignored the ordinary space, operated in the momentum-space

exclusively, and assigned the value h /V io the volume of the elementary

cell in momentum-space.)

So, identifying k In W with S, we come to the consummation of the new-

statistical theory of entropy, the equation:

S = kN In V + {3/2)kN \nT-kN\nN+kN In [(2 Trmkfe'yh^] (66)

The dependence on volume is right; it was qualitatively so to start with,

was made exactly so by choice of the value of k as R/No. The dependence

on temperature is exactly right, since it is a fact of experience that for

monatomic ideal gases the specific heat at constant volume is (3/2)R per

gramme-molecule. The dependence on number of atoms is exactly right,

that is to say, it makes S proportional to N for given P and T. The additive

constant is fixed in value absolutely, or will be when we assign a numerical

value to //' ; for ^ is a universal constant, e the base of natural logarithms, and

?n the mass of an atom of the gas.

For the benefit of such as may still be interested in comparing the old

statistics with the new, I recall that the old statistics in its theory of entropy

furnished the first and the second terms of (66), and apparently furnished

also the fourth term though with e^'^ in place of e^ ~. The third term it

omitted, thereby lending itself to the untenable doctrine that entropy should

be proportional to iV for given V and T (and not for given P and T). Since

there was no term kN In N, I committed no error when in the previous article

I deduced Sc and Sm separately and then added them together to get ^.
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This procedure is right in the old statistics, becomes wrong in the new. I

suppose that this is what some expositors mean when they say that in the

new statistics there is a correlation between positions and momenta, or

words to that effect. I say that the old statistics apparently furnished a

term equal to the fourth of (66) except for the power to which e is raised.

Actually the old statistics gives an additive term Nk In [{2Trmkef'^/Q\ and
the new statistics gives an additive term A''^ In [{2Trnik)^''e''^/Q], but Q in the

former case is the volume of the region and in the latter case is the volume
of the cell. Giving the same value h^ to Q in the two cases is positively not

doing the same thing. However by doing this notwithstanding, and by
"tampering" with the old statistics in a certain way which I described at the

end of the previous article, it is possible to produce an expression exactly

like (66).

Size of the Elementary Cell

We have reached the final step, which consists in assigning a value to the

size of the elementary cell in /z-space. For this I have used the symbol h^,

implying (as everyone has guessed already) that it is taken to be the cube of

Planck's constant h so promiscuously found in Nature. What arguments

can be advanced to justify this choice?

It may be remarked very simply, that since the volume of the elementary

cell has the "dimensions" of the cube of the product of length by momentum,
and since these are also the dimensions of h , and since both Ji and that

volume are very fundamental things, what could be more natural than to

identify them the one with the other? This was the argument used when
formula (66) was first derived from the old statistics with the aid of judicious

tampering.

An argument more precise of aspect may be adduced from wave-me-

chanics. Imagine the box containing the gas to be a cube, its edges—these

being of length L so that Lz = V—being along the coordinate-axes x, y, z.

The doctrine of wave-mechanics avers that the momentum-components

px, py, pz of any atom are perforce integer multiples of h/2L; for this is the

condition that the waves which are associated with the atom shall form a

stationary wave-pattern with nodes at the walls of the cube, and upon this

condition wave-mechanics is insistent. Now let us reenter the momentum-
space, and place a dot at every point for which px, py and pz are integer

multiples of h/2L. The dots form a cubic lattice, and it would seem very

^ The wave-length of the waves associated with a particle moving parallel to the x-axis

is h/px, and there must be an integer number of half-wave-lengths between the walls of

the cube which are perpendicular to the axis of x and face one another at a distance L.
The same may be said, mtitatis mutandis, of a particle moving parallel to the axis of y or z,

with momentum py or pz] while if an atom is moving obhquely so that two or all three of

its momentum-components differ from zero, each of these components is to be treated as
if it alone existed.
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nice if I could say at once that the elementary cube of this lattice has the

volume h /L which is // /V. However, this cannot be said, for there is an

obstinate factor which makes the elementary cube have the volume li /2>L .

People get around this by remarking that since an atom reverberating to

and fro between the walls of the cube changes the sign of one of its mo-

mentum-components whenever it strikes against one of the walls, therefore

every dot is one of a group of eight dots all of which correspond to the same

motion of the atom, and all eight should be counted as though they were

one. Therefore in the region of momentum-space enclosed between any

two spheres centred at the origin (such as we used in determining the distri-

bution-in-momentum) we are to count one-eighth of the dots. The number

so obtained is the same as the number of cells of volume h /V contained in

the region. Thus it comes to the same thing whether one says that the

atoms are distributed among one-eighth of the dots or among cells of volume

/? /v. Now I recall my remark (page 383) that equation (66) down to the

last detail can be derived by playing the game of balls and baskets by the

rules of the new statistics in the momentum-space alone, provided that to the

elementary cell in this space we assign the volume // /V. For doing this last,

wave-mechanics has now offered a kind of retroactive basis. There seem

to be flaws in the basis, but they are of a kind which cannot be mended (if at

all) without a thorough study of a very hard subject, to wit, the art of

interpreting wave-mechanics in the ordinary language of space and time.'

I think it will be better to proceed at once to the test by experiment.

Test by Experiment of the New Statistical Formula por Entropy

Enough has been said already to cover the first three terms of the formula

(66), which correctly give the dependence of entropy 5 upon volume V,

temperature T, and number of atoms N. The present question is: what

does experiment say of the fourth term, the additive constant which involves

the mass m of the atom and the universal constants k and //?

Having treated this question at length in the June 1942 issue of this

Journal, I will here give only the barest outline. For this purpose I rewrite

(66), by the aid of the equation of state of the perfect gas,

PV = NkT (67)

^ If (a, b, c) are the coordinates of one dot, those of the other seven of its group are:

{a, —b, c); (a, b, — c); {a, —b, —c); {
— a, b, c); (

— a, —b, c); {
— a, b, — c); { — a, —b, —c).

' In previous pages I said that the proper way of playing the game of balls and baskets

is to play it in the six-dimensional space, with A'',- representing a definite number of atoms
located in a six-dimensional region which is composed of a narro^\l\-limited region in

ordinary space and another narrowly-limited region in momentum-space. Wave-
mechanics, in the current interpretation, will not allow this; it claims that, if the A', atoms
are located in a limited region of momentum-space, they are spread all over the box con-

taining the gas.
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SO as to give entropy 6" as function of pressure and temperature:

5 = -y^iVInP + {5/2)kN[nT -\- ^.V In R-^^^^^^-^^'l (68)

Notice that here every term is strictly proportional to TV, in accordance

with the "second alternative" of page 377.

Let P and T be so chosen that the gas is in equilibrium with its solid

crystalline phase. To keep this choice in mind, I will replace T by T^,

signifying "temperature of sublimation" at pressure P. Let the N atoms

of gas now be cooled to the absolute zero. First they will condense, still at

temperature T^, into the crystalline solid. In so doing they will disgorge

the "heat of sublimation," L per gramme-molecule, amounting to NL/Na;

and their entropy will decline by NL/NoTg, since the process is reversible.

Let the cooling continue. As the crystal declines in temperature from any

T down to {T — dT), it disgorges heat in the amount of (N/No)CpdT and

entropy in the amount of (N/No)(Cp/T)dT; here Cp stands for the specific

heat (per gramme-molecule) of the crystal. The pressure is supposed to

remain the same throughout the entire process. When the crystal arrives

at absolute zero, its entropy has the value:

So= - kN In P + (5/2kN In T, + kN In Ri^':^^tMl"1

- (N/No)(L/Ts) - (N/No)
/

(Cp/T) dT
Jo

The right-hand member of this equation embodies the new statistical

theory of entropy. If on the left I put the value zero for .^o, I express what

is known as "Nernst's Heat Theorem" or the "Third Law of Thermo-
' dynamics." If experiments say that the right-hand member of (69) is

equal to zero, they ratify not indeed the statistical theory by itself or the

Third Law by itself, but the assumption that both are true. Now, this is

what the experiments do say. Better to describe the situation, they say

that the first three terms on the right of (69) are equal to the last two terms

with sign reversed. All of the noble gases have been tested with suitable

accuracy, and eight or nine of the metals with accuracy not so high, yet

better than "order-of-magnitude accuracy." For further details I must

refer to my article already cited,

* I cannot refrain from mentioning a detail of the statistical theories, which is amusing
if one sees it at once and confusing if one sees it belatedly (mine was the latter experience).

It pertains to the power to which e is raised in the third term on the right in (69). If in

the new statistical theory we leave out the term ^V in (49), thus stopping with a first

approximation instead of going on to the second, we arrive ultimateh' at e''^ instead of

e''^. If in the old statistical theory as modified b>- Tetrode we use the first-order Stirling

approximation instead of the second-order one for N !, we arrive ultimately at e^'^ instead
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Theory of Radiation

Black or total radiation, which is the electromagnetic radiation within a

cavity enclosed by walls at a uniform temperature, may be regarded as a

monatomic gas of which the atoms are called "photons." It has two

peculiarities. First, the relation between energy and momentum is not the

same for a photon as for a material atom. \ihy pi represent the magnitude

'^ypx -\- py -\- pz of the momentum, then the energy E is given no longer by

the familiar equation (3), but rather by this one:

E= pc (70)

c standing, of course, for the speed of light. This is no insignificant change,

but recedes into secondary importance when compared with the other

contrast. Not only the distribution-law for the photons, but the actual

total number of photons itself, is fixed by Nature when the temperature of

the walls of the cavity is fixed by the observer. To the quantity called N,

the number of atoms in a container of volume V, no specific value has ever

yet been assigned in these pages; for with a material gas it may be raised or

lowered at will, by pumping gas into or out of the box. In this section,

however, it will have to have a value, for Nature has given it one.

Can the theory achieve what Nature demands of it? It can, and this is

the way.

The momentum-space is divided as heretofore into regions of equal

volume, each containing C cells of volume qm- A distribution is described

by giving the number of photons in each region, Nj standing for the number

in the jth. region. The probability W of a distribution is given as always

by the formula (16) and this is it:

In W = 2 In Wj = 2[{Nj + C) In (N,- -j- C) - Cln C - iVy In N,-] (71)

We are not now proceeding to the limit of extreme rarefaction! Radiation

presents itself to us under conditions remote from this limit, and must be

treated without recourse to the approximation hitherto used in these pages.

When the quantities Nj are altered by the small amounts or "variations"

SNj, W undergoes the slight alteration or variation given thus to first

approximation:

8W = S ('^j 8N; = - l!n (.V; + C) - In Nj] dN,- (72)

of e^'^ (see the text preceding equation (35) of the prior article on page 134 of the January
issue of this Journal). Thus in both cases \vc arrive at e^'^ or e^'^, according as we pause
at a first approximation or go on to a second; but I discern no mathematical or physical
similarity whatever in the two situafions in which these approximations are made.
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In the quest for the "most probable distribution" this quantity is required to

vanish for variations which are controlled by a certain condition.

On a previous page (368) where we were dealing with material atoms in

ordinary space, the sole condition was that the total number of atoms should

remain the same (and equal to N). This led to the uniform distribution,

N i — a\ here a stands for a constant, which turns out to be the product of N
by the ratio of the volume Fo of the region to the volume V of the box.

On another previous page (369), where we were dealing with material

atoms in momentum space, the condition imposed was twofold: that the

number of atoms N and the total energy U of the atoms should remain the

same. This led to the distribution (20), which in the limit of extreme

rarefaction became the Maxwell-Boltzmann or canonical distribution Nj =
NA exp {—BEj); here Ej stands for the energy-value appropriate to the

jth region, and^l and^ for two constants which were shown to be determined

by TV and U.

In this case where we are dealing with photons in momentum space, the

condition which leads to the right result is simple but surprising. We must

admit only such variations as leave the total energy constant, but we must

not require that the total number of photons should likewise remain the same.

Applying this strange condition, we find it taking the form,

In (iVy + C) - In Nj = BE,- (73)

with only one constant, which is going to be controlled by the total energy U.

Rewriting this:

N.- 1

BE,C e"' - 1
(74)

One sees immediately that TV, which is the sum of all the quantities TV,-, is

no longer at liberty to take whatever value the experimenter pleases

!

Hitherto I have assumed that all the regions are of equal volume, but I

can free myself from this assumption by pointing out that 'NjjC is the

average number of photons per cell in the portion of momentum-space

where E has the value £,. Now let us carve up the momentum-space into

regions separated by spherical shells all centred at the origin. The region

extending from the sphere of radius p to the sphere of radius p -\- dp will be

of volume 4Trp''dp, and will accordingly contain Awp'dp/qm cells, if by qm I

denote the volume of a cell. The appropriate value of E will be pc. The
number of photons in the region will accordingly be given thus:

dN=^~^—^dp (75)
5„ e^p^ - 1 ^
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Unrecognizable as it may seem, this is actually a statement about the

spectrum of black radiation! This is because a photon of momentum p
and energy pc is associated with light-waves of wave-length given by the

"Eule of Correlation";

X = \ (76)

P

If I therefore multiply both members of (75) by pc, I have an expression for

the amount of energy associated with the waves ranging in wave-length

from h/p to h/{p -f- dp).

There are instruments able to sort out the waves of different wave-lengths

with their associated photons; they are called spectroscopes. There are

instruments able to indicate the total energy borne by the photons thus

sorted out; they are called by such names as bolometer and thermopile.

There are people able to use these instruments; and so (75) can be tested.

It is customary to rewrite (75) so that either wave-length or frequency

becomes the independent variable, in place of p; but nothing would be

gained for the purpose of this article by doing so. The fact of experience is,

that (75) is a correct description of black radiation provided that three

modifications be made:

a) For qm we are to write J^/V, presuming that this comes to the same as

though we had operated in sLx-dimensional space and put h as the volume

of the elementary cell therein (page 383);

b) For B we are to put \/kT;

c) We must double the right-hand member of (75), the factor 2 being

ascribed to the fact that light is polarizable.

Making these modifications, and putting F = 1 so that the forthcoming

equation shall refer to the radiant energy contained in unit volume, we have

for the number of photons in unit volume endowed with momenta between

p and p -f dp, energies between cp and c{p + dp). This is the distribution-

formula for black radiation of temperature T, commonly known as "Planck's

law."

To have derived this law is the first, the great and the historic achievement

of the new statistics. Other ways have indeed been found for deriving it,

beginning with Planck's own; but the way of the new statistics is smoothest

and quickest. Quite different is this story from that of the theory of mate-

rial gases! There, the distribution law was correctly given by the old

statistics long before it was tested. Here, the distribution-law was found
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by experiment years before it was explained, and a great puzzle it was.

There, the old statistics and the new (in the limit of extreme rarefaction)

led to the same result. Here the old statistics was impotent, and the new
had to be invented.

Reverting to the identification of B with 1/kT: this may be proved in

the following way^. Refer back to equations (74) and (71), and for ease

of operation write Xj for (e^'^' — 1)~^ We then have:

Nj = Cxy (78)

S = k\nW = ki: {C(l + Xj) In [C(l + Xj)] - Cxj In [Cx^] - Cln C| (79)

t/ = 2 ALEj = C S EjXj (80)

Differentiate .5 with respect to B and do the like with t/, and divide the

former derivative by the latter, so as to get the derivative dS/dU. It

will be found that this is equal to kB\ and since by definition of absolute

temperature it is also equal to T~^, the identification is made. .

The Bose-Einstein and the Fermi-Dirac Statistics

Hitherto in this article, except for one protective allusion, I have spoken

as if the new statistics were one and indivisible. There are, however, two

branches of it, known respectively as the Bose-Einstein statistics and the

Fermi-Dirac statistics. It is the former of which I have treated throughout

this essay. The point at which the latter branches off is to be found on

page 365, where I introduced the game of balls and baskets, the balls stand-

ing for cells and the baskets for populations. On reaching this point the

game is to be played with the supplemental assumption that there are only

two baskets, those numbered and 1. That is to say: a cell may either be

empty or may contain a single atom, but never more than one.

I leave to the student the task of revising equations (7) to (16) accord-

ingly, but I take it upon myself to point out how easily the problem can be

solved by the second method—that of pages 370-71, the method involving

the counting of all the different ways in which un-numbered atoms can be

distributed among numbered cells. In the Bose-Einstein case the funda-

mental formula is (22), which is not very easy to derive. In the Fermi-Dirac

case we proceed by playing anew the game of balls and baskets. There are

but the two baskets, one being set out to receive the balls corresponding to

the empty cells and the other for the cells containing one atom each—the

"filled cells," we may call them. There being in thejth region N, atoms

and C cells all together, the first basket is destined to contain (C — Nj)

balls and the second to contain N j. The question is then: in how many

' I am indebted for this proof, as well as for much other assistance in the preparation

of the article, to Dr. L. A. MacColl,
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ways can C numbered balls be distributed among two baskets, these to

contain {C — N j) and N j of the balls respectively, two ways being con-

sidered as different unless the inventory of each basket is just the same for

both ways? But this is the problem set up and solved in the earlier article,

though there the balls stood for atoms and the baskets for regions. The

answer is:

Wui = C\/{C- Ni)\Ni\ (85)

instead of equation (22). Using the first or second order Stirling approxima-

tion— it doesn't matter which—one comes to the analogue of (23), which is:

In IFtot = Cln C - (C - Ni) In (C - Nj) - N, In N, (86)

Different as this looks from (23), the two become alike in the limit of extreme

rarefaction, and in this limit equation (48) expresses the result both of the

Bose-Einstein and of the Fermi-Dirac statistics. Since equation (48) is the

parent of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution-law and of the expression

(66) for the entropy of a monatomic gas, both of these flow from either type

of statistics, and experiment does not decide for either over the other.

When we avoid the limit of extreme rarefaction, the two forms of statistics

do depart from one another. If photons obeyed the Fermi-Dirac statistics,

the distribution-law for black radiation would not be (75). We should be

obliged, in the denominator on the right-hand side of that equation, to re-

place the negative sign of the second term by the positive sign. In so doing

we should contradict the data of experiment in an unmistakable way; and

for photons accordingly, the Fermi-Dirac statistics is to be rejected.

This form of the new statistics being no better than the other for material

gases, and definitely wrong for radiation, where is it to be preferred and why?

To answer the first question, I point to the "electron-gas" which pervades

the metals and is accountable for their quality of being excellent conductors.

Experiment (as I recounted in these pages fourteen years ago^") confirms that

these intra-metallic electrons form a gas which obeys the Fermi-Dirac

statistics. It is not, however, the limit of extreme rarefaction which here

we meet but the opposite one, the limit of extreme condensation. These

electrons are as densely concentrated as the atoms of the solid itself, a degree

of condensation never even approached by any ordinary gases. In this

limit the distribution-law attains a form entirely different from both the

Maxwell-Boltzmann law and the black-radiation law, and very remarkable.

I dare not, however, expose this article to the risk of a doubling in length,

which a treatment of this topic would probably entail; and I can avoid it

with a fairly clear conscience, for the experimental evidence that electrons

'"This Journal, -?, 672 (1929); also Phxsical Revicu.- Supplement (Reviews of Modern
Physics) 7,90(1929)

.
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obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics has been enlarged but little since my article

of 1929.

As for the second question, I can give only the shadow of an answer.

The reason for adopting sometimes the Bose-Einstein and sometimes the

Fermi-Dirac statistics springs from wave-mechanics, and that requires an

article of its own. I can say, without proof, that the choice depends upon

the number of elementary particles in the atom. The gas is supposed to

conform to the Bose-Einstein or the Fermi-Dirac statistics, according as that

number is even or odd. An electron is an elementary particle all by itself,

wherefore the preceding paragraph.

For material gases, the crucial number is obtained by adding up the

numbers of the protons and the neutrons in the nucleus, and the number of

orbital electrons which surround the nucleus and complete the atom. In

nature the atoms for which the crucial number is even vastly outnumber

those for which it is odd, and the Bose-Einstein statistics is therefore the

prevalent one. The principal isotope of nitrogen and the second isotope of

hydrogen do indeed belong to the rarer category, but in the gaseous state

their atoms always pair themselves into diatomic molecules, a circumstance

which restores these gases to the realm of Bose and Einstein. A detail in

the band spectrum of a diatomic molecule is available for telling which form

of statistics the individual atom would obey if free; it confirms what I have

just been saying—but this is an intricate story.



Electromagnetic Waves

A Textbook* (530 pages, S7.50 net) by S. A. Schclkunoil, published by D.
Van Nostrand, Inc., New York City, 1943.

'TT^HIS new addition to a well-known series has been awaited with much
-* interest by all those acquainted with Dr. Schelkunoff's contributions to

propagation theory, and it will be found that their expectations have been

entirely fulfilled. This monumental piece of work is equally remarkable for

the originality and consistency of its approach as for the wealth of informa-

tion contained in its five hundred densely packed pages.

The author's systematic use of the harmonic oscillation, with complex

variables and coefficients, is in line with the marvelous development which

has occurred in the communication field during the last fifty years. Alter-

nating current theory, then acoustics, then vibrational mechanics succes-

sively dropped the differential equations which physics offered as a basis and

systematically restricted themselves to harmonic oscillations. This has

resulted in the replacement of the differential operator by iu, leading to a

tremendous simplification of steady-state analysis, which has been reduced

to the calculation of amplitude ratios and phase differences. The genuinely

difficult problems have not disappeared for all that but are now relegated to

Fourier or Laplace transform theory, and it has become apparent that an

enormous field of application can be covered by purely algebraic processes.

Not the least advantage of this method has been the unification brought

into the three chapters of technical science mentioned above. Electrical

impedances gave the model after which acoustical and mechanical imped-

ances were fashioned; and mixed mutual impedances, thereafter, made it

possible to write the equations of electro-mechanical or acoustico-mechanical

transducers. There was an exciting era of intense development in this field

during the twenties; and it was amusing to hear at that time, and even a

good deal later, irate die-hards denouncing "impedances" with bitter irony

or viewing with alarm the spread of "analogies."

Dr. Schelkunoff has set about to carry this point of view into Electromag-

netic Theory, and it may well be that his will be the honor of having brought

into the fold of harmonic oscillation theory the last chapter of Physics which

still had to be incorporated. (One might think of Optics, but of course half

of the book is really Optics.) Having given, in the first pages of his fourth

*This review by P. Le Corbeiller is reprinted from Quarterly of Applied Mathematics,

Vol. 1, No. 2 by permission of the editors. Mr. Le Corbeiller, until coming to the

United States where he has joined the faculty of Harvard University, was an engineer

with the Administration Franfaise des Postes, Telegraphes et Telephones.
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chapter, a short and quite personal derivation of Maxwell's equations (1-15,

p. 69), Dr. Schelkunoflf without taking breath adds immediately: "Since we
are concerned primarily with fields varying harmonically with time, we
replace the instantaneous field intensities and current densities by the corre-

sponding complex variables and write Maxwell's equations as follows:

J Ends = -jf ic^nHn dS -
fJ MndS,

j Hnds ^
ff (? + io^e)E„ dS -hff Jn dS:

(1-16)

Thus the sacrosanct Maxwell equations are swept away with movie-like

swiftness, and instead we have the steady-state equations of a medium char-

acterized by a distributed series impedance iw/x and a distributed shunt ad-

mittance g-\-iw€ (p. 81).

The analogy with a transmission line whose series inductance is ju, shunt

conductance g and shunt capacitance e, all taken per unit length, is inescap-

able (p. 243). In particular the above primary constants simply beg to be

transformed into the familiar secondary constants of transmission line

theory ; here the intrinsic propagation constant a and the intrinsic impedance

q are defined by

(T = \^iwiJ.{g + /coe), n = A/ ^^. (9-1)
y g + icoe

(p. 81) {(T is in neper/meter, rj in ohms; the book is written in MKS—p. 60).

For free space we shall have g — 0, and the following numerical values of the

fundamental constants (p. 82):

impedance of free space 770 ~ 1207r ohms, (9-4)

characteristic velocity vo ~ 3.10^ meters/second.

Surprising as it may appear to transmission engineers and sound engineers,

who daily handle their respective characteristic impedances Zo or pc, there

still are very competent physicists who balk at the idea of free space having a

characteristic impedance of about 377 ohms. Yet, in the words of Professor

Ronold W. P. King:^ "The existence of such a characteristic resistance for

electromagnetic effects is just as mysterious, but not more so, than the exist-

ence of the finite velocity I'o-" Dr. Schelkunoff explains very well how this

constant could have been overlooked by the builders of the classical theory:

"The physicist concentrates his attention on one particular wave: a wave of

force or a wave of velocity or a wave of displacement. His original differen-

tial equations may be of the first order and may involve both force and

' Mimeographed "Notes on Antennas" for the course of Electronics and Cathode Ray
Tubes (Eng. 270), Harvard University.
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velocity; but by tradition he eliminates one of these variables, obtains a

second order differential equation in the other and calls it the 'wave equa-

tion.' Thus he loses sight of the interdependence of force and velocity

waves . .
." (p. vii). Still, it is surprising to see that one has started with

two constants co and /xo, and recognizing the fundamental importance of

their product, \'et has not enquired about their ratio.

Then, the reader will ask, how can the Theory of Relativity give a leading

role to the velocity of light and not mention the impedance of free space.

Has Einstein no use forrjo? Well, he has, and he has not. First, an essential

point in Special Relativity is the merging of the magnetic and the electric

fields into one skew-symmetrical tensor. When doing this in the MKS sys-

tem, homogeneity requires the use of the components of E and of 770//; but

the factor 170 is not apparent, for instance, in the equations on p. 44 of "The

Meaning of Relativity" (by A. Einstein, Princeton Univ. Press, 1923) which

uses a system of units in which 770 = 1. Secondly, if we try to connect the

universal constant rjo with other members of this interesting family, we find

that Tjo times a (charge)^ has the dimensions of "action," and more precisely

that

•) 2/t
nae = :rwz.

13/

(c = charge of the electron, h = Planck's constant). We see from this that

there is more to 770 than appears in Special Relativity, the first step in the

successive Einsteinian extensions of Maxwell's theory.

We have dealt at length with this question of the "impedance of free space"

because it exemplifies the spirit of the whole work. It occurs in the course

of a short but apt presentation of the "Fundamental Electromagnetic Equa-

tions" (Chapter IV), immediately applied to harmonic oscillations. The

book as a whole is devoted not to Electromagnetism in general but, as

specified in the title, to Electromagnetic Waves.

Three preliminary chapters introduce the more advanced mathematical

tools which will be used, but sparingly, in what follows: such topics as con-

tour integration, Bessel and Legendre functions. Chapter V is a short and

original presentation of Network Theor}^

The central part of the book begins with Chapter VI, "About Waves in

General," a sort of preview of the questions which will be treated in detail

later, during which we are introduced to radiation from given currents,

propagation along wave guides, and to such general tools as electric and

magnetic current sheets, the method of images and conformal representation.

In the following four chapters, we meet the most thorough treatment

- See Quarterly of Applied Matlienmtics, 1, 78 (1943).
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available of the propagation of waves, guided or bounded, in one, two and

three dimensions. It is impossible to do justice here to the richness of the

material, which must have cost tremendous labor and which is in great part

taken from the author's own publications. We find in Chapter IX, however,

classical problems of Fresnel optics, adroitly adapted to contemporary radio

needs. Chapter XI is a relatively short treatment of antenna theory,

principally of conical antennas, and in the last chapter we return to wave

guides and solve various problems involving discontinuities, even to an iris

or a transversal wire. This subject is still under development by the author,

and the readers of the Quarterly have had the benefit of one of its recent

extensions.^

The specialist in wave propagation has no need to be told of the value of

this book; but the reviewer would like to explain to his fellow non-specialists

why it is particularly important that they should not miss it. When the

results of much present-day research will suddenly be made available, it will

be a hard task to catch up, not only with the new knowledge, but still more

with the new modes of attack. The borderland between radio and optics

is one of the fields from which great things can confidently be expected. Dr.

Schelkunoff's book is a great opportunity for those not at present engaged in

research to get familiar with methods which they will want to use tomorrow.

P. Le Corbeiller.
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Paracon—A New Polyester Rubber} B. S. Biggs and C. S. Fuller.

Paracons are high molecular weight linear polyesters which are soft enough

to be rubbery and are capable of undergoing a vulcanization reaction. They

are prepared by the condensation of dibasic acids with glycols or by the self

condensation of hydroxy acids, and the name is intended to signify "conden-

sation rubber." Paracon looks and feels like rubber, and in comparison

with other rubbers it has some distinct advantages and some definite limita-

tions. Its outstanding properties are oil resistance, high heat and light

resistance, lack of odor and fast curing cycle. Tensile strength ranges from

1500 to 3000 pounds per square inch with elongations of 400 to 600 per cent.

Rubber pigments and compounding techniques may be used with it but

vulcanization is accomplished in most cases by the action of benzoyl peroxide

rather than sulfur.

Aside from its practical aspects the development of paracon is of theoreti-

cal interest because of the light it throws on rubber structure and the

mechanism of vulcanization processes.

Unsaturation oj Butadiene and Related Polymers as Determined by Iodine

Chloride Addition? A. R. Kemp and Henry Peters. This paper de-

scribes procedures which have been developed to determine the unsaturation

of various butadiene and related polymers and copolymers, as well as mixed

vulcanizates of Buna S and rubber. These methods are based on the use of

^-dichlorobenzene as a solvent and iodine chloride as the addition agent, fol-

lowing the general technique employed in the standard Kemp-Wijs method

for the determination of the unsaturation of natural rubber.

The ratio of butadiene to styrene in copolymers has been calculated from

the iodine value and from the carbon-hydrogen ratio; however, the accuracy

of these procedures is subject to several variables which are discussed.

Unsaturation data are presented on highly purified emulsion-type poly-

mers of butadiene-isoprene and butadiene-styrene which agree closely with

the presence of one double bond for each diolefin molecule present. The

reaction rate of Buna S with halogens is shown to agree closely to that of

natural rubber hydrocarbon.

Brittle Temperature of Rubber under Variable Stress? A. R. Kemp, F. S.

Malm and G. G. Winspear. This paper supplies the need for a method to

1 Chem. and Engg. News, June 25, 1943.
2 Indus. & Engg. Chemistry, Analytical Edition, July 1943.
2 Indus. & Engg. Chem., April 1943.
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determine the temperature at which rubber and similar materials fracture

under variable bending stress. Although the brittle temperature is sharply

defined under high-speed bending through a sharp angle, it is lower as the

speed of application or the magnitude of the stress is reduced. In some

instances decreases of more than 28°C. in brittle temperature resulted from

reductions in bending stress such as might be encountered in service.

Vulcanized pure gum natural rubber and plasticized polyvinyl chloride-

acetate copolymer showed the largest changes, whereas the compounded and

vulcanized natural and synthetic rubbers involved in this study exhibited a

reduction in brittle temperature from 5° to 10° C. in going from the highest

to the lowest stress employed.

American Science Mobilizes for Victory} Robert W. King. There are

no accomplishments of the Bell System in which its men and women take

greater pride than those marking the continuous activities in developing and

applying the art of communication.

The Bell Telephone Laboratories' accomplishments, reflected for decades

in improved instrumentalities and systems for the transmission of electrical

signals and speech, have been possible because vast resources of scientific

knowledge have been devoted as part of the System's general responsibility

to the public, to a broad and fundamental program of exploration, experi-

ment and design.

Today the more than 6,000 members of these Laboratories are engaged on

hundreds of development projects requiring research, invention and design,

for the Army, the Navy, and the National Defense Research Committee.

That this should be both logical and inevitable will not surprise any one

who considers the vital part played by communications in modern warfare.

Rapid movement of troops and supplies over far-flung lines of action on land

and sea and in the air are possible only when directed through effective com-

munication systems. More and more the electrical transmission of intelli-

gence is becoming the unifying influence pervading all branches of war

organizations. It coordinates the movement of naval and aerial fleets; it en-

ables infantry, tank columns and formations of aircraft to operate as a single

unit. It shrinks a thousand-mile battle line to the compass of a single

sector.

The article by Dr. King points out the place of independent military re-

search, although its actual volume is less than that carried on directly by the

Army and Navy. It also draws upon experience in industrial research to

show that the sudden solution of war problems by appeal to science is scarcely

to be expected.

" Bell Tel. Mag., June 1943.
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Filtered Thermal A^oise—Fluctuation of Energy as a Function of Interval

Length.^ S. O. Rice. Let a source of thermal noise be connected to the

input of a band-pass filter. Consider the energy which would be dissipated

during the interval /i to /i + T if the output current were to flow through a

resistance of one ohm. When T is held fixed and /i regarded as a random

variable, the resulting energies have a distribution whose average and stand-

ard deviation depend upon T. Here this dependence is studied. The

standard deviation of the difference of the energies of two contiguous inter-

vals, each of length T, is also obtained.

Ultra-Short Electromagnetic Waves. IV—Guided Propagation.^ S. A.

ScHELKUNOFF. Doctor S. A. Schelkunoff presented the material contained

in this article as a lecture before the basic science group of the New York

Section. He treated the subject in a "non-mathematical" manner. Cer-

tainly the electrical engineer will welcome any concept which allows an

easier approach to the solution of certain problems involved in wave guides

than the more complete equivalent field-theory method. In this fourth

article in a series of six on ultra-short electromagnetic waves, Doctor Schel-

kunoff combines transmission-line theory with optical analogy and derives

useful relations for both wave guides and cavity resonators. The three

preceding articles appeared in the March, April and May issues of Electrical

Engineering.

Variahle-Frequency Bridge-Type Frequency-Stabilized Oscillators.'^ W. G.

Shepherd and R. O. Wise. Results are given of a theoretical and experi-

mental investigation into two types of bridge-stabilized oscillators incorpo-

rating a thermal device for amplitude control. One circuit employs only

resistances and capacitances in the frequency-determining network and

consequently is useful for low-frequency operation. The other circuit uses

an inductance-capacitance network which is well adapted to the higher-

frequency network. Conditions for optimum stability and the variation of

the stability with frequency determined experimentally are found to be in

general agreement with theoretical results.

Beyond the Ultra-Short Waves.^ G. C. Southworth. This article reviews

briefly the work done many years ago by the pioneering physicists with the

so-called electric waves as well as the more recent efforts by engineers to put

these waves to practical use. It also describes some of the expedients and

changes of technic used to overcome difficulties as this work progressed to

^ Jour. Acous. Soc. Amer., April 1943.
^ Elec. Ens,g., June 1943.
7 Proc. I. R. E., June 1943.
« Proc. I. R. E., July 1943.
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higher and higher frequencies. One, of fairly recent origin, is the wave-guide

or hollow-pipe technic. The latter not only provides a simple and efficient

way of propagating microwave power from one point to another but there

have also grown from it some very interesting counterparts of the tuned

circuits, the matching transformers, and the filters that have been in common
use for some time at the lower frequencies. The possible bearing of this new
technic on the future of electrical communications, as, for example, televi-

sion, is pointed out.

The Impact of War on Long Distance Service.'^ Mark R. Sullivan. The

article gives in narrative form much of Vice President Sullivan's testimony

concerning toll board service before the Federal Communications Commis-

sion on December 16, 1942.

Increasing traffic and severe curtailment in additions to plant, make it

progressively more difficult to maintain service performance at its usual

level. In the last two years Long Lines toll traffic has nearly doubled, this

increase being almost equivalent to the total level of business reached over

a period of some 65 years. Plant materials available for telephone con-

struction, on the other hand, have been sharply curtailed. Copper, for

example, had been used in building telephone plant at the annual rate of

more than 90,000 tons; now" only about 8,000 tons are used.

The increased volume of long distance calls has been accompanied by in-

creased complexities in the handling of calls; more attempts required per

call, a greater proportion of person-to-person calls, and greater length of haul

requiring more switching. Over all, the results still average well. However,

not all calls fall on or near the average due to the uneven distribution of

increased calling which has followed generally the path of war activity and

varies tremendously in different localities. Just as growth in calUng has not

been uniform throughout the System, so has circuit congestion been most

pronounced in cities most affected by war activities. A customer whose

individual call is delayed well beyond the average may appraise the service

by that call, even though he may realize that the average speed of all calls

is much faster.

Despite the increased traffic volume, complexities and the shortage of

facilities, there have been some truly notable achievements. Accuracy and

speed of answer have suffered relatively little. Additions to the operating

force of 150,000 were made in the past two years to handle the increased load

and to replace losses. Operators, seasoned and new, have faced the chal-

lenge to the service and, true to the finest traditions of the service, are

giving their best to a difficult job—willingly and cheerfully.

« Bell Tel. Mag., June 1943.
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Drying of Textiles}^ A. C. Walker. In 1937 a textile-drying research

project was initiated by the United States Institute for Textile Research and

supported by the textile industry, for the purpose of evaluating the effects

of temperature and humidity on the physical and chemical properties of

important textile fibers. The present paper gives a comprehensive report

of the results obtained and points out the basis upon which the industry

must proceed in problems relating to textile drying. In all cases, consider-

ation should be given to the theories relating to the form in which the

moisture is distributed within the fiber structure and to data of the type

discussed by the author.

'^ Trans. A.S.M.E., May 1943.
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